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Abstract
In recent times western economies have become increasingly focussed on knowledge work. Knowledge work processes depend heavily on the expert knowledge
of workers and therefore tend to require more flexibility then the processes seen
in traditional production work. Over-constrained processes cause frustration
and inefficiency because they do not allow workers to use their expert experience to make the best judgements on how to solve the unique challenges they are
faced with. However some structuring of their work is still required to ensure
that laws and business rules are being followed.
IT Systems for process control have a large role to play in structuring and
organizing such processes, however most of these systems have been developed
with a focus on production work and fail to support the more flexible processes
required by knowledge workers. The problem arises at the core of these systems:
the notations in which the processes are defined. Traditional process notations
are flow-based: control of the process flows from one activity to the next. This
paradigm inherently encourages modellers to think in terms of strict orderings
instead of supporting flexibility. Flow-based models that do try to capture a
large degree of flexibility tend to turn into so-called ”spaghetti models”, because
all possible paths through the process need to be modelled explicitly. Over the
last decade new, more flexible, process notations have been researched by using
a constraint-based paradigm, where one directly models the rules of a process.
Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) Graphs, which have been developed at
the process and systems models group at IT University of Copenhagen (ITU),
are one such notation. They stand apart from other constraint-based notations
by having a small set of 4 basic constraints, yet offering the full formal expressiveness of both regular and ω-regular languages. They also offer an operational
semantics based on transformations of markings, which means that the notation
can represent a process at both design- and runtime, facilitating easy reasoning
about the execution of the process and techniques for runtime adaptation.
This dissertation reports on the results of the Technologies for Flexible Crossorganizational Case Management Systems (FLExCMS) research project which
was started in cooperation between ITU and the company Exformatics A/S. The
goals of the project were to strengthen the industrial adoption of constraintbased notations and techniques by further developing DCR Graphs to be industrially applicable, with a particular focus on guaranteeing safety for crossorganizational processes. We will show how DCR Graphs have been extended
with new dimensions such as time, data and hierarchy and we will report on the
development of techniques for the safe distribution and run-time adaptation of
cross-organizational processes based on DCR Graphs. We brought this research
into practice at Exformatics by developing tools for modelling and executing
DCR Graphs and applying these tools within customer projects, we report on a
number of case studies based on these projects. Finally we report on a new angle of research within the Business Process Management field tentatively called
Hybrid BPM Technologies, which aims to combine the advantages of both the
flow- and constraint-based paradigms.
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1

Introduction

Over the last few decades the focus of western economies has steadily shifted
from production work to so-called knowledge work [10, 5]. Production work
tends to be highly structured, take for example a car manufacturing factory: the
work is typically done along an assembly line and while there may be a certain
amount of variability (the colour of the cars, materials used in the interior,
additional features, etc), these variations in the production process tend to be
well-defined. Processes in knowledge industries on the other hand tend to be
much less rigid: for example legal cases may often share similarities but are
rarely exactly the same and the lawyers handling such cases typically have the
freedom to make their own decisions in how to handle the various challenges
each case presents. Knowledge workers therefore require a new level of flexibility
in their work processes [44, 62, 36]: they have strong insights into what the best
solution to a problem is and are not helped by being constrained to a standard
solution aimed at a generic version of the problem which does not take into
account the unique challenges for the specific case they are working on. At the
same time some structuring of their work is still required: there may be (legal
or business) rules that need to be followed in all cases and these can constrain
the ways they are allowed to approach their work.
Within the field of computer science we can employ formal methods to ensure that the software systems developed for process support strictly follow the
rules specified for them. This is achieved by modelling both the behaviour of
these systems and the rules as mathematical constructs and then using verification techniques such as state-space exploration and syntax checking to ensure
that they follow the rules and do not contain any errors (bugs). If a sound
mapping exists from the notations used to describe the processes and rules to
such mathematical constructs then verification of the models can be automated
without the risk of human translation error. Additionally, if the models of the
process are directly executable by the workflow system then the running processes can be guaranteed to be correct (assuming that no mistakes were made
in the specification of the rules).
Most state-of-the-art process and workflow systems have been developed
with a focus on production work and fail to support the more flexible work
processes that knowledge workers require. The problem arises at the core of
these systems: the notations in which processes and workflows are defined.
Traditional workflow notations are grounded in the concept of flow: control
of the process progresses from one activity to the next. For example in the
case of the car manufacturing factory, the main process will describe in discrete
steps how the components of a car are put together along the assembly line.
Depending on the features selected for the specific car some of the steps may be
skipped, or a choice between different optional components may be made, but
the overall process will always follow the same ordering in which the components
are put together.
One such flow-based workflow notation is the Business Process Model and
Notation (BPMN) [39, 61] which is considered the industry standard within
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the field of Business Process Management [64, 54] and being maintained by
the Object Management Group. We will exemplify what a BPMN model looks
like by using the process of writing this dissertation as a running example. We
recognize that this is mostly a toy example, but found it useful for illustrating
these concepts succinctly. For more realistic examples taken from industry we
refer to the papers within this dissertation, in particular 4.2, 4.4 and 6.2.
Many of the main concepts underlying BPMN are shared with other notations such as flowcharts and UML activity diagrams [12] and therefore most of
the observations made in the following paragraphs can be generalized to these
other flow-based notations.

Select Papers
Start

Write
Introduction
and Related
Work

Write
Conlcusion and
Future Work

Write Abstract
End

Figure 1: BPMN Diagram of Example 1
Example 1. Writing a paper-based dissertation starts by 1) selecting the papers
to be used 2) writing the introduction and related work 3) writing the conclusion
and future work and finally 4) writing the abstract. This process is drawn
using BPMN in Figure 1. The circle at the start is called the start event and
represents the start of the process, the four rectangles represent the activities
listed above and the final bolded circle, called the end event represents the end of
the process. The arrows are called sequence flow and describe the flow between
the start of the process, the four activities and the end of the process. To
understand the semantics of a BPMN model it can be useful to imagine a token
moving through the diagram indicating our current position in the process. The
token starts at the start event and by starting the process is moved on to the
sequence flow between the start event and the Select Papers activity. When
we start the Select Papers activity, the token is moved into its box, indicating
that it is currently being performed and when we finish the activity the token
is moved onto the outgoing sequence flow, enabling the Write Introduction and
Related Work activity to be started. This continues until the token reaches the
end event, which ends the process.
A strict ordering as described in Example 1 is not very realistic, in particular
this author has a habit of working on different sections intermixedly, as for
example ideas for the conclusion may arise while writing the introduction and
it can be beneficial to write these down immediately. BPMN and other flowbased languages support having activities occur at the same time with a concept
known as parallelism which we will demonstrate in the following example.
Example 2. In Figure 2 we have changed Example 1 to allow the activities
Write Introduction and Related Work, Write Conclusion and Future Work and Write
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Write
Introduction
and Related
Work

Select Papers
Start

Write
Conlcusion and
Future Work

End

Write Abstract

Figure 2: BPMN Diagram of Example 2
Abstract to occur at the same time. To do so we use the parallel split gateway,
drawn as a diamond with a plus sign inside which, using the token-based semantics introduced in the previous example, takes a token on the incoming sequence
flow and places an outgoing token on every outgoing sequence flow, enabling all
three activities at the same time. We can now move any of the three created
tokens as we see fit, doing these activities in any order (or even truly concurrent
by doing them at the same time). All the activities lead into a parallel join
gateway, which takes a token on each incoming sequence flow and places a token on the single outgoing sequence flow, thereby guaranteeing that the process
can not end before all activities have completed. Note that the split and join
gateways use the same symbol but can be distinguished by the fact that the
split gateway has one incoming and multiple outgoing sequence flows, whereas
the join gateway has multiple incoming and only one outgoing sequence flow.
While the preceding example gives a good abstract view of the process, it
makes a somewhat unrealistic assumption that we know exactly when we are
done writing each section of the dissertation. If one was to directly implement
the process in an IT system then each activity could occur only once and when
it was closed, it could not be reopened. This would force users to be very careful about closing an activity, ie, if the author of this dissertation first finished
writing the introduction and closed that activity, then did more work on the
conclusion and realised some possible improvements on the introduction, the
process as given above would not allow him to make these changes. A real user
of such a system would likely learn this limitation and always choose to leave
activities open until all can be closed together, but this would be a work-around
for a flaw in the process description and instead it is preferable to extend the
process model to allow for repetition of these activities. This can be accomplished in flow-based languages by using decision points and loops as we will
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demonstrate in the following example.

Decide to
Repeat or Finish

Write
Conlcusion and
Future Work

Decide to
Repeat or Finish

Write Abstract

Decide to
Repeat or Finish

no
repeat?

yes

Write
Introduction
and Related
Work

Select Papers

no
repeat?

End

yes

Start

no
repeat?

Figure 3: BPMN Diagram of Example 3
Example 3. In Figure 3 We extend Example 2 and allow the activities Write
Introduction and Related Work, Write Conclusion and Future Work and Write Abstract to be repeated by using the exclusive (XOR) gateway construct. Exclusive
gateways are similar to parallel gateways in that they denote a point where the
control splits into different paths and a join where different control paths merge
back together, however, whereas in the case of the parallel gateway control continues on each path, in the case of the exclusive gate way control continues only
on one of the possible paths. Which path is taken is based on a condition attached to the gateway. Within BPMN these conditions must be data-based, so
if one wants to model a split based on a user decisions then making that decision
must be modelled explicitly as an activity before the gateway. In the case of
Figure 3 this means for example that when we end the activity Write Introduction and Related Work, we first have an additional activity where we decide if we
want to work more on the introduction or finish the dissertation. Typically one
will leave this activity open as long as one has not decided to either repeat or
finish. After the new activity the token moves into an exclusive gateway with
the condition ”repeat?”, it is assumed that the data necessary to evaluate the
condition is provided by the preceding activities. If we chose ”yes” the token
moves back to exclusive join gateway before the Write Introduction and Related
Work activity and we can repeat it, if we choose ”no”, the token moves on to
the parallel join gateway and once all tokens arrive here we can end the process.
As we illustrated in Example 1-3, flow-based notations such as BPMN are
not particularly well-suited for describing more flexible processes. The first
problem we encountered was that because these notations inherently require one
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to think in terms of a strict ordering enforced by a notion of flow, a process will
often be modelled more rigidly then is required in reality. Secondly, when we do
remember to make a flexible model, as in Example 3, we can see that the required
number of visual elements in the model starts to grow disproportional to the
simple process we are trying to describe. This happens because all the possible
paths need to be modelled explicitly. While the example process is relatively
small and still understandable, for larger flexible processes this often means that
the model turns into a so-called spaghetti model and becomes unreadable.
Over the last decade there have been a number of research initiatives to
develop notations to support such flexible processes[40, 47, 17, 38, 20], usually by grounding the work in a constraint- instead of flow-based paradigm.
In a constraint-based notation one does not model flow, but instead directly
describes the rules of the process such as ”we need to select papers before we
can perform other activities” and ”every activity needs to be performed at least
once”. It is then up to the workflow system to determine all possible actions
for the user and allow him the freedom to make his own decisions as long as
they fall within the rules (optionally suggesting best-practice solutions, but not
enforcing them). Within academia constraint-based notations are commonly
called declarative notations, whereas flow-based notations are often referred to
as imperative or procedural notations, a practice stemming from an original
comparison to declarative (functional) and imperative (procedural) programming languages. Within the papers of this dissertation we primarily use the
terms declarative and imperative to refer to respectively constraint-based and
flow-based notations.

1.1

Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) Graphs

One such declarative notation called Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) Graphs
[17, 35] was developed at the IT University of Copenhagen by Thomas T. Hildebrandt and Raghava Rao Mukkamala as a part of the TrustCare project1 and
the latter’s dissertation [34]. DCR Graphs are a generalization of Event Structures [37, 65, 66, 67, 59] and consist of events (which can be used to model both
activities and BPMN events such as timers), a marking over the events and
four possible relations between these events. When not constrained (through
relations or the marking) events can be executed at any time and any number
of times.
The marking of a DCR Graph keeps track of 1) which events have been
executed (at least once), 2) which events are still required to be done (often
referred to as being pending) and 3) which events are currently included. Events
can only be executed if they are included and are also only considered relevant
to the process while they are included, this in particular means that while an
event is excluded (not included), we can disregard if it is required. This ties
into the accepting condition of a DCR Graph which determines when exactly a
1 Trustworthy Pervasive Healthcare Processes (TrustCare) Research Project - http://www.
trustcare.dk/
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process is allowed to end: we can finish executing a DCR Graph whenever there
are no events that are both included and required. There is no default initial
marking for a DCR Graph, this means that it is for example possible to have
certain events be initially required, in essence modelling a to-do list at the start
of the process.
The relations describe how events constrain each other and effect the marking: the condition relation states than one event can not be executed before
another event is executed (unless the latter event is excluded), the response relation states that doing one event makes another event required (i.e. doing one
activity adds another activity to the list of things that need to be done before we
can end our process) and finally the dynamic exclusion and dynamic inclusion
relations respectively remove and add events back into the workflow. We will
now show how the process from Example 3 can be modelled as a DCR Graph.

Figure 4: DCR Graph of the process in Example 3
Example 4. The DCR Graph in Figure 4 represents the same process as in
Figure 3. Similar to BPMN, the boxes represent events(activities). The ear of
the box is reserved for adding roles to the activities, but these are not used in the
current example. The relations are drawn as arrows between the events. The
red arrow with a percentage sign at the end denotes the exclude relation, in this
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case stating that the Select Papers activity excludes itself, meaning that when
we can execute this activity only once because afterwards it removes itself from
the workflow. Note that this rule was implicit in the case of the BPMN model
because there is no loop around the activity. The orange arrows with a dot at
the end denote the condition relation, in this case Select Papers is a condition
for Write Introduction and Related Work, Write Conclusion and Future Work and
Write Abstract meaning that these activities can not be performed before the
papers for the dissertation have been selected. Finally the exclamation marks on
the events denote that they are required in the initial marking, thereby ensuring
that they all need to be done at least once before the process can end.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 demonstrate how describing a flexible process can be
done more succinctly using DCR Graphs then BPMN. Perhaps counter intuitively, further restricting the behaviour of a flexible process by adding additional
rules can make it even more cumbersome to model it in a flow-based notation,
while it is fairly straight-forward to do so in a constraint-based notation. We
will demonstrate this in the following example.
Example 5. We want to extend the previous example with an additional rule,
namely that after making changes to the introduction or conclusion, one always
needs to update the abstract to make sure that it accurately represents any
new or changed content. In Figure 5 we extended the BPMN model with this
new rule, as one can see we require quite a large amount of new elements in
the model, most importantly many of the activities are now represented by two
separate instances. This is because the first block ensures that each activity is
done at least once (this is not ensured by the flower pattern in the second block),
while the second part ensures that the abstract is always updated after making
changes to the introduction and conclusion. Note that in the first block we also
added the possibility to skip writing the abstract because the process model
needs to support an execution where one chooses to only work on the abstract
once at the end of writing the dissertation. One may argue that only having
the first block, followed by only the Write Abstract activity would represent the
same language as the given diagram, but note that this would force to user to
choose a ”final” update to the abstract, whereas in the model given here the
user is still able of making further edits to the introduction and conclusion after
each update to the abstract, which is important because the user may realise
while updating the abstract that he would like to make further changes to one
of the other sections and if he had indicated that this was the ”final” version of
the abstract he would not be allowed to do so.
In Figure 6 we extend the DCR graph with the new rule. We add two
response relations, drawn as a blue arrow with a dot at its source, which state
that 1) whenever Write Introduction and Related Work is done it makes Write
Abstract required and 2) whenever Write Conclusion and Future Work is done it
makes Write Abstract required. This way we ensure that if either of the two
other activities is performed the process can not be completed unless we do
Write Abstract afterwards.
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Figure 5: BPMN Diagram of the process in Example 5
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Figure 6: DCR Graph of the process in Example 5
This final example highlights a third advantage of declarative notations,
namely that the rules of the process are much more directly embedded in the
notation then in the case of flow-based notations. Looking at Figure 5 it is not
apparent where exactly in the diagram it is stated that ”after making changes
to the introduction or conclusion, one always needs to update the abstract”,
however in Figure 6 the two response relations exactly denote: ”after making
changes to the introduction one always needs to update the abstract” and ”after
making changes to the conclusion one always needs to update the abstract”. If
a modeller who did not originally design the model is asked to remove the new
rule again then this will be straightforward in the case of the DCR Graph:
one simply removes the two response relations; but in the case of the BPMN
diagram this is not as straightforward, for example there is a realistic risk that
the modeller removes the second block but forgets to remove the possibility to
skip writing the abstract in the first step, resulting in an error in the model
where writing the abstract can be skipped altogether.
The semantics of DCR Graphs are usually formalized as step-wise transformations of the marking of the graph, where each step represents the execution
of an event. In [35] it has been shown how one can encode DCR Graphs as
Büchi automata, thereby providing a straightforward mechanism for verifying
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them for deadlock, livelock and non-emptiness of their language. In [34] the
author expanded on this work by proposing a new verification technique employing the SPIN model checker. In addition it has been shown [34] that the
formal expressive power of DCR Graphs is exactly that of the union of regular
and omega-regular languages.

1.2

The Technologies for Flexible Cross-organizational Case
Management Systems Research Project

While a number of declarative notations and techniques have been developed
within academia, this research has not really been adopted by industry yet. Different reasons for this have been suggested [14, 69], in particular the paradigm
change from flow- to constraint-based notations not only requires modellers to
learn new notations, but also change the way they think about modelling processes. Instead of describing possible process flows as they are used to, they need
to learn to specify the constraints and rules of their processes. Secondly declarative notations and techniques are still relatively immature when compared to
imperative notations and techniques, for example research on extensions such as
hierarchy, time and data is abundant in the imperative world but rather sparse
in the declarative community.
In 2011 we began to cooperate with Exformatics A/S, a Danish software
developer providing Electronic Case Management (ECM) [58, 46] Systems to
knowledge-intensive businesses and organizations in the public and private sector. Exformatics shared our vision that flow-based notations did not offer adequate flexibility for modern ECM systems and together we carried out a case
study with one of their customers where we used DCR Graphs to model their
processes (reported on in paper 4.2). Exformatics was pleased with the results
of the case study and interested in developing tools based on DCR Graphs while
continuing the research cooperation in the form of an industrial PhD project.
We therefore initiated the Technologies for Flexible Cross-organizational Case
Management Systems (FLExCMS) project with the overall goal of strengthening and encouraging industrial adaptation of declarative process notations and
techniques.
The research goals of the project focussed on further developing the DCR
Graphs notation to be industrially applicable, with a particular focus on guaranteeing safety for cross-organizational processes [25, 8, 15, 63]. By guaranteeing
safety we both mean ensuring that processes follow the rules, but also that the
rules do not give rise to classical problems such as deadlock (getting stuck in a
process, i.e. one is able to make bad decisions after which it is impossible to
move on) or livelock (a situation in which one is still able to move in the process,
but the available steps do not provide progress towards its goals). By focussing
on cross-organizational processes we brought a new dimension to the work that
has not been explored for flexible processes notations before and for which the
issue of safety is of particular relevance: problems such as deadlock and livelock
are prevalent in distributed settings where for example it can happen that two
parties are unable to progress in their work because each party is waiting for
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input from the other (deadlock), or two parties continually ”pass the ball” to
each other, satisfying their own local rules that require them to pass on their
work, but never satisfying the global goal of the process (livelock).
The industrial goals of the project were to develop tools, based on the extended notation and new techniques and methods, for modelling and executing
flexible processes and to carry out a number of case studies with customers of
Exformatics where we applied these tools and methodologies. These case studies
in turn providing feedback for the research activities.
In addition to the original project goals we investigated two more areas of
interest. First of all we researched techniques for the safe runtime adaptation
of flexible processes. Runtime adaptation of processes is particularly relevant
for long-running processes, for example the handling of mortgages by a credit
institution, where rules and regulations can change during the lifetime of a
process. In such cases running processes need to be adapted to the changes in
the regulations without introducing errors to the process. Different approaches
can be used to ensure that adaptations are made safely, one can check for each
process individually if the adapted process contains the possibility for errors such
as deadlock and livelock, but one can also check formally that certain classes of
adaptations can always be made without introducing unforeseen issues.
Finally we participated in starting up a new research area within the BPM
field which we tentatively call Hybrid BPM Technologies. This new research area
is founded on the observation that in reality few domains contain exclusively
structured or flexible processes and in many cases even a single process can
contain both distinctly structured and flexible parts. For example in hospitals
the processes handling patient care may contain both very rigid treatment plans
(because they deal with potentially dangerous medicine) and much more flexible
treatment plans which leaves a lot of the decision making to the doctor so that
he may fine-tune the treatment to specific patients. There has been some work
on the overlap and combination of the flow- and constraint-based paradigms [45,
56] in the past, but only more recently (paper 8.1) has it been proposed that
investigating such hybrid approaches is a worthwhile field of research on its own
with many open research questions.
Based on the original research goals and the new angles of work that arose
during the project, this dissertation addresses four primary hypotheses:
1. The declarative DCR Graph model can be extended to cover all the
required aspects of flexible workflow, in particular hierarchy, deadlines
(time) and data.
2. We can support safe cross-organizational flexible process models by developing distribution techniques for the declarative DCR Graph notation.
3. We can support safe runtime adaptation of flexible process models by
developing adaptation techniques for the declarative DCR Graph notation.
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4. Creating a bridge between the traditional imperative and new declarative
notations will allow for a) more straightforward adoption of the latter
and 2) more concise and understandable hybrid models that combine the
strengths of the two paradigms.

1.3

Related Work

There is a significant overlap between this dissertation and the work presented
by Raghava Rao Mukkamala in his dissertation [34] resulting from our projects
partially running concurrently and a large degree of cooperation as we both
worked on similar topics. However, whereas Mukkamala’s main contribution
was to introduce DCR Graphs as a formal model for Declarative processes, this
dissertation’s main contribution is to extend the notation and techniques to
make them industrially applicable. In particular completely new contributions
in this dissertation (which will be introduced in more detail further on) are the
work on live session types, hierarchical DCR Graphs and hybrid notations and
techniques.
1..*

Write Introduction
and Related Work

1

1..*

Select Papers

Write Abstract

1..*

Write Conclusion
and Future Work

Figure 7: Declare model of the process in Example 3

Declare
Declare [55, 40, 50] was the first large-scale effort within the BPM community
to create a declarative notation for business processes. In essence Declare is
a template language: it consists of a fairly large number of predefined constraints between activities which are formalized as Linear Temporal Logic(LTL)
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formulae. The semantics of a declare model is defined as the conjunction of
the formulae of all the constraints in the model. More recent papers have proposed formalizing Declare in other languages such as coloured automata [31] and
SCIFF [33, 32]. Declare has gained traction in the academic BPM community
and is a commonly used notation when investigating declarative techniques [70],
for example common in process mining [29], however to our knowledge there is
very little documented usage of Declare in industry. There are a number of factors that set DCR Graphs apart from declare: first of all formal expressiveness
results show that DCR Graphs, using only the four basic relations, can express
exactly the union of regular and ω-regular languages. To our knowledge there
are no published results on the formal expressiveness of Declare. It is sometimes
argued that one can always just add new constraint templates and therefore the
expressiveness of Declare is that of the underlying language chosen, however
this assumes that it is possible to add an infinite number of constraints and
requires that the modellers are able of modelling in terms of the underlying
language and not just Declare. Secondly the runtime semantics of DCR Graphs
are given in terms of DCR Graphs (i.e. as transformations of the marking),
this benefits reasoning about DCR Graphs at runtime, allowing for reusing the
design-time graphical notation to also visualize run-time models and easing the
development of run-time adaptation techniques. The third difference is that because declare models are defined as the conjunction of their constraints, adding
additional constraints to a declare model always limits the possible behaviours.
This is not the case for DCR Graphs, where relations can affect each other
in ways where adding an additional relation to the model actually allows new
behaviours, which may be unexpected for inexperienced modellers and meant
that we had to develop a theory of refinement for DCR Graphs as discussed in
paper 6.4.
Figure 7 shows how example 3 can be modelled using Declare. It looks
somewhat similar to the DCR Graph, the main difference being that Declare
has cardinality constraints that can be used to state that Select Papers should
happen exactly once (denoted by the 1 over the activity) and that the other
activties should happen at least once (denoted by the 1..∗ over the activity).
The arrow that looks like the condition relation from DCR Graphs has a similar
semantics in Declare, but is named the precedence constraint.
Petri nets
Petri nets [41] are a graph-based formal model particularly well-suited to describing distributed and concurrent systems [24] which have become a popular
choice within academia for modelling workflows [52, 57, 11]. A Petri net is
a bipartite graph that consists of transitions and places, connected by directed
arcs. Places represent the presence of resources (which can be for example data,
documents and human resources, but also simply the fact that some activity has
been performed previously), whereas transitions represent activities and events.
The resources themselves are represented as tokens which occupy a place when
they are present. To fire (execute) a transition at least one token needs to be
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Write Introduction
and Related Work

Write Abstract

1`()
Select Papers

Finish Dissertation

Write Conclusion
and Future Work

Figure 8: Petri net of the process in Example 3
present on each place connected to it by an incoming arc. When the transition
fires these tokens are consumed and removed from their places, in their place a
new token is created in each place that is connected through an outgoing arc
with the transition. There are many variations of Petri nets, some based on
limiting the original notation to make certain decision problems easier to analyse [13] such as WorkFlow nets (WF-nets) [52, 1], which are aimed specifically
at modelling business processes, while others provide extensions to make them
more expressive such as Coloured Petri nets (CPN) [23, 22, 43] which add types
and values to places and tokens and guards to arcs and transitions, allowing for
the modelling of traditional data structures and value-based constraints.
Figure 8 shows how example 3 can be modelled as a Petri net. On the
left is an initial place with a single token in it (denoted by the 1‘()), executing
Select Papers removes this token and places a token in each of the following
three places. We can now no longer execute Select Papers because there is no
token in the initial place, but we can execute all the other activities. Each of
the other three activities will take a token from their preceding place and put
it back after executing, thereby ensuring that they can be executed again any
number of times. They will also place a token in an additional place to their
right, which counts the number of executions for each activity. To signal when
we are done with the dissertation we added a Finish Dissertation activity. It
will only be enabled when all activities have been done at least once and when
firing will remove the three tokens that enable the writing activities, thereby
disabling all activities and ending the process. One could do without the Finish
Dissertation activity if one defines an acceptance criteria for the Petri net where
any marking in which each of the three counting places on the outer right has
at least one token in it is accepting.
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Process Mining
Process mining [53] is an emerging topic within the BPM field with the aim
”to discover, monitor and improve real processes (i.e., not assumed processes)
by extracting knowledge from event logs readily available in today’s (information) systems” [49]. As such it can be seen as a specialization of data mining
and machine learning and indeed many process mining approaches make use of
existing data mining and machine learning techniques, such as association rule
mining [28] and inductive logic programming[4, 26]. Supported by strong interest from industry, where process mining techniques can be used to get insights
into the way companies actually do their work in practice and thereby improve
process efficiency, the topic has received increased attention in the business process management community, leading to the creation of an special task force on
the subject2 . One particular area of interest in the process mining community is
process discovery [48, 2], which concerns itself with developing algorithms that
based on event logs attempt to build a models of the underlying processes that
could have generated the logs. In the last few years many different process discovery techniques have been proposed both for flow-based models, in particular
Petri nets [51, 27] and declarative models [28, 4, 26, 9, 30].
Session Types
Session types [18, 68, 60] are a behavioural typing system, meaning that their
focus is not on typing data but instead the behaviour of processes. The goal
is therefore not to guarantee type-compatibility of variables and expressions,
but instead behavioural compatibility of interacting π-calculi processes. The
session type specifies the protocol that process interactions should adhere to,
usually referred to as session fidelity. Session types have the additional benefit
that well-typed processes are guaranteed to be deadlock free, which provides
a means of verifying safety of processes by syntax checking instead of statespace exploration. Session types have seen many extensions, for example to
multi-party session types [19] which allow the specification of protocols with
more then two parties. It has also been proposed that session types can be
used to provide a behavioural typing system for BPMN processes which involve
communication between distributed actors modelled as choreographies [7].
Guard-Stage-Milestone model
The Guard-Stage-Milestone (GSM) model [21] developed at IBM Research is
based on the earlier work on artifact-centric business processes [3]. A GSM
model is divided into stages which contain the atomic tasks of the model. A
stage can have guards which need to be satisfied before the stage becomes active
and its tasks can be executed. A stage can also contain milestones which can be
seen as the acceptance criteria of the stage, through performing the tasks of the
stage the milestones can become satisfied, which can in turn be part of satisfying
2 IEEE

CIS Task Force on Process Mining - http://www.win.tue.nl/ieeetfpm/
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the guards of other stages. While GSM has a distinct declarative flavour it is
mainly a data-centric model. The GSM model has had a strong influence on
the development of the Case Management Model And Notation (CMMN) [38],
which is a new standard notation developed by the Object Management Group
aimed in particular at case management.
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2

Structure of the Dissertation

The body of this dissertation consists of the papers that resulted from the
FlexCMS project, separated into the following five areas of interest:
Hierarchical Dynamic Condition Response Graphs
In section 4 we present four publications that deal with adding different forms
of hierarchy to DCR Graphs. The papers focus on validating the first part of
hypothesis 1, by showing that indeed DCR Graphs can be successfully extended
with a notion of hierarchy.
In Nested Dynamic Condition Response Graphs we introduce an extension
to DCR Graphs that allows for the nesting of events. Nesting in this case is
mainly cosmetic: only atomic events are executable, while higher-level events
are used to group sets of events together and relations to and from super-events
apply to all their atomic sub-events. This can be used to make process diagrams
more succinct, for example if a process contains two phases and doing all the
activities in the first phase is a prerequisite for the activities in the second
phase, then we can use two super-events to represent the phases and draw a
single condition relation between them (instead of n × m condition relations
for each pairing of events between the first and second phase). Another main
contribution of the paper is the milestone relation which inherently captures the
accepting condition of DCR Graphs, namely that for one event to be executable
another event needs to either not be required or be excluded. Using this relation
together with nesting means that one can disable a phase as long as all the
required tasks in a previous phase have not been performed yet.
In the second paper, Designing a Cross-organizational Case Management
System using Dynamic Condition Response Graphs, we report on a case study
performed together with Exformatics and Landsorganisationen i Danmark (LO),
an umbrella organization for trade unions in Denmark. During the case study
we used nested DCR Graphs to model the main process underlying the crossorganizational case management system aimed at handling conflicts between
employees and their employers that Exformatics was developing for LO.
In Hierarchical Declarative Modelling with Refinement and Sub-processes we
introduce Hierarchical Dynamic Condition Response (Hi-DCR) Graphs, which
add a notion of dynamically spawned sub-processes to DCR Graphs. A subprocess is in itself a Hi-DCR Graph that is spawned as a side-effect to executing
an event. In the sub-process we distinguish between interface and local events:
interface events are merged with equally named events in the parent process,
whereas local events are always copied into the main process with a new unique
name, allowing one to define multi-instance sub-processes. The spawning of a
sub-process is formally defined through the composition of the main graph with
the sub-process graph and the paper also identifies a class of compositions that
guarantee language-refinement, which is investigated further in paper 7.3.
The final paper A Case for Declarative Process Modelling: Agile Development of a Grant Application System reports on the development of a case man-
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agement system for a Danish funding agency by Exformatics. The processes
for handling funding requests were modelled as DCR Graphs and these models
were used directly as executable code within the implementation of the case
management system for workflow enactment. The paper has been included
in this section because the project demonstrated a clear need for support for
multi-instance sub-processes and (an abstracted version of) one of the processes
identified during the case study has been used in the previous paper as a running
example.
Dynamic Condition Response Graphs with Time and Data
In section 5 we present two publications that deal with adding time and data
dimensions to DCR Graphs. The papers primarily focus on validating the second
part of hypothesis 1, by showing how DCR Graphs can be successfully extended
with a notion of time and data.
The first paper, Contracts for Cross-organizational Workflows as Timed Dynamic Condition Response Graphs, is a journal publication in which we extend
DCR Graphs to support discrete time deadlines. We also provide a technique for
verifying safety and liveness properties through a mapping to finite state transition systems. We also prove that the general technique for safe distribution
of DCR Graphs provided in Paper 6.1 can be extended to timed DCR Graphs.
We exemplify the use of timed DCR Graphs and the distribution technique in
practice on a timed extension of the process from paper 4.2.
In the second paper, Exformatics Declarative Case Management Workflows
as DCR Graphs, we give an informal presentation of an extension to DCR
Graphs with data, show how DCR Graphs are used by Exformatics to model
workflows through a case study of an invoice workflow and give an overview
of the tools that have been developed by Exformatics to support working with
DCR Graphs. We report on the use of these tools both in commercial projects
and in a bachelor level course at ITU.
Safe Cross-Organizational Flexible Processes
In section 6 we present four publications that deal with different techniques
aimed at supporting cross-organizational processes. The papers focus on validating hypothesis 2 by developing distribution techniques for DCR Graphs and
laying the foundations for bridging the work on DCR Graphs to the highly
relevant work on session types.
In Safe Distribution of Declarative Processes we present a technique that,
given a declarative global description of a process and a separation of the activities of the process over collaborating actors, projects a local declarative process
for each actor that only describes the parts of the process that are relevant
for them. We show how these local processes can be safely executed in a synchronous distributed setting by only communicating the execution of activities
or events, all the while adhering to the original global specification. We exemplify the distribution technique on the process identified in the case study that
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we reported on in paper 4.2.
In Declarative Modelling and Safe Distribution of Healthcare Workflows we
present a case study based on an oncology treatment process from a Danish
hospital that applies the techniques developed in the previous paper. We also
extend the techniques from the previous paper to cover nesting and the milestone
relation as defined in paper 4.1.
In the third publication, RSVP: Live Sessions with Responses we propose
extending session types to allow for specifying liveness properties. Concretely
we do so by introducing sessions with responses, where branching and selection labels can be annotated with the expected responses given in conjunctive
normal form (without negation). A process is considered live when whenever a
label is selected, one of the labels in each of the disjunctive responses is eventually selected, similar to the response semantics of DCR Graphs. The typing
system for guaranteeing that well-typed processes are live in this sense is given
informally.
The fourth paper Type Checking Liveness for Collaborative Processes with
Bounded and Unbounded Recursion continues the work initiated in the previous
paper. Unlike the other paper we define responses as a single set of labels,
however we give a formally proven sound typing system guaranteeing requestresponse liveness of well-typed processes and prove that the extended types are
strictly more expressive than standard session types. We apply the new types
to a process calculus similar to collaborative BPMN processes and exemplify
the use of the calculus and type system on a concrete example.
Safe Runtime Adaptation of Flexible Processes
In section 7 we present three publications that deal with different techniques
aimed at runtime adaptation of flexible processes. The papers mainly focus on
validating hypothesis 3 by developing several approaches that can be used for
the run-time adaptation of DCR Graphs.
In Towards Trustworthy Adaptive Case Management with Dynamic Condition Response Graphs we discuss techniques for safe run-time adaptation of
DCR Graphs. We introduce three basic operations that can be used for adapting DCR Graphs: compose, change and discard. Composition allows one to
add new events and relations to a DCR Graph by composing it with a process
fragment defined as a second DCR Graph that contains exactly the events and
relations one wants to add. The change operator allows one to change the names
of events and labels. The discard operation allows one to remove events and
relations from the Graph. The composition and discard operations can also be
used to modify the run-time marking of a DCR Graph. To ensure safety of
adapted DCR Graphs we show how they can be verified for deadlock freedom
and liveness after adaptation.
In Modular Context-Sensitive and Aspect-Oriented Processes with Dynamic
Condition Response Graphs we show how DCR Graphs, supported by the techniques introduced in the previous paper, can be used as a formal foundation for
the modular design and implementation of context-sensitive and aspect-oriented
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processes. We exemplify the approach with a context-sensitive authorization
process.
The final paper in this section Towards a Foundation for Modular Runtime Adaptable Process-Aware Information Systems? is the only draft paper
in this dissertation. It is an extension of the work started in paper 4.3, but
here we instead focus on the refinement of processes through composition by
introducing the DCR Process Language, a calculus-based representation of DCR
Graphs providing easier reasoning about the composition of processes. We show
how run-time adaptation can be achieved through composition and when such
adaptations can be considered safe refinements. The paper also contains formal
proofs for the expressiveness results of both regular DCR Graphs and Hi-DCR
Graphs.
Hybrid BPM Technologies
In section 8 we present three publications that investigate hybrid process notations and techniques. The papers lay the foundations for validating hypothesis 4
by 1) documenting an industrial interest in hybrid process notations, 2) proposing such a notation and 3) initiating work on developing relevant technologies
that use hybrid notations.
In Declarative Modeling - An Academic Dream or the Future for BPM? we
present a study performed at a Dutch developer of ECM software on what
practitioners think of declarative modelling. We conclude that the practitioners
involved in the study are receptive to the idea of a hybrid approach combining
imperative and declarative techniques, rather than making a full shift from the
imperative to the declarative paradigm. Moreover, we report on requirements,
use cases, limitations, and tool support of such a hybrid approach. Based on
the gained insight, we propose a research agenda for the development of this
novel modelling approach.
In Mixing Paradigms for More Comprehensible Models we propose an approach to modelling workflows that combines colored Petri nets with the declarative languages Declare and DCR Graphs. The combined approach makes it
possible to use both imperative and declarative constructs in a single language
and allows one to model data in both Declare and DCR Graphs. We provide
considerations necessary for enactment and describe how the approach has been
implemented in CPN Tools 4.
In The Automated Discovery of Hybrid Processes we introduce an algorithm
for mining hybrid process models. The approach first identifies structured and
flexible parts of the log and then mines these parts separately using respectively
a declarative or flow-based miner. This results in a number of declarative and/or
flow-based sub-processes which are then combined in a root process that is itself
modelled either declarative or flow-based. The approach can be used iteratively
to generate a multi-level sub-processes hierarchy. In our implementation we use
Declare as a declarative notation and Petri nets as a flow-based notation, but
the approach does not prescribe the use of specific miners and other notations
could be used. We evaluated the approach on the BPI 2012 challenge log.
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3

Conclusion

Overall we believe that we brought the FlexCMS project to a very successful conclusion. The two initial hypotheses of the project were validated by 1)
developing notions of hierarchy, time and data for DCR Graphs and 2) developing techniques for the safe distribution of such declarative models. The third
hypothesis, which arose during the project, was successfully validated by developing two distinct approaches for the run-time adaptation of DCR Graphs.
Finally we laid a clear foundation for further investigating the usability and
feasibility of hybrid process notations. Further experimental research is needed
to verify the final hypothesis, but this is not surprising as it arose closer to the
end of the project and was not a part of the initial goals. More precisely we
produced valuable research results in the following areas:
We investigated two different methods for adding hierarchy to DCR Graphs,
the first being Nested DCR Graphs, an extension aimed at representing complex
diagrams with fewer visual elements and thereby improving understandability of
the models. As a part of this work we also introduced the additional milestone
relation, which has proven to be useful for modelling acceptance criteria in
processes. While it can be proven that the relation does not make the notation
formally more expressive, it is also not readily apparent how the relation can
be modelled as a pattern using only the other basic relations. The second
method, Hierarchical DCR (Hi-DCR) Graphs, offers a semantic extension that
adds support for multiple instance sub-processes to DCR Graphs which was
seen as an important feature by the industrial partner to model the processes
that they were encountering in practice. We believe that these two extensions
together greatly improve the usability of DCR Graphs.
We also developed extensions for time and data, respectively supporting
the modelling of deadlines and delays/durations and the modelling of global
variables that can be used as guards on both events and relations, satisfying
two more needs from industry for modelling real-life processes.
To support cross-organizational processes we researched a technique for
safely projecting a DCR Graph over sets of events. The projection technique
ensures that the projected graphs can be executed on separate platforms as long
as communication between them is performed synchronously. A strong benefit
of this approach is that given a global view of how the entire process should
work one can generate local views for the participating parties that only show
the activities that directly relate to their work, allowing for a distribution of concerns where the collaborators in a process do not necessarily need to be aware
of the details of the other parties role in the process. We also extended this
technique to work on Timed DCR Graphs. In addition we worked on extending
the theory of session types with the ability of checking for liveness constraints,
which enables verification of processes for safety and liveness properties based
on syntax checking instead of state space exploration. Making the mapping
between DCR Graphs and session types is left for future work, once this has
been completed the approach will also allow for DCR Graphs to be combined
with processes specified in other notations as long as their shared interfaces are
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defined using session types.
We developed two methods for run-time adaptation. The first method defines a number of operators that can be used for making both incremental and
decremental changes to DCR Graphs and provides techniques for checking the
adapted graphs for deadlock and livelock. The second method allows only incremental updates to a DCR Graph through composition, but also identifies a
safe subset of adaptations that guarantee refinement of the original model. Note
that the terms incremental and decremental here are used in terms of the elements (events, relations, etc.) of the DCR Graph and not the behaviour of the
DCR Graph. In fact, incremental updates to a DCR Graph can both decrease
and increase the possible behaviours: one can add a new event, enabling an
activity that was not present before, or one can add an unsatisfiable condition
to an existing event, disabling an activity that was enabled before.
We also reported on a number of case studies: we showed how nested DCR
Graphs have been used to model the case management system of a Danish
umbrella organization of trade unions, how the projection technique can be
used to safely distribute the responsibilities of different actors in the oncology
workflow of a Danish hospital and how DCR Graphs were used by Exformatics to
design and develop a case management system to support the grant application
process of a Danish foundation.
Finally we participated in opening up a new research area in the BPM field
focussing on Hybrid Process Technologies, which make use of both imperative
and declarative notations and techniques. In particular we set out a research
agenda for the new field, proposed how specific imperative and declarative notations could be combined and investigated process discovery of hybrid processes.
We feel that these research results have made a significant contribution to
the field of declarative process modelling. To our knowledge we were the first to
investigate techniques for supporting cross-organizational declarative processes
and by extending DCR with time, data and hierarchy we enabled declarative
notations to be used for modelling more complex real-life processes. Being able
of supporting run-time adaptation has also shown to be a vital property for the
industrial partner, who regularly encounters situations where running processes
need to be adapted to the changing needs of customers. The work on hybrid
process notations and techniques arose during the project and was not planned
in advance but appears to be well received by the community with several other
research groups showing interest in such notations and the interplay between
declarative and imperative notations in general [6, 16, 42].
This dissertation has been primarily focussed on presenting the academic
results of the authors PhD project, however in the next subsection we will
shortly touch upon the industrial results of the project as well. Afterwards we
will discuss opportunities for future work.

3.1

Industrial Results

Paper 5.2 reports on the tool development that was taking place at Exformatics
around the mid-way point of the project, which included a webservice-based
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Figure 9: Screenshot of the Web-based DCR Graphs Editor
engine for executing DCR Graphs and a Windows-based graphical modelling
tool. Since then we have focussed on developing a new web-based modelling tool
that is available on all platforms, shown in Figure 9. Whereas the original tools
were developed by the author and the modelling tool in particular was mostly
a prototype, the new tool has been developed mainly by the development team
at Exformatics. This has facilitated the dissemination of knowledge generated
during the project within the company and provided the resources to quickly
develop a tool of production quality. At the BPM 2014 conference we organized
a tutorial on process modelling with DCR Graphs where we used this online
modelling tool. The tutorial consisted of 3 parts: first we gave a 20 minutes
presentation explaining the basic principles behind DCR Graphs and showed
how to use the tool to model a basic process. Afterwards we gave the audience
a number of assignments to solve, the first few assignments concerned basic
usage of the tool, whereas the last assignment had the audience model a process
by themselves. Finally we asked the audience to fill out a questionnaire on
the perceived usability of both DCR Graphs themselves and the tool. We were
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pleasantly surprised by the reactions given in the questionnaire, overall both the
tool and DCR Graphs themselves scored significantly above average in regards
to understandability and usability. In all fairness the tutorial was done with an
academic audience, which may not be a fair representation of the actual users
of DCR Graphs. The near future we plan to do a number of similar workshops
with regular business users and publish the results.
During the project the attitude towards DCR Graphs within Exformatics
changed, originally the intention was mainly to use DCR Graphs as a workflow
language within their proprietary Electronic Case Management System, but
during the project and especially after the development of the online modelling
tool the company is now considering also offering more consultancy-oriented
services, where DCR Graphs are used to model and analyse customers processes
and where the tools are offered as a product of their own without needing to
be embedded within the ECM system. We believe that this development shows
that there is a strong confidence within Exformatics that DCR Graphs are a
useful tool for modelling and developing flexible processes.

3.2

Future Work

During the project we worked on formally mapping DCR Graphs to other notations such as Petri nets, Declare and the Guard-Stage-Milestone model. Because
of other angles taking priority none of these initiatives were finalized and published, but we still believe they hold merit and it would be useful to continue
the work as time allows. In the case of mapping to Petri nets, the work would
also tie in nicely with the work on Hybrid Process Technologies, as being able
of formally mapping between DCR Graphs and Petri nets would facilitate using
them together in a hybrid approach.
The long-term goal of adding liveness constraints to session types is to be
able of combining the work on session types and DCR Graphs and thereby be
able of specifying the interfaces of declarative processes as behavioural types.
Introducing a calculus representation of DCR Graphs is another step in this
direction, but a true mapping that would allow session types to be used together
with DCR Graphs still needs to be researched.
Paper 8.1 made a first step towards empirically testing the perceived understandability and usability of DCR Graphs by actual practitioners. At BPM 2013
we followed up on this initial effort by organising a hands-on tutorial session
on DCR Graphs, including a questionnaire to be filled out by the participants
aimed at gauging the understandability of the notation. We believe this work
has a lot of merit and it would be good to continue investigating the usability
of DCR Graphs (and declarative notations in general) in the future, both as a
way to improve upon the notations by identifying their weak points and build
trust in their actual applicability.
One area of future work that is of particular interest to the author is that
of hybrid BPM technologies as we believe there are many open research opportunities in this field. In terms of notations it would be interesting to look at
combining declarative notations with BPMN. Because it is the flow-based no-
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tation most widely adopted by industry a combined approach that supports it
would have the best chance of reaching practitioners, with the additional benefit
of making practitioners more aware of declarative approaches.
We also believe that it would be worthwhile to investigate existing notations
and evaluate to what extend they already fall within the hybrid paradigm.
Petri nets are a good example of a notation that we believe has both flowand constraint-based aspects to it: while the tokens moving around in a Petri
net have a strong sense of flow to them, arcs blocking transitions from firing
have a strong resemblance to constraints. Of particular note is that transitions
that do not have any incoming arcs are allowed to fire at any time and any
number of times, similar to how unconstrained activities can fire at any time in
DCR Graphs and Declare, something that is often considered a main property
of declarative notations. As we noted in paper 8.2 this property makes Petri
nets particularly well-suited to combining with the more traditional declarative
notations.
In terms of hybrid process mining the approach we developed in paper 8.3
still has ample room for improvements, in particular it is not very good at
distinguishing parallelism from flexibility and only allows activities to occur in
a single sub-process.
We are also interested in other hybrid approaches, for example the possibility
of using flow-based and declarative notations together, but not necessarily intermixed within a single model, for specifying different properties of a process.
For example one could use declarative notations for the initial requirements
specifications of a system and then derive (guided by user input) one or more
flow-based models that implement the desired processes from these rules, which
could be used to implement the actual running processes. In this case it would
be up to the modeller that derives the flow-based models from the constraintbased specification to decide how much flexibility should be maintained in the
actual implementation. By logging the derivation steps taken it would also be
possible to relate the flow-based implementation back to the constraint-based
specification that gave rise to it.
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Nested Dynamic Condition Response Graphs
Thomas Hildebrandt1 , Raghava Rao Mukkamala1 , and Tijs Slaats1?
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Abstract. We present an extension of the recently introduced declarative process
model Dynamic Condition Response Graphs ( DCR Graphs) to allow nested subgraphs and a new milestone relation between events. The extension was developed during a case study carried out jointly with our industrial partner Exformatics, a danish provider of case and workflow management systems. We formalize
the semantics by giving first a map from Nested to (flat) DCR Graphs with milestones, and then extending the previously given mapping from DCR Graphs to
Büchi-automata to include the milestone relation.

1 Introduction
Declarative process models have been suggested by several research groups [1–5,15,16,
18, 19] as a good approach to describe case management and other non-rigid business
and workflow processes where it is generally allowed to redo or skip activities, and even
dynamically adapt the set of activities and constraints. The rationale is that if a strict
sequencing is the exception, then the implicit specification of control flow in declarative
models is more appropriate than notations based on explicit control flows such as the
(typical use of) Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) 2.0 [13].
A drawback of the declarative approaches in general, however, is that the implicit
definition of the state and control flow makes it more complex to perceive the state and
execute the process. To find out what are the next possible activities it is necessary to
evaluate a set of constraints defined relatively to the history of the execution.
This motivates finding an expressive declarative process language that allows for a
simple run-time scheduling which is easily visualized for the case worker. As a candidate for such a language we recently introduced in [7, 11] a declarative process model
called Dynamic Condition Response Graphs (DCR Graphs). The model is a generalization of the classic event structure model for concurrency [20] and is inspired by the
Process Matrix model [10,12] developed by one of our industrial partners Resultmaker,
a Danish provider of workflow and case-management systems.
The core DCR Graphs model consists of a set of events and four binary relations
between the events: The dynamic inclusion and dynamic exclusion relations, and the
condition and response relations. The dynamic inclusion and exclusion relations generalize the usual symmetric conflict relation of event structures by splitting it in two
?
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asymmetric relations: If an event A excludes an event B, written A →% B, then B
can not happen until after the occurrence of an event C that includes event B, which is
written C →+ B. Similarly, the condition and response relations generalize the usual
causal order relation of event structures by splitting it in two relations: If an event B has
event A as condition, written A →• B, then event A must either be currently excluded
or have happened for B to happen. Dually, if an event A has event B as response, written
A •→ B, then event B must eventually happen or always eventually be excluded after
an occurrence of event A. To express that events are executed by actors with different
roles the core model is extended with roles assigned to the events.
In [7] we show that the run-time state of DCR Graphs can be represented as a marking consisting of three sets of events, recording respectively the executed events, the
currently included events, and the pending response events, i.e. events that must eventually happen or be excluded. From the marking, it is easy to evaluate if an event can
happen (by checking if all its conditions are either executed or excluded) and to verify
if the graph is in a completed state (by checking if the set of included pending responses
is empty). It is also easy to update the state when executing an event by adding it to the
set of executed events, remove the event from the pending response set and add new
response events according to the response relation, and include/exclude events in the
set of currently included events according to the include/exclude relations. In [7,11] we
express the acceptance condition for infinite runs (no pending response is continuously
included without being executed) by giving a map to a Büchi automaton.
In the present paper we describe how to extend the model to allow for nested subgraphs as is standard in most state-of-the art modelling notations. The work was carried
out during a case study, in which we are applied Nested DCR Graphs in the design phase
of the development of a distributed, inter-organizational case management system carried out by our industrial partner, Exformatics, a company that specializes in solutions
for knowledge sharing, workflows and document handling.
Fig. 1 shows the
graphical notation for
nested DCR graphs
and illustrates the use
of nested sub-graphs
in a sub part of the
model arising from
our case study. The
Arrange meeting event
represents the arrangeFig. 1. Nested DCR Graphs with Arrange meeting sub-graph
ment of a meeting between two of the organizations (DA and LO) using the distributed case management
system being developed. It has been refined to a sub-graph including four sub events
for proposing and accepting dates for the meeting. The dashed boxes indicate that the
events Accept DA and Accept LO for accepting meeting dates are initially excluded.
Described briefly, when the organization (U) creates a case, it triggers as a response the
event Propose dates-LO, representing LO proposing dates for a meeting. This event
triggers as a response and includes the event Accept DA, representing DA accepting
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the dates. But it also enables that DA can propose other dates, represented by the event
Propose Dates-DA. Now, this event triggers as a response and includes the event Accept LO, representing LO accepting the dates. Again, LO may do this, or again propose
dates. The proposal of dates may continue forever, and as long as no one accepts there
will be a pending response on at least one of the accept events. As soon as one of the accept events happen, they will both be excluded, and there will be none of the included
events in the sub-graph having pending responses. This corresponds to the accepting
condition for finite runs of DCR graphs [7], and thus intuitively reflects that the subgraph is in a completed state. Now, we want to express that the event Hold meeting can
only be executed when this is the case. To do this, we introduced a new core relation
between events called the milestone relation. If an event A is a milestone for an event
B, written A → B, then B can not happen if A is included and required to be executed again (i.e. as a response). The new milestone relation allow us to define nesting as
simply a tree structure on events that can be flattened to (flat) DCR Graphs by keeping
all atomic events (i.e. events with no sub-events) and letting them inherit the relations
defined for their super-events. In particular, the flattening does not introduce new events
(in fact it removes all super events) and at most introduce an order of n2 new relations.
Thus, we need not define a new operational semantics for nested DCR Graphs, instead
we can make the much simpler extension of the semantics for (flat) DCR Graphs to
consider the new milestone relation. It is worth noting that while the milestone relation
makes it very direct to express completion of subgraphs, we conjecture that it does not
add expressiveness to DCR Graphs.
Related work: Our approach is closely related to the work on ConDec [18, 19]. The
crucial difference is that we allow nesting and a few core constraints making it possible to describe the state of a process as a simple marking. ConDec does not address
nesting (nor dynamic inclusion/exclusion), but allows one to specify any relation expressible within Linear-time Temporal Logic (LTL). This offers much flexibility with
respect to specifying execution constraints. In particular the condition and response relations are standard verification patterns and also considered in [18, 19] (the condition
relation is called precedence), and we have used the same graphical notation. However, the execution of a process expressed as LTL (which typically involves a translation to a Büchi-automaton) is more complex and the run-time state is difficult to relate
to the original ConDec specification. Moreover, we conjecture that DCR Graphs are
as expressive as Büchi-automata, and thus more expressive than LTL. Finally, Nested
DCR Graphs relates to the independent (so far unpublished) work on the declarative
Guard-Stage-Milestone model by Hull, presented in invited talks at WS-FM 2010 and
CASCON 2010.
Structure of paper: In Sec. 2 we define Nested DCR Graphs formally, motivated by the
case study, and define the mapping to flat DCR Graphs with milestones. In Sec. 3 we
then define the lts semantics and the mapping from flat DCR Graphs with milestones to
Büchi-automata. The two maps together define the semantics of Nested DCR Graphs.
Due to space limitations we refer to [8] and the full version [9] for a detailed description
of the case study and tool support. We conclude in Sec. 4 and give pointers to future
work.
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2 Nested DCR Graphs and Milestones
We now give the formal definition of the Nested DCR Graph model described informally above, which extends the model in our previous work [7] with nesting and the
new milestone relation → between events.
Definition 1. A Nested Distributed dynamic condition response graph with milestones
is a tuple (E, B, M, →•, •→, →, ±, Act, l, R, P, as), where
(i) E is the set of events
(ii) B : E * E is a partial function mapping an event to its super-event (if defined),
and we also write eBe0 if e0 = Bk (e) for 0 < k, referred to as the nesting relation
(iii) M = (E, R, I) ⊆ atoms(E) × atoms(E) × atoms(E) is the marking, containing sets of currently executed events (E), currently pending responses (R), and
currently included events (I).
(iv) →•⊆ E × E is the condition relation
(v) •→⊆ E × E is the response relation
(vi) →⊆ E × E is the milestone relation
(vii) ± : E × E * {+, %} is a partial function defining the dynamic inclusion and
exclusion relations by e →+ e0 if ±(e, e0 ) = + and e →% e0 if ±(e, e0 ) = %
(viii) Act is the set of actions
(ix) l : E → Act is a labeling function mapping events to actions.
(x) R is a set of roles,
(xi) P is a set of principals (e.g. persons or processors) and
(xii) as ⊆ (P ∪ Act) × R is the role assignment relation to principals and actions.
where atoms(E) = {e | ∀e0 ∈ E. B (e0 ) 6= e} is the set of atomic events.
We require that the nesting relation B ⊂ E × E is acyclic and that there are no
infinite sequence of events e1 B e2 B . . .. We will write e D e0 if e B e0 or e = e0 , and
eEe0 if e0 Be or e = e0 . We require that the nesting relation is consistent with respect to
dynamic inclusion/exclusion in the following sense: If eBe0 or e0 Be then ±(e, e00 ) = +
implies ±(e0 , e00 ) 6= % and ±(e, e00 ) = % implies ±(e0 , e00 ) 6= +.
The new elements are the nesting relation B ⊂ E × E and the milestone relation →⊆ E × E. The consistency between the nesting relation and the dynamic inclusion/exclusion is to ensure that when we map a nested DCR Graph to the corresponding
flat DCR Graph as defined in Def. 2 below, no atomic event both includes and excludes
another event. That is, if an event e includes (excludes) another event e00 , then any of its
super or sub events e0 can not exclude (include) the event e00 .
The new elements conservatively extend the DCR Graphs defined in [7] in the sense
that given a Nested dynamic condition response graph as defined in Def. 1, the tuple (atoms(E), M, →•, •→, ±, Act, l, R, P, as) is a (Distributed) dynamic condition response graph as defined in [7]. In particular, the semantics will be identical if both the
B map and the milestone relation are empty.
A nested distributed dynamic condition response graph can be mapped to a flat
distributed dynamic condition response graph with at most the same number of events.
Essentially, all relations are extended to sub events, and then only the atomic events
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are preserved. The labelling function is extended by labelling an atomic event e by
the sequence of labels labelling the chain of super events starting by the event itself:
e B e1 . . . ek 6 B. The role assignment is extended to sequences of actions by taking the
union of roles assigned to the actions.
Definition 2. For a Nested DCR Graph G = (E, B, M, →•, •→, →, ±, Act, l, R, P, as)
define the underlying flat DCR Graph as
G[ = (atoms(E), M, →•[ , •→[ , →[ , ±[ , Act+ , l[ , R, P, as[ ),
[

where rel[ = DrelE for some relation rel ∈ {→•, •→, →} and ±(e, e0 ) = ±(es , e0s )
if ±(es , e0s ) is defined and e D es and e0 E e0s and l[ (e0 ) = a0 .a1 .a2 . . . ak if e0 B e1 B
e2 . . . B ek and l(ei ) = ai for 0 ≤ i ≤ k and as[ (a0 .a1 .a2 . . . ak ) = {as(ai ) | 0 ≤ i ≤
k} and as[ (p) = p for p ∈ P.
It is easy to see that the size of the relations may increased by an order of at most
n2 where n is the number of atomic events.

3 Semantics
Below we define the semantics of DCR Graphs with milestones by giving a labelled
transition semantics and a mapping to Büchi-automata.
Notation: For a set A we write P(A) for the power set of A. For a binary relation
→⊆ A × A and a subset ξ ⊆ A of A we write → ξ and ξ → for the set {a ∈ A | (∃a0 ∈
ξ | a → a0 )} and the set {a ∈ A | (∃a0 ∈ ξ | a0 → a)} respectively.
Definition 3. For a dynamic condition response graph with milestones G = (E, M, →•
, •→, →, ±, l, Act, R, P, as), we define the corresponding labelled transition systems
T (G) to be the tuple (S, M, →⊆ S × Act × S) where S = P(E) × P(E) × P(E) is the
set of markings of G and M = (R, I, E) ∈ S is the initial marking, →⊆ S × E × (P ×
(e,(p,a,r))

Act × R) × S is the transition relation given by M0 −−−−−−→ M00 where

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

M0 = (E 0 , R0 , I 0 ) is the marking before transition
M00 = (E 0 ∪ {e}, R00 , I 00 ) is the marking after transition
e ∈ I, l(e) = a, p as r, and a as r,
→• e ∩I 0 ⊆ E 0 ,
→ e ∩I 0 ∩ R0 = ∅,
I 00 = (I 0 ∪ e →+) \ e →%,
R00 = (R0 \ {e}) ∪ e •→,
E 00 = E 0 ∪ {e}

We define a run (e0 , (p0 , a0 , r0 )), (e1 , (p1 , a1 , r1 )), . . . of the transition system to be a
(ei ,(pi ,ai ,ri ))

sequence of labels of a sequence of transitions Mi −−−−−−−−−→ Mi+1 starting from
the initial marking. We define a run to be accepting if ∀i ≥ 0, e ∈ Ri .∃j ≥ i.(e =
ej ∨ e 6∈ Ij ). In words, a run is accepting if no response event is included and pending
forever, i.e. it must either happen at some later state or become excluded.
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Condition (iii) in the above definition expresses that, only events e that are currently
included, can be executed, and to give the label (p, a, r) the label of the event must be
a, p must be assigned to the role r, which must be assigned to a. Condition (iv) requires
that all condition events to e which are currently included should have been executed
previously. Condition (v) states that the currently included events which are milestones
to event e must not be in the set of pending responses (R0 ). Conditions (vi), (vii) and
(viii) are the updates to the sets of included events, pending responses and executed
events respectively. Note that an event e0 can not be both included and excluded by the
same event e, but an event may trigger itself as a response.
If one considers only finite runs then the acceptance condition degenerates to requiring that no pending response is included at the end of the run. If infinite runs are
also of interest (as e.g. for reactive systems and LTL) the acceptance condition can be
captured by a mapping to a Büchi-automaton with τ -event defined as follows.
Definition 4. A Büchi-automaton with τ -event is a tuple (S, s, Evτ , →⊆ S × Evτ ×
S, F ) where S is the set of states, s ∈ S is the initial state, Evτ is the set of events
containing the special event τ , →⊆ S × Evτ × S is the transition relation, and F is the
set of accepting states. A (finite or infinite) run is a sequence of labels not containing
the τ event that can be obtained by removing all τ events from a sequence of labels
of transitions starting from the initial state. The run is accepting if the sequence of
transitions passes through an accepting state infinitely often.
Since we at any given time may have several pending responses we must make sure
in the mapping to Büchi-automata that all of them are eventually executed or excluded.
To do this we assume any fixed order of the finite set of events E of the given dynamic
condition response graph. For an event e ∈ E we write rank(e) for its rank in that
order and for a subset of events E 0 ⊆ E we write min(E 0 ) for the event in E 0 with the
minimal rank.
Definition 5. For a finite distributed dynamic condition response graph G = (E, M, →•
, •→, →, ±, Act, l, R, P, as) where E = {e1 , . . . , en }, marking M = (E, R, I) and
rank(ei ) = i, we define the corresponding Büchi-automaton with τ -event to be the
tuple B(G) = (S, s, →⊆ S × Evτ × S, F ) where
–
–
–
–
–

S = P(E) × P(E) × P(E) × {1, . . . , n} × {0, 1} is the set of states,
Evτ = (E × (P × Act × R)) ∪ {τ } is the set of events,
s = (M, 1, 1) if I ∩ R = ∅, and s = (M, 1, 0) otherwise
F = P(E) × P(E) × P(E) × {1, . . . , n} × {1} is the set of accepting states and
τ
→⊆ S × Evτ × S is the transition relation given by (M0 , i, j) −−−→ (M0 , i, j 0 )
where

(a) M0 = (E 0 , R0 , I 0 ) is the marking
(b) j 0 = 1 if I 0 ∩ R0 = ∅ otherwise j 0 = 0.
(e,(p,a,r))
and (M0 , i, j) −−−−−−−−−→ (M00 , i0 , j 0 ) where

(e,(p,a,r))
(i) M0 = (E 0 , R0 , I 0 ) −−−−−−−−−→ (E 00 , R00 , I 00 ) = M00 is a transition of T (D).
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(ii) For M = {e ∈ I 0 ∩ R0 | rank(e) i i} let j 0 = 1 if
(a) I 00 ∩ R00 = ∅ or
(b) min(M ) ∈ (I 0 ∩ R0 \(I 00 ∩ R00 )) ∪ {e} or
(c) M = ∅ and min(I 0 ∩ R0 ) ∈ (I 0 ∩ R0 \(I 00 ∩ R00 )) ∪ {e}
otherwise j 0 = 0.
(iii) i0 = rank(min(M )) if min(M ) ∈ (I 0 ∩ R0 \(I 00 ∩ R00 )) ∪ {e} or else
(iv) i0 = rank(min(I 0 ∩R0 )) if M = ∅ and min(I 0 ∩R0 ) ∈ (I 0 ∩R0 \(I 00 ∩R00 ))∪{e}
or else
(v) i0 = i otherwise.
We prove that the mapping from the labelled transition semantics to Büchi-automata is
sound and complete in the full version of the paper [9].
The formal semantics of DCR graphs mapped to Büchi-automata enabled us to perform model checking and formal verification of processes specified in DCR graphs. The
prototype implementation allows us to perform verification of both safety and liveness
properties using the SPIN [17] model checker and only verification of safety properties
using the ZING [14] model checker. The prototype has also been extended to support
runtime verification, for monitoring of properties specified using Property Patterns [6].

4 Conclusion and Future Work
We have given a conservative extension of the declarative process model Distributed
DCR Graphs [7] to allow for nested sub-graphs motivated and guided by a case study
carried out jointly with our industrial partner. A detailed description of the case study
and tool support for DCR Graphs can be found in [8]. The main technical challenge
was to formalize the execution and in particular completion of sub-graphs. We do this
by introducing a new milestone relation A → B, which blocks the event B as long as
there are events in A required to be executed (i.e. required responses). We believe this is
the right notion of completeness of nested sub-graphs. First of all, it coincides with the
definition of acceptance of finite runs in DCR Graphs [7] recalled in Sec. 3 above. Secondly, its formalization is a simple extension of the labelled transition semantics given
in [7, 11] since it is a condition on the set of pending responses already included in the
states. Finally, it allows for a nested sub-graph to alternate between being completed
and not completed, as is often the case in ad hoc case management. This is not possible
in the related ad-hoc sub-process activity in BPMN 2.0. Future work within the TrustCare and CosmoBiz projects, which are the context of the work, includes exploring the
expressiveness of DCR Graphs, extending the theory and tools for analysis, verification
and model-driven engineering, extending the model to be able to express other relevant
features such as multi-instance sub-graphs, time, exceptions, data, types and run-time
adaption, i.e. dynamic changes of the model.
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Abstract—We present a case study of the use of Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) Graphs, a recently introduced declarative
business process model, in the design of a cross-organizational
case management system being developed by Exformatics A/S,
a Danish provider of knowledge and workflow management
systems. We show how DCR Graphs allow to capture directly
both the behavioral constraints identified during meetings with
the customer and the operational execution as markings of the
graph. In comparison, imperative models such as BPMN, Petri
Net, UML Sequence or Activity diagrams are only good at
describing the operational way to fulfill the constraints, leaving
the constraints implicit. In particular, we point out that the
BPMN ad-hoc sub process activity, intended to support more
loosely structured goal driven ad-hoc processes, is inconsistently
described in the final version of the BPMN 2.0 standard. The
case study motivated an extension of the DCR Graphs model
to nested graphs and the development of graphical design and
simulation tools to increase the understanding of the models. The
study also revealed a number of challenges for future research
in techniques for model-driven design of cross-organizational
process-aware information systems combining declarative and
imperative models.
Index Terms—Case Study, Declarative Workflow, Model-driven
Design

I. I NTRODUCTION
The purpose of a Case Management System as used in for
instance Human Resource (HR) departments, hospitals, financial, and governmental institutions, is to guide case workers to
perform the right tasks and to record the history of the case.
Since the initial work on office automation and workflow
systems [9], [10], [32] it has been advocated to base the
implementation of such systems, subsequently referred to as
process-aware information systems [8], on explicit process descriptions described in some high-level process notation such
as Petri Net or UML activity diagrams. The key motivations
for using explicit process models are to allow the system to be
more easily adapted to different work processes and to make
the rules governing the system more visible to the users.
Authors listed alphabetically. This research is supported by the Danish
Research Agency through a Knowledge Voucher granted to Exformatics (grant
#10-087067, www.exformatics.com), the Trustworthy Pervasive Healthcare
Services project (grant #2106-07-0019, www.trustcare.eu) and the Computer
Supported Mobile Adaptive Business Processes project (grant #274-06-0415,
www.cosmobiz.dk).

The rise of web service standards such as SOAP, WSDL
and WS-BPEL has given new momentum to process-aware
information systems. SOAP and WSDL standardize how to
access external IT systems as web services in a service
oriented architecture and WS-BPEL provides a standard highlevel programming language for combining individual service
calls into process flows, also referred to as a process orchestration. Following WS-BPEL, the BPEL4People [1] and
WS-HumanTask [20] specifications were the first attempt to
standardize the inclusion of human tasks into BPEL to encompass workflows. Moreover, W3C started in 2004 developing
the Web Services Choreography Description Language (WSCDL) [29] which can be used to provide a global view of
the intended interactions between different actors of a system,
similar to the view of interactions provided by UML sequence
diagrams. Within the last 5 years focus has moved from WSBPEL and BPEL4People to the development of Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [19] which standardizes the
graphical notation used for business processes, encompassing
both human and automated tasks, and including both notations
for orchestrations and choreographies.
However, as pointed out in e.g. [10], [27], the imperative
process notations with explicit control and message flows
underlying all of the above models describe the operationalization of business process goals and constraints, and not the
goals and constraints themselves. Consequently, the notations
are best suited for well-defined, rigid and repeatable workflows
following a predefined sequence of service invocations and
human tasks and one need to use ad hoc annotations to record
the constraints and goals of the process. Moreover, it has
proven to be non-trivial to support changes of the processes
on-the-fly [26]. This does not match well the typical more adhoc nature of case work where it is often needed to redo and
skip tasks and possibly adapt the set of tasks and their mutual
constraints dynamically [25].
An alternative approach studied by several research groups
is the use of declarative process models [3], [6], [22], [23],
[27], [28], which describes the temporal constraints on process
flows, not how to fulfill them. As part of the PhD project of
the second author within the Trustworthy Pervasive Healthcare
Services (TrustCare) research project [11] we have developed
a declarative process model called Dynamic Condition Re48

sponse Graphs (DCR Graphs) [12]–[14], [17]. The model is (vi) ± : E × E * {+, %} is a partial function defining the
both a generalization of the Process Matrix model [16], [18]
dynamic inclusion and exclusion relations by e →+ e0 if
developed by Resultmaker, a danish provider of workflow and
±(e, e0 ) = + and e →% e0 if ±(e, e0 ) = %
case-management systems and the classical event structure (vii) Act is the set of actions
model for concurrency [30], [31]. DCR Graphs relate to (viii) l : E → Act is a labeling function mapping events to
DECLARE [28], which is a graphical notation that allows
actions.
any temporal constraint pattern expressible as Linear-time (ix) R is a set of roles,
Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas. However, instead of allowing
(x) P is a set of principals (e.g. actors, persons, processors,
the generality of expressing any constraint expressible in LTL,
services) and
DCR Graphs only has a fixed handful of constraints which (xi) as ⊆ (P ∪ Act) × R is the role assignment relation to
can be understood without reference to LTL. Still it maintains
principals and actions.
the full expressive power of LTL (described in a follow
An event labelled with an action, e.g. Create Case, thus
up paper). Moreover, it is possible to give an operational represents an execution of a (human or automated) task/activsemantics expressed directly as transitions between a novel ity/action Create Case in the workflow process. There may
type of markings of the tasks. In this way DCR Graphs be several events with the same label, but in all our examples a
combine the declarative view (constraints between tasks) with label is assigned to a unique event, and thus we simply assume
the imperative view (markings of tasks) allowing to trace the the set of events to be identical to the set of actions.
constraints even at run-time.
By default an event may be executed at any time and any
In the present paper we first briefly review the definition number of times. However, the marking (defining the run-time
of DCR Graphs in Sec. II and then in Sec. III describe a state of the graph) and the five relations defined in (iii)-(vi)
case study of applying DCR graphs in the design phase of constrain the execution. The marking M = (Ex, Re, In) ∈
the development of a cross-organizational case management M(G) consists of three sets of events, capturing respectively
system. In Sec. IV we briefly describe the current status of which events have previously been executed (Ex), which
our development of tools for supporting design, simulation and events are pending responses required to be executed (Re), and
verification of DCR Graphs. Finally, in Sec. VI we outline finally which events are currently included (In). Only events
challenges identified in the case study and the proposal for e ∈ In, i.e. that are currently included, can be executed, and
the continued development of the DCR Graphs model, tech- only if all currently included condition events e0 , as specified
nologies and tools to make them applicable to component and by the condition relation e0 →• e, have been executed and
model based design of distributed process-aware information no currently included events e0 which are milestones for e,
systems.
as specified by the milestone relation e0 → e, are pending
responses.
II. DYNAMIC C ONDITION R ESPONSE G RAPHS
When an event e is executed, it is added to the set of
executed events (Ex) of the marking and all response events
A Dynamic Condition Response Graph as introduced in [13] e0 , as specified by the response relation e •→ e0 , are added
and extended in [14] consists of a set of events, a marking to the set of pending responses Re. Moreover, the set of
defining the execution state, and five binary relations between included events is updated by adding (removing) all events
the events defining the conditions for the execution of events, e0 included (excluded) by e as specified by the inclusion
the required responses and a novel notion of dynamic inclusion (exclusion) relation e →+ e0 (e →% e0 ).
and exclusion of events. Hereto comes a set of actions, a
The execution semantics of DCR Graphs is defined [12],
labeling function assigning an action to each event, a set of [14] as a labelled transition system between markings as
roles, a set of principals and a relation assigning roles to follows.
actions and principals.
Definition 2: For a DCR Graph G = (E, M, →•, •→, →
Notation: For a set A we write P(A) for the power set of A. , ±, l, Act, R, P, as), we define the corresponding labelled tranFor a binary relation →⊆ A × A and a subset ξ ⊆ A of A we sition systems T (G) to be the tuple (M(G), M, →⊆ M(G)×
write → ξ and ξ → for the set {a ∈ A | (∃a0 ∈ ξ | a → a0 )} L(G) × M(G)) where L(G) =def E × (P × Act × R) is the
and the set {a ∈ A | (∃a0 ∈ ξ | a0 → a)} respectively.
set of transition labels, M = (Ex, Re, In) ∈ M(G) is the
Formally we define a DCR Graph as follows.
initial marking, →⊆ M(G) × L(G) × M(G) is the transition
(e,(p,a,r))
Definition 1: A Dynamic Condition Response Graph is a relation given by M0 −
−−−−−→ M00
tuple (E, M, →•, •→, →, ±, Act, l, R, P, as), where
where
(i) E is the set of events
(ii) M ∈ M(G) is the marking, and M(G) =def P(E) ×
P(E) × P(E)
(iii) →•⊆ E × E is the condition relation
(iv) •→⊆ E × E is the response relation
(v) →⊆ E × E is the milestone relation

(i) M0 = (Ex0 , Re0 , In0 ) is the marking before transition
(ii) M00 = (Ex0 ∪ {e}, Re00 , In00 ) is the marking after
transition
(iii) e ∈ In0 , l(e) = a, p as r, and a as r,
(iv) (→• e ∩In0 ) ⊆ Ex0 ,
(v) (→ e ∩In0 ) ∩ Re0 = ∅,
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(vi) In00 = (In0 ∪ e →+) \ e →%,
(vii) Re00 = (Re0 \ {e}) ∪ e •→,
We define a run (e0 , (p0 , a0 , r0 )), (e1 , (p1 , a1 , r1 )), . . . of the
transition system to be a sequence of labels of a sequence
(ei ,(pi ,ai ,ri ))
of transitions Mi −−−−−−−−−→ Mi+1 starting from the initial
marking. We define a run to be accepting if ∀i ≥ 0, e ∈
Rei .∃j ≥ i.(e = ej ∨ e 6∈ Inj+1 ). In words, a run is accepting
if no response event is pending forever, i.e. it must either
happen at some later state or become excluded.
Condition (iii) in the above definition expresses that, only
events e that are currently included, can be executed, and to
give the label (p, a, r) the label of the event must be a, p
must be assigned to the role r, which must be assigned to
a. Condition (iv) requires that all condition events to e which
are currently included should have been executed previously.
Condition (v) states that the currently included events which
are milestones to event e must not be in the set of pending
responses (Re0 ). Condition (vi) and (vii) are the updates to
the sets of included events and pending responses respectively.
Note that an event e0 can not be both included and excluded by
the same event e, but an event may trigger itself as a response.
In this paper we only consider finite runs. In this case, the
acceptance condition degenerates to requiring that no pending
response is included at the end of the run. This corresponds
to defining all states where Re ∩ In = ∅ to be accepting
states and define the accepting runs to be those ending in
an accepting state. Infinite runs are also of interest especially
in the context of reactive systems and the LTL logic. The
execution semantics and acceptance condition for infinite runs
are captured by mapping to a Büchi-automaton with τ -event
as formalized in [12], [17].
During the case study (Sec. III), we realized the need to
extend our model with nested sub-graphs to allow for modeling
of hierarchical sub structures. To address this need, so-called
Nested DCR Graphs were introduced in [14]. It can be defined
as an incremental extension to DCR Graph given in Def. 1
above as follows.
Definition 3: A Nested dynamic condition response graph
is a tuple (E, B, M, →•, •→, →, ±, Act, l, R, P, as), where
B : E * E is a partial function mapping an event to its superevent (if defined) and (E, M, →•, •→, →, ±, Act, l, R, P, as)
is a DCR Graph, subject to the condition that the marking
M = (Ex, Re, In) ⊆ atoms(E)×atoms(E)×atoms(E) where
atoms(E) = {e | ∀e0 ∈ E. B (e0 ) 6= e} is the set of atomic
events.
A nested DCR Graph can be mapped to a flat DCR Graph
by extending all relations to the sub events and by preserving
only the atomic events. This flattening of a nested DCR Graph
into a DCR Graph is defined formally in [14]. In particular, the
semantics of a Nested DCR Graph is given as the labelled transition semantics for its corresponding flattened DCR Graph.
III. C ASE S TUDY: A C ROSS -O RGANIZATIONAL C ASE
M ANAGEMENT S YSTEM
In this section we demonstrate how we have applied DCR
Graphs in practice within a project that our industrial partner

Exformatics carried out for one of their customers. In the
process, we acted as consultants, applying DCR Graphs in
meetings with Exformatics and the customer to capture the
requirements in a declarative way, accompanying the usual
UML sequence diagrams and prototype mock-ups. Sequence
diagrams typically only describe examples of runs, and even
if they are extended with loops and conditional flows they do
not capture the constraints explicitly.
The customer of the system is Landsorganisationen i Danmark (LO), which is the overarching organization for most of
the trade unions in Denmark. Their counterpart is Dansk Arbejdsgiverforening (DA), which is an overarching organization
for most of the Danish employers organizations.
At the top level, the workflow to be supported is that a
case worker at the trade union must be able to create a case,
e.g. triggered by a complaint by a member of the trade union
against her employer. This must be followed up by a meeting
arranged by LO and subsequently held between case workers
at the trade union, LO and DA. After being created, the
case can at any time be managed, e.g. adding or retrieving
documents, by case workers at any of the organizations.
Fig. 1 shows the graphical representation of a simple DCR
Graph capturing these top level requirements of our case study.

Figure 1.

Top level requirements as a DCR Graph

Four top-level events were identified, shown as boxes in
the graph labelled Create case, Manage case, Arrange
meeting and Hold meeting. For the top-level events we
identified the following requirements:
1) A case is created by a union case worker, and only once.
2) The case can be managed at the union, LO and DA after
it has been created.
3) After a case is created, LO can and must arrange a
meeting between the union case worker, the LO case
worker and the DA case worker.
4) After a meeting is arranged it must be held (organized
by LO).
The requirements translate to the following DCR Graph role
assignments (shown as ”ears” on the event boxes) and relations
shown as different types of arrows between the events in Fig.
1:
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1) Create case has assigned role U and excludes itself.
2) Create case is a condition for Manage case, which has
assigned role U, LO and DA.
3) Create case has Arrange meeting as response, which
has assigned role LO.
4) Arrange meeting has Create case as a condition and
Hold meeting as response, which has assigned role LO.
For example, the U on Create case indicates that only a
case worker at the trade union (U) can create a case, and the U,
LO, DA on Manage case indicate that both the trade union,
LO and DA can manage the case.
The arrow Create case→•Manage case denotes that
Manage case has Create case as a (pre) condition. This
simply means that Create case must have happened before
Manage case can happen. Dually, Arrange meeting has
Hold meeting as response, denoted by the arrow Arrange
meeting•→Hold meeting This means that Hold meeting
must eventually happen after Arrange meeting happens. Finally, the arrow Create case →%Create case denotes that
the event Create case excludes itself.
In the subsequent meetings, we came to the following
additional requirements:
1) a) To create a case, the case worker should enter metadata on the case, inform about when he/she is available
for participating in a meeting and then submit the case.
b) When a case is submitted it may get a local id at the
union, but it should also subsequently be assigned a
case id in LO.
c) When a case is submitted, LO should eventually propose dates.
2) a) Only after LO has assigned its case id it is possible to
manage the case and for LO to propose dates.
b) Manage case consists of three possible activities (in any
order): editing case meta data, upload documents and
download documents. All activities can be performed
by LO and DA. Upload and download documents can
also be performed by the Union.
3) a) The meeting should be arranged in agreement between
LO and DA: LO should always propose dates first and then DA should accept, but can also propose new
dates. If DA proposes new dates LO should accept,
but can also again propose new dates. This could in
principle go on forever.
b) The union can always update information about when
they are available and edit the metadata of the case.
4) a) No meeting can be held while LO and DA are negotiating on a meeting date. Once a date has been agreed
upon a meeting should eventually be held.
These requirements led to the extension of the model
allowing nested events as recalled in the previous section and
given in full detail in [14].
The requirements could then be described by first adding the
following additional events to the graph: A new super event
Edit (E) which has the sub events: Metadata (E-M) and Dates
available (E-D) and is itself a sub event to Create case (CC).

The Create case (CC) event has two sub events: Submit
(SC) and Assign case Id (ACI). The Manage case (MC)
event has two sub events: Edit metadata (EM) and Document
(D), which in turn has two sub events: Upload (D-U) and
Download (D-D). The Arrange meeting (AM) event has four
sub events: Propose dates-LO (PLO), Propose dates-DA
(PDA), Accept LO (ALO) and Accept DA (ADA). The Hold
meeting (HM) event remains an atomic top-level event.
Subsequently, the relations was adapted to the following
(Nested) DCR Graph relations, as shown in Fig 2:

Figure 2.

Case Handling Process

1) Edit is a condition to Submit and is assigned role U.
2) Within the Create case superevent:
a) Submit is a condition to Assign case Id and also
requires it as a response.
b) Assign case Id is a condition for Manage case (and
therefore also all it’s sub events).
c) Assign case Id is now the condition for Propose
dates-LO and Submit requires it as a response.
3) Within the Arrange meeting superevent:
a) Arrange meeting still has Hold meeting as response,
but is now also required as a milestone for Hold
meeting
b) Propose dates-LO is a condition for Propose
dates-DA
c) Propose dates-LO includes Accept DA and requires
it as a response
d) Propose dates-DA includes Accept LO and requires
it as a response
e) Accept LO excludes itself and Accept DA
f) Accept DA excludes itself and Accept LO
4) Within the Manage case superevent:
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a) Edit metadata has roles LO and DA assigned to it.
b) Upload and Download have been grouped under a superevent Document with roles U, LO and DA assigned
to it.
c) Upload is a condition for Download.
The case handling process described above and shown in
figure 2 can be represented formally as follows.
G = (E,B, M, →•, •→, →, ±, Act,l, R,P, as), where
Act = atoms(E) = {E-M, E-D, SC, ACI, EM, D-U, D-D, PLO,
PDA, ALO, ADA, HM}
E = {CC, AM, MC, E, D} ∪ atoms(E)
B = {(E-M, E), (E-D, E), (E, CC), (SC, CC), (ACI , CC), (PLO,
AM), (PDA, AM), (ALO, AM), (ADA, AM), (ALO, D-D), (D-U,
D), (D, MC), (EM, MC)}
M = (∅, ∅, atoms(E) \ { ALO, ADA } )
→• = {(E, SC), (SC, ACI), (ACI, MC), (ACI, PLO), (D-U, D-D),
(PLO, PDA)}
•→ = {(SC, ACI), (SC, PLO), (PLO, ADA), (PDA, ALO), (AM,
HM)}
→ = {(AM, HM)}
→+ = {(PLO, ADA), (PDA, ALO)}
→% = {(SC, SC), (ALO, ALO), (ALO, ADA), (ADA, ADA),
(ADA, ALO)}
l = {e ∈ atoms(E) | (e, e) }
R = {U, LO, DA} and P= {U, LO, DA}
as = {(SC, U), (E, U), (D, U), (ACI, LO), (EM, LO), (D, LO),
(PLO, LO), (ALO, LO), (HM, LO), (EM, DA), (D, DA), (PDA,
DA), (ADA, DA), (U, U), (LO, LO), (DA, DA)}
During the case study it became clear that it would be
useful to have design tools allowing to quickly create and
simulate models. In the following section we describe the tools
developed so far. In Sec. VI we describe the plans for future
development of tools along with the challenges for extending
the theory identified in the case study.
IV. P ROTOTYPE TOOLS
To support designing with DCR Graphs, making the model
available to a wider audience and allow interested parties to
experiment with the notation, we are developing prototype implementations of various tools for DCR Graphs. Development
up to this point includes:
1) A process repository; a service which can be used to store
and retreive DCR processes and process instances.
2) An execution host; a service which can be used to execute
DCR process instances.
3) A windows-based graphical editor; which can be used to
model DCR Graphs and run simple simulations on them.
4) A windows-based desktop client for executing process
instances.
5) A platform independent web client; which can also be
used to execute process instances. In the future we
aim to support the creation of processes through this
webinterface as well. (Fig. 3)

(a) Execution by LO

(b) Execution by DA
Figure 3.

Execution in the Web Tool

6) A model checking and runtime verification tool; which
interfaces to SPIN [24] and ZING [21] model checkers
for model checking.
7) A runtime-monitor that can subscribe to the execution
host and verify that the execution of processes adheres to
given properties.
Fig. 4 shows how these tools interact: Usually, a process
modeller will first create a process in the graphical editor (Fig.
5) , which will be stored in the process repository. The process
modeller can use the verification tool to check if his process
adheres to the properties that he desires. Both safety and
liveness properties on models can be verified with the help of
SPIN [24] model checker, where as only safety properties on
DCR Graphs can be verified using ZING [21] model checker,
as ZING does not support liveness properties. A user can
login to the web or desktop-client and select the process for
execution. The client will request that the process repository
start a new instance and the repository will provide the client
with the description of the process and runtime information
on the process instance. Execution requests are made to the
execution server, which handles these requests atomically,
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<d c r g : r e s o u r c e s>
<d c r g : r o l e s> . . . . .</ d c r g : r o l e s>
<d c r g : p r i n c i p a l s> . . . . .</ d c r g : p r i n c i p a l s>
<d c r g : e v e n t s> . . . . .</ d c r g : e v e n t s>
<d c r g : a c t i o n s> . . . . .</ d c r g : a c t i o n s>
</ d c r g : r e s o u r c e s>
<d c r g : a c c e s s C o n t r o l s>
<d c r g : r o l e P r i n c i p a l A s s i g n m e n t s> . . . . .</
d c r g : r o l e P r i n c i p a l A s s i g n m e n t s>
<d c r g : a c t i o n R o l e A s s i g n m e n t s> . . . . .</
d c r g : a c t i o n R o l e A s s i g n m e n t s>
</ d c r g : a c c e s s C o n t r o l s>
<d c r g : c o n s t r a i n t S e t s>
<d c r g : c o n s t r a i n t S e t t y p e =” c o n d i t i o n ”> . . .</
d c r g : c o n s t r a i n t S e t>
<d c r g : c o n s t r a i n t S e t t y p e =” r e s p o n s e ”> . . .</
d c r g : c o n s t r a i n t S e t> . . . . .
</ d c r g : c o n s t r a i n t S e t s>
</ d c r g : s p e c i f i c a t i o n>
<d c r g : r u n t i m e p r o c e s s I n s t a n c e I d =” ”>
<d c r g : e x e c u t i o n T r a c e> </ d c r g : e x e c u t i o n T r a c e>
<d c r g : c u r r e n t S t a t e s t a t e I d =” ”>
<d c r g : e v e n t s I n c l u d e d> . . . . .</ d c r g : e v e n t s I n c l u d e d>

Figure 4.

Protoype Architecture

making updates to the instance stored on the repository. If
a request is invalid, the execution server will notify the user
and leave the process instance in its original state. The runtime
monitor can subscribe to the execution server and will get
notified of every execution request. It will then check if the
execution of the process follows the properties described for
it.
Listing 1 shows a brief overview of the XML format of
DCR Graphs that is being used in all prototype tools. A single
XML format is used to contain information about both the
specification and the runtime of a DCR Graph. The resources
section of the specification contains information about roles,
principals, events and actions, whereas the access controls
section contains the mapping of principals and actions to roles.
The last part of the specification contains the binary relations
between the events. Note that the XML format supports
nesting of events and the binary relations in between them
and that flattening of nested events and their relations will be
done at the beginning of executing a DCR Graph.
The second part of the XML format for a DCR Graph
holds the runtime information, which primarily contains the
execution trace and information about the current state. The
execution trace records the actual sequence of events executed
and the current state holds the information about the current
marking which contains sets of included, executed and pending
response events. In addition to the marking, the current state
also holds additional information such as index of state copy,
state accepted to support the acceptance condition for infinite
computations that were characterized by mapping to Büchiautomata in [12], [17].

<d c r g : e v e n t s E x e c u t e d> . . . . .</ d c r g : e v e n t s E x e c u t e d>
<d c r g : e v e n t s P e n d i n g R e s p o n s e s> . . . . .</
d c r g : e v e n t s P e n d i n g R e s p o n s e s>
<d c r g : s t a t e A c c e p t i n g> </ d c r g : s t a t e A c c e p t i n g>
<d c r g : s t a t e I n d e x> </ d c r g : s t a t e I n d e x>
<d c r g : e v e n t s E n a b l e d> . . . . .</ d c r g : e v e n t s E n a b l e d>
</ d c r g : c u r r e n t S t a t e>
</ d c r g : r u n t i m e>
</ d c r g : p r o c e s s>

The specification section of the XML document for the Case
Handling Process shown in the figure 2 is given in listing 2.
Listing 2.

<d c r g : s p e c i f i c a t i o n>

DCRG specification in Xml

<d c r g : r e s o u r c e s>
<d c r g : r o l e s>
<d c r g : r o l e>U</ d c r g : r o l e>
<d c r g : r o l e>LO</ d c r g : r o l e>
<d c r g : r o l e>DA</ d c r g : r o l e>
</ d c r g : r o l e s>
<d c r g : p r i n c i p a l s>
<d c r g : p r i n c i p a l>u</ d c r g : p r i n c i p a l>
<d c r g : p r i n c i p a l>l o</ d c r g : p r i n c i p a l>
<d c r g : p r i n c i p a l>da</ d c r g : p r i n c i p a l>
</ d c r g : p r i n c i p a l s>
<d c r g : e v e n t s>
<d c r g : e v e n t e v e n t I d =” 0 ” name=” C r e a t e c a s e ” a c t i o n I d =”
C r e a t e c a s e ”>
<d c r g : e v e n t e v e n t I d =” 1 ” name=” S u b m i t ” a c t i o n I d =”
S u b m i t ” />
<d c r g : e v e n t e v e n t I d =” 2 ” name=” A s s i g n c a s e I d ”
a c t i o n I d =” A s s i g n c a s e I d ” />
<d c r g : e v e n t e v e n t I d =” 3 ” name=” E d i t ” a c t i o n I d =” E d i t ”>
<d c r g : e v e n t e v e n t I d =” 4 ” name=” M e t a d a t a ”
a c t i o n I d =” M e t a d a t a ” />
<d c r g : e v e n t e v e n t I d =” 5 ” name=” D a t e s a v a i l a b l e
” a c t i o n I d =” D a t e s a v a i l a b l e ” />
</ d c r g : e v e n t>
</ d c r g : e v e n t>
Listing 1. Overview of DCR Graph Xml
<d c r g : e v e n t e v e n t I d =” 6 ” name=” Manage c a s e ” a c t i o n I d =”
<? xml v e r s i o n =” 1 . 0 ” e n c o d i n g =” u t f −8” ?>
Manage c a s e ”>
<d c r g : p r o c e s s x m l n s : d c r g =” h t t p : / / i t u . dk / t r u s t c a r e / d c r / 2 0 1 1 / ”>
<d c r g : e v e n t e v e n t I d =” 7 ” name=” E d i t m e t a d a t a ” a c t i o n I d
=” E d i t m e t a d a t a ” />
<d c r g : s p e c i f i c a t i o n p r o c e s s I d =” ” modelName=” ”>
<d c r g : e v e n t e v e n t I d =” 8 ” name=” Document ” a c t i o n I d =”
Document ”>
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<d c r g : e v e n t e v e n t I d =” 9 ” name=” Upload ”
a c t i o n I d =” Upload ” />
<d c r g : e v e n t e v e n t I d =” 10 ” name=” Download ”
a c t i o n I d =” Download ” />
</ d c r g : e v e n t>
</ d c r g : e v e n t>
<d c r g : e v e n t e v e n t I d =” 11 ” name=” A r r a n g e M e e t i n g ” a c t i o n I d
=” S u b m i t ”>
<d c r g : e v e n t e v e n t I d =” 12 ” name=” P r o p o s e d a t e s −LO”
a c t i o n I d =” P r o p o s e d a t e s −LO” />
<d c r g : e v e n t e v e n t I d =” 13 ” name=” A c c e p t LO” a c t i o n I d =”
A c c e p t LO” />
<d c r g : e v e n t e v e n t I d =” 14 ” name=” A c c e p t DA” a c t i o n I d =”
A c c e p t DA” />
<d c r g : e v e n t e v e n t I d =” 15 ” name=” P r o p o s e d a t e s −DA”
a c t i o n I d =” P r o p o s e d a t e s −DA” />
</ d c r g : e v e n t>
<d c r g : e v e n t e v e n t I d =” 16 ” name=” Hold m e e t i n g ” a c t i o n I d =”
Hold m e e t i n g ” />
</ d c r g : e v e n t s>
<d c r g : a c t i o n s>
<d c r g : a c t i o n a c t i o n I d =” C r e a t e c a s e ” />
<d c r g : a c t i o n a c t i o n I d =” S u b m i t ” />
<d c r g : a c t i o n a c t i o n I d =” E d i t ” />
<d c r g : a c t i o n a c t i o n I d =” M e t a d a t a ” />
<d c r g : a c t i o n a c t i o n I d =” D a t e s a v a i l a b l e ” /> . . . .
</ d c r g : a c t i o n s>
</ d c r g : r e s o u r c e s>
<d c r g : a c c e s s C o n t r o l s>
<d c r g : r o l e P r i n c i p a l A s s i g n m e n t s>
<d c r g : r o l e P r i n c i p a l A s s i g n m e n t r o l e −name=”U”>
<p r i n c i p a l>u</ p r i n c i p a l>
</ d c r g : r o l e P r i n c i p a l A s s i g n m e n t>
<d c r g : r o l e P r i n c i p a l A s s i g n m e n t r o l e −name=”LO”>
<p r i n c i p a l>l o</ p r i n c i p a l>
</ d c r g : r o l e P r i n c i p a l A s s i g n m e n t>
</ d c r g : r o l e P r i n c i p a l A s s i g n m e n t s>
<d c r g : a c t i o n R o l e A s s i g n m e n t s>
<d c r g : a c t i o n R o l e A s s i g n m e n t a c t i o n I d =” S u b m i t ”>
<d c r g : r o l e>U</ d c r g : r o l e>
</ d c r g : a c t i o n R o l e A s s i g n m e n t>
<d c r g : a c t i o n R o l e A s s i g n m e n t a c t i o n I d =” Document ”>
<d c r g : r o l e>U</ d c r g : r o l e>
<d c r g : r o l e>LO</ d c r g : r o l e>
<d c r g : r o l e>DA</ d c r g : r o l e>
</ d c r g : a c t i o n R o l e A s s i g n m e n t>
....
</ d c r g : a c t i o n R o l e A s s i g n m e n t s>
</ d c r g : a c c e s s C o n t r o l s>
<d c r g : c o n s t r a i n t S e t s>
<d c r g : c o n s t r a i n t S e t t y p e =” c o n d i t i o n ”>
<d c r g : c o n s t r a i n t s o u r c e =” 1 ” t a r g e t =” 2 ” />
<d c r g : c o n s t r a i n t s o u r c e =” 3 ” t a r g e t =” 1 ” /> . . . . .
</ d c r g : c o n s t r a i n t S e t>
<d c r g : c o n s t r a i n t S e t t y p e =” r e s p o n s e ”>
<d c r g : c o n s t r a i n t s o u r c e =” 1 ” t a r g e t =” 2 ” /> . . . . .
</ d c r g : c o n s t r a i n t S e t> . . . . .
</ d c r g : c o n s t r a i n t S e t s>

Figure 5.

The Graphical Editor

</ d c r g : s p e c i f i c a t i o n>

All the prototype tools support the basic DCR Graph
notation containing condition, response, include and exclude
relations. We are currently working on extending the prototype
to support milestone relations and nested events. In Fig. 6, 7, 8,
we have illustrated how the execution state of the casehandling process may be visualized in the simulator in the
future.
The graph in the figure. 6 shows the state after a run where
the union started by creating a case: they edited meta-data,
indicated the dates they were available and submitted. When
LO received the case they assigned their own case ID to it.
Some time later LO proposed possible dates for a meeting
to DA. DA did not agree with these dates and responded by
proposing some of their own. In the graph both Accept LO
and Accept DA are included and have a pending response
because both LO and DA have proposed dates. Because of

Figure 6.

Case Handling Process Runtime

these pending responses Hold meeting is disabled. Because
no files have been uploaded to the document yet, Download
is also disabled. The listing 3 shows the runtime information
for the case handling process from the figure 6.
Listing 3.

DCRG Runtime in Xml

<d c r g : r u n t i m e p r o c e s s I n s t a n c e I d =” ”>
<d c r g : e x e c u t i o n T r a c e>4 , 5 , 4 , 1 , 2 , 1 2 , 1 5</
d c r g : e x e c u t i o n T r a c e>
<d c r g : c u r r e n t S t a t e s t a t e I d =” S6 ”>
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<d c r g : e v e n t s I n c l u d e d>2 , 4 , 5 , 7 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5 , 1 6</
d c r g : e v e n t s I n c l u d e d>
<d c r g : e v e n t s E x e c u t e d>1 , 2 , 4 , 5 , 1 2 , 1 5</
d c r g : e v e n t s E x e c u t e d>
<d c r g : e v e n t s P e n d i n g R e s p o n s e s>1 3 , 1 4 , 1 6</
d c r g : e v e n t s P e n d i n g R e s p o n s e s>
<d c r g : s t a t e A c c e p t i n g>0</ d c r g : s t a t e A c c e p t i n g>
<d c r g : s t a t e I n d e x>0</ d c r g : s t a t e I n d e x>
<d c r g : e v e n t s E n a b l e d>1 , 2 , 4 , 5 , 7 , 8 , 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5</
d c r g : e v e n t s E n a b l e d>
</ d c r g : c u r r e n t S t a t e>
</ d c r g : r u n t i m e>

The graph in the figure. 7 shows the runtime state after the
union has uploaded an agenda for the meetings. Note that,
since the union has uploaded a file to the case, Download is
now enabled. But at the same time, Accept LO and Accept
DA still remain the same as the previous graph, as the proposed
dates have not been accepted yet by either LO or DA.

Figure 8.

Figure 7.

Case Handling Process Runtime After Upload Document

Figure 8 shows the graph representing the state after LO
has accepted one of the dates proposed by DA. Note that both
Accept LO and Accept DA are excluded due to the mutual
exclude relation between them. Even though there is a pending
response on Accept DA, it is not considered relevant as it is
excluded and Hold meeting has become pending because of
the response relation. Continuing by executing Hold meeting
as LO will cause the graph to reach an accepting state, as there
will be no included pending responses.
V. C OMPARISON TO OTHER A PPROACHES
As already mentioned in the introduction, our approach is
closely related to the work on DECLARE [27], [28]. In particular the condition and response relations are also considered
in [27], [28], and we have used the same graphical notation
as loc. cit. The crucial difference is that we focus on a few
core constraints allowing to describe the state and operational
semantics of processes as a labelled transitions between simple

Case Handling Process Runtime After Accept Dates

markings consisting of three sets of respectively executed,
included and required events. As also pointed out in [27], [28],
the generality of LTL offers much flexibility with respect to
specifying execution constraints but makes it more complex
to execute processes given in DECLARE and to describe
and understand their run-time state. It typically requires a
translation of the constraints to LTL and subsequent using the
standard mapping of an LTL formula to a Büchi-automaton.
In particular, there is no obvious way to trace the graphical
constraints in DECLARE to the states of the Büchi-automaton.
Moreover, we show in a follow up paper that every set of
traces expressible in LTL (and thus DECLARE) can also be
expressed using DCR Graphs.
We have shown in [18] it is possible, but much more
complex to represent in LTL the interplay between dynamic
inclusion/exclusion and the other relations. Neither this novel
notion of dynamic inclusion/exclusion relations nor nesting are
considered in [27], [28].
The DCR Graphs model also relates to the independent
work on the Guard-Stage-Milestone model [15] by Hull et
al presented as an invited talk at the WS-FM 2010 workshop
and part of the work on artifact-centric business processes [2],
[5], [7].
Finally, BPMN 2.0 includes the ad-hoc sub-process activity
which allows one to group a set of activities that can be
carried out in an ad-hoc way. Fig. 9 below shows how one
may attempt to describe the top level requirements described
in Fig. 1 as a BPMN 2.0 ad-hoc sub-acitivity. According to the
informal description of BPMN 2.0 ad-hoc sub-process activity
in the current BPMN 2.0 specification ( [19]) Create case is
a condition for Manage case since the latter cannot start
without the data object case as input, which is produced
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Figure 9.

BPMN 2.0 ad-hoc sub-process activity

by the former. Moreover, quoting from the specification, the
sequence flow between Create case and Arrange meeting
(and similarly between Arrange meeting and Hold meeting):
”creates a dependency where the performance of the first
Task MUST be followed by a performance of the second
Task. This does not mean that the second Task is to be
performed immediately, but there MUST be a performance
of the second task after the performance of the first Task.”.
This seems exactly to correspond to the response relation in
DCR Graphs. However, when reading the semantics section
of the specification ( [19], Sec.13.2.5, 445-446) it appears
that the sequence flow introduces just a standard precondition.
Thus, the specification is not consistent in the description of
sequence flows within ad-hoc sub-activities. Also, it is not
clear how to specify roles on actions (swim lanes seem not to
be allowed within ad-hoc sub-activities) nor how to specify
that an activity within an ad-hoc sub activity only can be
executed once. In particular, Create case can be executed
any number of times in the above process.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
Our case study showed that the DCR Graphs model is well
suited to give a global description of the temporal constraints
between the individual tasks which is helpful in capturing the
requirements of the overall system.
However, there are still many points for future developments.
First of all there is the need to extend the expressiveness
of DCR Graphs. In the ongoing PhD project of the second
author we intend to extend the DCR Graphs model to be
able to express relevant features such as multi-instance subgraphs (allowing the dynamic creation of sub-graphs representing dynamic sub process instantiation), time, exceptions
and data. Along with this we intend to continue developing
the technology for model checking and run time verification
and apply it within case studies.
Second, our industrial partner Resultmaker who already
use a declarative process model based on the primitives in
the DCR Graphs model expects to investigate the use of the
formalization to support safe dynamic changes to the process
constraints at run time.

Thirdly, the DCR Graphs model presently describe a global
view of the process. Through our discussions with Exformatics
during the case study we identified the wish to be able to
automatically synthesize distributed views of the process. In
particular, they wanted to be able to derive descriptions of
communication protocols and message exchange between the
individual local components in a distributed implementation
of the system.
Derivations of descriptions of communication protocols
between local components from a global model is been researched for the imperative choreography language WS-CDL
in the work on structured communication-centred programming for web services by Carbone, Honda and Yoshida [4].
Put briefly, the work formalizes the core of WS-CDL as the
global process calculus and define a formal theory of end point
projections projecting the global process calculus to abstract
descriptions of the behavior of each of the local ”end-points”
given as pi-calculus processes typed with session types.
We are currently working on the challenge of synthesizing
a distributed view of a DCR Graph as a set of interacting
DCR Graphs, thus providing a declarative notion of end-point
projections. As a challenge for future work we propose to
provide a formal map between DCR Graphs and imperative
choreographies formalized in the global process calculus [4].
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Abstract. We present a new declarative model with composition and
hierarchical definition of processes, featuring (a) incremental refinement,
(b) adaptation of processes, and (c) dynamic creation of sub-processes.
The approach is motivated and exemplified by a recent case management solution delivered by our industry partner Exformatics A/S. The
approach is achieved by extending the Dynamic Condition Response
(DCR) graph model with interfaces and composition along those interfaces. Both refinement and sub-processes are then constructed in terms of
that composition. Sub-processes take the form of hierarchical (complex)
events, which dynamically instantiate sub-processes. The extensions are
realised and supported by a prototype simulation tool.

1

Introduction

Business process design technologies today are predominantly based on floworiented process notations such as the Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) standard [18], which imperatively describes how a process should proceed from start to end. Often, business processes are required to be compliant
with regulations and constraints given by busines polices, standards and laws.
E.g., a customer must be informed about alternatives and risks before getting a
loan in a bank, or a decision on a grant application cannot be made before the
deadline for submissions of applications has been reached.
Since the flow-oriented notations only captures how to fulfill the compliance
rules, the description and verification of compliance rules require other notations
and techniques. This leaves the process designers with three modelling tasks:
To describe the compliance rules, to describe the process, and to verify that
the process is compliant to the rules. Typically, compliance rules are described
declaratively using a variant of temporal logic such as Linear-time Temporal
Logic (LTL) [21]. Compliance can then be verified during execution using runtime verification techniques [12] and, if the flow-diagrams are based on a formal
model, also at design time [6]. In most industrial design tools, the flow-diagrams
are however not based on a formal model, and consequently, design time verification is not supported. This means that the process designers have to figure out
manually how to interpret the constraints, and compliance is then subsequently
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verified informally and approved by, e.g., a lawyer. At best, a formal run-time
or post-execution verification is performed against the execution log.
In these situations there is a high risk that processes become either noncompliant or over-constrained by design, to faciliate manual verification. Overconstrained processes, however, rarely fits reality or are simply not suitable for
knowledge-intensive processes. A way to avoid these problems is to use the declarative approach (also) for the process design. Several declarative process modelling notations and techniques have been proposed in the last decade, including DECLARE [2,1], CLIMB [13], GSM [11] and Dynamic Condition Response
(DCR) graphs [8,14]. However, sometimes the declarative approach makes it less
clear from the end-user, how a process will proceed from start to end. Even
with a graphical notation (as in DECLARE, GSM and DCR graphs), it may be
difficult to comprehend the interactions between different constraints.
The DCR graph process modelling notation stands out by supporting a simple and efficient run-time execution, which mitigates the complexity of comprehending the constraints and allows for run-time adaptation [15], while still
being more expressive than (propositional) LTL (and thus DECLARE), in that
it allows to describe every union of a regular and an ω-regular language [3,16,14].
DCR Graphs were conceived as both a generalization of event structures [22]
and a formalization and generalization of the Process Matrix [17] invented by
Danish company Resultmaker. Since its inception, the DCR Graph notation
and theory have been developed further in collaboration with Exformatics A/S,
a Danish provider of case, document and knowledge management systems. A version of DCR graphs with a simple notion of nesting [9], an additional milestone
relation, and support for data now forms the core their workflow engine [20,7].
However, DCR graph models as currently implemented become difficult to comprehend and present at a certain size. They seem to lack encapsulation, modularity and hierarchy; the key techniques to make large models comprehensible
in both imperative [19] and declarative settings [23]. Also, practical modelling
efforts by Exformatics A/S has revealed that DCR graphs emphatically needs a
notion of “dynamically created” or “instantiated” sub-process.
In the present paper, we seek to remedy these shortcomings of DCR graphs.
Our contributions are as follows.
1. We introduce refinement-by-composition for DCR graphs.
2. We add to DCR graphs a notion of dynamically spawned sub-process, defining
Hi-DCR graphs.
3. We demonstrate the use of both incremental process design using an example
exctracted from a recent case management solution delivered by Exformatics
A/S to a Danish funding agency.
4. We provide a publicly available Hi-DCR graph tool.
The tool allows simulation, model-checking of the finite fragment, automatic
visualisation and more. The compositions and refinements presented in examples
were not made by hand, they were executed by the tool; all DCR diagrams in
this paper has been generated by it, and all examples are fully executable by it.
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Hi-DCR graphs are fully formalised; we prove both soundness of refinement—
that refinement cannot accidentally remove constraints of the extant model—as
well as Hi-DCR being strictly more expressive than ω-regular languages.
1.1

Related Work

Hierarchy for declarative languages was studied in [23], where the authors add
complex activities to DECLARE [2,1]. The authors make a compelling case that
hierarchy is a necessity for constructing understandable declarative models. Our
industry partner’s experiences fully supports this thesis; this is in part what has
led to our investigation of sub-processes.
A complex activity is one which contains a nested DECLARE model governing when that activity may complete. The nested model starts when the complex activity opens, and the complex activity conversely may only close once the
nested model completes. Otherwise, there is no interaction between the nested
model and the parent model. In the present paper, a sub-process may interact
with its parent process: there can be multiple ways to start the sub-process, it
can have different observable outcomes, and it is allowed to interact with other
activities in the parent process.
Questions about concurrency are left open by [23]: the authors do not report
a formal semantics, and the paper has no examples of interleavings of complex
activities. In the present approach, sub-process executions are naturally interleaved with other events and even other instances of the same sub-process; we
shall see this in examples.
We believe it is straightforward to formalize complex activities of [23] in HiDCR Graphs: Use Hi-DCR relations to allow only a single start and end event
for each sub-process, and cut off interaction between sub- and super-process by
choosing only empty interfaces.
The Guard-Stage-Milestone (GSM) approach [11] to business modelling provides a data-centric notation with declarative flavour. The notation consists of
stages, which in turn have guards, controlling when and how the stage may start,
and milestones, controlling when and how a stage may close. Stages can contain sub-stages, giving GSM an inherent hierarchy. Where GSM is data-centric,
the present formalism is event-based. Nonetheless, the sub-processes of Hi-DCR
graphs are strongly reminiscent of GSM stages, with Hi-DCR interface events
assuming the rôle of guards and milestones. In future work, we plan to further
investigate the similarities between GSM and Hi-DCR Graphs, in the hope of
providing a formal connection between them.

2

DCR graphs

In this section, we recall DCR graphs as introduced in [8,14] and introduce
our running example. The example is based on a workflow of a Danish funding
agency; our industry partner, Exformatics A/S, has implemented system support for this workflow using the basic DCR graphs of this Section [20]. While
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vindicating DCR graphs as a flexible and practical modelling tool, that work
also highlighted the potential need for refinement and sub-processes, which we
introduce in the following Sections. One key idea will be the development of
models by refinement: start from a very abstract model, then successively refine
it until it becomes suitably concrete. In this section, we introduce DCR graphs
alongside such a very abstract model.
As the name suggests, DCR graphs are graphs, and we tend to represent them
visually, as in Fig. 1. This figure depicts a highly abstracted model of the funding
agency workflow. Events (boxes) with labels (the text inside them) are related
to other events by various arrows. In this model there are only four events: the
beginning of the application round Start round; receiving an application (Receive
application); the deadline for application submission occurring (Application deadline); and finally the board meeting (Board meeting), at which the board of the
funding institution decide which applications warrant grants and which do not.
Relations between these events govern
Application deadline
Start round
their relative order of occurrence. When not
constrained by any relations, events can hap%
pen in any order and any number of times.
Receive application
The condition relation, e →• e0 , seen between Start round and Receive application indicates that the former must occur before the
Board meeting
latter: we do not receive applications before
(Accepting)
the round has started. In the initial state of
the DCR graph, Start round have yet to hapFig. 1. A basic DCR graph
pen, and so Receive application cannot execute; hence it has been greyed out in the visual representation. The notation
and semantics of this relation is similar to the precedence constraint in DECLARE [2,1].
Between Receive application and Board meeting we have a response relation,
e •→ e0 . This indicates that if Receive application happens, then Board meeting
must subsequently happen. This does not necessarily mean that each occurrence
of the former is followed by a unique occurrence of the latter; it’s quite all right to
receive seven applications, have a board meeting, receive five more applications,
then have a final board meeting. If Receive application has been executed without
a following Board meeting, we say that Board meeting is pending.
Finally, between the Application deadline and Receive application events we
have an exclusion relation, e →% e0 . Once the Application deadline event occurs,
the Receive application event becomes excluded, which means that it is from
then on considered irrelevant for the rest of the workflow. While excluded, it
cannot execute; any response obligations on it are considered void; and if it
is a condition for some other event, that condition is disregarded. Dual to the
exclusion relation is the inclusion relation. It is not exemplified in this DCR
graph, but its meaning is straightforward: it re-includes an event in the workflow.
DCR graph have also a fifth and final relation, the milestone relation e → e0 ;
we will postpone explaining that until we use it in the next Section.
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A key advantage of DCR graphs is that the graph directly represents the
state of execution. There is no distinction between design-time and run-time.
We will illustrate this by example: in Fig. 2 we have a finite execution of Fig. 1.
In the upper-left corner, (1) is the initial state, the DCR graph presented in
Application deadline

Start round

%

Application deadline

Start round ✓

Application deadline

%

Start round ✓

%

Receive application

Receive application

Receive application ✓

Board meeting

Board meeting

Board meeting !

(Accepting)

2. After executing Start
round.

1. Initial state.

Application deadline

(Accepting)

Start round ✓

%

Application deadline ✓

Start round ✓

(Not accepting)

3. . . . Receive application.

Application deadline ✓

%

Start round ✓

%

Receive application ✓

Receive application ✓

Receive application ✓

Board meeting !

Board meeting !

Board meeting ✓

(Not accepting)

4. . . . Receive application
(again)

(Not accepting)

5. . . . Application deadline

(Accepting)

6. . . . Board meeting

Fig. 2. Execution of the DCR graph of Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The Start round event executes, taking us to (2). We can observe events
having been executed in the state of the graph: executed events have little checkmarks next to them, so in (2), Start round has such a check-mark. Also, with
Start round executed, the condition for Receive application is fulfilled; it is now
executable and thus no longer greyed out. We execute it to get to (3). Because
there is a response from Receive application to Board meeting, that execution puts
a pending response on Board meeting. This is indicated in (3) by the red text
and the exclamation mark.
We execute Receive application to get to (4). This execution brings no change
to the graph, which already had Receive application marked as previously executed, and already had a response on Board meeting. So we execute Application
deadline, getting to (5). Because of the exclusion relation from that to Receive
application, the latter becomes excluded, indicated by its box being dotted in (5).
Even though excluded events cannot be executed, we do not grey them out; the
dotted box is enough. Finally, we execute Board meeting to get to (6). This of
course fulfils the pending response, which disappears: the text of Board meeting
goes back to black, and the exclamation mark disappears.
A DCR graph is accepting if it has no included pending responses. (An infinite
run is accepting if every incurred response is eventually executed or excluded.)
The acceptance state of the graph is indicated in the lower-right corner of each
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graph. That indication is technically superfluous: the graph will be accepting
exactly if it has no red labels/labels with exclamation marks. For large graphs,
it can be convenient to have the single indicator anyway.

3

Hierarchy & Refinement

We now come to the core contributions of this paper. We present a notion of
“refinement” of DCR graphs, defined in terms of a more primitive notion of
“composition” of DCR graphs. Refinement is always achieved by composing an
abstract DCR Graph with a refinement DCR Graph, which introduces new events
and/or add additional constraints.
3.1

Refinement

We wish to refine our model to express in greater detail the decision mechanics
of the board. We will model board meetings by the DCR graph in Fig. 3. The
results of an application round must be gathered in a report. This report is
updated and approved repeatedly during the application round. This gives rise
to two new events: Update report and Approve report.
Applications are discussed over the course of several
Board meeting
board meetings and the results of the board meetings
must be worked into the report. To allow the secretary
to work efficiently she is not required to formally upUpdate report
date the report after every single board meeting, but
she may combine the outcomes of several of them in
a single update. This constraint is represented by the
Approve report
response relation from Board meeting to Update report.
While there are such pending changes to the report,
(Accepting)
it can of course not be approved. This is modelled using
a milestone relation Update report → Approve report.
Fig. 3. Expanded model
This relation means that while Update report is pendof the Board meeting
ing, Approve report can not execute.
Note that this model does not preclude the board from re-approving a report
that has not been updated. While not a particularly sensible thing to do, it is
not against the rules, and as such should be permitted by the model.
Now, we wish to add these new details about board meetings to our original
abstract model of Fig. 1; that is, we wish to refine Fig. 1 by Fig. 3. We do so by
composing them: we fuse together events that are the same in both graphs. In
this case only Board meeting. The result can be seen in Fig. 4. (The dashed box
in that figure has no semantic ramifications; it is there are simply to make the
graph easier to understand. See also [23].)
It is of course important that such a refinement does not accidentally remove constraints of the original model. Because of the inclusion and exclusion
relations, that might happen, e.g., inclusions in the refining model might cause
events excluded in the abstract one to be suddenly allowed. We shall prove in
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Theorem 4.10 that, roughly, when the two models agree on when fused events
are included or excluded, the composition will not admit new behaviour; in this
case we call it a refinement. In the present case, the only fused event is Board
meeting, which has no inclusions or exclusions going into it in either model, so
this composition is really a refinement.
Refinement-as-composition in conApplication deadline
Start round
junction with DCR graphs having
no distinction between design-time
%
and run-time means that we can
Receive application
refine a running model. Suppose,
for instance, that we have deployed
our initial abstract model of Fig. 1,
Board meeting
and have reached state (5) in Fig. 2
when it is decided that compliance with the board meeting reUpdate report
port procedure of Fig. 3 must be
enforced. We may add in these new
constraints by refining the running
Approve report
model (Fig. 2, part 5) with the new
constraints (Fig. 3). Doing so yields
the new DCR graph seen in Fig. 5.
(Accepting)
Note how the pending state of the
Fig. 4. Refinement of Fig. 1 by Fig.3.
fused Board meeting event is preserved. And again, by virtue of the refinement Theorem 4.10, we can be assured
that all constraints on execution of the original model is still preserved in this
new refined one.
3.2

Subprocesses

Refinement gives us a disciplined method for extending models with new components; thus it gives us a hierarchical notion of process design. However, it
does not fully capture the notion of sub-processes in traditional business modelling notations. Here, a sub-processes is a complex activity in the model that
has underlying behaviour which is instantiated when the sub-process is started
and closed when the sub-process ends. Such sub-processes can both be singleinstance, meaning that only one instance of the sub-process will be active at any
time, or multi-instance, meaning that multiple instances of the sub-processes can
execute concurrently.
To enable modelling such sub-processes we extend DCR graphs to Hi-DCR
graphs. In these, we may associate with an event an entire other Hi-DCR graph
which, when the event fires, is composed onto the current graph. We exemplify
Hi-DCR Graphs by adding to our funding agency model a more detailed description of the process for an individual application. As many applications may
be received and evaluated at the same time, we need a notion of sub-processes
(and in particular multi-instance sub-processes) to fully capture this behaviour.
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An application must receive some
number of reviews, with at least one from
a lawyer. The reviews are collected in a re%
view report. Based on the review report,
Receive application ✓
the application is accepted or rejected and
the round report is updated with this decision. It is not uncommon that the deciBoard meeting !
sion on an application is reverted, changing an “accept” to a “reject” or vice versa,
and this may even happen several times
Update report
as discussions progress. Of course, each
change in the decision requires an update
to the round report. Finally, each appliApprove report
cations cannot remain in limbo and must
always eventually be either accepted or rejected.
(Not accepting)
The DCR graph in Fig. 6 models this
Fig. 5. Refinement of Fig. 2 part 5
process. At the top is Lawyer review and
by Fig. 3
Other review. Of these two only Lawyer review is a condition for Review report, with the effect that we cannot write the
review report unless we have at least a review from a lawyer.
After the Review report is completed, the reviewers may Accept or Reject the
application; as mentioned, there is no restriction that these events happen only
once. However, each new verdict requires Update report because of the response
relation from Accept and Reject to Update report.
Finally we need to model the fact that
either Accept or Reject needs to occur at
Lawyer review
Other review
least once, similar to the choice construct in
DECLARE. Hi-DCR graphs contain no construct directly analogue to choice; but forReview report
tunately, there is a straightforward way—a
DCR graph idiom, if you will—to achieve the
intended semantics. We explicitly model the
Accept
Reject
fact that a decision is needed as an event Decision. We make this event a condition of it% %
self, meaning that it cannot possibly be exDecision !
Update report
ecuted. We also make it initially included
(Not accepting)
and pending, so that once the application
is started, a decision needs to eventually be Fig. 6. The per-application submade. Finally we let both Accept and Reject process.
exclude Decision, indicating that these two
both represents a valid decision. Once Decision becomes excluded, it no longer
prevents the larger graph from achieving an accepting state.
Now, we wish the entire sub process of Fig. 6 to be instantiated once per
application. In Hi-DCR graphs this is achieved by associating with the event
Application deadline ✓

Start round ✓
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Receive application in Fig. 5 the entire application processing DCR graph of
Fig. 6. After executing Receive application a new copy of the application DCR
Graph is composed with the main DCR Graph, and we get the DCR graph of
Fig. 7.
Observe that once again, the common event Update report has been fused between the two DCR graphs. So far, this should be unsurprising: it is a straightforward application of the composition mechanism of DCR graphs. The key
difference is that a Hi-DCR graphs is equipped also with a partitioning of its
events into interface events (indicated by boxes with rounded corners in Fig. 6)
and local events (indicated by boxes with non-rounded corners). This partitioning has the effect that under composition, only interface events are fused,
whereas local events are not, even if their labelling overlap. The effect of these
interfaces and local events will be apparent if we consider what happens when
Receive application executes a second time; refer to Fig. 8. Here, we see that the
Start round ✓

Application deadline

Other review

Lawyer review

%
Receive application ✓

Board meeting !

Review report

Accept

Reject

% %
Update report

Decision !

Approve report

(Not accepting)

Fig. 7. Updated model with one spawned subprocess.

second application process has fused its interface event Update report, but has
duplicated its remaining events, which are all local. This has the following two
important consequences:
1. Each application process is represented separately.
2. Approve report effectively synchronises decisions: whenever the decision on
any application is changed, the report needs to be updated.
Connecting local and interface event is a highly expressive mechanism. For instance, if we want to have a review report ready for every application before the
board meeting commences, it is enough to have, in the sub-process definition
in Fig. 6 a condition from the local event Review report to a new interface event
Board meeting.
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Other review

Lawyer review

Application deadline

Start round ✓

Other review

Lawyer review

%
Review report

Accept

Reject

Receive application ✓

Board meeting !

Review report

Accept

% %

Reject

% %

Decision !

Update report

Decision !

Approve report

(Not accepting)

Fig. 8. After spawning a second subprocess in Fig. 7.

4

Foundations

In this section, we review the formal theory of DCR graphs, then formally introduce their refinement and their generalisation to Hi-DCR graphs.
We distinguish between events and labels. In a single workflow, the same
label may occur multiple times. For instance, the label “Review report” occurs
twice in Fig. 8. We accommodate such multiplicity by considering events (the
boxes), as distinct from their label (the text in the boxes). When the distinction
between events and labels does not matter, we use the words interchangeably.
For instance, in Fig. 1 and 3 we speak of “the event Board meeting”, since the
label Board meeting uniquely identifies an event. To simplify the presentation we
will let the labelling of events remain implicit in the formal definitions.
Definition 4.1 (DCR Graph [8]). A DCR graph is a tuple (E, R, M) where
– E is a finite set of (labelled) events, the nodes of the graph.
– R is the edges of the graph. Edges are partioned into five kinds, named and
drawn as follows: The conditions (→•), responses (•→), milestones (→),
inclusions (→+), and exclusions (→%).
– M is the marking of the graph. This is a triple (Ex, Re, In) of sets of events,
respectively the previously executed (Ex), the currently pending (Re), and the
currently included (In) events.
When G is a DCR graph, we write, e.g., E(G) for the set of events of G, as well
as, e.g., Ex(G) for the executed events in the marking of G.
Notation. For a binary relation → ⊆ X × Y we write “→ Z” for the set
{x ∈ X | ∃z ∈ Z. x → z}, and similarly for “Z →”. For singletons we usually
omit the curly braces, writing → e rather than → {e}.
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With the definition of DCR graphs and notation in place, we define the
dynamic semantics of a DCR graph. First, the notion of an event being enabled,
ready to execute.
Definition 4.2 (Enabled events). Let G = (E, R, M) be a DCR graph, with
marking M = (Ex, Re, In). We say that an event e ∈ E is enabled and write
e ∈ enabled(G) iff (a) e ∈ In, (b) In ∩ (→• e) ⊆ Ex, and (c) In ∩ (→ e) ⊆ E\Re.
That is, enabled events (a) are included, (b) their included conditions already
executed, and (c) have no included milestones with an unfulfilled responses.
Definition 4.3 (Execution). Let G = (E, R, M) be a DCR graph with marking
M = (Ex, Re, In). Suppose e ∈ enabled(G). We may execute e obtaining the
resulting DCR graph (E, R, M0 ) with M0 = (Ex0 , Re0 , In0 ) defined as follows.
1. Ex0 = Ex ∪ e
2. Re0 = (Re \ e) ∪ (e •→)
3. In0 = (In \ (e →%)) ∪ (e →+)
That is, to execute an event e one must: (1) add e to the set Ex of executed
events. (2) Update the currently required responses Re by first removing e, then
adding any responses required by e. (3) Update the currently included events by
first removing all those excluded by e, then adding all those included by e.
Definition 4.4 (Transitions, runs, traces). Let G be a DCR graph. If e ∈
enabled(G) and executing e in G yields H, we say that G has transition on e to
H and write G −→e H. A run of G is a (finite or infinite) sequence of DCR
graphs Gi and events ei such that: G = G0 −→e0 G1 −→e1 . . .
A trace of G is a sequence of labels of events ei associated with a run of G. We
write runs(G) and traces(G) for the set of runs and traces of G, respectively
Not every run or trace represents an acceptable execution of the graph: We need
also that every response requested is eventually fulfilled or excluded.
Definition 4.5 (Acceptance). A run G0 −→e0 G1 −→e1 . . . is accepting iff
for all n with e ∈ In(Gn ) ∩ Re(Gn ) there exists m ≥ n s.t. either em = e, or
e 6∈ In(Gm ). A trace is accepting iff it has an underlying run which is.
Acceptance tells us which workflows a DCR graph accepts, its language.
Definition 4.6 (Language). The language of a DCR graph G is the set of its
accepting traces. We write lang(G) for the language of G.
We now know enough to formalise the first DCR graph we saw.
Example 4.7. The DCR graph of Fig. 1 and 2 has events a, s, r, b labelled Application deadline (a), Start round (s), Receive application (r), and Board meeting (b). It has relation R given by →%= {(a, r)}, →+= ∅, →•= {s, r}, •→=
{r, b} and →= ∅. We can find a run of this DCR graph in Fig. 2: B1 −→s
B2 −→r B3 −→r B4 −→a B5 −→b B6
Here, B1 , B2 are accepting, whereas B3 –B5 have b pending and so are not.
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4.1

Composition & interfaces

Composition of DCR graphs was originally introduced in [10].
Definition 4.8 (Composition of DCR graphs). The composition G | H of
DCR graphs G and H is defined by taking the union of all components.
Formally: G | H = (E ∪ E0 , R ∪ R0 , (Ex ∪ Ex0 , Re ∪ Re0 , In ∪ In0 ))
The empty or zero DCR graph, 0, is the unique DCR graph with no events.
Composition does not in itself give “refinement” in the classical sense: in
DCR graphs, even if G, H share events and labels, the language of G | H might
actually be larger than either G or H. The following definition helps narrow
down what are “good” compositions.
Notation. The projection of a sequence σ to a set E is obtained by removing
every element of σ not in E. For instance, the projection of σ = AABCABC to
E = {A, C} is σ|E = AACAC. We lift projection to sets of sequences pointwise.

Definition 4.9 (Refinement). H refines G iff lang(G | H) |E(G) ⊆ lang(G).
To help establish refinements, we have the following theorem, which states
that a DCR graph G is refined by a DCR-graph H if they have no shared event
which may be included or excluded unilaterally by H.

Theorem 4.10. H refines G if in H shared labels are associated only with
shared events, and for all f ∈ E(G) ∩ E(H) and e ∈ E(H) we have that:
1. If e →%H f then also e →%G f ,
2. if e →+H f then also e →+G f ,

3. Ex(H) ∩ E(G) ⊆ Ex(G),
4. In(H) ∩ E(G) ⊆ In(G).

Conditions (1) and (2) mean that H cannot unilaterally include or exclude
shared events; conditions (3) and (4) that the marking of H does not change the
inclusion- or execution-state of shared events.
Example 4.11. As an example, taking G to be the DCR graphs of Fig. 1 and H
to be the one of Fig. 3, then both G, H fulfil the criteria of Theorem 4.10. Thus,
we can be sure that when we compose them to obtain G | H in Fig. 4, their
local behaviour is preserved: the valid execution orders of Application deadline,
Start round, Receive application, and Board meeting in Fig. 4 are all also valid
according to Fig. 1.
4.2

Hi-DCR graphs

Towards DCR-graphs with sub-processes, we need first DCR graphs with interfaces, i-DCR graphs.
Definition 4.12 (i-DCR graph). An i-DCR graph is a tuple G = (E, R, M, I)
such that (E, R, M) is a DCR graph and I ⊆ E. Events L = E \ I are local events.
An i-DCR graph inherits notions of enabled events, execution, and zero from its
underlying DCR-graph.
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We note that once we can speak of execution, we have using Definitions 4.4, 4.5,
and 4.6 also definitions of transistions, runs, traces, acceptance, and language.
The point of the interface I is to allow us to choose which events should fuse
with similar events in composition, and which should be considered private. To
avoid fusing of private events, we must sometimes employ renamings.
Definition 4.13 (Freshness, compatibility). If G, H are i-DCR graphs we
say an that G is fresh for H iff L(G)∩E(H) = ∅. We say that they are compatible
iff they are both fresh for the other. We say that G, H are equivalent if they are
structurally identical up to the choice of local events.
The composition of i-DCR graphs guarantees that local events of compatible
graphs do not overlap.
Definition 4.14 (i-DCR composition). The composition G | H of i-DCR
graphs G, H is defined as for DCR graphs, taking interfaces of the combined
graph to be I(G) \ L(H) ∪ I(H) \ L(G).

For compatible i-DCR graphs, this definition is equivalent to taking simply I ∪ I0 .
Definition 4.15 (Hi-DCR). A Hi-DCR graph is a tuple G = (E, R, M, I, S)
where S is a map taking events to Hi-DCR graphs and (E, R, M, I) is the underlying i-DCR graph G|ι of G. An event e of G is enabled in G iff it is in G|ι .
Note that if one wants an event e to not spawn any sub-process, one simply
maps it to sub-process definition to zero, i.e., takes S(e) = 0.
Definition 4.16 (Hi-DCR execution). Suppose e is an event of the Hi-DCR
graph G, that e ∈ enabled(G) and that S(e) = H. Then to execute e in G:
1. Pick some H 0 equivalent to H but fresh for G.
2. Execute e in G | H 0 (considered a DCR graph) to obtain H.

That is, if G | H 0 = (E, R, M, I, S), we execute e in (E, R, M) obtaining (E, R, M0 ),
then declare the execution of e in G | H 0 to be (E, R, M0 , I, S).
Example 4.17. The notion of i-DCR graph and the definition of Hi-DCR graph
execution explains formally why the event Approve decisions is not duplicated
when a subprocess is spawned between Fig. 7 and 8: it is an interface event, and
so is fused in the composition that happens when new sub-processes are spawned.
The event Review report in the sub-process, on the other hand, is duplicated: It
is local, and because execution of Hi-DCR graphs choose fresh names for local
events during spawning, it is duplicated.
Theorem 4.18. Hi-DCR graphs are strictly more expressive then DCR Graphs
and therefore also strictly more expressive then ω-regular languages.
Proof. Hi-DCR graphs conservatively extend DCR graphs, which are known to
express exactly ω-regular languages [14]. But in Fig. 8, every time we execute
Receive application we are will execute at least one Accept or Reject. This requires
counting Receive application which is impossible for ω-regular languages.
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5

Implementation

For experimentation, we have implemented a prototype tool for working with
Hi-DCR graphs. This tool features a simulation engine capable of executing
transitions, and of dynamic re-configuration using both unconstrained composition (Definition 4.8) and refinement (Definition 4.9). For finite-state graphs, the
tool can do also basic model-checking tasks, such as finding a path to dead-lock,
termination, acceptance, or some event being enabled. Whereas in the other sections of this paper, we represented DCR graphs graphically, as figures produced
by the tool, the tool inputs a textual representation. As an example of that representation, consider again Fig. 6. Its equivalent textual representation is below.
All events are interface events by
"Other review"
default; local events are specified
"Lawyer review"
by prefixing them with a slash
-->* "Review report"
‘/’ (line 11-13). Events can also
-->* ("Accept" "Reject")
be prefixed ‘+’, ‘%’, and ‘!’, (line
-->% !"Decision"
5) indicating that they are ini"Decision" -->* "Decision"
tially included, excluded, respec("Accept" "Reject") -->% "Decision"
tively pending. For convenience,
("Accept" "Reject")
the language allows both chaining
*--> "Update report"
of events and relations (line 2–5)
as well as relating multiple things
/("Other review" "Lawyer review"
(line 7).
"Review report"
The tool uses Graphviz [5] to
"Accept" "Reject" "Decision")
automatically produce diagrams.
The diagrams in the present paper were all so generated. The tool is implemented in F# and runs on the major platforms. The executable and source code
can be found at [4].

6

Conclusion

In this paper we first demonstrated how DCR Graphs can be used for incremental, declarative design of processes, by introducing a notion of compositional refinement that guarantees language inclusion (with respect to the labels of events
present in the original process) and thus preserves compliance for accepting
executions. We then used these techniques to introduce Hi-DCR Graphs, a conservative extension of DCR graphs, which allows events to spawn sub-processes.
The extensions have been presented and motivated using as an example an abstraction of a real-world case supplied by our industry partner, Exformatics
A/S. We provided a formal semantics for Hi-DCR Graphs and demonstrated
by example that they are more expressive then ω-regular languages. Finally we
reported on a prototype implementation of Hi-DCR Graphs which supports a
programming-like syntax, automatic visualisation, simulation, and rudimentary
model-checking.
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6.1

Future Work

While the notion of refinement introduced in the present paper preserves compliance for accepting executions, it may in fact introduce errors such as livelocks
and deadlocks. The simplest example would be to refine a process with a DCR
graph containing a single, included (local) event having itself as condition and
being initiatlly required as response. In [15] it is shown how adaptations can
be verified for safety and liveness, by relying on the map from DCR Graphs
to Büchi-automata [16], which is further mapped to Promela and verified in the
SPIN model-checker. However, as demonstrated in [15], this approach is not very
efficient. We are therefore currently investigating techniques for more efficient
verification of DCR Graphs in the presense of adaptations.
As was mentioned in the related work section the development of Hi-DCR
Graphs brings us closer to the GSM notation, and we plan to use this work in the
future as a basis for formal mappings between GSM and DCR Graphs models.
The question of the precise expressive power of Hi-DCR graph remains open.
We conjecture that they are Turing-equivalent. This points to another relevant
question, namely how to constrain Hi-DCR graphs to allow safety and liveness
guarantees. An obvious possible constraint would be to bound the number times
each sub-process can be spawned by a constant. Because of the formalization of
spawning based on composition, it follows that this constrains the model to the
expressiveness of standard DCR Graphs, that is, to Büchi-automata.
Formal expressive power aside, in practice many idiomatic constructs, like
the “disjunctive responses” used in Fig. 8 could be formalised as derived constructs in their own right, potentially making them more accessible to end-users,
much like DECLARE is formalised in terms of LTL. Similarly, other questions
regarding the usability of the approach will be investigated in future studies
through empirical investigations undertaken in cooperation with our industrial
partners and end-users.
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Abstract—We report on a recent industrial project carried out
by Exformatics A/S in which the company used the declarative
DCR Graphs notation to model and implement the grant application process of a Danish foundation. We present the process
and discuss the advantages of the approach and challenges faced
both while modelling and implementing the process. Finally, we
discuss current work on extensions to the DCR Graphs notation
aiming to address the challenges raised by the case study and to
support the declarative, agile approach.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

In the private as well as public sector, front-end customer
services and their corresponding back-end processes and workflows are increasingly being digitalised by so-called Process
Aware Information Systems (PAIS) [1]. The technology is
pushed forward by promises of more usable, efficient and agile
business processes, ensured to be compliant with business rules
and the law.
Traditionally, functionality and user-experience of software
systems have been described in a requirement specification
before implementation. The requirements for functionality
may be supported by semi-formal models such as e.g. UML
sequence and activity diagrams and requirements for userexperience may be supported by use cases, user-interface
descriptions and scenarios.
The new generation of PAIS are based on explicit, graphical
and executable process models such BPMN [2], which supports a more agile development process, in which developers
jointly with domain-experts during implementation, can design
and simulate business processes and evaluate user-experiences.
However, the need for changes and adaptation to a PAIS
does not end, when the system is being delivered to the
customer. It is more the rule than the exception that the
processes need to be adapted after the system has been put into
use, either because the requirements where wrong or the needs
changed before the final delivery. Indeed, often adaptations due
to changes in business processes will be needed repeatedly
throughout the entire lifetime of the system.
Moreover, it has been recognised in research, that imperative process descriptions such as BPMN that are based on
explicit process flows tend to capture processes too rigidly,
introducing un-justified dependencies and order between ac-
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tivities [1], [3], thereby increasing the need for adaptations to
processes, even during execution of a process.
An explanation for this is, that the explicit flow graphs
describe how a process is to be carried out, not why. By
analogy to a way-finding service, it corresponds to describing a
single route through a city, perhaps remembering to take a few
possible exceptions into account. However, if the goal or map
later changes, or the route is questioned regarding a potential
improvement the flow-graph does not contain the information
needed to derive a new route.
As an alternative, declarative process descriptions have
been proposed by several research groups [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7] as a way to achieve more flexible PAIS, by having process
models that capture the why and not the how. The declarative
approach has not seen wide-spread industrial adaptation yet
and tool support has generally been limited to academic
prototypes, which had led to the question if practitioners see
actual opportunities to use declarative techniques. This has led
to a study investigating what process modelling practitioners
think of declarative modelling [8], which showed that the
audience was receptive to the underlying concepts of the
declarative modelling paradigm and the Declare [3], [4] and
DCR Graphs notations, but also discovered that they had
some difficulty getting used to the new paradigm and that the
graphical notations used by the current notations were found
to not always be intuitive, which made them relatively difficult
to work with.
Exformatics A/S have during the past three years jointly
with researchers at IT University of Copenhagen been developing, applying and implementing the declarative DCR graphs
model [5], [6] in their standard Adaptive Case Mangement
system. A key feature of DCR graphs is that they do not rely
on a transformation before execution: The graphs describe both
the initial state and the intermediate states, and thus support
process adaptation during execution.
In the present paper we report on a recent industrial
project in which Exformatics used the declarative DCR Graphs
notation to model and implement the grant application process
of a Danish foundation, the Dreyer foundation.
In Sec. II we first present the background for introducing a
PAIS at the Dreyer foundation, and then in Sec. III we describe
the key process(es) to be supported. In Sec. IV we first give the
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formal definition of DCR Graphs used in the Exformatics ECM
Standard System, then we describe some of the sub processes
of the grant application process in detail, showing how the
models look like in the Exformatics process design tool, and
finally we review the formal execution semantics of DCR
Graphs. In Sec. V we briefly describe the Exformatics ECM
system. We then discuss in Sec. VI the lessons learned during
the implementation and discuss the advantages of the approach
and challenges faced both while modelling and implementing
the process. Finally, we conclude and discuss in VII current
work on extensions to the DCR Graphs notation aiming to
address the challenges raised by the case study and to support
the declarative, agile approach.
II.

T HE G RANT A PPLICATION P ROCESS

The Dreyer foundation handles applications from architects
and lawyers in two annual application rounds. Previously, the
foundation received the applications by mail and send them to
an appropriate board member who is an expert in the domain
of the application (that is, either architect or lawyer) for initial
review. The number of applications is around 500-700 annually
and the amount of paper being distributed is considerable.
After the initial expert review, the applications are send to
the other board members for review. This manual distribution
and review process could easily take more than a month. After
the reviews, a board meeting was held, typically lasting two
long working days, to go through the applications and come up
with a final recommendation. It was assumed that this process
could be simplified by digitalising it. The aim is to be able to
start voting earlier than today and enable the board to focus on
the important applications at the board meeting, while simpler
cases could be handled before the meeting as the members
already had voted and agreed. The foundation had three major
requirements for the solution:
1)

2)
3)

Applications should be filled out by the applicants electronically in order to avoid lots of paper
and facilitate easy distribution of the applications.
The electronic form can be seen at http://formular.
dreyersfond.dk/ (in Danish)
The board should be able to review and vote on the
applications in an easy way.
The system should support the unique application
case management process used by the foundation.
The processes should be flexible and adaptive, in that
it should be possible to handle exceptions within the
system.

Exformatics responded to a request for proposal with its
standard Adaptive Case Management tool which uses DCR
graphs for supporting individual tailored adaptive processes.
As mentioned in the second requirement above, it was a critical
user experience requirement that board members could easily
access, comment and vote on applications for a specific round.
An idea of using traffic lights proposed by the foundation
was prototyped, as shown in Fig. 1, demonstrating how the
board members could easily view and change the status of
each application.
III.

T HE P ROCESS ( ES ) TO BE S UPPORTED

Based on the task descriptions in the requirement specification and a few initial meetings with the foundation the

following three processes were outlined as fundamental for
supporting their case management process and requirements.
a) Round: Twice each year, the foundation has an
application round. A round consists of a preparation, receiving,
reviewing/voting, board meeting, payment, and a final closed
phase. In each phase various events can happen. In preparation
for a round, amounts are first reserved to be granted to
architects and lawyers. When the round is initiated, applications are received. Applications have their own individual
process life-cycle described below, including in particular the
reviewing/voting done by four board members, whereof two
acts as experts, one architect and one lawyer. After the application deadline, the decisions for all applications are finalised
after a board meeting when the board meeting summary is
approved. After this, applicants are informed, and each granted
application enter the payment phase described in more detail
below, until the last payment has been made.
b) Application: Each application is associated with a
round and goes through a process of its own. After it is
received an initial assessment is done by a case worker. If
approved by the case worker, the application continues to an
expert board member which does the first review, i.e. architect
and lawyer applications are forwarded to the architect and
lawyer board member respectively.
Once the expert board member has voted, the rest of the
board can view the application and vote. The case worker can,
provided the four board members agree, process the application
before the board meeting. If so, the application is pre-approved
or rejected. Other applications await the board meeting where
all applications are voted for and decided by the board.
Once all applications are decided on, a summary of the
board meeting is created and distributed among the board
members. Once all approves the summary, the decision for
all applications associated with the round is final, i.e. either
approved or rejected, and the applicants are informed. If
approved, a payment schedule and any need for further informations from the applicant are decided before the applicant
is informed.
Once the supplementary information is received (if requested), a granted application continues to payment. By
default, only a single payment is carried out. However, the case
worker can decide to split the payment into several payments
each with its own payment date. After delivery of the system,
it was discovered, that if the applicants account number is
modified during the application, the accountant must approve
the modification before any payment can be done. As we will
see, this could be handled by simple addition of a requirement
to the process model and implementing a database trigger
observing changes of account numbers.
Once all payments are completed, the application enters
a feedback phase. In this phase, the applicant must send a
summary of the project to the foundation. This information
might be used in marketing material. Once the summary is
received, the application is closed.
c) Payment: Each month the foundation collects the
payments from each application that is ready to be paid
out. The case worker review and approves the list, which is
then transferred to Microsoft Dynamics (MD). The accountant
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is then asked to post the list and prepare and approve the
payouts. After the accountant has done her work, the case
worker is asked to approve the payouts. Once done the payouts
are automatically transferred to the applicant through the
integrated banking solution. Further, the case worker retrieves
tax information about the applicants which is uploaded to the
Danish tax authorities. Once all steps are done all payments
are marked as completed. Any errors during the payout, e.g.
invalid account numbers, are handled simply by manually
removing the payment event from MD and modifying the
account number.
IV.

T HE DCR G RAPH P ROCESS M ODEL

In this section, we first recall DCR graphs introduced
in [5], [6] and further developed (e.g. by adding data) and
implemented in the Exformatics ECM [9], [10], [11]. We
then show how some of the sub processes in the Dreyer case
management process described above where modelled as DCR
Graphs.
Definition 1 (DCR Graph and DCR Graph with Data):
A DCR Graph is a tuple (E, l, R, M) where
•
•

values, and g is a (partial) relation guard mapping from (some
of) the relations to boolean expressions over variables.
Events are atomic and may represent the beginning or end of
an activity, e.g. ”start application round” or ”review done”.
An event may also represent a decision being made (e.g.
”vote reject”) or indeed an atomic event, e.g. account number
changed. In the ECM implementation, data variables of DCR
Graphs with data are mapped to entries in the case database,
and events can be triggered from the case management userinterface, by the system itself or by triggers set up in the
database. The database may be changed by events externally
to the model. This provides a very flexible implementation,
but also somewhat limits what can be verified formally.
Before giving the formal semantics, we will give some
example models of parts of the Dreyer process.
A. The review sub-process
As the name suggests, DCR graphs are graphs. They are
represented visually in the DCRGraph editor [12] as in Fig. 2
illustrating the review sub process for an application.

E is a finite set of events (the nodes of the graph).
l is a labelling function, assigning a label to each event

•

R is a finite set of relations between events (the edges
of the graph). The relations are partioned into five
kinds, the conditions (→•), responses (•→), milestones (→), inclusions (→+), and exclusions (→%).

•

M is the marking of the graph. A marking represent
the state of the process and is a triple (Ex, Re, In)
of sets of events, respectively the executed (Ex), the
pending (Re), and the included (In) events.

A DCR Graph with data is a tuple (E, l, R, Md , g, V) where V
is a set of data variables, Md = (M, ev), (E, l, R, M) is a DCR
Graph, ev is an evaluation function mapping data variables to

Events (boxes) with labels (the text inside them) are related to
other events by various arrows. If two events have the same
label, the event ID is shown in italics in the bottom right corner.
Otherwise, the editor chooses by default the event ID to be the
same as the label and then it is not shown. In review process
there are only four events, representing the four (submission
of) review events by the four board members. The labels are
Lawyer Review, Architect Review, Review, and Review.
Note also that each box has an ”ear” with the role assignment.
Relations between the events govern their relative order of
occurrence. When not constrained by any relations, events can
happen in any order and any number of times. The review
sub process only uses guarded condition relations. The guard
expressions are referring to the variable R which indicates if

Fig. 1. Board overview: Clicking on the round circles, grey, yellow, red or green, the board members can cast their vote and give a public and private comment.
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Fig. 2.

A DCR graph for the review sub-process

this is an application for Lawyer projects (R = 1) or Architect
projects (R = 2). The meaning of the guarded relation is that
it is only present if the guard is true. The figure shows the
state if R = 2, and the ”stop signs” indicate that Lawyer
Review, Review, and Review are disabled because the guard
on the condition from Lawyer Review, evaluates to true, while
Architect Review is enabled because its constraint on the condition relation from Architect Review evaluates to false. The
notation and semantics of the (unguarded) condition relation
is similar to the precedence constraint in DECLARE [3], [4].

Fig. 3.

A DCR graph for the review sub-process after the architect review

Fig. 4.

A DCR graph for the payment sub-process

A key advantage of DCR graphs is that the graph directly
represents the state of execution. There is no distinction between design-time and run-time. After executing the Architect
review event, all events are possible. (Also Architect review,
thereby allowing a new review to be submitted). The marking
is visualised in the editor and simulation tool by adding a
check mark to the Architect Review event indicating that it
has been executed, as shown in Fig. 3.

B. The payment sub-process
A more complex example illustrating the use of all five
kinds of relations is provided by the payment sub process in
Fig. 7.

Changes of account numbers happen outside the case
management system, but account numbers are registered in
the database. By implementing a trigger that monitors account
numbers in the database, any change can execute an event
Account number changed in the case management process.
Once this event is executed, the approve account number
is made a required response by the (blue) response relation
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Fig. 5. A DCR graph for the payment sub-process after change of account
number.

with a bullet at the tail. In the marking, this is recorded by
adding Approve Account Number to the set Re of pending
responses. In the editor, it is visualised graphically by adding a
(red) exclamation mark to the event, as shown in Fig. 5. As the
approve account number event is a milestone, indicated by
the (purple) relation with diamond at the head, for the payment
phase, any payment event will be blocked until the approve
account number has been executed, e.g. completed by the
accountant.

The event First payment has role DBAutomatic, which
means that it is carried out by the system and not a use
(technically, it is scheduled for a date). Once it is executed
it excludes itself, since it is related by the (red) exclusion
relation with a % at the end to itself. This in turns enables
a new event Undo payment allowing the case worker to undo
a payment. If the Undo payment is executed, it includes
the payment again, due to the (green) inclusion relation with
a + at the end, and makes it a required response, because
of the (blue) response relation. Note that once the payment
has been registered as completed (notified by the Payment
complete database trigger, Undo payment is excluded and
thus the payment can no longer be undone. The idea of this
processes is, that if an error occurred in the payment (i.e. it is
not completed) the error can be fixed by manually executing
the Undo paymentevent, but once the payments is send to
the bank without any errors the caseworker cannot redo the
payment anymore by marking the payment as having an error.
C. Dynamic addition of sub processes
If the case worker adds one more payment to the application, the graph is dynamically modified resulting in the graph

Fig. 6.

A DCR graph for the payment sub-process with two payouts

shown in Fig. IV-C

Notice that adding a payment result in three new events, a
pattern of events, which has the same structure as the initial
payment event. The pattern is added dynamically to the DCR
graph modifying the logic. Notice also that Approve account
number is a milestone for all the nested events in the Payout
phase. Doing so simplifies the logic as any change to account
number will block any payment event.
D. Cross-process synchronization
In the example of payment sub-processes above, dynamic
addition of processes was handled by directly modifying
the graph at runtime, and there were no relations connected
directly to the payment sub-processes.
We can also add sub processes by starting new instances of
processes, and synchronise execution through database triggers
(i.e. events with role DBtrigger) and auto-execution events (i.e.
events with role DBautomatic).

Such synchronization exists allowing applications to be
pre-approved before handled formally at the board meeting, if
the board cast 4 equal votes, or the board simply informs the
case worker to pre-approve the application and start payment.
At a certain point, such pre-approval cannot happen anymore,
but must await board meeting summary approval, i.e. approval
from all four board members that the meeting summary has
been approved. The round therefore has an event Block Further
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e

0
· · ·. A run is accepting iff for all n with
sequence G = G0 −→
e ∈ In(Gn ) ∩ Re(Gn ) there exists m ≥ n s.t. either em = e,
or e 6∈ In(Gm ).

Fig. 7.

A DCR graph for the payment sub-process

Decisions which once executed blocks the ability to preapprove any applications. As the existing DCR model does
not support cross-process events we have a database triggers
which monitors this event. Once the Block Further Decision
is executed the DBTrigger event Round block pre-approve is
executed on all applications belonging to the round.
One this event is executed the event pre-approve application is excluded which means that the case worker cannot preapprove the application anymore. Further the event Meeting in
progress is included (green arrow). The reason for this event
is to block the Ready nesting which contains the Approve
and Reject application events. Using database triggers we
can support events between processes. Each event acts as an
interface for the process.
E. Formal Semantics
The formal execution semantics of DCR Graphs is given by
notions of enabledness, transitions and acceptance. To keep the
exposition simple we only give the formal semantics of plain
DCR Graphs without data.
For a binary relation “→” we write “→ Z” for the set
{x | ∃z. x → z}; similarly for “Z →”. We omit braces on
singletons, writing → e rather than → {e}.

Definition 2: Let G = (E, l, R, M) be a DCR Graph, with
marking M = (Ex, Re, In). We say that an event e ∈ E is
enabled and write e ∈ enabled(G) iff (a) e ∈ In and (b)
In ∩ (→• e) ⊆ Ex, and (c) In ∩ (→ e) ⊆ E\Re.
That is, enabled events (a) are included, (b) their included conditions already executed, and (c) have no included milestones
with an unfulfilled responses.

Definition 3: Let G = (E, l, R, M) be a DCR Graph, with
marking M = (Ex, Re, In). If e ∈ enabled(G) we may execute
e obtaining the DCR Graph H = (E, R, (Ex ∪ e, Re \ e ∪
(e •→), In \ (e →%) ∪ (e →+)). In this case we say that G
e
has transition on e to H and write G −
→ H. A run of G is

V.

T HE E XFORMATICS ECM S TANDARD S YSTEM

Exformatics Adaptive Case Management (ACM) enables
knowledge workers to handle structured as well as unstructured
information along a process. Both unstructured information,
such as emails, documents and small messages in activity
streams similar to Yammer and Facebook, and structured
information, such as process responsible, application amount,
account number, applicant name, is registered on the case, i.e.
within the context of the process. A case can support different
processes, each defined by a DCR graph. Exformatics ACM
leverages Microsoft SharePoint and SQL Servers for hosting
documents, emails and data. The front-end is build using REST
services and jQuery based web parts hosted in a SharePoint
portal. Applications are received using a semantics based
form where the foundation can configure columns and rules,
such as a mandatory column, themselves. Applications can
contain documents which are stored in SharePoint document
libraries. Processes are described using DCR graphs, and are
executed by the Exformatics Process Engine, running as a
cloud based web service. For each event executed, the DCR
graphs of the process is extracted and send to the process
engine for executing, and the resulting DCR graph is received
and imported into the ACM platform. Any exchange of DCR
graph use a common DCR xml standard briefly described
in [13].

Such a model prepares processes for cross-corporate integration as only a few processes are intra-company only. Further
DCR graphs are prepared to be used by other ACM systems.
The events can be exposed at the user-interface using customized visualization, as exemplified by the overview screen
shown in Flg.1. The vote events for each application is linked
directly to the trafic light bullets.
VI.

L ESSONS L EARNED

In the following we describe some of the key lessons
learned during the implementation of the adaptive case management system for the Dreyer foundation.
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A. On-the-fly Process adaptation and creation of sub processes
Since the run-time-state is simply a marking of the graph,
processes can be modified on-the-fly simply by changing the
DCR graph. We benefited from this to allow for payment subprocesses to be dynamically added. Initially, support for one
payment is included, which consist of the pattern of three
events described above and shown in Fig. IV-C, which can deal
with payment errors, e.g. due to errors in Microsoft Dynamics
or the banking integration. End-users can, while the process is
being executed, add more payments, which triggers adding a
pattern of events as outlined above.
Since this is an expected adaptation, it could be have been
good to have a way to model in the graph that sub-processes
are dynamically added when an event, e.g. Add payment,
is executed. Simliarly, each individual applications can be
considered a sub-process of a round.
As the current DCR model does not support sub-processes,
we had to implement synchronization between the round and
the set of applications using database triggers. An example
database trigger can be the Round Approved, which occurs
on the application once the Round has been approved, which
happens once the board meeting summary has been approved.
Using a database trigger we fire this event for all applications
of a given round once the round is approved. Creating such
database triggers are not easy as we have to handle the concept
of a sub-process outside the DCR logic. The ability to describe
relations between a process and its subprocesses as formalized
in the submitted paper [14] simplifies this logic, and the ability
to describe a sub-process within the context of a process would
ease the description and implementation.
A possible challenge when dealing with sub-processes
identified in the present case study, is how to handle and
formalize moving an application from one round to another.
This sometimes happens if the board cannot decide what to do
and postpone decision to the next board meeting. This would
likely require formalizing passing identifies of events between
processes, similar to the passing of names in the π-calculus.
This is not possible in the version of DCR Graphs implemented in the Exformatics tool. However, the theoretical extension of dynamic creation of sub processes called
Hierarchical DCR Graphs has been described in a recently
submitted paper [14] and implemented in a prototype, webbased simulation tool for DCR Graphs to be found at [15].
To handle un-expected additions to the process, we need
support for end-users to define such patterns and add them to a
running process, which in the simplest case would ammount to
adding (or removing) a single event or relations to a graph. As
described in [13], such run-time adaptations could in principle
benefit from the formal verification supported by DCR Graphs,
guaranteeing that adaptations are roboust, e.g. they do not
introduce deadlocks, livelocks or other violations of specified
properties. However, in practice this would require better
verification techniques than what is currently implemented.
Also, if extended with dynamic creation of sub processes, DCR
Graphs becomes Turing-expressive [16] which in makes a
general verification covering all possible processes impossible.

B. Iterative, agile process design
Defining and configuring the processes in DCR graphs was
done in several phases where more and more details were
added. During this process the process, e.g. the application,
could be simulated in the DCR drawing tool, as well as in the
system itself. This helped end-user understand the process and
facilitated discussions on how the process should work and not
work.
Despite a detailed analysis and many end user reviews, it
(of course) turned out, that a requirement was still lacking
in the designed and implemented process after delivery. The
requirement that any modification to an account number requires accountant approval before payouts can be done was
simply missing. Adding this requirement to the graph turned
was very easy, as we just needed to adjust the DCR graph
by adding the database trigger event event Account changed
with a response relation to the approve account event, add
logic to the customer object in the database to monitor changes
to account numbers, and firing the Account changed if this
occurs. Database triggers are simple to create and understand
for such requirements and avoiding having the treatment of
account numbers in the graph itself.
C. Understandability
DCR graphs as supported in the current editor are hard to
read and edit. Support for compositional models and zooming
in and out in details are needed for end users. Also, better
descriptions of the DCR primitives and a modelling methodology is needed. The condition relation is easily understood,
and the required response relation is also explainable. For the
present case, milestones, inclusion and exclusions and also the
nesting of events in phases were experienced as hard to explain
and understand. Some other graphical representation for manyto-many relations than the nesting is likely needed. We also
believe that it would be very useful if the system supported
typical (happy) paths through the process, analalogous to a
navigation system suggesting possible routes to a driver. The
system should be able of adjusting the proposed paths to
changing needs of the user, similar to how a navigation system
can adapt to when a driver wants to make a detour to a gas
station.
VII.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

We have described an industrial project delivering an
adaptive case management solution based on the Exformatics
standard system and processes described as DCR Graphs.
DCR graphs have been a very valuable component to
ensure Exformatics ACM can support the unique processes
required by the foundation as well as run-time modifications to
the processes as outlined in the payment event pattern. Rather
than creating custom code the DCR graph describe the business
rules and dependencies which enables us to support unique
business requirements using a standard solution. As a product
company this is important, as managing several code bases
with unique customer requirements is too expensive.
The entire delivery was made in less than 4 months, from
the first presentation of the requirement specification to the system as described in the present paper. The successful delivery
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demonstrated some of the claimed benefits of DCR Graphs
in practice, in particular: 1) They support agile, rule based
modelling that can be easily adapted when new requirements
are discovered during and after delivery, 2) they support runtime addition of sub-processes which can be utilised for e.g.
customised payment schemes, and 3) the resulting processes
are allow maximal flexibility at run-time since they do not
constrain the flow unnecessary - if some constraints are found
unnecessary, they can simply be removed. The case study
also demonstrated areas for future work and improvement, in
particular: 1) support for dynamic creation of sub-processes
should be part of the formal model, 2) if sub-processes are
included in the model, formal verification of processes would
me more likely to be possible, but we need to deal with
the fact that the model becomes Turing-expressive, 3) the
modelling notation, its graphical visualisation and design tools
need to be improved to make the models more comprehensible
and ultimately allow the business users to adapt processes
themselves in a robust way. Enabling business users to take
ownership of their processes, enables businesses to develop
without changing the IT systems supporting the processes. As
business processes evolves all the time we need to support
such changes. Having to await a new product version from a
vendor often does not suit the business requirement. Customer
development does support the requirements either, as their
require IT people for development and maintenance, is very
time consuming and expensive.
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1. Introduction
The idea of constructing process-aware information systems [1] to support
correct execution and analysis of workflows based on explicit models of the processes dates back to the work on office-automation [2, 3, 4, 5] in the late 70ties.
The early work was influenced by the Petri Net process model [6], which has also
heavily influenced subsequent process modeling standards such as UML activity
diagrams [7, 8] and BPMN [9] and the work on formal semantics and analysis of
workflow and business processes (e.g. [10, 11, 12, 13]).
The heavy influence of the Petri Net model is quite natural. It is the first
process model explicitly representing the concurrent execution of activities, it has
a formal semantics supporting analysis and verification, and it has an intuitive
graphical notation. To briefly recall, a Petri Net is a directed graph with nodes
alternating between transitions and places, and a marking assigning zero or more
tokens to each place. A transition is enabled if all places connected to it by an
incoming edge is marked by at least one token. If an enabled transition is fired,
one token from each place connected by an incoming edge is removed and one
token is added to each place connected by an outgoing edge. Firing a transition
thus represents the execution of an activity and the tokens represent resources
needed to execute activities.

(a) First A, then B

(b) A is a condition for B

(c) B is a response to A

Figure 1: Condition and response relations as Petri Nets

However, the notion of places and tokens in the Petri Net model is intrinsically
linear and imperative. It describes a way to implement dependencies between
activities where the ability to redo an activity must be explicitly modeled. This
has been recognized, in particular in the incarnation of BPMN, to increase the risk
of over-specification and be best suited for processes that follow a strict flow of
control [14, 15]. As an example consider the property activity A is a condition for
activity B, i.e. an execution of B must be preceded by an execution of A in the
2
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past. The Petri Net in Fig. 1(a) is likely to be the first choice of representation, but
it really describes the more rigid implementation that activity A can be executed
first (and only once) and then activity B can be executed (and only once). The
Petri Net in Fig. 1(b) describes the general property, if all markings are allowed as
accepting (terminating). The dual property, that activity B is a response to activity
A, i.e. an execution of A must be followed by an execution of B at some point in
the future, is also implemented by the Petri Net in Fig. 1(a). However, in order
to allow all possible executions one needs a less restrictive Petri Net as the one in
Fig. 1(c) with the initial marking being the only accepting marking.
As an alternative, declarative models such as temporal logics like LTL [16] or
CTL [17] can be employed in order to maintain more flexibility of the execution
and provide a specification of the dependencies between activities which abstracts
from any particular implementation. This can in particular be used as a contract
for a subsequent implementation or compliance verification [18]. Temporal logics
are however in general considered to be difficult to understand by end-users and
typically proposed to be replaced by patterns of properties, such as the condition
and response patterns considered in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c) [19, 20, 18]. However,
before the contract can be checked for a workflow process it is usually required
that the contract is rewritten either to a particular (normal) form [21] or translated
to an (imperative) automaton [20, 22, 23], which is difficult to understand and
relate to the original contract.
This motivates finding a declarative process model which both can be understood by end-users of workflow management systems, e.g. by capturing patterns
in a direct way, and supports verification and monitoring without rewriting the
process. Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) Graphs [24, 25, 26, 27] is a candidate for such a declarative process language developed in the PhD project [28]
of the second author as part of the Trustworthy Pervasive Healthcare Services
(TrustCare) [29] research project.
From a practical perspective, DCR Graph model generalizes and formalizes
the core primitives of the declarative Process Matrix model [30], developed, patented
and used successfully for more than a decade by Resultmaker [31], the industrial
partner of the project. The goal of the formalization was to provide the basis for
formal verification and safe distributed execution of flexible, cross-organizational
workflow processes as found in the healthcare sector.
From a technical perspective, a DCR Graph is a directed graph described by
a 9-tuple (E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l). The nodes of the graph are given
by the set E of events. The event represents that some activity, as indicated by
the labeling function l : E → P(L), happens in the workflow. The edges of the
3
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(a) DCR Graph condition relation

(b) DCR Graph response relation

Figure 2: Condition and response relations in DCR Graphs

graph are given by five relations: The condition (→•), response (•→), milestone
(→), include(→+), and exclude (→%) relation respectively. The condition and
response relations thus directly captures the condition and response patterns as
shown by the DCR Graphs in Fig.1 . Before explaining the milestone relation,
it is helpful to take a look the 2nd element of the DCR Graph tuple, which is
the marking M. The marking consists of a triple of sets of events (Ex, Re, In)
representing the state of the process. The set Ex ⊆ E of executed events records
which events have been executed in the past. The set Re ⊆ E of response events
records which events are required to be executed (i.e. responses) in the future in
order for the entire execution to be accepting. The milestone relation means that
an event can not execute while another event is pending response, it is particularly
useful for descibing that a process can not continue on to a new phase while a
previous phase hasn’t been completed. Finally, the set In ⊆ E of included events
records the events which are currently included. If e →% e0 then e0 is removed
from the set In when e is executed, and if e →+ e0 then e0 is added to the set In
when e is executed. This notion of dynamic inclusion and exclusion of events is
the key new ingredient of DCR Graphs compared to other declarative approaches.
Only currently included events in Re are required in order for the execution to be
accepting, and only included condition events e0 of an event e need to be in the set
Ex in order for the event e to be enabled.
The markings can also be seen as the state of a (kind of Kripke) logical program given by the DCR Graph [32]. Then Ex is the set of basic facts that has been
proven, Re is what has to be proven (possibly again) or excluded from the world to
complete the proof, and In is the set of facts that are relevant in the current world.
The markings also form the states of a Büchi-automata representation of DCR
Graphs [25], which allows verification of safety and liveness properties using the
SPIN model checking tool [28, 33].
The main new contribution of the present paper is to conservatively extend
the DCR Graph model to allow for (discrete) time deadlines, while preserving the
4
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Figure 3: A timed DCR graph describing the global contract for a cross-organizational case management system.

simple operational semantics and that safety and liveness properties of the models can be formally verified by mapping the graphs to finite state Büchi-automata.
Fig. 3 shows an example of a timed DCR Graph which we will use as example in the paper. The graph extends an untimed DCR Graph from a case study
described in [34] which captures the global requirements of a distributed, crossorganizational case management system being developed by Exformatics A/S.
The system spans three different types of organizations. The first is the unions
for employees in Denmark, which creates, closes and updates cases on behalf of
their members (represented by the events labelled with the U and respectively
Open case, Close case and Update Case. The two other organizations are
respectively the umbrella organization for the unions (LandsOrganisationen, LO)
and the umbrella organization for the employers (Dansk Arbejdsgiverforening,
DA). When a case is created by a union, LO and DA must agree on a date for a
meeting and hold the meeting within 14 days from when the case was created.
The deadline is expressed by the number 14 attached to the response relation from
Open case to Hold meeting. If the meeting is not ready to be held after 14
days however, the deadline can be extended by LO by executing the event Extend
Deadline. However, this event only becomes enabled 14 days after the case has
been created, which is represented by the number 14 attached to the condition
relation from Open case and Extend Deadline.
As described in [27], the DCR Graphs model admits a very general technique
for distributing a graph describing a global contract for e.g. a cross-organizational
process, as a network of synchronously communicating graphs describing the con5
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tracts for each local organization, and which combined describe the same process
as the global contract. Another new contribution of the present paper is to extend
this technique to timed DCR Graphs and provide a detailed proof of the correctness of the distribution technique. It is the first step of the further development
of the DCR Graph model and its use for specification and safe execution of distributed, cross-organizational workflow processes to be carried out in the recently
initiated industrial PhD project of the third author.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2 below we briefly survey
related work. In Sec. 3 we first recall the formal definition of DCR Graphs and
their semantics, and then proceed to define the extension to timed DCR Graphs.
We then in Sec. 4 define and exemplify timed notions of safety and liveness for
timed DCR Graphs. In Sec. 5 we exemplify and provide the technique for distributing a global timed DCR Graph, extending the technique for un-timed DCR
Graphs given in [27]. Finally we conclude and comment on future work in Sec. 6.
2. Related Work
The DCR Graph model and graphical representation is similar to the Declare
workflow language [35, 20]. Indeed the graphical representation of events and
condition and response relations are the same in DCR Graphs and Declare. However, the two approaches differ in a crucial way. While the Declare model includes
a fairly rich set of patterns as relations between events based on the patterns identified in [19], the DCR Graph model in addition to the condition and response
relations only allows the milestone relation and the dynamic inclusion and exclusion relations. Still, the DCR Graphs model is more expressive: It allows to
express all ω-regular languages [28], while Declare only allow expressing properties covered by finitary LTL. Moreover, Declare models are translated to either
LTL or a new notion of colored automata [36] before they are verified or executed.
The DCR Graph model directly supports execution of the process model based on
the simple notion of markings of the graph.
There are many researchers [10, 11, 37, 12, 13, 38, 39] who have explicitly
focussed on the problem of verifying the correctness of inter-organizational workflows based on variants of Petri nets. In [10], message sequence charts are used
to model the interaction between local workflows modeled as Petri nets. In [11]
Kindler et. al. follows a similar approach, using a set of scenarios given as sequence diagrams to specify the interactions. Criteria of local soundness guarantee
the global soundness of an inter-organizational workflow. In [37], so-called Query
Nets based on predicate/transition Petri nets are used to guarantee global termina6
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tion. Besides the use of Petri nets, a key difference between the present paper and
the work in [10, 11, 37] is that while we take a top down approach and synthesize
models of the local workflows from a model of the global workflow, the latter
work take a bottom up approach, assuming that the models of the local workflows
are given.
A top down approach is taken in [13, 38], where a shared public view of an
inter-organizational workflow given as a workflow net is partioned among the participating entities. A notion of projection inheritance is used to generate a private
view that is a subclass to the relevant public view and guarantee deadlock and
live-lock freedom. A more liberal and weaker notion than projection inheritance
is used in [12] to guarantee weak termination in multiparty contracts based on
open nets.
Modeling global behavior as a set of conversations among participating services has been studied by many researchers [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45] in the area
business processes. An approach based on guarded automata studied in [40], for
the realizability analysis of conversation protocols, whereas the authors in [41]
used colored petri nets to capture the complex conversations. Similarly, but using
process calculus to model service contracts, Bravetti-Zavattaro proposed conformance notion for service composition in [44] and further enhanced their correctness criteria in [45] by the notion of strong service compliance. The synthesis of
local components from a global model has also been researched for process calculus formalizations of the imperative choreography language WS-CDL in the work
on structured communication-centred programming for web services by Carbone,
Honda and Yoshida [46]. To put it briefly, the work formalizes the core of WSCDL as the global process calculus and defines a formal theory of end-point projections projecting the global process calculus to abstract descriptions of the behavior of each of the local ”end-points” given as pi-calculus processes typed with
session types.
Also researchers [47, 48, 49, 50] in the web services community have been
working on web service composition and decentralized process execution using
BPEL [51] and other related technologies to model web services. A technique
to partition a composite web service using program analysis is studied in [48]
and [49] explore decomposition of a business process modeled in BPEL. Using
a formal approach based on I/O automata representing the services, the authors
in [50] study the problem of synthesizing a decentralized choreography strategy,
that will have optimal overhead of service composition in terms of costs associated with each interaction. In [52, 53, 54] foundational work is presented on
synthesizing distributed transition systems from global specification for the mod7
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els of synchronous product and asynchronous automata[55]. In [54] structural and
behavioral characterizations of the synthesis problem for synchronous and loosely
cooperating communication systems are given, based on three different notions of
equivalence: state space, language and bisimulation equivalence. Further Castellani et. al. [52] characterizes when an an arbitrary transition system is isomorphic
to its product transition systems with a specified distribution of actions and they
have shown that for finite state specifications, a finite state distributed implementation can be synthesized. Complexity results for distributed synthesis problems
for the three notions of equivalences were studied in [53].
A methodology for deriving process descriptions from a business contract formalized in a formal contract language is studied in [56], while in [57] is proposed
an approach to extract a distributed process model from collaborative business
process. In [58, 47] is proposed a technique for flexible decentralization of a
process specification with necessary synchronization between the processing entities using dependency tables, whereas the authors in [59] present a framework
for optimizing the physical distribution of workflow schemas based on families of
communicating flow charts.
Common to all the approaches discussed above are that they are confined to
imperative process models such as Petri nets, workflow/open nets and automata.
To the best of our knowledge, there exists very few works [60, 61] that have studied the synthesis problem in declarative modeling languages and none where both
the global and local processes are given declaratively. Fahland [60] studies top
down synthesis of Petri Net workflows from a limited subset of the declarative
Declare/DecSerFlow [20] model, while Montali [61] studies the bottom-up composition of Declare [35] models with respect to conformance with a given choreography.
None of the work above study synthesis or conformance of cross-organizational
workflow with time constraints. [62] provides a good overview of various temporal logics that have been used for specification of real-time systems. Similar to
the extension to DCR Graph proposed in the present paper, Time Petri nets [63]
extend regular Petri nets by allowing transitions to be labelled with time bounds
0 ≤ a ≤ b∧a 6= ∞, such that a transition can only fire after a delay of a time steps
after it has been enabled last and must either fire or be disabled before b time has
passed. Time Petri nets have been studied as a formalism to model and verify time
dependent concurrent systems in [64]. In [65, 66] the properties of reachability,
boundedness and liveness for time Petri nets are studied, while [67] defines the
semantics of time Petri nets in terms of timed automata. Time Workflow nets, a
subclass of time Petri nets, have been introduced in [68] as a method for modeling
8
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time management in workflow processes. Timed Petri nets [69] are a variation
of Petri nets where a (rational) time duration is assigned to every transition and
transitions are required to fire as soon as they become enabled. Timed Petri nets
are mainly used for performance evaluation [70]. Timed-arc Petri nets [71, 72]
are another variation of Petri nets where tokens are annotated with an age and
arcs from places to transitions are labelled with a time interval. The tokens that a
transition can consume are then limited to those whose age falls within these time
intervals. For Timed-arc Petri nets there is no notion of urgency. Transitions are
neither required to fire when adequate tokens are available nor when those tokens
are about to expire.
3. Timed Dynamic Condition Response Graphs
We employ the following notations in the rest of the paper.
Notation: We write ∞ for the set of finite ordinals and the least infinite ordinal ω.
For an ordinal k ∈ ∞ we write [k] for the (possibly infinite) set {i | 0 ≤ i < k}.
For a set E we write P(E) for the power set of E (i.e. set of all subsets of E).
For a binary relation →⊆ E × E and a subset ξ ⊆ E of E we write → ξ and ξ →
for the set {e ∈ E | (∃e0 ∈ ξ | e → e0 )} and the set {e ∈ E | (∃e0 ∈ ξ | e0 → e)}
respectively, and abuse notation writing → e and e → for → {e} and → {e}
respectively when e ∈ E.
We first recall in Def. 3.1 the formal definition of DCR Graphs and their semantics.
Definition 3.1. A Dynamic Condition Response Graph (DCR Graph) G is a tuple
(E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l), where
(i) E is a set of events (or activities),

(ii) M = (Ex, Re, In) ∈ P(E) × P(E) × P(E) is the marking
(iii) →•, •→, →, →+, →%⊆ E × E is the condition, response, milestone, include and exclude relation respectively.
(iv) L is the set of labels and l : E → P(L) is a labeling function mapping events
to sets of labels.
We define that an event e ∈ E is enabled, written M `G e, if e ∈ In ∧ (In∩ →• e
) ⊆ Ex and (In∩ → e) ⊆ E\Re.
Finally, we define the result of executing an event e as (Ex, Re, In) ⊕G e =def
Ex ∪ {e}, (Re \ {e}) ∪ e •→, (In \ e →%) ∪ e →+ .
9
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Intuitively, the marking of a DCR Graph records the state. An event is then e
is enabled in a marking, if it is included and every event which is a condition for
e is either excluded or executed or, and every event which is a milestone for e is
either excluded or not required as a response, i.e. it is in a completed state. Below
we give a simple example of a DCR Graph and execution of an event based on the
graph in Fig. 3.
Example 3.1. As an example consider the underlying (untimed) DCR Graph G
of the timed DCR Graph Gt in Fig. 3: the initial marking of G is M = (∅, ∅, E \
{Accept LO, Accept DA, Close Case, Update Case}). The only enabled event
is Open case, all other events are either blocked through the condition relation,
or not in the set of included events. After executing Open case, the new marking
M0 of G becomes: M0 = M⊕G Open case = ({Open case}, {Propose dates-LO,
Hold meeting, Close Case}, E \ {Accept LO, Accept DA}). Open case is
added to the set of executed events, Close Case, Propose dates-LO and Hold
meeting are responses to Open case and therefore added to the set of pending
responses and finally Close case and Update Case are added to the set of included events through the include relation from Open case. The enabled events
for M0 are Extend Deadline, Propose dates-LO, Update Case and Close
case. Note that the event Open case is not enabled because there is a milestone
relation from Close case, and Close case is in the response set. In other words,
the case has to be closed by the union before it can be opened again.
We now proceed to define the conservative extension of DCR Graphs to allow
(discrete) time constraints. The aim is to allow modeling interesting timed systems
while preserving that finite DCR Graphs have tractable finite state semantics and
the technique for distribution of DCR Graphs still applies. The basic idea is to
annotate response relations with discrete (possibly infinite) time constraint k ∈ ∞
and condition relations with a finite time constraint j ∈ ω. A response relation
k

e •→ e0 then specifies that the response event e0 must happen within k time steps
j

after the last time e happened. The condition relation e →• e0 specifies that the
last time the condition event e happened must be at least j time steps before e0
ω
can happen. That is, the time constraint e •→ e0 means that the event e0 should
0
happen eventually after e happens, and the time constraint e →• e0 means that
event e should have happened before e0 can happen, corresponding to respectively
the response and condition constraints in un-timed DCR Graphs. For this reason
ω
0
we often write e •→ e0 for e •→ e0 and e →• e0 for e →• e0 .
10
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To be able to evaluate the timed constraints we extend markings to include
two functions, a function tex : Ex → ω recording the time since the event was last
executed, and tre : Re → ∞ recording the time deadline of the pending responses.
If there exists a maximal condition deadline, which is always the case if the
timed DCR Graph is finite, we say that it is bounded. For bounded timed DCR
Graphs we only need to record the time since last execution if it is below the maximal time constraint and otherwise record it as the maximal condition deadline.
Definition 3.2. A Timed Dynamic Condition Response Graph (Timed DCR Graph)
G is a tuple (E, Mt , →•, tc , •→, tr , →, →+, →%, L, l), where
(i) Mt = (M, tex , tre ) ∈ M(G) is the timed marking, for M(G) =def (P(E) ×
P(E) × P(E)) × Ex → ω × Re → ∞ if M = (Ex, Re, In),
(ii) (E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l) is a DCR Graph, referred to as the underlying DCR Graph,
(iii) tex : Ex → ω is the time since the event happened,
(iv) tre : Re → ∞ is the maximal time deadline of the required response,
(v) tc : (→•) → ω is the (minimal) required time delay since the condition event
happened,
(vi) tr : (•→) → ∞ is the maximal time deadline of the response event.
k

k

We write e •→ e0 for e •→ e0 and tr (e, e0 ) = k and similarly write e →• e0 for
e →• e0 and tc (e, e0 ) = k. We define the maximal condition delay as maxcG =def
k

sup{k | ∃e, e0 ∈ E.e →• e0 } and the minimal included response deadline by
minrG = min{tre (e) | ∃e ∈ Re ∩ In}.

Notation: We introduce the following shorthand notation for annotating the events
in the executed and response sets with the their timestamp according to respectively tex and tre : For a marking Mt = (({e1 , e2 }, {e2 , e3 }, In), tex , tre ) we write
({e1 : tex (e1 ), e2 : tex (e2 )}, {e2 : tre (e2 ), e3 : tre (e3 )}, In).
In Def. 3.3 below we formalize when events are enabled and the result of
executing an event in a timed DCR Graph. An event e is enabled in a timed DCR
Graph if it is enabled in the underlying un-timed DCR Graph and for all condition
k

events e0 →• e the time tex (e0 ) since the last execution of e0 is greater or equal than
11
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k. If an event e is executed the sets (Ex, Re, In) are updated as for the un-timed
DCR Graphs, and in addition, the execution time for e is set to 0 and all response
k

deadlines for events e0 where e •→ e0 are set to k.
Note that the execution of an event does not advance time. Instead we introduce the notion of time advance steps n ∈ ω, which increases the execution time
of events in Ex and decreases the response deadlines for events in Re. A time
advance step n is only enabled if n ≤ minrG , that is, all currently included response deadlines are greater than or equal to n. This means that time can not pass
a response deadline of an included event, but it may pass a response deadline of
an excluded event. In the latter case, the deadline becomes zero.
Definition 3.3. For a timed Dynamic Condition Response Graph G = (E, Mt , →•
, tc , •→, tr , →, →+, →%, L, l), and timed marking Mt = (Ex, Re, In), tex , tre
we define that an event e ∈ E is enabled, written Mt `G e, if M `G0 e, where G0 is
k
the underlying un-timed DCR Graph of G and ∀e0 ∈ In.e0 →• e =⇒ k ≤ tex (e0 ).
Moreover, for n ∈ ω we define that the time advance step n is enabled, written
Mt `G n if minrG ≥ n.
We define
the result of executing an event e as Mt ⊕G e =def (Ex, Re, In) ⊕G

e, t0ex , t0re , where
(
0
if e0 = e
(i) t0ex (e0 ) =
tex (e0 ) otherwise
(
k
k
if e •→ e0
(ii) t0re (e0 ) =
tre (e0 ) otherwise
We define the result of advancing time with n by Mt ⊕G n =def (Ex, Re, In),
tex ⊕n, tre n , where tex ⊕n(e) =def min{tex (e)+n, maxcG } and tre n(e) =def
max{tre (e) − n, 0}.
Example 3.2. As an example, consider again the Timed DCR Graph Gt from
Fig. 3: the initial marking of Gt is Mt = (∅, ∅, E \ {Accept LO, Accept DA,
Close Case, Update Case}), note that because of our shorthand notation and
the empty Ex and Re sets the marking looks the same as the marking M of the
underlying DCR Graph G. The only enabled event for the initial marking Mt
is Open case. Executing Open case results in the marking Mt 0 = Mt ⊕G
Open case = ({Open case : 0}, {Propose dates-LO : 3, Hold meeting :
12
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14, Close Case : ω}, E \ {Accept LO, Accept DA}). Except for the timed part
Mt ’ is the same as M’ that resulted from executing Open case on the underlying
DCR Graph G. In the timed marking we also record the time that has passed
since Open case was executed and the deadlines for which the responses on
Propose dates-LO, Hold meeting and Close case need to be satisfied. Note
that unlike the untimed example Extend Deadline is not enabled because of the
time constraint on the condition.
The timed response on Propose dates-LO limits the time to advance from the
marking Mt ’ to a maximum of 3 steps. Doing a time advance step of size 3 results
in the new marking Mt 00 = Mt 0 ⊕G 3 = ({Open case : 3}, {Propose dates-LO :
0, Hold meeting : 11, Close Case : ω}, E \ {Accept LO, Accept DA}). We
can now no longer advance time before Propose dates-LO has been executed or
excluded.
It follows directly from the definition above that if an event is enabled in a
timed DCR Graph then it is also enabled in the underlying (un-timed) DCR Graph.
Moreover, the result on the sets (Ex, Re, In) in the marking when executing an
event in a timed DCR Graph is the same as when it is executed in the underlying
DCR Graph and time advance steps do not change the marking of the underlying
DCR Graph. Conversely, a DCR Graph G can be regarded as a timed DCR Graph
Gt having G as the underlying DCR Graph and all condition delays (and execution
times in the marking) 0 and all response deadlines (in the graph and the marking)
ω. It then holds that, if an event is enabled in the DCR Graph G, then it is also
enabled in the corresponding timed DCR Graph Gt . Moreover, the execution
times and response deadlines in the marking will always be 0 and ω respectively.
We define in Def. 3.4 timed (must) executions and the corresponding labelled
transition system for timed DCR Graphs as for un-timed DCR Graphs, except that
executions can now also contain time advance steps. Moreover, for an execution
to be accepting it is required that it is accepting in the underlying DCR Graph
and moreover contains infinitely many time advance steps. Thus, an accepting
execution may contain only finitely many events, but then it will after the last
event contain an infinite sequence of time advance steps. It follows directly that
(accepting) executions in a timed DCR Graph correspond to (accepting) executions in the underlying DCR Graph (where the time advance steps are removed).
Moreover, an (accepting) execution in a DCR Graph G will have infinitely many
corresponding (accepting) executions in the corresponding timed DCR Graph Gt
obtained by interleaving the untimed execution with any infinite sequence of time
advance steps.
13
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Definition 3.4. For a timed Dynamic Condition Response Graph G = (E, Mt , →•
, tc , •→, tr , →, →+, →%, L, l) we define a timed execution σM of G of length
k ∈ ∞ from M to be a (finite or infinite) sequence of tuples σ : [k] → M(G) ×
(E × L ∪ ω) × M(G) such that if for i ∈ [k],
• σ(i) = (Mi , ei , ai , M0i ) ∧ ai = l(ei ) ∧ Mi `G ei ∧ M0i = Mi ⊕G ei or
• σ(i) = (Mi , n, M0i ) ∧ Mi `G n ∧ M0i = Mi ⊕G n
and M = M0 and ∀i ∈ [k − 1].M0i = Mi+1 .
We say the execution σ is a must execution if ∀i ∈ [k].σ(i) = (Mi , ei , ai , M0i ) =⇒
ei ∈ Ini ∩ Rei and accepting if

(i) ∀i ∈ [k]. ∀e ∈ Ini ∩ Rei .∃j ≥ i.ej = e ∨ e 6∈ In0j ) and
(ii) ∀i ∈ ω.∃k ∈ ω.∃j > i.σ(i) = (Mi , k, M0i )

where Mi = ((Exi , Ini , Rei ), texi , trei ) and M0j = ((Ex0j , In0j , Re0j ), t0exj , t0rej ). Let
exeMt (G), mexeMt (G), accMt (G)and maccMt (G) denote respectively the set of all
executions, all must executions, all accepting executions, and all accepting must
executions of G starting in marking Mt .
We say that a marking M0 is reachable in G (from the marking M) if there exists
a finite execution ending in M0 and let MM→∗ (G) denote the set of all reachable
markings from M.
We define the corresponding labeled transition system for G as TS(G) =
(M(G), Mt , EL(G), →) where EL(G) = E × L ∪ ω is the set of labels of the
transition system, Mt is the initial marking, and →⊆ M(G) × EL(G) × M(G)
φ

is the transition relation defined by M →
− M0 if there exists a timed execution σM
of G of length 1 from M such that σ(0) = (M, φ, M0 ).
Finally we define a zeno-run to be an infinite run with only finitely many time
steps.

It is worth noting that if the DCR Graph is finite, the reachable set of states for
the corresponding labelled transition system will be finite.
Lemma 3.1. The LTS for any finite timed DCR Graph G has a finite number of
reachable states.
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Proof The sets of executed events, pending responses and included events are
limited to the power set of the finite set of events since (Ex, Re, In) ∈ (P(E) ×
P(E) × P(E)). The execution times of executed events are limited to the maximum
condition time, i.e. ∀e ∈ Ex | tex (e) ∈ [0 . . . maxcG ]. The response times of
pending responses are limited to the maximum response time or ω, i.e. ∀e ∈ Re |
k

tre (e) ∈ [0 . . . max{k | ∃e, e0 ∈ E.e •→ e0 }] ∪ ω.
4. Safety and Liveness Properties

In this section we define safety and liveness properties of timed DCR Graphs
and prove they are decidable for finite, bounded timed DCR Graphs.
First we identify the unwanted markings, referred to as time-locked, from
where time can no longer progress. Note that zeno runs may still exist from a
time-locked marking.
Definition 4.1. For a timed Dynamic Condition Response Graph G = (E, Mt , →•
, tc , •→, tr , →, →+, →%, L, l) with a timed marking Mt = (Ex, Re, In), tex , tre
we define that Mt is time-locked , written TL(Mt ), if ∀Mt 0 ∈ MMt →∗ .¬Mt 0 `G 1,
meaning that there is no reachable marking from which time can progress. We
define that G is timelock free, if ∀M0 ∈ MM→∗ .¬TL(M0 ), meaning that there
exists no reachable time-locked marking.
Proposition 4.1. Time-lock and time-lock freedom is decidable for finite bounded
DCR Graphs.
Proof To determine if a marking Mt is time-locked, we must check for the existence of a transition labelled by a time-step from any of the reachable markings
from Mt , which is finite by Lem. 3.1. To determine time-lock freedom for a graph
G we just have to check every of the finitely many reachable markings from the
initial marking if it is time-locked.
A timed DCR Graph is said to be deadlock free if and only if for any reachable
marking, there is either an enabled event or no included required responses. Furthermore, it is to be strongly deadlock free if and only if for any reachable marking,
there is either an enabled event which is also a required response or no included
required responses.
Definition 4.2. For a timed Dynamic Condition Response Graph G = (E, Mt , →•
, tc , •→, tr , →, →+, →%, L, l) with a timed marking Mt = (Ex, Re, In), tex , tre
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we define that Mt is in deadlock, written DL(Mt ), if ∀e ∈ E.Mt 6`G e∧(In∩Re 6= ∅)
and that Mt is in strong deadlock, written SDL(Mt ), if ∀e ∈ Re.Mt 6`G e ∧ (In ∩
Re 6= ∅) We define that G is deadlock free, if ∀Mt 0 ∈ MMt →∗ .¬DL(Mt 0 ) and we
say that G is strongly deadlock free, if ∀Mt 0 ∈ MMt →∗ .¬SDL(Mt 0 ).
Proposition 4.2. Deadlock and strong deadlock freedom is decidable for finite
DCR Graphs.
Proof Follows easily from the definition and Lem. 3.1.
A timed DCR Graph is said to be live if and only if, in every reachable marking, it is always possible to continue along an accepting run. We say it is strongly
live if and only if, from any reachable marking there exists an accepting must
execution.
Definition 4.3. For a timed Dynamic Condition Response Graph G = (E, Mt , →•
, tc , •→, tr , →, →+, →%, L, l) we define that the G is live, if ∀M0 ∈ MM→∗ .
accM0 (G) 6= ∅, and strongly live, if ∀M0 ∈ MM→∗ .maccM0 (G) 6= ∅,
Proposition 4.3. Liveness and strong liveness is decidable for finite DCR Graphs.
Proof (Outline) First of all note that it is sufficient to consider the sub graph
where all time steps increment the time with 1. In [25, 28] is given a construction
of a Büchi-automaton from an un-timed DCR Graph which accepts the same executions as the DCR Graph and essentially having markings of the DCR Graph as
states. This construction can be extended to timed DCR Graphs by adding the time
functions to the markings (increasing the number of states by a constant factor),
adding time steps and adding new marked copies of all states which are states
reached by a time advance step from a state which would have been accepting for
the underlying un-timed DCR Graph. These marked states will be the accepting
states of the automata. The definition guarantees that an execution is accepting if
and only if does not leave a response pending and included continuously (as for
the un-timed DCR Graphs), and it does make a time step infinitely often. This is
the definition of acceptance for timed DCR Graphs. Decidability of liveness and
strong liveness then follows from the decidability of language emptiness of finite
Büchi-automata.
Fig. 4(a) shows a timed DCR Graph which, depending on the time constraints
as shown in table 1, may have time-locks, deadlocks and violate liveness. The
16
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Examples of time-lock and (strongly) deadlock freedom in timed DCR Graphs

Time-lock free Deadlock free Live
m>p
m≤p∧n>0∧p<ω
(m ≤ p ∧ n = 0) ∨ p = ω

x

x
x

x

Table 1: Values for p, m and n in Fig. 4(a)
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graph consist of three events: A, B, and C. The event A is a condition for B, and
the time deadline requires that the last execution of A must have happened m time
steps before B can happen. Similarly, the B is a condition for C, and the time
deadline requires that the last execution of B must have happened n time steps
before B can happen. The event C is a response to the event A, and the deadline
requires that it must happen within p time steps after the last execution of A. The
milestone relation from C to A is a kind of alternation pattern, it enforces that A
can not happen as long as C is required as a response, i.e. two As can not happen
without at least one C in between.
Now, if m > p then the graph enters both a marking which is both timelocked and deadlocked if A happens and time advances with p steps. Since B is
a condition for C it must be executed before C can be executed, but this is not
possible since the delay constraint m is greater than p. The event A can not be
executed before C has been executed due to the milestone relation, thus we have
a deadlock. And since C is required urgently, i.e. within deadline 0, time can not
progress either, i.e. we have a time-lock.
This deadlock can be resolved if m ≤ p. Then B can be executed before the
deadline p expires, and we can repeat doing B infinitely often. However, the graph
may still contain a time-lock, and thus also violate liveness: If n > 0 and p < ω
and we do B exactly p time steps after A, then we can not do C since it requires
a delay of n > 0 after the execution of B, and time can not progress because C
is required urgently, i.e. within deadline 0. The time-lock is resolved if n = 0 or
p = ω, since then we can either do C just after B (without advancing time) or the
deadline on C will never expire and lead to time-lock.
The graph in Fig. 4(a) is neither strongly deadlock free nor strongly live for
any of the parameters. If A is executed it is not possible to execute C if only
required events are executed. This can be resolved by making B a response to A
as shown in Fig. 4(b). Strongly deadlock and live DCR Graphs may be needed if
the process is distributed between different roles as considered in the next section.
If A and B are carried out by role N , and C by role M , then role N may believe
that it is not necessary to do more after doing A. However, role M will then be
stuck with a required action C which is blocked because B has not been executed.
5. Timed DCR Graphs as Global Contracts
The DCR Graphs model admits a very general technique for distributing a
graph describing a global contract for e.g. a cross-organizational process, as a network of synchronously communicating graphs describing the contracts for each
18
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local organization [27]. The technique is based on a notion of projection, restricting the graph to a subset of the events and labels. The projection introduces a
notion of interface events, that can be regarded as a subscription to executions of
events in other components.
In Fig. 5 it is shown how the technique can be used to project the global graph
in Fig. 3 to three local graphs, representing the part of the process to be carried out
by respectively the unions (U), the umbrella organization for the unions (LandsOrganisationen, LO) and the umbrella organization for the employers (Dansk Arbejdsgiverforening, DA). The Open case event with the double border in the LO
local graph indicate that it needs to subscribe to the event Open case in order to
know when it can and must propose dates and hold a meeting. The unions on the
other hand need not subscribe to any external events, they only need to consider
their own events Open case, Close case and Update case.
5.1. Projection
First we define how to project a DCR Graph G with respect to a projection
parameter δ = (δE , δL ) where δE ⊆ E is a subset of the events of G and δL ⊆ L is
a subset of the labels.
Intuitively, the projection G|δ contains only those events and relations that are
relevant for the execution of events in δE and the labeling is restricted to the set
δL . This includes both the events in δE and any other event that can affect the
marking, or the ability to execute an event in δE . The technical difficulty is to
infer the events and relations not in δE , referred to as external events below, that
should be included in the projection because they influence the execution of the
workflow restricted to the events in δE . The external events are never executed by
the local component but can be executed by other components, in which case the
local component must be notified so that it can update its marking accordingly.
Definition 5.1. If G = (E, Mt , →•, tc , •→, tr , →, →+, →%, L, l) then G|δ =
(E|δ , Mt|δ , →•|δ , tc|δ , •→|δ , tr|δ , →|δ , →+|δ , →%|δ , δL , l|δ ) is the projection of G
with respect to δ = (δE , δL ), δE ⊆ E and δL ⊆ L where:
[
(i) E|δ =→ δE , for →=
c, and C = {id, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, •→→,
c∈C

→+→•, →%→•, →+→, →%→}
(
l(e) ∩ δL if e ∈ δE
(ii) l|δ (e) =
∅
otherwise
19
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(iii) Mt|δ = ((Ex|δ , Re|δ , In|δ ), tex|δ , tre|δ ) where:
(a) Ex|δ = Ex ∩ E|δ

(b) Re|δ = Re ∩ (δE ∪ → δE )

(c) In|δ = In ∩ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE )

(d) tex|δ (e) = tex (e) if e ∈ Ex|δ
(e) tre|δ (e) = tre (e) if e ∈ Re|δ

(iv) →•|δ =→• ∩((→• δE ) × δE )
(v) tc|δ : (→•|δ ) → ω
tc|δ (e, e0 ) = tc (e, e0 )
(vi) •→|δ =•→ ∩((•→→ δE ) × (→ δE )) ∪ ((•→ δE ) × δE ))
(vii) tr|δ : (•→|δ ) → ∞
tr|δ (e, e0 ) = tr (e, e0 )
(viii) →|δ =→ ∩((→ δE ) × δE )



(ix) →+|δ =→+ ∩ (→+ δE ) × δE ∪ (→+→• δE ) × (→• δE ∪ (→+→

δE ) × (→ δE




(x) →%|δ =→% ∩ (→% δE ) × δE ∪ (→%→• δE ) × (→• δE ∪ (→%→

δE ) × (→ δE

In (i) we define the set of events as the union of the set δE of events that we
project over, any event that has a direct relation towards an event in δE and events
that exclude or include an event which is either a condition or a milestone for
an event in δE . The additional events will be included in the projection without
labels, as can be seen from the definition of the labeling function in (??). This
means that the events can not be executed locally. However, when composed in a
network containing other processes that can execute these events, their execution
will be communicated to the process. For this reason we refer to these events as
the (additional) external events of the projection. As proven in Prop. A.1-A.3 the
communication of the execution of this set of external events in addition to the
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local events shared by others ensures that the local state of the projection stays
consistent with the global state.
Further (iii) defines the projection of the marking: The executed events remain
the same, but are limited to the events in E|δ . The responses are restricted to events
in δE and events that have a milestone relation to an event in δE because these are
the only responses that will affect the local execution of the projected graph. Note
that these events will by definition be events in E|δ but may be external events. In
case of set of included events, we take the actual included status of the events in
projection parameter along with the events that are conditions and milestones to
the events in projection parameter, as the include status of those events will have
an influence on the execution of events in local graph. All other external events of
the projected graph are not included in the projected marking regardless of their
included status in the marking of the global graph, because their include/exclude
status will have no influence on the execution of events in local graph.
Finally, (iv), (vi), (viii), (ix) and (x) state which relations should be included
in the projection. For the events in δE all incoming relations should be included.
Additionally inclusion and exclusion relations to events that are either a condition
or a milestone for an event in δE are included as well.
Fig. 5 shows how the case management example from fig. 3 can be projected over the three roles. The projection parameters for these projections are:
δU = ({Open case, Update Case}, {(Open case, U), (Update Case, U)}),
δLO = ({Propose Dates - LO, Accept LO, Extend Deadline, Hold Meeting},
{(Propose Dates - LO, LO), (Accept LO, LO), (Extend Deadline, LO),
(Hold Meeting, LO)}) and δDA = ({Propose Dates - DA, Accept DA},
{(Propose Dates - DA, DA), (Accept DA, DA)}). From the figure one can see
that the union needs to know nothing about the global contract. It can only open,
close and update the case and because these events are not depending on any of
the events of LO and DA, the union does not have to be aware of any other events.
LO on the other hand needs to know about most of the events and relations in the
contract because many of its internal events depend directly on events of the union
or DA. This reflects the role of LO as an intermediary between the union and DA,
which gives it a central role in the process. DA is only involved in arranging a
meeting and needs to be aware of a few of the events of LO to properly play its
role in this, but all other events that do not directly affect the meeting arrangement part of the contract are not relevant for DA and therefore do not have to be
projected to the local graph for DA.
Prop. 5.1 below states the key correspondence between global execution of
events and the local execution of events in a projection. We have provided the
21
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Figure 5: Projection of the timed DCR graph in fig. 3 over the roles U, LO and DA

details of the proof in the appendix. In order to prove the time extension, we
first show the correspondence between global execution of events and the local
execution of events in a projection of the underlying DCR Graph. We then use
this result to prove the correspondence between the global and local execution of
events for the time extension to the marking, tex and tre .
Proposition 5.1. Let G = (E, Mt , →•, tc , •→, tr , →, →+, →%, L, l) be a Timed
DCR Graph and G|δ its projection with respect to a projection parameter δ =
(δE , δL ). Then,
1. if e ∈ δE and l(e) ∩ δL 6= ∅ then Mt `G e ∧ Mt ⊕G e = Mt 0 ∧ Mt 0|δ = Mt 00 if
and only if Mt|δ `G|δ e ∧ Mt|δ ⊕G|δ e = Mt 00
2. if e 6∈ E|δ then Mt `G e ∧ Mt ⊕G e = Mt 0 implies Mt|δ = Mt 0|δ
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3. if e ∈ E|δ (and l(e) ∩ δL = ∅) then Mt `G e ∧ Mt ⊕G e = Mt 0 implies
Mt|δ ⊕G|δ e = Mt 0|δ .
Proof can be found in App. 1.
Example 5.1. We consider the projection in Fig. 5. Recall from Ex. 3.2 that the
execution of Open case in the initial marking
Mt = (∅, ∅, E \ {Accept LO, Accept DA, Close Case, Update Case})
gave rise to the marking
Mt 0 = ({Open case : 0},
{Propose dates-LO : 3, Hold meeting : 14, Close case : ω},
E \ {Accept LO, Accept DA})

We now give the projected markings of Mt and Mt ’ for the three projection
parameters δU = (δEU , δLU ), δLO = (δELO , δLLO ), and δDA = (δEDA , δLDA ):
Mt|δU = (∅, ∅, {Open case})
Mt 0|δU = ({Open case : 0}, {Close Case : ω},
{Open case, Close case, Update case})

Mt|δLO = (∅, ∅, {Open case, Propose dates-LO,
Extend deadline, Hold meeting})

Mt 0|δLO = ({Open case : 0}, {Propose dates-LO : 3, Hold meeting : 14},
{Open case, Propose dates-LO, Extend deadline, Hold meeting})
Mt|δDA = Mt 0|δDA = (∅, ∅, {Propose dates-LO, Propose dates-DA})
Let us verify that each of the properties 1.-3. in Prop. 5.1 holds for the projection parameters δU , δLO and δDA when executing the event e = Open case in
the initial marking Mt .
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1. This property applies to the projection over the union because e ∈ δEU and
l(e) ∩ δLU 6= ∅. First of all the property requires us to verify that e is only
enabled in the global graph if and only if it is enabled in the local graph.
This is the case because both Mt `G e and Mt|δU `G e. Secondly the
property requires us to verify that the result of executing e on the global
graph and then projecting the resulting marking over δU is the same as
executing e on the projected graph. This is the case because: Mt|δU ⊕G|δU e =
Mt 0|δU .
2. This property applies to the projection over DA because e 6∈ E|δDA . It requires us to verify that if e does not occur in the events of the projected
graph G|δDA , then the marking projected over δDA will be the same before
and after the execution of e. This is the case because Mt|δDA = Mt 0|δDA .
3. This property applies to the projection over LO because e ∈ E|δLO and
l(e) ∩ δLLO = ∅. It requires us to show that if e is an external event in
the projected graph G|δLO , then it must be the case that if we execute e on
G|δLO , the resulting marking must be the same as if we had first executed
e on G and then projected the result over δLO . This is the case because
Mt|δLO ⊕G|δLO e = Mt 0|δLO .
5.2. Composition
Now we define the binary composition of two DCR Graphs. The composition
of G1 and G2 is simply the component-wise union of the respective components.
Definition 5.2. G1 ∪ G2 = (E1 ∪ E2 , Mt , →•1 ∪ →•2 , tc1 ∪ tc2 , •→1 ∪ •→2
, tr1 ∪ tr2 , →1 ∪ →2 , →+1 ∪ →+2 , →%1 ∪ →%2 , L1 ∪ L2 , l1 ∪ l2 ), where
Mt = ((Ex1 ∪ Ex2 , Re1 ∪ Re2 , In1 ∪ In2 ), tex1 ∪ tex2 , tre1 ∪ tre2 )
Definition 5.3. The composition G1 ∪ G2 is well-defined when:
(i) ∀(e ∈ E1 ∩ E2 | (e ∈ Ex1 ⇔ e ∈ Ex2 ))
(ii) ∀(e ∈ (Ei1 ∪ →• Ei1 ∪ → Ei1 ) ∩ (Ei2 ∪ →• Ei2 ∪ → Ei2 ) | (e ∈ In1 ⇔ e ∈ In2 )
(iii) ∀(e ∈ (Ei1 ∪ → Ei1 ) ∩ (Ei2 ∪ → Ei2 ) | (e ∈ Re1 ⇔ e ∈ Re2 )
(iv) ∀(e ∈ Ex1 ∩ Ex2 | (tc1 e = tc2 e))
(v) ∀(e ∈ Re1 ∩ Re2 | (tr1 e = tr2 e))
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(vi) ∀(e, e0 ∈→•1 ∩ →•2 | tc1 (e, e0 ) = tc2 (e, e0 ))
(vii) ∀(e, e0 ∈•→1 ∩ •→2 | tr1 (e, e0 ) = tr2 (e, e0 ))
Where: Eii = {e ∈ Ei | l(e) 6= ∅} for i ∈ {1, 2}

(i) ensures that those events that will be glued together have the same execution marking. (ii) ensures that events that will be glued together and in both
DCR Graphs belong to either the set of internal events or the set of events that
have a condition/milestone relation towards an internal event, have the same inclusion marking. (iii) ensures that events that will be glued together and in both
DCR Graphs belong to the set of internal events have the same pending response
marking. (iv) ensures that executed events that will be glued together have the
same timed execution marking. (v) ensures that responses on events that will be
glued together have the same deadline. (vi) ensures that shared conditions have
the same required time delay. (vii) ensures that shared responses have the same
maximal deadline. If G1 ∪ G2 is well-defined, then we also say that G1 and G2
are composable with respect to each other.
Lemma 5.1. The composition operator ∪ is commutative and associative.

Proof According to definition 5.2, elements of the tuple defining the graph G =
G1 ∪ G2 are constructed from the union of the same elements in G1 and G2 .
Composition is therefore commutative and associative, because the union operator
is commutative and associative.
Definition 5.4. We call a vector ∆ = δ1 . . . δk of projection parameters covering
for some DCR Graph G = (E, Mt , →•, tc , •→, tr , →, →+, →%, L, l) if:
[
1.
δEi = E and
i∈[k]

2. (∀a ∈ L.∀e ∈ E.a ∈ l(e) ⇒ (∃i ∈ [k].e ∈ δEi ∧ a ∈ δLi )

Proposition 5.2. If some vector ∆[
= δ1 . . . δk of projection parameters is covering for some DCR Graph G then:
G|δi = G
i∈[k]

Proof Since the vector of projection parameters is covering, every event and label is covered in at least one of the projections. Moreover the definition of composition 5.2, is defined over union of individual components. Hence
when all
[
projections are composed, we will get the same graph and hence
G|δi = G.
i∈[k]
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5.3. Safe Distributed Synchronous Execution of Timed DCR Graphs
Networks of timed DCR Graphs are defined exactly as networks of un-timed
DCR Graphs introduced in [27].
Definition 5.5. A network of timed DCR Graphs is a finite vector of timed
DCR Graphs G sometimes written as Πi∈[n] Gi or G0 kG2 k . . . kGn−1 . Assuming Gi = (Ei , Mi , →•i , tci , •→i , tri , →i , →+i , →%i , Li , li ), we define the set of
events of the network by E(Πi∈[n] Gi ) = ∪i∈[n] Ei and the set of labels of the
network by L(Πi∈[n] Gi ) = ∪i∈[n] Li and we write the network marking as M =
Πi∈[n] Mi . Finally, let M(G) denote the set of network markings of G.
We define when an event is locally enabled in one of the components and the
result of executing an event locally as for un-timed DCR Graphs, except that we
instead use the definition of timed enabled and timed update of the marking. That
is, an event can be executed if it is locally enabled, and the result of executing
it is that it is synchronously executed in all components of the network sharing
the event. A time advance event is however defined to be enabled only if it is
enabled in all components and the result of advancing the time is to advance it in
all components. This ensures that time advances globally in the network.
Definition 5.6. For a network of timed DCR Graphs G = Πi∈[n] Gi where Gi =
(Ei , Mi , →•i , tci , •→i , tri , →i , →+i , →%i , Li , li ), an event e ∈ E(Πi∈[n] Gi ) is enabled at a location i in the distributed marking M = Πi∈[n] Mi , written M `G,i e,
if e ∈ Ei ∧ Mi `Gi e, i.e. it is locally enabled in the ith timed dynamic condition
response graph. The result of executing an event e ∈ E(Πi∈[n] Gi ) in a marking
M = Πi∈[n] Mi is the new marking M ⊕Gi e = Πi∈[n] M0i where M0i = Mi ⊕G e if
e ∈ Ei and M0i = Mi otherwise. For a network marking M = Πi∈[n] Mi we define
that the time advance event n is enabled, written M `G n, if Mi `Gi n for all
i ∈ [n] and the result of advancing time with n by M ⊕G n = Πi∈[n] Mi ⊕Gi n.
We define executions of networks as follows. As for un-timed DCR Graphs, an
event can be executed if it is locally enabled in a component where it has assigned
at least one label. Time can be advanced globally if the time advance event is
enabled as defined above.
Definition 5.7. For a network of timed DCR Graphs G = Πi∈[n] Gi where li is the
labeling function of Gi , we define a timed execution σM of G of length k ∈ ∞
from marking M to be a (finite or infinite) sequence of tuples σ : [k] → M(G) ×
([n] × E(Πi∈[n] Gi ) × L(Πi∈[n] Gi ) ∪ ω) × M(G) such that for i ∈ [k]
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0

0

• σ(i) = (Mi , hi , ei , ai , Mi ) ∧ ai ∈ lhi (ei ) ∧ Mi `G,hi ei ∧ Mi = Mi ⊕G ei or
0

0

• σ(i) = (Mi , n, Mi ) ∧ Mi `G n ∧ Mi = M ⊕G n
0

and M0 = M and ∀i ∈ [k − 1].Mi = Mi+1 .
We say the execution is accepting if

(i) ∀i ∈ [k], h ∈ [n]. ∀e ∈ Inh,i ∩ Reh,i .∃j ≥ i.ej = e ∨ e 6∈ In0h,j ) , where
0
Mi = Πh∈[n] (Exh,i , Inh,i , Reh,i ) and Mj = Πh∈[n] (Ex0h,j , In0h,j , Re0h,j )
0

(ii) ∀i ∈ ω.∃h ∈ ω.∃j > i.σ(i) = (Mi , h, Mi )
We define the global transition system for a network of timed DCR Graphs as
follows.
Definition 5.8. For a network of timed DCR Graphs G = Πi∈[n] Gi where Gi =
(Ei , Mi , →•i , tci , •→i , tri , →i , →+i , →%i , Li , li ) and M = Πi∈[n] Mi , we define
the corresponding global transition system TS(G) to be the tuple
(M(G), M, EL(G), →N )
where EL(G) = (E(Πi∈[n] Gi ) × L(Πi∈[n] Gi )) ∪ ω is the set of labels of the transition system, M is the initial marking, and →N ⊆ M(G) × EL(G) × M(G)
0

(e,a)

00

is the transition relation defined by M −−→N M if there is a timed execution
0
0
00
σM0 from M of length 1 such that σM0 (0) = (M , i, e, a, M ) for some i ∈ [n]
0

h

00

0

and M →
− N M if there is a timed execution σM0 from M of length 1 such that
0
00
σM0 (0) = (M , h, M ). (Accepting) executions of length k of the transition system
is defined as sequences transitions obtained similarly from (accepting) executions
σ of length k of the graph.
We are now ready to state the main theorem which follows from Def 3.4,
Def. 5.8 and Prop. 5.1.

Theorem 5.1. For a timed DCR Graph G, a covering vector of projection parameters ∆ = δ1 . . . δn and G∆ = Πi∈[n] G|δi it holds that the relation R =
{(M, M∆ ) | M ∈ M(G) and M∆ = Πi∈[n] M|δi } is a bisimulation between TS(G)
and TS(G∆ ) such that an execution is accepting in TS(G) if and only if the bisimilar execution is accepting in TS(G∆ ).
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(e,a)

Proof (outline) In order to prove bisimilarity, we show (1) ∃M −−→ M0 in T S(G)
(e,a)

h

if and only if ∃M∆ −−→ M0 ∆ in TS(G∆ ) and (2) ∃M →
− M0 in T S(G) if and only
h
− M0 ∆ in TS(G∆ ).
if ∃M∆ →
(e,a)

(e,a)

1. According to Def 3.4, M −−→ M0 in T S(G) implies M −−→ M ⊕G e,
(e,a)

M `G e and a ∈ l(e). From Prop. 5.1 it then follows that M∆ −−→ M0 ∆ .
(e,a)

Similarly, if M∆ −−→ M0 ∆ in TS(G∆ ) then again using Prop. 5.1, there
(e,a)

exists in T S(G) a transition M −−→ M0 .

2. Since the time advances globally and synchronously in the network, it easily
follows that time advance steps can be mutually simulated and result in
consistent updates of the deadlines in the markings.
Now we have to prove that a timed execution in TS(G) is accepting if and only if
the corresponding execution is accepting in TS(G∆ ). If an execution in TS(G∆ )
is accepting, then
1. according to Def. 5.8, in the network of projected graphs,
 ∀i ∈ [k], h ∈
0
[n]. ∀e ∈ In|δh,i ∩ Re|δh,i .∃j ≥ i.ej = e ∨ e 6∈ In|δh,i ) , where M∆i =
0

Πh∈[n] (Ex|δh,i , In|δh,i , Re|δh,i ) and M∆j = Πh∈[n] (Ex0|δh,i , In0|δh,i , Re0|δh,i ). Ac-

cording to proposition 5.1 and since TS(G) ∼ TS(G∆ ), if there exists an
execution where an included response is eventually executed or excluded in
TS(G∆ ), then we will also have the corresponding execution satisfying that
an included response is eventually executed or excluded in TS(G).
2. As the time advances globally in the network, ∀i ∈ ω.∃h ∈ ω.∃j >
0
i.σ(i) = (Mi , h, Mi ) in TS(G∆ ) implies that ∀i ∈ ω.∃h ∈ ω.∃j > i.σ(i) =
(Mi , h, M0i ) in TS(G).
Therefore, if a timed execution is accepting in TS(G∆ ) then it is also accepting in
TS(G). On the similar lines, it trivially follows that if a timed execution in TS(G)
is accepting the corresponding execution in TS(G∆ ) is also accepting.
6. Conclusion
We have conservatively extended the declarative Dynamic Condition Response
(DCR) Graph process model introduced in the PhD thesis of the second author [24,
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28] to allow for (discrete) time deadlines. In particular, the simple operational
semantics of DCR Graphs is conservatively extended with time steps, preserving that safety and liveness properties of the models can be formally verified by
mapping bounded timed DCR Graphs to finite state automata. We proceeded to
extend to timed DCR Graphs the general technique provided in [27] for safe distribution of a global DCR Graph as a network of communicating DCR Graphs
which has the same behavior as the global DCR Graph. We have exemplified
timed DCR Graphs and the distribution technique on a timed extension of the
cross-organizational case management process studied in [34, 27]. The example shows how a timed DCR Graph can be used to describe the global contract
for a timed workflow process involving several organizations, which can then be
distributed as a network of communicating timed DCR Graphs, having a graph
describing the local contract for each organization. Finally we have exemplified
how the time deadlines may introduce both deadlocks and so-called time-locks
where time cannot proceed in the model.
We plan for future work to study the application of the techniques in the
present paper for contract-oriented programming of distributed event-based systems and context-sensitive services. In particular, we are currently developing an
event-based programming language based on an extension of DCR Graphs with
data and sub processes. We will also study the formal relation between timed
DCR Graphs and other timed process models, in particular timed LTL [21], variants of Petri Net with time [63, 68, 71, 72] and timed automata [], and explore
verification of timed DCR Graphs using existing tools for these models. Finally
we intend to investigate the relation to the work on structured communicationcentred programming for web services by Carbone, Honda and Yoshida [46].
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A. Proofs to propositions in Sec. 5
Lemma A.1. e •→|δ = {e0 | e •→ e0 ∧ e0 ∈ (δE ∪ → δE )}

Proof According to def 5.1-vi, the response relation in projected graph is
•→|δ =•→ ∩((•→→ δE ) × (→ δE )) ∪ ((•→ δE ) × δE )).
Informally it contains relations which can cause a response on an event which
is either included in the set of events in the project parameter (δE ) or in a set of
events which are milestones to events in project parameter (→ δE ).
•→|δ = {(e00 , e0 ) | e00 •→ e0 ∧ e0 ∈ (δE ∪ → δE )} and hence
e •→|δ = {e0 | e •→ e0 ∧ e0 ∈ (δE ∪ → δE )}
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Lemma A.2. e →+|δ =e →+ ∩(δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE )
Proof According
graph is
 to def 5.1-ix,the include relation in projected

→+|δ =→+ ∩ (→+ δE )×δE ∪ (→+→• δE )×(→• δE ∪ (→+→ δE )×(→

δE
→+|δ = {(e00 , e0 ) | e00 →+ e0 ∧ e0 ∈ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE )}
e →+|δ = {e0 | e →+ e0 ∧ e0 ∈ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE )}
e →+|δ =e →+ ∩(δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE )
Lemma A.3. e →%|δ =e →% ∩(δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE )
Proof According
exclude relation in projected graph is
 to def 5.1-x, the


→%|δ =→% ∩ (→% δE )×δE ∪ (→%→• δE )×(→• δE ∪ (→%→ δE )×(→

δE
→%|δ = {(e00 , e0 ) | e00 →% e0 ∧ e0 ∈ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE )}
e →%|δ = {e0 | e →% e0 ∧ e0 ∈ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE )}
e →%|δ =e →% ∩(δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE )
Proposition A.1. Let G = (E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l) be a DCR Graph
and G|δ its projection with respect to a projection parameter δ = (δE , δL ). Then,
for e ∈ δE and a ∈ δL it holds that M `G e ∧ M ⊕G e = M0 ∧ M0|δ = M00 if and
only if M|δ `G|δ e ∧ M|δ ⊕G|δ e = M00 .
Proof In order to prove the proposition, we have to show that the proposition in
both directions.
(G→P) for e ∈ δE and a ∈ δL . M `G e ∧ M ⊕G e = M0 ∧ M0|δ = M00 =⇒
M|δ `G|δ e ∧ M|δ ⊕G|δ e = M00 .
We will split the proof into 2 steps:
(A) M `G e =⇒ M|δ `G|δ e
From def 3.1, we have M `G e =⇒ e ∈ In ∧ (In∩ →• e) ⊆ Ex and
(In∩ → e) ⊆ E\Re.
In order to prove that M|δ `G|δ e, we have to show that
e ∈ In|δ ∧ (In|δ ∩ →•|δ e) ⊆ Ex|δ ∧ (In|δ ∩ →|δ e) ⊆ E|δ \Re|δ . We will
prove each part individually as follows,
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(i) To prove: e ∈ In|δ .
From def 5.1-iiic we have,
In|δ = In ∩ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE ) therefore
e ∈ In ∧ e ∈ δE =⇒ e ∈ In|δ .
(ii) To prove: (In|δ ∩ →•|δ e) ⊆ Ex|δ .
∀e0 ∈ (In|δ ∩ →•|δ e),
(a) e0 ∈ In|δ =⇒ e0 ∈ In
(b) e0 ∈→•|δ e =⇒ e0 ∈→• e from def 5.1-iv
Using above 2 statements and from M `G e
∀e0 .e0 ∈ (In|δ ∩ →•|δ e) =⇒ e0 ∈ (In∩ →• e) =⇒ e0 ∈ Ex,
Further, (In|δ ∩ →•|δ e) ⊆ Ex|δ , from def 5.1-iiia
(iii) To prove: (In|δ ∩ →|δ e) ⊆ E|δ \Re|δ
∀e0 ∈ (In|δ ∩ →|δ e)
(a) e0 ∈ In|δ =⇒ e0 ∈ In
(b) e0 ∈→|δ e =⇒ e0 ∈→ e, from def 5.1-viii

Using above 2 statements and from M `G e
e0 ∈ (In|δ ∩ →|δ e) =⇒ e0 ∈ (In∩ → e) =⇒ e0 ∈ E\Re =⇒
e0 6∈ Re,
According to def 5.1 iiib, we have Re|δ = Re ∩ (δE ∪ → δE ). and
so e0 6∈ Re =⇒ e0 6∈ Re|δ .
Further, e0 ∈ E|δ ∧ e0 6∈ Re|δ =⇒ e0 ∈ E|δ \ Re|δ .
Hence we can conclude that (In|δ ∩ →|δ e) ⊆ E|δ \Re|δ

From (G→P)-A-i, (G→P)-A-ii and (G→P)-A-iii, we have proved that
e ∈ In|δ ∧ (In|δ ∩ →•|δ e) ⊆ Ex|δ ∧ (In|δ ∩ →|δ e) ⊆ E|δ \Re|δ is valid.
Therefore we can conclude that M `G e =⇒ M|δ `G|δ e.

(B) To prove: M ⊕G e = M0 ∧ M0|δ = M00 =⇒ M|δ ⊕G|δ e = M00 .
We have M ⊕G e = M0 where M = (Ex, Re, In) and M0 = (Ex0 , Re0 , In0 )
and from the def 3.1, we can infer Ex0 = Ex ∪ {e}, Re0 = (Re \
{e})∪ e •→, and In0 = (In ∪ e →+)\ e →%.
In projected graph, we have M|δ = (Ex|δ , Re|δ , In|δ ), M00 = (Ex00|δ , Re00|δ , In00|δ )
and from above result we know that M|δ `G|δ e. Hence we can infer that Ex00|δ = Ex|δ ∪ {e}, Re00|δ = (Re|δ \ {e})∪ e •→|δ , and In00|δ =
(In|δ ∪ e →+|δ )\ e →%|δ .
We have to prove that M0|δ = M00 . In order to prove this equivalence,
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we will show that Ex0|δ = Ex00|δ , Re0|δ = Re00|δ and In0|δ = In00|δ individually
as follows,
(i) To prove: Ex0|δ = Ex00|δ .
Ex0|δ = (Ex ∪ {e}) ∩ E|δ from def 5.1-iiia
= (Ex ∩ E|δ ) ∪ ({e} ∩ E|δ ) distributive law of sets
= Ex|δ ∪ {e} according to def 5.1-iiia and e ∈ δE ⊆ E|δ .
= Ex00|δ .
Hence we can conclude that Ex0|δ = Ex00|δ .

(ii) To prove: Re0|δ = Re00|δ .

Re0|δ = (Re \ {e})∪ e •→ ∩ (δE ∪ → δE ) from def 5.1-iiib


= (Re \ {e}) ∩ (δE ∪ → δE ) ∪ e •→ ∩(δE ∪ → δE ) distributive law

= Re ∩ (δE ∪ → δE ) \ ({e} ∩ (δE ∪ → δE ) ∪ e •→ ∩(δE ∪ →
δE ) set intersection distributes over setdifference
= (Re|δ \ {e}) ∪ e •→ ∩(δE ∪ → δE )
= (Re|δ \ {e}) ∪ {e0 | e •→ e0 ∧ e0 ∈ (δE ∪ → δE )}
= (Re|δ \ {e})∪ e •→|δ using lemma A.1
= Re00|δ
Hence we can conclude that Re0|δ = Re00|δ .

(iii) To prove: In0|δ = In00|δ
In0|δ = In0 ∩ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE ), from def 5.1-iiic
But we know that In0 = (In ∪e →+)\ e →%
In0|δ = (In ∪ e →+)\ e →% ∩ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE )

In0|δ = (In ∪ e →+)∩(δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE ) \ e →% ∩(δE ∪ →•

δE ∪ → δE ) set intersection distributes over set difference
In0|δ = (In ∩ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE ) ∪ e →+ ∩(δE ∪ →•


δE ∪ →
δ
)
\
e
→%
∩(δ
∪
→•
δ
∪
→
δ
)
E
E
E
E

distributive law

0
In|δ = In ∩ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE ) ∪ e →+|δ \ e →%|δ using
lemmas A.2 and A.3
But we know that the marking in projected graph before executing
event e is In|δ = In ∩ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE ). Using this fact, we
can rewrite the above statement as follows,
In0|δ = (In|δ ∪ e →+|δ )\ e →%|δ
In0|δ = In00 |δ
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Hence we can conclude that In0|δ = In00 |δ .
From (G→P)-B-i, (G→P)-B-ii and (G→P)-B-iii, we have proved that
Ex0|δ = Ex00|δ , Re0|δ = Re00|δ and In0|δ = In00|δ . and there by we can conclude
that M0|δ = M00 .
Since we have proved both parts: ( (G→P)-A and (G→P)-B ), the proposition M ⊕G e = M0 ∧ M0|δ = M00 =⇒ M|δ ⊕G|δ e = M00 holds.
(P→G) for e ∈ δE and a ∈ δL . M|δ `G|δ e ∧ M|δ ⊕G|δ e = M00 =⇒ M `G
e ∧ M ⊕G e = M0 ∧ M0|δ = M00
Again, we will split the proof into 2 parts.
(A) M|δ `G|δ e =⇒ M `G e
From def 3.1, we have M|δ `G|δ e =⇒ e ∈ In|δ ∧ (In|δ ∩ →•|δ e) ⊆
Ex|δ ∧ (In|δ ∩ →|δ e) ⊆ E|δ \Re|δ
In order to prove that M `G e, we have to show that
e ∈ In ∧ (In∩ →• e) ⊆ Ex and (In∩ → e) ⊆ E\Re
(i) To prove: e ∈ In
From def 5.1-iiic we have: In|δ = In ∩ (δE ∪ →•
 δE ∪ → δE )
e ∈ In|δ ∧ In|δ = In ∩ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE ) =⇒ e ∈ In.
(ii) To prove: (In∩ →• e) ⊆ Ex
From def 5.1-iv, we have →•|δ =→• ∩((→• δE ) × δE )
∀e0 .e0 ∈→•|δ e =⇒ (e0 , e) ∈→•|δ =⇒ (e0 , e) ∈→• =⇒
e0 ∈→• e and therefore →•|δ e = →• e.
∀e0 .e0 ∈ (In|δ ∩ →•|δ e) =⇒ (e0 ∈ In|δ ) ∩ (e0 ∈→•|δ e) =⇒
(e0 ∈ In) ∩ (e0 ∈→• e) =⇒ e0 ∈ (In∩ →• e), and hence
(In|δ ∩ →•|δ e) = (In∩ →• e).
(In|δ ∩ →•|δ e) ⊆ Ex|δ =⇒ (In∩ →• e) ⊆ Ex|δ .
according to def 5.1-iiia : Ex|δ = Ex ∩ E|δ .
Hence (In∩ →• e) ⊆ Ex|δ =⇒ (In∩ →• e) ⊆ Ex
(iii) To prove: (In∩ → e) ⊆ E\Re
From def 5.1-viii, we have →|δ =→ ∩((→ δE ) × δE ),
∀e0 .e0 ∈→|δ e =⇒ (e0 , e) ∈→|δ =⇒ (e0 , e) ∈→ =⇒
e0 ∈→ e and therefore →|δ e = → e.
∀e0 .e0 ∈ (In|δ ∩ →|δ e) =⇒ (e0 ∈ In|δ ) ∩ (e0 ∈→|δ e) =⇒
(e0 ∈ In) ∩ (e0 ∈→ e) =⇒ e0 ∈ (In∩ → e), and hence
(In|δ ∩ →|δ e) = (In∩ → e).
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(In|δ ∩ →|δ e) ⊆ E|δ \Re|δ =⇒ (In∩ → e) ⊆ E|δ \Re|δ =⇒
∀e0 ∈ (In∩ → e).e0 6∈ Re|δ .
according to def 5.1-iiib : Re|δ = Re ∩ (δE ∪ → δE ),
∀e0 ∈ (In∩ → e).e0 6∈ Re|δ =⇒ e0 6∈ (Re ∩ (δE ∪ → δE )).
Further, as e0 → e, we know that e0 ∈ (δE ∪ → δE ). The only
way e0 6∈ (Re ∩ (δE ∪ → δE )) becomes true is when e0 6∈ Re.
Hence (In|δ ∩ →|δ e) ⊆ E|δ \Re|δ =⇒ (In∩ → e) ⊆ E\Re.

Form (P→G)-A-(i), (P→G)-A-(ii) and (P→G)-A-(iii), we can conclude that M|δ `G|δ e =⇒ M `G e .

(B) M|δ ⊕G|δ e = M00 =⇒ M ⊕G e = M0 ∧ M0|δ = M00
We have M|δ ⊕G|δ e = M00 in the local graph where M|δ = (Ex|δ , Re|δ , In|δ ),
M00 = (Ex00|δ , Re00|δ , In00|δ ) and from the def 3.1, we can infer
Ex00|δ = Ex|δ ∪{e}, Re00|δ = (Re|δ \{e})∪ e •→|δ , and In00|δ = (In|δ ∪ e →+|δ
)\ e →%|δ .
In main graph, we know M `G e where M = (Ex, Re, In) and hence
we can workout the new marking as M ⊕G e = M0 where M0 =
(Ex0 , Re0 , In0 ) with Ex0 = Ex ∪ {e}, Re0 = (Re \ {e})∪ e •→, and
In0 = (In ∪ e →+)\ e →%.
We have to prove that M00 = M0|δ .
(i) To prove: Ex00|δ = Ex0|δ
Let us start with Ex00|δ
Ex00|δ = Ex|δ ∪ {e}
= (Ex ∩ E|δ ) ∪ {e} from def 5.1-iiia
= (Ex ∪ {e}) ∩ (E|δ ∪ {e})
= Ex0 ∩ E|δ
= Ex0|δ
Hence we can conclude that Ex00|δ = Ex0|δ .
(ii) To prove: Re00|δ = Re0|δ
Let us start with Re00|δ
Re00|δ = (Re|δ \ {e})∪ e •→|δ

= (Re ∩ (δE ∪ → δE )) \ {e}
 ∪ e •→|δ from def 5.1-iiib
= (Re\{e})∩(δE ∪ → δE ) ∪ e •→|δ (set relative complements)
= (Re \ {e}) ∩ (δE ∪ → δE ) ∪ (e •→ ∩(δE ∪ → δE )) using
lemma A.1

= (Re \ {e})∪ e •→ ∩ (δE ∪ → δE )
= Re0 ∩ (δE ∪ → δE )
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= Re0|δ according to def 5.1-iiib.
Hence we can conclude that Re00|δ = Re0|δ .

(iii) To prove: In00|δ = In0|δ

Let us starts with In00|δ and show that it will be equal to the projection over included set from global graph (In0|δ ).
In00|δ = (In|δ ∪ e →+|δ )\ e →%|δ

In00|δ = (In ∩ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE ))∪ e →+|δ \ e →%|δ , from
def 5.1-iiic.
In00|δ = (In ∩ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE )) ∪ (e →+ ∩(δE ∪ →• δE ∪ →

δE )) \(e →% ∩(δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE )) using lemmas A.2 and A.3
In00|δ = (In∪ e →+) ∩ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE ) \ (e →% ∩(δE ∪ →•
δE ∪ → δE )).

In00|δ = (In∪ e →+)\ e →% ∩ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE ).
In00|δ = (In0 ) ∩ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE ).
In00|δ = In0|δ .
Hence we can conclude that In00|δ = In0|δ .
From (P→G)-B-i, (P→G)-B-ii and (P→G)-B-iii, we have proved that
Ex00|δ = Ex0|δ , Re00|δ = Re0|δ and In00|δ = In0|δ and there by we can conclude
that M00 = M0|δ .
Since we have proved both parts: ( (P→G)-A and (P→G)-B ), the proposition for e ∈ δE and a ∈ δL . M|δ `G|δ e ∧ M|δ ⊕G|δ e = M00 =⇒
M `G e ∧ M ⊕G e = M0 ∧ M0|δ = M00 holds.


Finally, we have proved the proposition in both ways (G→P) and (P→G) , therefore the proposition: for e ∈ δE and a ∈ δL it holds that M `G e ∧ M ⊕G e =
M0 ∧ M0|δ = M00 if and only if M|δ `G|δ e ∧ M|δ ⊕G|δ e = M00 holds.
Proposition A.2. Let G = (E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l) be a DCR Graph
and G|δ its projection with respect to a projection parameter δ = (δE , δL ). Then,
for e 6∈ E|δ it holds that M `G e ∧ M ⊕G e = M0 implies M|δ = M0|δ .
Proof According to projection definition 5.1, e 6∈ E|δ =⇒ e 6∈ G|δ , therefore
there will not be any change in the marking. Hence M|δ = M0|δ .
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Proposition A.3. Let G = (E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l) be a DCR Graph
and G|δ its projection with respect to a projection parameter δ = (δE , δL ). Then for
e ∈ E|δ (and a 6∈ δL ) it holds that M `G e∧M⊕G e = M0 implies M|δ ⊕G|δ e = M0|δ .
Proof The proof for this proposition is more or less similar to proof in the part
(P→G)-(B) of proposition A.1 with minor changes.
We have M ⊕G e = M0 where M = (Ex, Re, In) and M0 = (Ex0 , Re0 , In0 ) and
from the def 3.1, we can infer Ex0 = Ex ∪ {e}, Re0 = (Re \ {e})∪ e •→, and
In0 = (In ∪ e →+)\ e →%.
In projected graph, we have marking projected from global graph, according to
def 5.1 as M|δ = (Ex|δ , Re|δ , In|δ ). The result of executing event e in projected
graph will be a marking, let us say M00|δ = M|δ ⊕G|δ e, then we have to prove that
M00|δ = M0|δ .
Let us say that M00|δ = (Ex00|δ , Re00|δ , In00|δ ), and since in the projected graph we have
M00|δ = M|δ ⊕G|δ e, we can infer from the def 3.1, Ex00|δ = Ex|δ ∪ {e}, Re00|δ =
(Re|δ \ {e})∪ e •→|δ , and In00|δ = (In|δ ∪ e →+|δ )\ e →%|δ .
In order to prove this equivalence of M00|δ = M0|δ , we will show that Ex00|δ = Ex0|δ ,
Re00|δ = Re0|δ and In00|δ = In0|δ individually as follows,
(i) To prove: Ex00|δ = Ex0|δ
Let us start with Ex00|δ
Ex00|δ = Ex|δ ∪ {e}
= (Ex ∩ E|δ ) ∪ {e} from def 5.1-iiia
= (Ex ∪ {e}) ∩ (E|δ ∪ {e})
= Ex0 ∩ E|δ
= Ex0|δ
Hence we can conclude that Ex00|δ = Ex0|δ .
(ii) To prove: Re00|δ = Re0|δ
Let us start with Re00|δ
Re00|δ = (Re|δ \ {e})∪ e •→|δ

= (Re ∩ (δE ∪ → δE )) \ {e}∪ e •→|δ from def 5.1-iiib
= (Re \ {e}) ∩ (δE ∪ → δE )∪ e •→|δ (set relative complements)
= (Re \ {e}) ∩ (δE ∪ → δE ) ∪ (e •→ ∩(δE ∪ → δE )) using lemma A.1
= (Re \ {e})∪ e •→ ∩ (δE ∪ → δE )
= Re0 ∩ (δE ∪ → δE )
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= Re0|δ according to def 5.1-iiib.
Hence we can conclude that Re00|δ = Re0|δ .
(iii) To prove: In00|δ = In0|δ
Let us starts with In00|δ and show that it will be equal to the projection over
included set from global graph (In0|δ ).
In00|δ = (In|δ ∪ e →+|δ )\ e →%|δ

In00|δ = (In ∩ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE ))∪ e →+|δ \ e →%|δ from def 5.1-iiic.

In00|δ = (In ∩ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE )) ∪ (e →+ ∩(δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE )) \
(e →% ∩(δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE )) using lemmas
 A.2 and A.3
00
In|δ = (In∪ e →+) ∩ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE ) \ (e →% ∩(δE ∪ →• δE ∪ →
δE )).

In00|δ = (In∪ e →+)\ e →% ∩ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE ).
In00|δ = (In0 ) ∩ (δE ∪ →• δE ∪ → δE ).
In00|δ = In0|δ .
Hence we can conclude that In00|δ = In0|δ .
From (i), (ii) and (iii), we have proved that Ex00|δ = Ex0|δ , Re00|δ = Re0|δ and In00|δ = In0|δ
and there by we can conclude that M00 = M0|δ .
Therefore the proposition: for e ∈ E|δ (and a 6∈ δL ) it holds that M `G e∧M⊕G e =
M0 implies M|δ ⊕G|δ e = M0|δ is proved.
Proof of Proposition 5.1.1. Let G = (E, Mt , →•, tc , •→, tr , →, →+, →%, L, l)
be a Timed DCR Graph and G|δ its projection with respect to a projection parameter δ = (δE , δL ). Then, for e ∈ δE and a ∈ δL it holds that Mt `G e ∧ Mt ⊕G e =
Mt 0 ∧ Mt 0|δ = Mt 00 if and only if Mt|δ `G|δ e ∧ Mt|δ ⊕G|δ e = Mt 00 .
In order to prove the proposition, we have to show that the proposition in both
directions.
(G→P) for e ∈ δE and a ∈ δL . Mt `G e ∧ Mt ⊕G e = Mt 0 ∧ Mt 0|δ = Mt 00 =⇒
Mt|δ `G|δ e ∧ Mt|δ ⊕G|δ e = Mt 00 .
We will split the proof into 2 steps:
(A) Mt `G e =⇒ Mt|δ `G|δ e
From def 3.3, we have
k
Mt `G e =⇒ M `G0 e ∧ ∀e0 ∈ In.e0 →• e =⇒ k ≤ tex (e0 ).
M `G0 e has been proved in the (G→P)(A) part of the proof of propok

sition A.1, therefore we have to show that ∀e0 ∈ In.e0 →• e =⇒ k ≤
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k

tex (e0 ) implies that ∀e0 ∈ In|δ .e0 →•|δ e =⇒ k ≤ tex|δ (e0 ), where
k

e0 →•|δ e =def e0 →•|δ e and tc|δ (e, e0 ) = k.
k

∀e0 ∈ In.e0 →• e =⇒ k ≤ tex (e0 )
k

= ∀e0 ∈ In.e0 →•|δ e =⇒ k ≤ tex (e0 ), from def 5.1-iv
k

= ∀e0 ∈ In|δ .e0 →•|δ e =⇒ k ≤ tex (e0 ), from def 5.1-iiic
k

= ∀e0 ∈ In|δ .e0 →•|δ e =⇒ k ≤ (tex (e0 ) if e0 ∈ Ex), by definition of
tex
k
= ∀e0 ∈ In|δ .e0 →•|δ e =⇒ k ≤ (tex (e0 ) if e0 ∈ Ex ∩ δE ), since
M|δ `G0 e ∧ e0 ∈ In|δ , it preserves the tex behavior
k

= ∀e0 ∈ In|δ .e0 →•|δ e =⇒ k ≤ (tex (e0 ) if e0 ∈ Ex|δ ), from def 5.1iiia
k
= ∀e0 ∈ In|δ .e0 →•|δ e =⇒ k ≤ tex|δ (e0 ) from def 5.1-iiid.
Hence proved.

(B) To prove: Mt ⊕G e = Mt 0 ∧ Mt 0|δ = Mt 00 =⇒ Mt|δ ⊕G|δ e = Mt 00

From def. 3.3 we have Mt ⊕G e =def (Ex, Re, In)⊕G e, t0ex , t0re , where
(
0
if e0 = e
(i) t0ex (e0 ) =
tex (e0 ) otherwise
(
k
k
if e •→ e0
0
0
(ii) tre (e ) =
tre (e0 ) otherwise
We proved the (Ex, Re, In) ⊕G e part in the (G→P)(B) part of the proof
of proposition A.1. We then need to show that (tex 0 )|δ =⇒ tex 00 and
that (tre 0 )|δ =⇒ tre 00
(tex 0 )|δ (e0 )
= t0ex (e0 ) if e0 ∈ Ex0|δ , according to def 5.1-iiid
(
!
0
0
if e = e
=
if e0 ∈ (Ex ∪ {e}) ∩ E|δ , according to
0
tex (e ) otherwise
def(3.3, and def 5.1-iiia
0
if e0 = e ∧ e0 ∈ (Ex ∪ {e}) ∩ E|δ
=
, by moving the projectex (e0 ) if e0 ∈ (Ex ∪ {e}) ∩ E|δ
tion inward
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But we know that if e0 = e, trivially e ∈ Ex ∪ {e} and e ∈ E|δ , by
def 5.1-i. Moreover, the second branch will be used only if e0 6= e,
therefore
(
0
if e0 = e
=
tex (e0 ) if e0 ∈ (Ex ∩ E|δ )
= tex 00 (e0 ), according to def 5.1-iiia, and def 3.3
(tre 0 )|δ (e0 )
= t0re (e0 ) if e0 ∈ Re0|δ , according to def 5.1-iiie
(
!
k
0
k
if e •→ e
=
if e0 ∈ Re0|δ , according to def 3.3
0
t (e ) otherwise
( re
k
k
if e •→|δ e0 ∧ e0 ∈ Re0|δ
=
, according to def 5.1-vi and movtre (e0 ) if e0 ∈ Re0|δ
ing(the projection inward
k

k
if e •→|δ e0 ∧ e0 ∈ ((Re \ {e}) ∪ e •→) ∩ (δE ∪ → δE )
,
tre (e0 ) if e0 ∈ ((Re \ {e}) ∪ e •→) ∩ (δE ∪ → δE )
according to def 5.1-iiib and def 3.1

=

k

But we know that if e •→|δ e0 , trivially e0 ∈ e •→, and also that the
0
second
( branch will be used only if (e, e ) 6∈•→|δ , therefore
k

k
if e •→|δ e0
=
t (e0 ) if e0 ∈ Re ∩ (δE ∪ → δE )
( re
k
k
if e •→|δ e0
=
, by def 5.1-vi, and def 5.1-iiie
tre|δ (e0 ) otherwise
= tre 00 (e0 ), according to def 3.3

Since we have proved both parts: ( (G→P)-A and (G→P)-B ), the proposition Mt ⊕G e = Mt 0 ∧ Mt 0|δ = Mt 00 =⇒ Mt|δ ⊕G|δ e = Mt 00 holds.
(P→G) for e ∈ δE and a ∈ δL . Mt|δ `G|δ e ∧ Mt|δ ⊕G|δ e = Mt 00 =⇒ Mt `G
e ∧ Mt ⊕G e = Mt 0 ∧ Mt 0|δ = Mt 00
Again, we will split the proof into 2 parts.
(A) Mt|δ `G|δ e =⇒ Mt `G e
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From def 3.3, we have
k
Mt `G e =⇒ M `G0 e ∧ ∀e0 ∈ In.e0 →• e =⇒ k ≤ tex (e0 ).
M|δ `G0 e has been proved in the (P→G)(A) part of the proof of propok

sition A.1, therefore we have to show that ∀e0 ∈ In|δ .e0 →•|δ e =⇒
k

k ≤ tex|δ (e0 ) implies that ∀e0 ∈ In.e0 →• e =⇒ k ≤ tex (e0 ), where
k

e0 →• e =def e0 →• e and tc (e, e0 ) = k.
k

∀e0 ∈ In|δ .e0 →•|δ e =⇒ k ≤ tex|δ (e0 )
k

= ∀e0 ∈ In.e0 →•|δ e =⇒ k ≤ tex|δ (e0 ) from A.1-i
k

= ∀e0 ∈ In.e0 →• e =⇒ k ≤ tex|δ (e0 ) from A.1-ii
k

= ∀e0 ∈ In.e0 →• e =⇒ k ≤ (tex (e0 ) if e0 ∈ Ex|δ ), according to
def 5.1-iiid
k
= ∀e0 ∈ In.e0 →• e =⇒ k ≤ tex (e0 ) since M `G0 e ∧ e0 ∈→• e ∧ e0 ∈
In =⇒ e0 ∈ Ex|δ .
Hence proved.
(B) Mt|δ ⊕G|δ e = Mt 00 =⇒ Mt ⊕G e = Mt 0 ∧ Mt 0|δ = Mt 00
From def. 3.3 we have

Mt ⊕G e =def (Ex, Re, In) ⊕G e, t0ex , t0re , where
(
0
if e0 = e
0
0
(i) tex (e ) =
tex (e0 ) otherwise
(
k
k
if e •→ e0
(ii) t0re (e0 ) =
tre (e0 ) otherwise
We proved the (Ex, Re, In) ⊕G e part in the (P→G)(B) part of the proof
of proposition A.1. We then need to show that tex 00 =⇒ (tex 0 )|δ and
that tre 00 =⇒ (tre 0 )|δ
00 0
tex(
(e )
0
if e0 = e
=
, according to def 3.3 and considering that if
tex|δ (e0 ) otherwise
e0 6=
( e, the underlying tex behaves exactly like tex|δ
0
if e0 = e
=
, according to def 5.1-iiid
tex (e0 ) if e0 ∈ Ex|δ
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(
!
0
if e0 = e
=
if e0 ∈ (Ex|δ ) ∪ {e}, since the overall functex (e0 ) otherwise
tion will continue to behave the same
= t0ex (e0 ) if e0 ∈ (Ex ∩ δE ) ∪ {e}, according to def 3.1, and def 5.1-iiia
= t0ex (e0 ) if e0 ∈ (Ex ∪ {e}) ∩ (δE ∪ {e})
= t0ex (e0 ) if e0 ∈ Ex0|δ , according to def 3.1, and def 5.1-iiia
= (tex 0 )|δ (e0 ), according to def 3.3
tre 00((e0 )

k

k
if e •→|δ e0
=
, according to def 3.3 and considering that
tre|δ (e0 ) otherwise
0
if (e,
( e ) 6∈•→|δ , the underlying tre behaves exactly like tre|δ
k

if e •→|δ e0
, according to def 5.1-iiie
=
if e0 ∈ Re|δ
(
!
k
0
k
if e •→ e
if e0 ∈ (Re|δ \ {e}) ∪ e •→|δ , according to
0
tre (e ) otherwise
def 5.1-vi, and since the overall function will continue to behave the
same
= tre 0 (e0 ) if e0 ∈ (Re|δ \ {e}) ∪ e •→|δ , according to def 3.3
= tre 0 (e0 ) if e0 ∈ ((Re ∩ (δE ∪ → δE ) \ {e}) ∪ e •→|δ ), according to
def 5.1-iiib
= tre 0 (e0 ) if e0 ∈ ((Re \ {e}) ∪ e •→|δ ) ∩ (δE ∪ → δE )
= tre 0 (e0 ) if e0 ∈ Re0|δ , according to def 3.1, and def 5.1-vi
= (tre 0 )|δ (e0 ), according to def 5.1-iiie
k
tre (e0 )

Since we have proved both parts: ( (P→G)-A and (P→G)-B ), the proposition for e ∈ δE and a ∈ δL . Mt|δ `G|δ e ∧ Mt|δ ⊕G|δ e = Mt 00 =⇒
Mt `G e ∧ Mt ⊕G e = Mt 0 ∧ Mt 0|δ = Mt 00 holds.


Finally, we have proved the proposition in both ways (G→P) and (P→G) ,
therefore the proposition: for e ∈ δE and a ∈ δL it holds that Mt `G e ∧ Mt ⊕G e =
Mt 0 ∧ Mt 0|δ = Mt 00 if and only if Mt|δ `G|δ e ∧ Mt|δ ⊕G|δ e = Mt 00 holds.
Proof of Proposition 5.1.2. Follows trivially from result of proposition A.2.
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Proof of Proposition 5.1.3. Considering the result of proposition A.3, since the
marking of the underlying DCR Graph is the same, this proposition is proved by
the result from the part (P→G)-(B) of proposition 1.
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Abstract. Declarative workflow languages have been a growing research subject
over the past ten years, but applications of the declarative approach in industry are
still uncommon. Over the past two years Exformatics A/S, a Danish provider of
Electronic Case Management systems, has been cooperating with researchers at
IT University of Copenhagen (ITU) to create tools for the declarative workflow
language Dynamic Condition Response Graphs (DCR Graphs) and incorporate
them into their products and in teaching at ITU. In this paper we give a status
report over the work. We start with an informal introduction to DCR Graphs. We
then show how DCR Graphs are being used by Exformatics to model workflows
through a case study of an invoice workflow. Finally we give an overview of the
tools that have been developed by Exformatics to support working with DCR
Graphs and evaluate their use in capturing requirements of workflows and in a
bachelor level course at ITU.

Keywords: workflows, declarative specifications, tools, teaching, case study

1 Introduction
Declarative workflow modelling [8, 9, 16] is an emerging field in both academia and industry which offers a new paradigm that supports flexibility and adaptability in business
processes. Traditional imperative workflow languages describe how a process is carried
out as a procedure with explicit control flow. This often leads to rigid and overspecified
process descriptions, that fails to capture why the activities must be done in the given
order. Declarative workflow languages on the other hand specify processes by the constraints describing why activities can or must be executed in a particular order, and not
how the the process is to be executed, i.e. activities can be executed in any order and
any number of times, as long as not prohibited by a constraint [15, 19]. This may lead
to under specified process descriptions and make it difficult to perceive the path from
?
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start to end, but captures the reason for the ordering of activities and leaves flexibility
in execution.
An example a constraint between activities is the response constraint [4, 16] (e.g.
A •! B), which requires that an execution of one task (A) is eventually followed by
an execution of another task (B), but it does not put any further limits on the number
of times and order in which the tasks are executed. For example, it would be perfectly
valid if the second task occurs first, as long as it also occurs after the first task. In other
words, B, AB, BAB, AAB, ... are all valid runs, where as A, BA, BBA, ... are not
valid runs, as they fail to satisfy the constraint by having an occurence of A that is not
followed by an occurence of B.
Examples of processes that require more flexibility are commonly found in the
healthcare [5] and case management [1] domains. In those processes, the work is being carried out by knowledge workers who typically have the experience and expertise
needed to deal with the complexity of a process whose requirements may vary from
case to case. For this reason, knowledge-intensive processes require flexible workflow
systems that support the users in their work (instead of dictating them what to do) and
allow them to make their own choices as long as they do not break those constraints
that do need to be strictly followed in all cases (e.g. laws or organizational policies).
Over the last decade, several declarative languages for business processes have been
proposed in academic literature. The first of these languages is Declare [15, 19] which
gave a number of common workflow constraints formalized in Linear-time Temporal
Logic (LTL). More recently, DCR Graphs [4] have been developed as a generalization
of event structures [21], where processes are described as a graph of events related
by only 4 basic constraints. A simple operational semantics based on markings of the
process graph makes it possible to clearly visualize the runtime state. Furthermore,
the Guard-Stage-Milestone [10] has been developed, which is a data-centric workflow
model with declarative elements for modeling life cycles of business artifacts.
Even though by now these techniques have become well known in academia, their
application in the industry is relatively uncommon. Over the last two years Exformatics A/S, a Danish provider of Electronic Case Management(ECM) systems, has been
collaborating with researchers of IT University of Copenhagen (ITU), to develop tools
for the declarative workflow language DCR Graphs with the aim to apply and evaluate
the use of DCR Graphs on real world scenarios in the case management domain and in
teaching at ITU.
The goal of the present paper is to give a status report, presenting and evaluating
the tools developed so far. As the first step, the core DCR Graphs model were used
by Exformatics A/S in a case study to capture some of the requirements in the design
phase of a cross-organizational case management system [1]. The case study led to
the further development of the DCR Graphs model by adding support for hierarchical
modelling using nested events and a (milestone) constraint [6], making it possible to
concisly specify that some event(s) must not be pending in order for some event to
happen. It also encouraged developing a graphical design, simulation and verification
tool [18] which is being used successfully in further case studies with industry and in
teaching at ITU.
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In the remainder of this paper we will first introduce DCR Graphs informally in
Sec. 2, in Sec. 3 we will explain how they are used as the underlying formalism for
workflows within the Exformatics ECM system and in Sec. 4 we will give an overview
of the tools for managing DCR Graphs that have been developed by Exformatics. We
evaluate and describe related work in Sec. 5 and conclusions and future work in Sec. 7.

2 DCR Graphs by Example
This section describes DCR Graphs informally by giving an overview of the declarative
nature of the language and its graphical modeling notation. (All figures shown are produced in the developed graphical editor and simulation tool [18]). The formal semantics
of DCR Graphs are given in [4, 6, 12].
A DCR Graph specifies a process as a set of events, typically representing the (possibly repeated) execution of activities in the workflow process, changes to a dataset or
timer events. The events are represented graphically as rectangular boxes with zero or
more roles in a small box on top of the event as depicted in Fig. 1, showing an excerpt
of an invoice workflow with three events: Recieve Invoice, Enter Invoice Data and
Responsible Approval and two roles: Administration (Adm), representing the administration office of a company and Responsible (Res), the person responsible for the
invoice. The administation office has access to the tasks Recieve Invoice and Enter
Invoice Data and the responsible has access to the task Responsible Approval.

Fig. 1. DCR Graphs: Tasks and Roles

The concrete principals/actors (either human or automated) are typically not shown
in the graphical notation, but will at runtime be assigned one or more of the roles and
can then execute any of the events that are assigned to one of these roles.
The events in a DCR Graph can happen any number of times and in any order, unless
prevented by a constraint relation. The graph in Fig. 1 has no constraints, so it would be
valid to e.g. just receive an invoice and do nothing else, or to receive an invoice and then
approve the invoice twice. Constraints are defined using five different kinds of relations
between the events, named the condition, response, milestone, inclusion and exclusion
relation respectively.
Fig. 2(a) gives an example of a condition relation (depicted graphically as !•)
between Recieve Invoice and Enter Invoice Data, which states that before Enter Invoice Data can happen, the event Recieve Invoice must first have happened. In other
words, we have to receive an invoice before we can enter the details of the invoice into
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the system. The DCR Graph shown in Fig. 2(a) allows possible runs such as Recieve
Invoice.Enter Invoice Data or Recieve Invoice.Enter Invoice Data.Recieve Invoice or Recieve Invoice.Recieve Invoice.Enter Invoice Data, but it does not allow
e.g. Enter Invoice Data. Recieve Invoice as it invalidates the condition constraint.
As a help for the user, the graphical editor shows a ”no entry” sign at the event Enter
Invoice Data to indicate that it is not enabled.

(a) The Condition Relation

(b) The Response Relation

Fig. 2. The Condition and Response relations

In Fig. 2(b) is given an example of the response relation (depicted graphically as
•!), which states that if Enter Invoice Data happens, Responsible Approval eventually has to happen in order for the workflow to be completed. Note that this relation
is not counting, i.e., it is not required to execute Responsible Approval once for each
execution of Enter Invoice Data. In other words, the response relation offers the flexibility of approving one to many invoices just by executing Responsible Approval
once. Examples of completed runs in the process represented by the graph in Fig. 2(b)
are: Enter Invoice Data.Responsible Approval, and Enter Invoice Data.Enter Invoice Data.Responsible Approval. An example of a run which is possible, but not
completed is Enter Invoice Data.Responsible Approval.Enter Invoice Data as the
last Enter Invoice Data is not (yet) followed by Responsible Approval.
In [6] we extended DCR Graphs to allow nested events as shown in Fig. 3. Nesting
both acts as a logical grouping and as a shorthand notation for having the same relation
between many events. For instance, the response relation from Enter Invoice Data in
Fig. 3 represents a response relation from Enter Invoice Data to all three sub events of
the super event Approval.
Adding nesting to the model, made it apparant, that it is useful to be able of express,
that an event can not happen when a nested subgraph is not in an accepting state. We
call this relation the milestone relation (depicted graphically as !⇧), and is exemplified
shown in Fig. 3 from the Approval super event to Pay Invoice. The meaning is, that
after doing Enter Invoice Data, we will have a pending response on each approval task
and therefore we can’t execute Pay Invoice until each of these tasks has been done.
Note that in contrast to the condition relation, by using a combination of the response
and milestone relations we can require approval again after it was already given.
Finally, the exclude relation (depicted graphically as !%) and its dual the include
relation (depicted graphically as !+) allows for dynamically respectively exclude and
include events from the workflow. Fig. 4(a) shows a typical example of the use of the
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Fig. 3. Example of Nesting and the Milestone Relation

dynamic include and exclude relations to model exclusive choice between events: The
responsible may choose between approving or request a change to the invoice. The
choice is modelled by letting the two events mutually exclude each other. If a change
is requested, the administration is required to enter data again (because of the response
relation from Request Change to Enter Invoice Data), and when data is entered
again, the two events nested under the Approval super event is included again because
of the include relation from Enter Invoice Data to Approval. This example illustrates
the flexible nature of DCR Graphs in process modeling, as compared to the typical
BPMN procedural model in Fig. 4(b). In the DCR Graph, invoice data can be entered
any number of times before approval, and changes can also be requested any number of
times before data is entered again, while the BPMN process only allows every task to
be executed once for each cycle in the loop. It is of course possible to model the more
flexible execution in BPMN, but not in a natural way.
2.1

Execution Semantics

The runtime state of a DCR Graph is defined by a marking of the graph, formally given
by 3 finite sets of events representing respectivly which events are executed (at least
once), pending responses and included. By keeping track of which events have been
executed at least once in the executed set, we can determine which conditions have been
satisfied. The pending responses set keeps track of which events need to be executed
before the workflow is in a completed state. Finally, the included set keeps track of the
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(a) Modeling choice with include and exclude

(b) Imperative BPMN model

Fig. 4. Declarative DCR Graph and imperative BPMN model of invoice approval

currently included events. An event is enabled for execution if it is currently included
(i.e. part of the included set in the current marking) and all of its conditions are either
executed or excluded (i.e all condition events that are currently included should be part
of the executed events set) and no event related to it by the milestone relation is included
and a pending response. A (finite or infinite) execution is defined to be accepting, when
no event from some point stays included and as a pending response forever without
eventually being executed.
The excluded events are graphically depicted by a dashed border, the executed
events by a green checkmark at the event, and pending response events by a red exclamation mark. This is shown in Fig. 5, where Enter Invoice Data and Request
Change are executed, and thereby Responsible Approval is a pending response, but
it is also excluded and Enter Invoice Data is a pending response too.
A DCR Graph contains an initial marking defined as part of the graph. For example,
a graph may have a number of initial pending responses (representing tasks that are
required to be executed mandatorily for the workflow to be considered finished), or
initially excluded events.
2.2

DCR Graphs with Global Data

In one of the more recent extensions to DCR Graphs [12], we have introduced the
concept of global data. In DCR Graphs, data is modelled as a global store that contains
a number of named variables. The variables are mapped to events so that we can specify
which events can read/write to specific variables. Furthermore, guards are defined as
boolean expressions over the values of variables. Guards can be placed on both events
and relations. If a guard is assigned to an event, then as long as the guard does not
evaluate to true, the event is blocked from execution. On the other hand, having a guard
on a relation means that the relation is only evaluated when the guard evaluates to true,
in other words the condition constraint only needs to hold and an event is only recorded
as a response while the guard holds.
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Fig. 5. Example marking after executing Enter Invoice Data followed by Request Change

For example, the response between Enter Invoice Data and Manager Approval
in Fig 6 is only recorded when the amount of the invoice is equal or larger than 1000
euro, if the amount is lower than 1000 euros, executing Enter Invoice Data will not
make Manager Approval a pending response.

3 Exformatics Workflows as DCR Graphs
Before the introduction of (Nested) DCR Graphs, the Exformatics workflow model
consisted of tasks grouped under phases. There was always one active phase, which
could be changed manually by the user, tasks belonging to that phase were then enabled.
When introducing DCR Graphs we chose to map tasks to events and to maintain the
phase model, mapping it to a single-level nesting structure. We removed the practice
that tasks were enabled when their phase was active and allowed the active phase to
be changed automatically through the execution of certain tasks. In the new model, the
active phase no longer controls the workflow but instead just gives a general indication
of the state that the case is in. We introduced all five relations of DCR Graphs as ways of
constraining the flow of tasks. One distinction from the traditional DCR Graph approach
is that tasks in the Exformatics system are normally only done once. As a result, when
a task is executed, it is not shown in the list of tasks that need to be done anymore.
However, unless it is exlicitely excluded through the exclude relation it remains possible
to open the task again manually and do it again, so the execution semantics remains
faithful to the DCR Graphs semantics.
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Fig. 6. Exformatics Invoice Workflow as a DCR Graph

Fig. 6 shows a workflow that is being used internally by Exformatics and has been
modelled using DCR Graphs. It describes how to handle the process of receiving invoices.
The workflow contains five roles: 1) the administration department (Adm), which is
responsible for receiving the invoice, scanning it and creating an invoice case . 2) The
invoice responsible (Res), which is responsible for the invoice, usually because they are
the person that bought the items that the invoice concerns, they are expected to check
and approve the invoice. 3) The manager of the responsible (Man), whose approval
may be needed in certain circumstances. 4) The CEO (CEO) who may also need to
give approval in certain exceptional cases. And finally 5) the finance department (Fin),
which takes care of paying the invoice and confirming that payment has succeeded.
The tasks are divided into three phases, the Initial Phase which contains the tasks of
the administration department, the Approval Phase which consists of the approval
tasks and the Payment Phase which contains the tasks that handle the payment of the
invoice.
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The process starts when an invoice is received by the administration department,
because Exformatics wants to keep all their documents in an electronic format it is required (through the response relation from Receive Invoice to Scan Invoice) that the
invoice is scanned. The administration department is also required to decide if the invoice should be entered into the system (sometimes fake or wrong invoices are received
which can be easily filtered out at first sight, for example because they are addressed to
a non-existent employee). If they decide that the invoice appears legit then they enter all
relevant data into the system, in particular the amount the invoice is for, which is used
by the workflow system to determine whose approval is needed for the invoice. The responsible for the invoice should always approve the invoice (modelled by an unguarded
response relation), if the amount of the invoice is higher then 1000 euros, approval from
the responsible’s manager is required as well (modelled by a response relation with the
guard amount 1000). In special cases where the amount is higher then 20000 euros,
approval from the CEO of the company is required as well.
It is possible that data is entered again, for example because a mistake was made
by the administration department, or because a correction on the invoice was received,
in this case new approvals will be required. When all necessary approvals have been
received the invoice can be paid, this is modelled through the milestone relation from
the Approval Phase to the task Pay Invoice, which means that Pay Invoice can not
be done while there are pending responses in the Approval Phase. Once payment is
confirmed, the invoice case should be closed, modelled through an exclusion relation
from Confirm Payment to all three phases. There are five conditions in the workflow:
first of all, Receive Invoice is required before the administration department can execute Enter Invoice Data or Scan Invoice. Enter Invoice Data is required before any
approval can be given and all of the tasks in the Initial Phase should be done before
any of the tasks in the Payment Phase can be done. Finaly, we have to pay the invoice
before we can confirm payment.

4 Tool support
Several tools have been developed at Exformatics to design and execute DCR Graphs
internally or externally when presenting DCR Graphs at seminars or when interacting
with customers. First of all, to facilitate the exchange of process descriptions between
the tools developed by Exformatics and the tools being developed at IT University of
Copenhagen, we defined a common XML format, which we will show in the first subsection. Secondly we developed a set of webservices that provide functionality for the
execution, verification, storage and visualization of DCR Graphs, we named this set of
services the Process Engine. Finally, as already mentioned above, we developed a standalone graphical editor to support the visual modelling and simulation of DCR Graphs,
called the DCR Graphs Editor, which has also been used for teaching at a bachelor level
course on Business Processes and IT at the IT University of Copenhagen.
Fig. 7 gives an overview of these tools and how they interact with eachother and
the Exformatics ECM. The Process Engine is central to our tools and is used by the
ECM to execute, verify and visualize workflows. The DCR Graphs Editor allows for
execution of single steps by itself, but also uses the Process Engine for verification
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Process Engine

http://processengine.exformatics.net
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Fig. 7. Overview of the Exformatics DCR Graphs Tools

of DCR Graphs. Finally the purpose of the Process Engine is to be easily plugged in
to other case management solutions as well, so that we may provide only workflow
functionalities such as execution, verification, visualization and storage to customers
without them being required to adopt the full Exformatics ECM package.
4.1

DCR Graphs XML Format

In listing 1 we give an example of the XML format for describing DCR Graphs.
The xml file consists of two main parts: the specification of the DCR Graph and the
runtime state of the DCR Graph. The specification is split up into a section decribing
resources and section describing constraints. The resource section contains subsections
for events (possibly nested), labels, a mapping from labels to events, variables, expressions and variable acccess rights. The constraint section contains five subsections for
the DCR Graph relations. The runtime section contains a subsection for the marking,
containing the set of executed events, pending responses and included events, and a
subsection for the state of the globalstore, which contains the values assigned to the
variables in the current state.
Listing 1. Overview of DCR Graph XML Format
<? xml v e r s i o n = ” 1 . 0 ” e n c o d i n g = ” u t f 8 ” ?>
<d c r g r a p h>
<s p e c i f i c a t i o n>
<r e s o u r c e s>
<e v e n t s>
<e v e n t i d =” I n i t i a l P h a s e ”>
<e v e n t i d =” E n t e r I n v o i c e D a t a ” />
...
</ e v e n t>
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...
</ e v e n t s>
<l a b e l s>
<l a b e l i d =”CEO A p p r o v a l ” />
...
</ l a b e l s>
<l a b e l M a p p i n g s>
<l a b e l M a p p i n g e v e n t I d =”CEO A p p r o v a l ” l a b e l I d =”CEO A p p r o v a l ” />
...
</ l a b e l M a p p i n g s>
<v a r i a b l e s>
<v a r i a b l e i d =” amount ” v a l u e =” 0 ” />
</ v a r i a b l e s>
<e x p r e s s i o n s>
<e x p r e s s i o n i d =” g t e 1 0 0 0 ” v a l u e =” amount >= 1000 ” />
...
</ e x p r e s s i o n s>
<v a r i a b l e A c c e s s e s>
<r e a d A c c e s s e s>
<r e a d A c c e s s e v e n t I d =” E n t e r I n v o i c e D a t a ” v a r i a b l e I d =” amount ” />
...
</ r e a d A c c e s s e s>
<w r i t e A c c e s s e s>
<w r i t e A c c e s s e v e n t I d =” E n t e r I n v o i c e D a t a ” v a r i a b l e I d =” amount ” />
</ w r i t e A c c e s s e s>
</ v a r i a b l e A c c e s s e s>
</ r e s o u r c e s>
<c o n s t r a i n t s>
<c o n d i t i o n s>
<c o n d i t i o n s o u r c e I d =” R e c e i v e I n v o i c e ” t a r g e t I d =” Scan I n v o i c e ” />
...
</ c o n d i t i o n s>
<r e s p o n s e s>
<r e s p o n s e s o u r c e I d =” E n t e r I n v o i c e D a t a ” t a r g e t I d =” Manager A p p r o v a l ”
e x p r e s s i o n I d =” g t e 1 0 0 0 ” />
...
</ r e s p o n s e s>
<e x c l u d e s>
<e x c l u d e s o u r c e I d =” C o n f i r m Payment ” t a r g e t I d =” A p p r o v a l P h a s e ” />
...
</ e x c l u d e s>
<i n c l u d e s />
<m i l e s t o n e s>
<m i l e s t o n e s o u r c e I d =” A p p r o v a l P h a s e ” t a r g e t I d =” Pay I n v o i c e ” />
</ m i l e s t o n e s>
</ c o n s t r a i n t s>
</ s p e c i f i c a t i o n>
<r u n t i m e>
<m a r k i n g>
<e x e c u t e d />
<i n c l u d e d>
<e v e n t i d =” A p p r o v a l P h a s e ” />
...
</ i n c l u d e d>
<p e n d i n g R e s p o n s e s />
</ m a r k i n g>
<g l o b a l S t o r e>
<v a r i a b l e i d =” amount ” v a l u e =” 0 ” />
</ g l o b a l S t o r e>
</ r u n t i m e>
</ d c r g r a p h>

Next to the standard elements described above, it is possible to insert custom elements at all nodes of the XML tree. This allows one to add additional data for specific
tools that is not required for the formal definition of a DCR Graph. Examples of these
are the roles (they are not a part of the formal model as they are not necesairily interest-
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ing for applications in other domains than BPM) and the location of events when drawn
in the visual editor as shown in listing 2.
Listing 2. Example of how custom data can be insterted into the XML format.
<? xml v e r s i o n =” 1 . 0 ” e n c o d i n g =” u t f 8 ” ?>
<e v e n t i d =”CEO A p p r o v a l ”>
<c u s t o m>
<v i s u a l i z a t i o n>
<l o c a t i o n xLoc=” 449 ” yLoc=” 123 ” />
</ v i s u a l i z a t i o n>
<r o l e s>
<r o l e>CEO</ r o l e>
</ r o l e s>
</ c u s t o m>
</ e v e n t>

4.2

Process Engine

Currently the Process Engine consists of three main webservices: the first for execution,
the second for storage of DCR Graphs and the third for visualization of DCR Graphs.
The execution service contains methods for executing and verifying DCR Graphs. The
execution methods support the global data model, verification consists of checking for
deadlock and livelock, but only for standard DCR Graphs without data. In the future
we plan to extend the verification aspect and move it to its own service. The repository
service for storage of DCR Graphs is currently very limited and mainly a proof of
concept, it is planned to extend this in the future so it can be used to support sharing
of workflows between cooperating organizations. The visualization service can be used
to automatically layout and draw DCR Graphs, currently limited to the basic model
without guards on data. All of these services are used by the Exformatics ECM for
modelling and executing workflows.
4.3

DCR Graphs Editor

The DCR Graphs Editor is a graphical editor for modelling and simulating DCR Graphs.
There are two main screens in the tool: in the Process Model screen one can design DCR
Graphs by drawing events, changing the name, label and initial marking, adding roles
and adding relations between events. In he Process Simulation Screen one can simulate
DCR Graphs by clicking on the events that one wants to execute, the tool will give
feedback on the current trace of executed events, which events can be executed and if
the DCR Graph is in an accepting state. The tool can also interact with the verification methods of the Process Engine to check DCR Graphs for deadlock and livelock.
It currently supports nested DCR Graphs including the milestone relation and work is
underway to also add support for the global data model. All the images of DCR Graphs
in this paper come directly from the editor.

5 Related Work
As mentioned in the introduction Declare [15, 19] was the first serious attempt at creating a declarative notation for describing business processes. Tool support for Declare
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consists of a design tool, a server and corresponding user client for executing Declare
processes. The designer is similar to the DCR Graphs Editor, allowing modellers to
draw and verify Declare models (including a notion of data) by using a graphical user interface. The server is similar to the execution webservices contained in the Process Engine, allowing execution of Declare models by client programs. Finally the user client
is somewhat comparable to the simulation part of the DCR Graphs Editor, although it
offers more features to support the user in the execution of the process. These tools have
been in development since the inception of the Declare language and therefor have seen
a fair amount of iterations and reached a high level of maturity. The DCR Graphs tools
on the other hand can be seen as being an advanced prototype version (with the most
mature parts, such as the execution engine, currently being brought into production),
where new features are still frequently being added. Both Declare and DCR Graphs
are being included as extensions to the newest version of CPN Tools [20], for Declare
it is the intention that this will become the main vehicle for further developments on
the language and that no further features will be added to the previously mentioned
tools. Declare also offers extensive support for analysis of Declare logs through ProM
and support for process mining through the Declare Miner [11]. At the moment nothing
comparable exists for DCR Graphs, however there is an interest in investigating process
mining on running instances of DCR Graphs, particularly in the context of adaptive processes, with the goal of identifying common adaptation patterns. DCR Graphs also offer
extended tool support for verification, allowing users to specify properties to be verified
as a DCR Graph and then verifying processes modelled as DCR Graphs against these
properties [13]. These tools are being developed at the IT University of Copenhagen
and are therefor not described in detail this paper, however since these tools use the
common XML format described in sec. 4.1, the Exformatics tools can easily interact
with them.
The business artifacts [14] model developed by IBM Research combines both data
and process aspects in a holistic manner. An artifact type contains both an information
model (data for business objects) and a lifecycle model, which describes the possible
ways a business entity might progress through and responds to events and external
activities. A declarative approach using Guard-Stage-Milestone (GSM model) [9] based
on ECA(Event Condition Action)-like rules for specification of life cycles on business
artifacts has been developed in the recent years. Compared to DCR Graphs, the GSMmodel has a richer support for data, but also a more complex semantics that does not
capture acceptance criteria for infinite executions.

6 Evaluation
This work provides an initial report on tools being developed at Exformatics A/S examplified by a use-case being used internally within the company itself. As such no
concrete quantitative evaluation of the usefulness and commercial viabilty of the tools
exists yet. However, DCR Graphs as a modelling paradigm and the Exformatics tools
themselves have already seen both commercial and academic use. As a modelling
paradigm, DCR Graphs were applied in a commercial project involving Exformatics and Landsorganisationen i Danmark (LO), the umbrella organisation for Danish
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unions. During this project DCR Graphs were used to model the IT system that Exformatics developed for LO [1], but the lack of tool support for design and simulation
limited its use. In [5] we showed how DCR Graphs can be used to model a distributed
healthcare process encountered in a Danish hospital. DCR Graphs and the tools are currently employed in a project jointly with a danish research foundation for modelling the
case management process for handling funding applications from submission to decission. All of these cases have been demonstrated for industry at seminars with positive
feedback resulting in several requests for follow up meetings. Finally, Exformatics has
recently started a commercial project for the Danish Cancer Society, including the development of an invoice approval solution based on the example used in this paper and
using the Process Engine for execution of the workflows in the solution.
In the recent paper [17] we give the first empirical evaluation on what practitioners
think of declarative modelling based on a study performed at a Dutch provider of ECM
software. During the study some of those participating were presented Declare, while
others were presented DCR Graphs. While the overall results of the study point in the
direction of a hybrid model combining the imperative and declarative paradigms, it was
also clear that the declarative paradigm by itself was percieved as useful for the right
application domains.
In the Spring 2012 and 2013, the DCR Graphs model has been introduced in a
bachelor course in IT and Business Process Modelling at the IT University of Copenhagen [2]. Each year, the course was followed by about 40 students, and the DCR Graph
model was introduced for capturing process requirements, along with BPMN 2.0 for
modelling processes imperatively. The students worked in groups, modelling their own
processes identified in a field study performed in a previous course. They first modelled
the process in BPMN and subsequently were asked to model the requirements in DCR
Graphs and compare the models. They all experienced that the initial BPMN was good
at describing a procedure of how to carry out the process. However, when turning to
the DCR Graph model, they also realized that in most cases their BPMN model only
described a fairly rigid, happy path through the process. In most cases it took the group
two iterations to change their mindset to model requirements instead of the procedure.
This may however be influenced by the fact, that they did no longer have access to the
company in which they had performed the field study. Only in 2013, the DCR Graphs
editor was available, and we experienced that it made it much easier for the students
to learn the notation and semantics, and to appreciate its use for modelling process requirements. However, it was also clear that it still could be difficult for some of the
students to visualize the possible paths of the process specified as DCR Graphs.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have given an informal introduction to DCR Graphs and briefly described current tool support, and how DCR Graphs and the tools are being used by
Exformatics and in teaching at ITU university to model workflows.
Even though the uses in practice and teaching so far is limited, it has been very
encouraging. At presentations for industry the models have generally been appreciated
and easily understood. At the course the students were able to apply DCR Graphs to
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model processes obtained from their own field studies in a previous course. They reported back that using the simulation facility in the tool was a great help to understand
both the constraints of their own process and DCR Graphs as a model language.
As part of the future work, we plan to further develop the tools, making them more
easily accessible and user-friendly to process modelers, based on the usability studies
and feedback from students and clients of Exformatics. Furthermore, we also intend
to upgrade the tools to support some of the latest extensions on DCR Graphs such as
time [7], a distributed data model and more advanced verification techniques. Similarly, we are also working on extending the theory of DCR Graphs to provide a behavioral type system for cross-organizational workflows as initiated in [3]. In the future we
also want to research the challenge of developing business processes for knowledgeintensive and adaptive case management processes as initiated in [13], which require
more focus on evolutionary process data and adaptability of the process during execution.
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Abstract. We give a general technique for safe distribution of a declarative (global)
process as a network of (local) synchronously communicating declarative processes. Both the global and local processes are given as Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) Graphs. DCR Graphs is a recently introduced declarative process
model generalizing labelled prime event structures to a systems model able to
finitely represent ω-regular languages. An operational semantics given as a transition semantics between markings of the graph allows DCR Graphs to be conveniently used as both specification and execution model. The technique for distribution is based on a new general notion of projection of DCR Graphs relative to a
subset of labels and events identifying the set of external events that must be communicated from the other processes in the network in order for the distribution to
be safe. We prove that for any vector of projections that covers a DCR Graph that
the network of synchronously communicating DCR Graphs given by the projections is bisimilar to the original global process graph. We exemplify the distribution technique on a process identified in a case study of an cross-organizational
case management system carried out jointly with Exformatics A/S.

1 Introduction
A model-driven software engineering approach to distributed information systems typically include both global models describing the collective behavior of the system being
developed and local models describing the behavior of the individual peers or components.
The global and local descriptions should be consistent. If the modeling languages
have formal semantics and the local model language support composition of individual
processes, the consistency can be formally established, which we will refer to as the
consistency problem: Given a global model and a set of local models, is the behavior of
the composition of the local models consistent with the global model? In order to support ”top-down” model-driven engineering starting from the global model, one should
address the more challenging distributed synthesis problem: Given a global model and
?
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some formal description of how the model should be distributed, can we synthesize a
set of local processes with respect to this distribution which are consistent to the the
global model?
In past work, briefly surveyed below, the result of the distributed synthesis have been
a network of local processes described in an imperative process model, e.g. as a network
of typed pi-calculus processes or a product automaton. The global process description
has either been given declaratively, e.g. in some temporal logic, or imperatively, e.g. as
a choreography or more generally a transition system.
In the present paper we address the distributed synthesis problem in a setting where
both the global and the local processes are described declaratively as Dynamic Condition Response Graphs (DCR Graphs). DCR Graphs is a declarative workflow model
introduced previously in [14, 15] as a generalization of the classical event structure
model [47] allowing finite specification of infinite behavior (by allowing events to be
executed more than once and replacing the symmetric conflict relation by asymmetric exclusion and (re-)inclusion relations) and specification of progress conditions (by
replacing the causal order relation of event structures with two relations, respectively
defining the conditions for and required responses to the execution of an event).
The motivation for introducing the DCR Graph model is to give, as part of the
Trustworthy Pervasive Healthcare Services [13] project, a declarative model that can be
used both as specification language and execution language for flexible workflow and
business process. Indeed, the DCR Graphs model is inspired by and formalizes the core
primitives of the process model employed by the industrial partner (Resultmaker) in the
TrustCare project and is now being implemented in the workflow engine developed at
Exformatics. As identified in e.g. [6,43] declarative process languages make it easier to
specify loosely constrained systems. Also, we believe the declarative approach is more
promising when it comes to composition, and (dynamic) changes of processes which is
one of the main objectives of the TrustCare project.
To safely distribute a DCR Graph we first define (Def. 3, Sec. 3.1) a new general
notion of projection of DCR Graphs relative to a subset of labels and events. The key
point is to identify the set of events that must be communicated from other processes
in the network in order for the state of the local process to stay consistent with the
global specification (Prop. 1, Sec. 3). To also enable the reverse operation, building
global graphs from local graphs, we then define the composition of two DCR Graphs,
essentially by gluing joint events. As a sanity check we prove (Prop. 2, Sec. 3.2) that if
we have a collection of projections of a DCR Graph that cover the original graph (Def. 7,
Sec. 3.2) then the composition yields back the same graph. We then finally proceed to
the main technical result, defining networks of synchronously communicating DCR
Graphs and stating (in Thm. 1, Sec. 3.3) the correspondence between a global process
and a network of communicating DCR Graphs obtained from a covering projection
(relying on Prop. 1). Throughout the paper we exemplify the distribution technique on
a simple cross-organizational process identified within a case study carried out jointly
with Exformatics A/S using DCR Graphs for model-driven design and engineering of
an inter-organizational case management system. We conclude in Sec. 4 and provide
pointers to future work.
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Related Work

There are many researchers [1, 20, 21, 40–42, 46] who have explicitly focussed on the
problem of verifying the correctness of inter-organizational workflows in the domain
of petri nets. In [41], message sequence charts are used to model the interaction between the participant workflows that are modeled using petri nets and the overall workflow is checked for consistency against an interaction structure specified in message
sequence charts. In [20] Kindler et. al. followed a similar but more formal and concrete approach, where the interaction of different workflows is specified using a set
of scenarios given as sequence diagrams and using criteria of local soundness and
composition theorem, guaranteed the global soundness of an inter-organizational workflow. The authors in [40] proposed Query Nets based on predicate/transition petri nets
to guarantee global termination, without the need for having the global specification.
The work on workflow nets [1, 46] use a P2P (Public-To-Private) approach to partition a shared public view of an inter-organizational workflow over its participating entities and projection inheritance is used to generate a private view that is a subclass
to the relevant public view, to guarantee the deadlock and livelock freedom. Further a
more liberal and a weaker notion than projection inheritance, accordance has been used
in [42] to guarantee the weak termination in the multiparty contracts based on open nets.
Modeling global
behavior as a set of
conversations among
participating services
has been studied by
many researchers [2,
3, 11, 35, 48, 49] in
the area business processes. An approach
based on guarded automata studied in [11],
for the realizability
analysis of conversation protocols, whereas
Fig. 1. Key problems studied in related work
the authors in [49]
used colored petri nets to capture the complex conversations. A framework for calculating and controlled propagation of changes to the process choreographies based
on the modifications to partner’s private processes has been studied in [35]. Similarly,
but using process calculus to model service contracts, Bravetti-Zavattaro proposed conformance notion for service composition in [2] and further enhanced their correctness
criteria in [3] by the notion of strong service compliance.
Researchers [9,19,23,29] in the web services community have been working on web
service composition and decentralized process execution using BPEL [30] and other related technologies to model the web services. A technique to partition a composite web
service using program analysis was studied in [29] and on the similar approach, [19]
explored decomposition of a business process modeled in BPEL, primarily focussing
on P2P interactions . Using a formal approach based on I/O automata representing the
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services, the authors in [23] have studied the problem of synthesizing a decentralized
choreography strategy, that will have optimal overhead of service composition in terms
of costs associated with each interaction.
The derivation of descriptions of local components from a global model has been
researched for the imperative choreography language WS-CDL in the work on structured communication-centred programming for web services by Carbone, Honda and
Yoshida [4]. To put it briefly, the work formalizes the core of WS-CDL as the global
process calculus and defines a formal theory of end-point projections projecting the
global process calculus to abstract descriptions of the behavior of each of the local
”end-points” given as pi-calculus processes typed with session types.
A methodology for deriving process descriptions from a business contract formalized in a formal contract language was studied in [22], while [36] proposes an approach
to extract a distributed process model from collaborative business process. In [9, 10],
the authors have proposed a technique for the flexible decentralization of a process
specification with necessary synchronization between the processing entities using dependency tables.
In [5, 12, 27] foundational work has been made on synthesizing distributed transition systems from global specification for the models of synchronous product and asynchronous automata [50]. In [27] Mukund categorized structural and behavioral characterizations of the synthesis problem for synchronous and loosely cooperating communication systems based on three different notions of equivalence: state space, language
and bisimulation equivalence. Further Castellani et. al. [5] characterized when an an arbitrary transition system is isomorphic to its product transition systems with a specified
distribution of actions and they have shown that for finite state specifications, a finite
state distributed implementation can be synthesized. Complexity results for distributed
synthesis problems for the three notions of equivalences were studied in [12].
Many commercial and research workflow management systems also support distributed workflow execution and some of them even support ad-hoc changes as well.
ADEPT [34], Exotica [24], ORBWork [7], Rainman [31] and Newcastle-Nortel [39]
are some of the distributed workflow management systems. A good overview and discussion about distributed workflow management systems can be found in [32, 33].
So far the formalisms discussed above are more or less confined to imperative modeling languages such as Petri nets, workflow/open nets and automata based languages.
To the best of our knowledge, there exists very few works [8, 25] that have studied the
synthesis problem in declarative modeling languages and none where both the global
and local processes are given declaratively. In [8], Fahland has studied synthesizing
declarative workflows expressed in DecSerFlow [45] by translating to Petri nets. Only
a predefined set of DecSerFlow constraints are used in the mapping to the Petri nets
patterns, so this approach has a limitation with regards to the extensibility of the DecSerFlow language. On the other hand, in [25] Montali has studied the composition of
ConDec [44] models with respect to conformance with a given choreography, based on
the compatibility of the local ConDec models. But his study was limited to only composition, whereas the problem of synthesizing local models from a global model has
not been studied.
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5

Dynamic Condition Response Graphs

Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) Graphs has recently been introduced [15] as a
declarative process model generalizing labelled event structures [47] to allow finite representations of infinite behavior (i.e. a systems model [37, 38]) and representation of
progress properties.
A DCR Graph consists of a set of labelled events, a marking defining the executed
events, pending response events and included events, and four binary relations between
the events, defining the temporal constraints between events and dynamic inclusion and
exclusion of events.
We employ the following notations in the rest of the paper.
Notation: For a set A we write P(A) for the power set of A. For a binary relation
→⊆ A × A and a subset ξ ⊆ A of A we write → ξ and ξ → for the set {a ∈ A |
(∃a0 ∈ ξ | a → a0 )} and the set {a ∈ A | (∃a0 ∈ ξ | a0 → a)} respectively. Also, we
write →−1 for the inverse relation. Finally, for a natural number k we write [k] for the
set {1, 2, . . . , k}.
We then formally define a DCR Graph as follows.
Definition 1. A Dynamic Condition Response Graph G is a tuple (EG , MG , →•, •→
, ±, LG , lG ), where
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

EG is the set of events
MG = (ExG , ReG , InG ) ∈ P(EG ) × P(EG ) × P(EG ) is the marking,
→•⊆ EG × EG is the condition relation
•→⊆ EG × EG is the response relation
± : EG × EG * {+, %} is a partial function defining the dynamic inclusion and
exclusion relations by e →+ e0 if ±(e, e0 ) = + and e →% e0 if ±(e, e0 ) = %
(vi) LG is the set of labels
(vii) lG : EG → P(LG ) is a labeling function mapping events to sets of labels.
We write M(G) for the set P(EG ) × P(EG ) × P(EG ) of markings of G.
The marking MG = (ExG , ReG , InG ) is a tuple of three sets defining respectively the
previously executed events (ExG ), the set of required responses (ReG ), and the currently
included events (InG ). The set of required responses are the events that must eventually be executed (or excluded) in order to accept the execution, also referred to as the
pending responses. The set of included events are the events that currently are relevant
for conditions and may be executed (if their conditions are met). The condition relation
→• defines which (of the currently included) events must have been executed before an
event can be executed. That is, for an event e to be executed, it must be included, i.e.
e ∈ InG and the included conditions must be executed: (→• e) ∩ InG ⊆ ExG . The response relation •→ defines which responses are required after executing an event. That
is, if the event e is executed, the events e •→ are added to the set of required responses
in the marking. The dynamic inclusion and exclusion relations define how the set of
included events changes by executing an event: If the event e is executed, the events
e →+ are added to the set of included events in the marking and the events e →%
are removed. Finally, an event is labelled by zero or more labels. (This is slightly more
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general than previous work, where labels of events were sets of triples consisting of an
action, a role and a principal.)
Fig. 2 below shows an example DCR Graph identified during the development by
Exformatics of a cross-organizational case management system for the umbrella organization of unions in Denmark, named LO.

Fig. 2. Cross-organizational case management example

The graph has 7 events, drawn as boxes with ”ears”, and captures a process of creating a case, agreeing on meeting dates and holding meetings. The names of the events
are written inside the box and the set of actions for each event, representing the roles
that can execute the event, is written inside the ”ear”. That is, the event Create Case
in the upper left has label U and represents the creation of a case by a case manager at
a union (role U). The rightmost event, Hold meeting has two different labels, LO and
DA, representing a meeting held by LO and DA (the umbrella organization of employers) respectively.
The semantics for DCR Graphs has been given in [14, 15] as a labelled transition
system with acceptance condition for infinite computations. The set of accepted runs of
DCR Graphs was characterized by a mapping to Büchi-automata in [26].
Definition 2. For a DCR Graph G = (EG , MG , →•, •→, ±, LG , lG ), we define the corresponding labelled transition system T S(G) to be the tuple (M(G), MG , EL(G), →)
where EL(G) = EG ×LG is the set of labels of the transition system, MG = (ExG , InG , ReG ) ∈
M(G) is the initial marking, and →⊆ M(G) × EL(G) × M(G) is the transition re(e,a)

lation defined by MG 0 −−−→ MG 00 if
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

MG 0 = (ExG 0 , InG 0 , ReG 0 ) is the marking before transition
MG 00 = (ExG 00 , InG 00 , ReG 00 ) is the marking after transition
e ∈ InG 0 , a ∈ lG (e)
→• e ∩InG 0 ⊆ ExG 0 ,
ExG 00 = ExG 0 ∪ {e}
InG 00 = (InG 0 ∪ e →+) \ e →%,
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(vii) ReG 00 = (ReG 0 \ {e}) ∪ e •→,
We define a run a0 , a1 , . . . of the transition system to be a sequence of labels of a
(ei ,ai )

sequence of transitions MGi −−−−→ MGi+1 starting from the initial marking. We define
a run to be accepting if for the underlying sequence of transitions it holds that ∀i ≥
0, e ∈ ReGi .∃j ≥ i.(e = ej ∨ e 6∈ InGj+1 ). In words, a run is accepting if every
response event either happen at some later state or become excluded.
Condition (iii) in the above definition expresses that, only events that are currently included and mapped to the labels in LG can be executed, Condition (iv) requires that
all condition events to e which are currently included should have been executed previously. Condition (v), (vi) and (vii) are the updates to the sets of executed, included events
and required responses respectively. Note that an event e0 can not be both included and
excluded by the same event e, but an event may trigger itself as a response.
To ease keeping track of transition systems of different DCR Graphs we extend the
(e,a)

transition system to transitions between graphs in the obvious way, writing G −−−→ G0
(e,a)

if G = (EG , MG , →•, •→, ±, LG , lG ), MG −−−→ MG 0 in T S(G) and G0 = (EG , MG 0 , →•
, •→, ±, LG , lG ).

3

Projection and Composition

In this section we define projections and compositions of dynamic condition response
graphs.
3.1

Projection

First we define how to project a DCR Graph G with respect to a projection parameter
δ = (Eδ , Lδ ), where Eδ ⊆ EG is a subset of the events of G and Lδ ⊆ LG is a subset of
the labels.
Intuitivly, the projection G|δ contains only those events and relations that are relevant for the execution of events in Eδ and the labeling is restricted to the set Lδ . This
includes both the events in Eδ and any other event that can affect the marking, or ability
to execute of an event in Eδ through one or more relations.
Definition 3. If G = (EG , MG , →•, •→, ±, LG , l) then G|δ = (EG|δ , MG|δ , →•|δ , •→|δ
, ±|δ , Lδ , l|δ ) is the projection of G with respect to δ ⊆ EG where:
[
(i) EG|δ =→Eδ , for →=
c, and C = {id, →•, •→, →+, →%, →+→•, →%→•}
(

c∈C

lG (e) ∩ Lδ if e ∈ Eδ
(ii) l|δ (e) =
∅
if e ∈ EG|δ \Eδ
(iii) MG|δ = (ExG|δ , ReG|δ , InG|δ ) where:
(a) ExG|δ = ExG ∩ EG|δ
(b) ReG|δ = ReG ∩ Eδ
(c) InG|δ = (InG ∩ ((id∪ →•)Eδ )) ∪ (EG|δ \ ((id∪ →•)Eδ ))
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(a) Projection Over
Role U

(b) Projection Over Role DA

(c) Projection Over Role LO
Fig. 3. Projecting of Arrange Meeting Example Over Roles

(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

→•|δ =→• ∩((→• Eδ ) × Eδ )
•→|δ =•→ ∩((•→ Eδ ) × Eδ )
→+|δ =→+ ∩(((→+→• Eδ ) × (→• Eδ )) ∪ ((→+ Eδ ) × Eδ ))
→%|δ =→% ∩(((→%→• Eδ ) × (→• Eδ )) ∪ ((→% Eδ ) × Eδ ))

(i) defines the set of events as the union of the set Eδ of events that we project over,
any event that has a direct relation towards an event in Eδ and events that exclude or
include an event which is a condition for an event in Eδ . The additional events will be
included in the projection without labels, as can be seen from the definition of the labeling function in (ii). This means that the events can not be executed locally. However,
when composed in a network containing other processes that can execute these events,
their execution will be communicated to the process. For this reason we refer to these
events as the (additional) external events of the projection. As proven in Prop. 1 the
communication of the execution of this set of external events in addition to the local
events shared by others ensure that the local state of the projection stay consistent with
the global state. (iii) defines the projection of the marking: The executed events remain
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the same, but are limited to the events in EG|δ . The responses are limited to events in Eδ
because these are the only responses that will affect the local execution of the projected
graph. The set of included events remains the same for events in Eδ or Eδ →• , because
these can affect which events are enabled in the projected graph. All other external
events of the projected graph are included regardless of their state in the marking of the
global graph. This is because in the local process is only notified of the execution of
these events, not their in- or exclusion. Finally, (iv), (v), (vi) and (vii) state which relations should be included in the projection. For the events in Eδ all incoming relations
should be included. Additionally inclusion and exclusion relations to events that are a
condition for an event in Eδ are included as well.
To define networks of communicating DCR Graphs and their semantics we use the
following extension of a DCR Graph allowing any event to be executed with a special
input label. These transitions will only be used for the communication in a network and
thus not be visible as user events.
Definition 4. For a DCR Graph G = (EG , MG , →•, •→, ±, LG , l) define G[ = (EG , MG , →•
, •→, ±, LG ∪ {[}, l[ ), where l[ = l(e) ∪ {[} (assuming that [ 6∈ LG ).
We are now ready to state the key correspondence between global execution of
events and the local execution of events in a projection.
Proposition 1. Let G = (EG , MG , →•, •→, ±, LG , l) be a DCR Graph and G|δ its projection with respect to a projection parameter δ = (Eδ , Lδ ). Then
(e,a)

(e,a)

1. for e ∈ Eδ it holds that G −−−→ G0 if and only if G|δ −−−→ G0|δ ,
(e,a)

2. for e 6∈ EG|δ it holds that G −−−→ G0 implies G|δ = G0|δ ,
(e,a)

(e,[)

3. for e ∈ EG|δ it holds that G −−−→ G0 implies (G|δ )[ −−−→ (G0|δ )[ ,
3.2

Composition

Now we define the binary composition of two DCR Graphs. Intuitively, the composition
of G1 and G2 glues together the events that are both in G1 and G2 .
Definition 5. Formally, the composite G1 ⊕ G2 = (EG , MG , →•, •→, ±, LG , l), where
Gi = (EGi , MGi , →•i , •→i , ±i , LGi , li ), MGi = (ExGi , ReGi , InGi ) and:
(i) EG = (EG1 ∪ EG2 )
(ii) MG = (ExG , ReG , InG ), where:
(a) ExG = ExG1 ∪ ExG2
(b) InG = (InG1 ∪ InG2 ) \ (((EG i1 ∪ →•EG i1 ) \ InG1 ) ∪ ((EG i2 ∪ →•EG i2 ) \ InG2 ))
(c) ReG = ReG1 ∪ ReG2
for EG ij = {e ∈ EGj | lj (e) 6= ∅}
(iii) →=→1 ∪ →2 for each →∈ {→•, •→, →+, →%}
(iv) l(e) = l1 (e) ∪ l2 (e)
(v) LG = LG1 ∪ LG2
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(iib) states that events are included, if they’re either included in G1 or G2 , unless
they are events that are either internal or have a condition towards an internal event
and are excluded in G1 or G2 . The intuition here is that if an event is internal or has a
condition towards an internal event, then it affects the enabled events of the graph, so
it’s inclusion status should be the same in the composed graph. The inclusion/exclusion
status of other external events however may simply not have been updated because the
graph is not aware of all relations towards these events. This is not unsafe because
the inclusion of these events does not affect the execution of the graph. Therefor the
definition states that if an event is internal or has a condition towards an internal event
in G1 or G2 , then it’s inclusion status should be the same in the composed graph, and
in any other case the event is included if it was included in G1 or G2 . (iic) states that
the events with pending responses are those events that have a pending response in G1
or G2 .
Definition 6. The composition G1 ⊕ G2 is well-defined when:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

∀(e ∈ EG1 ∩ EG2 | (e ∈ ExG1 ⇔ e ∈ ExG2 )
∀(e ∈ (EG i1 ∪ →•EG i1 ) ∩ (EG i2 ∪ →•EG i2 ) | (e ∈ InG1 ⇔ e ∈ InG2 )
∀(e ∈ EG i1 ∩ EG i2 | (e ∈ ReG1 ⇔ e ∈ ReG2 )
∀(e, e0 ∈ EG1 ∩ EG2 | ¬((e →+1 e0 ∧ e →%2 e0 ) ∨ (e →%1 e0 ∧ e →+2 e0 )))

(i) ensures that those events that will be glued together have the same execution
marking. (ii) ensures that events that will be glued together and in both DCR Graphs
belong to either the set of internal events or the set of events that have a conditional
relation towards an internal event, have the same inclusion marking. (iii) ensures that
events that will be glued together and in both DCR Graphs belong to the set of internal
events have the same pending response marking. (iv) ensures that by composing the
two DCR Graphs no event both includes and excludes the same event. If G1 ⊕ G2 is
well-defined, then we also say that G1 and G2 are composable with respect to eachother.
Lemma 1. The composition operator ⊕ is commutative and associative.

Definition 7. We call a vector ∆ = δ1 . . . δk of projection parameters covering for
some DCR Graph G = (EG , MG , →•, •→, ±, LG , lG ) if:
[
1.
Eδ i = EG and
i∈[k]

2. (∀a ∈ LG .∀e ∈ EG .a ∈ lG (e) ⇒ (∃i ∈ [k].e ∈ Eδ i ∧ a ∈ Lδ i )

Proposition 2. If some vector
M ∆ = δ1 . . . δk of projection parameters is covering for
some DCR Graph G then:
G|δi = G
i∈[k]

3.3

Safe Distributed Synchronous Execution

In this section we define networks of synchronously communicating DCR Graphs and
prove the main technical theorem of the paper stating that a network of synchronously
communicating DCR Graphs obtained by projecting a DCR Graph G with respect to a
covering set of projection parameters has the same behavior as the original graph G.
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Definition 8. We define a network of synchronously communicating DCR Graphs N
by the grammar
N := G | N kN

and let NE×L be the set of all networks with events in E and labels in L.
We write Πi∈[n] Gi for G1 kG2 k . . . kGn . We define the set of events of a network
of graphs inductively by E(G) = EG and E(N1 kN2 ) = E(N1 ) ∪ E(N2 ). Similarly,
we define the set of labels of a network of graphs inductively by L(G) = LG and
L(N1 kN2 ) = L(N1 ) ∪ L(N2 ).
Definition 9. The semantics of networks of buffered DCR Graphs are given by the following inference rules:
(e,[)

G[1 −−−→ G[2

input

G1
sync input

local input

N1

Be

N10

N1 kN2
Ni

Be

Ni0

(e,a)

sync step

G2
N2

Be

Be

N20

N10 kN20

e∈
/ E(N1−i )

N0 kN1
Ni −−−→ Ni0

Be

Be

N00 kN1

N1−i

Be

0
N1−i

(e,a)

N0 kN1 −−−→ N00 kN10
(e,a)

local step

Ni −−−→ Ni0

e∈
/ E(Ni−1 )

(e,a)

N0 kN1 −−−→

N00 kN1

0
N1−i = N1−i
, i ∈ {0, 1}

i ∈ {0, 1}

0
N1−i = N1−i
, i ∈ {0, 1}

For a network of synchronously communicating DCR Graphs N we define the corresponding transition system T S(N ) by (NEL(N ) , N, EL(N ), →⊆ NEL(N ) × EL(N ) ×
NEL(N ) ) where EL(N ) = E(N ) × L(N ) and the transition relation →⊆ NEL(N ) ×
EL(N ) × NEL(N ) is defined by the inference rules above.
We define a run a0 , a1 , . . . of the transition system to be a sequence of labels of a
(ei ,ai )

sequence of transitions Ni −−−−→ Ni+1 starting from the initial network. We define
a run for a network N = Πi∈[n] Gi to be accepting if for the underlying sequence of
transitions it holds that ∀j ∈ [n], ∀i ≥ 0, e ∈ ReGj,i .∃k ≥ i.(e = ek ∨ e 6∈ InGj,k+1 ),
where ReGj,i is the set of required responses in the jth DCR Graph in the network in
the ith step of the run. In words, a run is accepting if every response event in a local
DCR Graph in the network either happen at some later state or become excluded.
We are now ready to give the main theorem of the paper, stating the correspondence
between a global DCR Graph and the network of synchronously communicating DCR
Graph obtained from a covering projection.
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Theorem 1. For a Dynamic Condition Response Graph G and a covering vector of
projection parameters ∆ = δ1 . . . δn it holds that T S(G) is bisimilar to T S(G∆ ),
where G∆ = Πi∈[n] G|δi . Moreover, a run is accepting in T S(G) if and only if the
bisimilar run is accepting in T S(G∆ ).
3.4

Example

In this section, we will use the arrange meeting example from Sec. 1 and show how
events are executed in distributed setting. We assume the arrange meeting example is
projected to a network G1u || G1da || G1lo of three DCR Graphs as shown in the Fig. 3
and described in Sec. 3 and abbreviate the names for the events.
(Cc,U)

1. Using sync step, local input, and input we get the transition G1u || G1da || G1lo −−−−→
G2u || G1da || G2lo capturing the local execution of the event Cc labelled with U in
G1u which is communicated synchronously to G1lo . This updates the markings by
adding the event Cc to the set of executed events in both G1u and G1lo . But since
Cc has an exclude relation to itself in both G1u and G1lo (see Fig. 3(a) and 3(c)), the
event is also excluded from the set of included events in both markings. Finally,
because of the response relation to the event PdLO in G1lo (see Fig. 3(c)), the event
PdLO is added to the set of required responses in the resulting marking G2lo .
2. We can now execute the event PdLO in the DCR graph G2lo concurrently with the
event Uc in DCR graph G2u .
As the event Uc is only local to G2u we get by using local step the transition G2u ||
(Uc,U)

G1da || G2lo −−−−→ G3u || G1da || G2lo that only updates the marking of G2u .
In addition to being local to G2lo , the event PdLO is also external event in graph
G1da , so as in the first step by using sync step local input, and input we get the
(PdLO,LO)

transition G3u || G1da || G2lo −−−−−−→ G3u || G2da || G3lo , where the event PdLO has
been added to the executed event set of both the marking of G1da and G2lo . Again,
because of the self-exclusion relations, the event PdLO is also excluded from the
sets of included events in the two markings, and because of the response relations,
the events ADA and Hm are added to the set of pending responses in G1da and the
event Hm is added to the set of pending responses in G2lo .
3. In response to the dates proposed by LO, the DA may choose to propose new dates
by executing the event PdDA in the graph graph G2da .
(PdDA,DA)

G3u || G2da || G3lo −−−−−−→ G3u || G3da || G4lo This triggers the exclusion of
the events PdDA and ADA and the inclusion of the events PdLO and ALO in the
markings of both G2da and G3lo . It will also include the event ALO in the required
response set in the resulting marking G4lo .
4. Now LO may choose to accept the new dates proposed by DA by executing the event
ALO in the graph graph G4lo , giving the transition
(ALO,LO))

G3u || G3da || G4lo −−−−−−→ G3u || G4da || G5lo . This records the event ALO as
executed in markings of both G4da and G5lo and excludes PdLO in both markings
(i.e. it is not possible to propose new dates after acceptance).
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5. Since the event ALO is recorded as executed in markings of both G4da and G5lo
and the event ADA is excluded, the hold meeting event Hm will be enabled in both
graphs G5lo and G4da . The LO may choose to hold the meeting, giving the transition
(Hm,LO)

G3u | BG4da || G5lo −−−−→ G3u || G5da || G6lo
Note that this event is also communicated to DA, added to the set of executed events
and removed from the set of pending responses. Since there are no pending responses in any of the local graphs the finite run is in an accepting state.

4

Conclusion

We have given a general technique for distributing a declarative (global) process as a
network of synchronously communicating (local) declarative processes and proven the
global and distributed execution to be equivalent.
The global and local processes are given as Dynamic Condition Response (DCR)
Graphs, a recently introduced declarative process model generalizing labelled prime
event structures to a systems model able to finitely represent ω-regular languages. The
DCR Graph model has the advantage that it is on the one hand declarative and compositional, and on the other hand it has a simple and intuitive operational semantics given
as a transition semantics between markings of the graph. This allows the model to be
used both as specification and execution model.
As briefly surveyed in Sec. 1.1 there have been a lot of related work on synthesis of
distributed systems and proving consistency with respect to a global model or property.
We believe this is the first treatment where both the local and global models are given
declaratively in the same model. This maintains the flexibility of a declarative model
for the local processes, and allows local processes to be further distributed if necessary.
We exemplified the safe distribution technique on a process identified in a case study
of an inter-organizational case management system carried out jointly with Exformatics
A/S.
We leave for future work to study the harder problem of asynchronously communicating distributed processes. This may benefit from researching the true concurrency
semantics inherent in the model and extend the transition semantics to include concurrency, e.g. like in [18, 28]. We also plan to study behavioral types describing the
interfaces between communicating DCR Graphs, extending the work on session types
in [4] to a declarative setting. Moreover, we intend to address extension of the DCR
Graph model with time, data and dynamic instantiation of sub processes (also referred
to multiple instances) to be able to model more realistic workflow processes. A first
step is taken in [17] extending DCR Graphs to allow nested sub graphs. This extension introduced an additional relation between events, the milestone relation, making
it possible to express the acceptance of a sub graph succinctly. We believe the results
in the present paper can be extended to nested DCR Graphs and the milestone relation,
although it will complicate the definition of projections.
Finally, we plan to continue the ongoing implementation of tools for DCR Graphs,
and in particular to implement the safe distribution technique in the current prototype
design and simulation tools briefly described in [16].
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Abstract. We present a formal technique for safe distribution of workflow processes described declaratively as nested Dynamic Condition Response (DCR)
Graphs and apply the technique to a distributed healthcare workflow. Concretely,
we provide a method to synthesize from a nested DCR Graph and any distribution of its atomic events a set of local process graphs communicating by shared
events, such that the distributed execution of the local processes is equivalent
to executing the original process. The technique extends our recent work on safe
distribution of non-nested DCR Graphs applied to cross-organizational case management. The main contributions of the present paper is to adapt the technique to
allow for nested processes and milestones and to apply it to a healthcare workflow identified in a previous field study at danish hospitals. We also provide a
new formalization of the semantics of DCR Graphs which highlights its declarative nature.

1

Introduction

The overall goal of the interdisciplinary Trustworthy Pervasive Healthcare Services
(TrustCare) project [16] is to develop a foundation for trustworthy it-supported healthcare workflows. Healthcare workflows involve coordination of a heterogeneous set of
professionals, patients, organizations and sectors, and must be able to adapt to inevitable
changes of treatment processes and organization of the work [23, 40]. This challenges
traditional workflow management systems using an imperative process modeling language such as Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [35] in which the control
flow is modeled explicitly. Typically a flow diagram will only cover the normal flow
and a few possible exceptionally flows, leading to rigid and inflexible, over-specified
workflows. Declarative process languages, allowing any flow that fulfill the specified
constraints, have been suggested by a number of researchers as being more appropriate
for representing workflow processes requiring a high degree of flexibility [8–10,33,43].
The TrustCare project combines research in pervasive user-interfaces [2, 3] with research in formal logic and domain specific process languages, taking as starting point [31]
?
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the declarative workflow process language developed and used by Resultmaker, the industrial partner of the project.
The present paper focus on and extends our work on formal process languages, in
particular the development of a basic formal declarative workflow language called Dynamic Condition Response Graphs (DCR Graphs) introduced in [17] and extended to
allow nested (i.e. hierarchical) process definitions in [19, 20] and a new milestone relation between activities. In [21] we have shown how, given a (non-nested) DCR Graph
describing a global, collaborative process and any distribution of the activities, to derive
a set of local DCR Graphs corresponding to the activity distribution and achieving the
same global behavior by synchronously communicating the relevant events between the
local processes. The main new contributions of the present paper is to adapt the distribution technique given in [21] to allow for nested processes and the new milestone relation
between activities as introduced in [20] and demonstrate the use of the technique on an
oncology healthcare workflow previously identified during a field study at danish hospitals [26]. The workflow was described loc. cit. using an early formalization of the
Resultmaker workflow process language. Another contribution of the present paper is
to formalize the workflow process as a nested DCR Graphs. Finally, we also provide a
new presentation of the formal semantics of DCR Graphs that highlights the declarative
nature. The present paper extends the results presented in the pre-proceedings of FHIES
2011 [22] which omitted the primitives of DCR Graphs for dynamically changing the
set of included activities in the workflow.
The intention of the oncology healthcare workflow is to illustrate two important
kinds of flexibility appearing in healthcare workflows: 1) The need for reconsidering
a previous activity if its validity at a later stage is questioned by a co-worker and 2)
The need for distribution of collaborative tasks and ability to tailor this distribution to
local conditions (e.g. the size and organization of work within a hospital). These needs
have also been identified during field studies of case management processes [19] and
appears to be generally relevant for knowledge work processes and not only healthcare
workflows.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 1.1 ending the introduction we
briefly discuss related work. We present the oncology workflow example in Sec. 2 as
a nested Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) Graph, describing the semantics informally. In Sec. 3 we recall the formal definition of nested DCR Graphs and provide a new
presentation of their semantics. We then in Sec. 4 formalize the distribution technique
and exemplify it on the oncology workflow. Finally we conclude in Sec. 5.
1.1

Related Work

The problem of verifying the correctness of cross-organizational workflows described
as variants of Petri nets has been studied in [1, 25, 27, 39, 41, 42, 46] and models of
global behavior based on conversations among participating services have been studied
in [4, 5, 14, 36, 48, 49]. A technique to partition a composite web service using program
analysis was studied in [34] and using a similar approach, [24] explored decomposition
of a business process modeled in BPEL, primarily focussing on P2P interactions . Using
a formal approach based on I/O automata representing the services, the authors in [29]
have studied the problem of synthesizing a decentralized choreography strategy, that
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will have optimal overhead of service composition in terms of costs associated with
each interaction.
The derivation of descriptions of local components from a global model has also
been researched in the work on structured communication-centred programming for
web services by Carbone, Honda and Yoshida [6]. The work formalizes the core of WSCDL as the global process calculus and defines a formal theory of end-point projections
projecting the global process calculus to abstract descriptions of the behavior of each
of the local ”end-points” given as pi-calculus processes typed with session types.
A methodology for deriving process descriptions from a business contract formalized in a formal contract language was studied in [28], while [38] proposes an approach
to extract a distributed process model from collaborative business process. In [12, 13],
the authors have proposed a technique for the flexible decentralization of a process specification with necessary synchronization between the processing entities using dependency tables. In [7,15,32] foundational work has been made on synthesizing distributed
transition systems from global specification for the models of synchronous product and
asynchronous automata [50].
The formalisms discussed above are all confined to imperative modeling languages
such as Petri nets, workflow/open nets and automata based languages. To the best of
our knowledge, there exists very few works on distributed cross-organizational workflows which consider declarative modeling languages and none where both the global
and local processes are given declaratively using the same formalism. In [11], Fahland
has studied synthesizing declarative workflows expressed in DecSerFlow [45] by translating to Petri nets. Only a predefined set of DecSerFlow constraints are used in the
mapping to the Petri nets patterns, so this approach has a limitation with regards to the
extensibility of the DecSerFlow language. On the other hand, in [30] Montali has studied the composition of ConDec [44] models with respect to conformance with a given
choreography, based on the compatibility of the local ConDec models. But his study
was limited to only composition of local models, whereas the problem of splitting a
global model in local models has not been studied.

2 Distributed Declarative Healthcare Workflows by Example
In Fig. 1 below we show the graphical representation of the nested Dynamic Condition
Response Graph formalizing a variant of the oncology workflow studied in [26]. In this
section we informally describe the formalism and the distribution technique formalized
in the rest of the paper using the example workflow. For details of the field study and
the workflow we refer the reader to [26].
The boxes denote activities (also referred to as events in the following sections).
Administer medicine is a nested activity having sub activities give medicine and
trust. Give medicine is an atomic activity, i.e. it has no sub activities. Trust is again a
nested activity having sub activities sign nurse 1 and sign nurse 2. Finally, medicine
preparation is a nested activity having seven sub activities dealing with the preparation
of medicine. An activity may be either included or excluded, the latter are drawn as a
dashed box as e.g. the edit and cancel activities.
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Fig. 1. Oncology Workflow as a nested DCR Graph

A run of the workflow consists of a (possibly infinite) sequence of executions of
atomic activities. (A nested activity is considered executed when all its sub activities
are executed). An activity can be executed any number of times during a run, as long as
the activity is included and the constraints for executing it are satisfied, in which case
we say the activity is enabled.
The constraints and dynamic exclusion and inclusion are expressed as five different
core relations between activities represented as arrows in the figure above: The condition relation, the response relation, the milestone relation, the include relation, and the
exclude relation.
The condition relation is represented by an orange arrow with a bullet at the arrow
head. E.g. the condition relation from the activity sign doctor to the activity don’t trust
prescription(N) means that sign doctor must have been executed at least once before
the activity don’t trust prescription(N) can be executed.
The response relation is represented by a blue arrow with a bullet at its source.
E.g. the response relation from the activity prescribe medicine to the activity give
medicine means that the latter must be executed (at some point) after (any execution
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of) the activity prescribe medicine. We say that a workflow is in a completed state
if all such response constraints have been fulfilled (or the required response activity is
excluded). However, note that a workflow may be continued from a completed state
and change to a non-completed state if an activity is executed that requires another
response or includes an activity which has not been executed since it was last required as
a response. Also note that the response constraint may cause some infinite runs to never
pass through a complete state if the executed activities keep triggering new responses.
In the following section we make precise when such infinite runs can be regarded as a
complete execution.
The third core relation used in the example is the milestone relation represented
as a dark red arrow with a diamond at the arrow head. The milestone relation was
introduced in [20] jointly with the ability to nest activities. A relation to and/or from
a nested activity simply unfolds to relations between all sub activities. A milestone
relation from a nested activity to another activity then in particular means that the entire
nested activity must be in a completed state before that activity can be executed. E.g.
medicine preparation is a milestone for the activity administer medicine, which
means that none of the sub activities of administer medicine can be carried out if any
one of the sub activities of medicine preparation is included and has not been executed
since it was required as a response.
Two activities can be related by any combination of these relations. In the graphical notation we have employed some shorthands, e.g. indicating the combination of a
condition and a response relation by and arrow with a bullet in both ends.
Finally, DCR Graphs allow two relations for dynamic exclusion and dynamic inclusion of activities represented as a green arrow with a plus at the arrow head and a
red arrow with a minus at the arrow head respectively. The exclusion relation is used
in the example between the cancel activity and the treatment activity. Since all other
activities in the workflow are sub activities of the treatment activity this means that all
activities are excluded if the cancel activity is executed. The inclusion relation is used
between the prescribe medicine activity and the manage prescription activity
The run-time state of a nested DCR Graph can be formally represented as a pair
(Ex, Re, In) of sets of atomic activities (referred to as the marking of the graph). The set
Ex is the set of atomic activities that have been executed at least once during the run.
The set Re is the set of atomic activities that, if included, are required to be executed
at least one more time in the future as the result of a response constraint (i.e. they are
pending responses). Finally, the set In denotes the currently included activities.
The set Ex thus may be regarded as a set of completed activities, the set Re as the
set of activities on the to-do list and the set In as the activities that are currently relevant
for the workflow.
Note that an activity may be completed once and still be on the to-do list, which
simply means that it must be executed (completed) again. This makes it very simple to
model the situation where an activity needs to be (re)considered as a response to the
execution of an activity. In the oncology example this is e.g. the case for the response
relation between the don’t trust prescription(N) activity (representing that a nurse
reports that he doesn’t trust the prescription) and the sign doctor activity. The effect
is that the doctor is asked to reconsider her signature on the prescription. In doing that
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she may or may not decide to change the prescription, i.e. execute prescribe medicine
again.
We indicate the marking graphically by adding a check mark to every atomic activity
that has been executed (i.e. is included in the set Ex of the marking), an exclamation
mark to every atomic activity which, if included, is required to be executed at least
once more in the future (i.e. is included in the set Re), and making a box dashed if the
activity is not included (i.e. is not included in the set In of the marking). In Fig. 1 we
have shown an example marking where prescribe medicine has been executed. This
has caused manage prescription and its sub activities edit and cancel to be included,
and sign doctor and give medicine to be required as responses, i.e the two activities
are included in the set Re of the marking (on the to-do list).
As described above, an activity can be executed if it is enabled. Sign doctor is
enabled for execution in the example marking, since its only condition (prescribe
medicine) has been executed and it has no milestones. Give medicine on the other
hand is not enabled since it has the (nested) activity trust as condition, which means
that all sub activities of trust (sign nurse 1 and sign nurse 2) must be executed before
give medicine is enabled. Also, both give medicine and trust are sub activities of
administer medicine which further has sign doctor as condition and milestone, and
medicine preparation as milestone. The condition relation from sign doctor means
that the prescription must be signed before the medicine can be administered. The milestone relations means that the medicine can not be given as long as sign doctor or any
of the sub activities of medicine preparation is on the to-do list (i.e. in the set Re of
pending responses).
Most activities should only be available to a subset of the users of the workflow
system. For this reason the commercial implementation of the workflow management
system provided by Resultmaker employs a role based access control, assigning to every atomic activity a finite set of roles and assigning to every role a set of access rights
controlling if the activity is invisible or visible to users fulfilling the role. If an activity is visible it is specified wether the role is allowed to execute the activity or not.
Users are either statically (e.g. by login) or dynamically assigned to roles (e.g. by email
invitation).
In the formalization presented in this paper, the assigned roles are given as part of
the name of the activity. In the graphical representation we have shown the roles within
small ”ears” on the boxes. In the example workflow we have the following different
roles: Doctor (D), Controlling Pharmacist (CP), Pharmacist Assistant (PA) and Nurse
(N). Hereto comes roles N1 and N2 which must dynamically be assigned to two different authorized persons (nurses or doctors). This is at present the only way to implement
the constraint stating that two different authorized persons must sign the product prepared by the pharmacists before the medicine is administered to the patient. Future work
will address less ad hoc ways to handle these kind of constraints between activities referring to the identify of users.
The commercial implementation is based on a centralized workflow manager controlling the execution of the entire, global workflow. However, workflows often span
different units or departments within the organization, e.g. the pharmacy and the patient
areas, or even cross boundaries of different organizations (e.g. different hospitals). In
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some situations it may be very relevant to execute the local parts of the workflow on a
local (e.g. mobile) device without permanent access to a network, e.g. during preparation of the medicine in the pharmacy. Also, different organizations may want to keep
control of their own parts of the workflow and not delegate the management to a central service. This motivates the ability to split the workflow in separate components,
each only referring to the activities relevant for the local unit and being manageable
independently of the other components.
The technique for distributing DCR Graphs introduced in [21] and extended in the
present paper is a first step towards supporting this kind of splitting of workflow definitions. Given any division of activities on local units (assigning every activity to at
least one unit) it describes how to derive a set of graphs, one for each unit, describing
the local part of the workflow. Such a local process, referred to as a projection is again
a DCR Graph. It includes the activities assigned to the unit but also the relevant external activities executed within other units for which an event must be send to the local
process when they are executed. An example of a projection relative to the activities
assigned the doctor role (D) is given in Fig. 2(a) in Sec. 4. The diagram shows that
the projection also includes the two external activities (indicated as double line boxes)
don’t trust prescription (N) and don’t trust prescription (CP). These two activities,
representing respectively a nurse and a controlling pharmacist reporting that the prescription is not trusted, are the only external activities that may influence the workflow
of the doctor by requiring sign doctor as a response. Similarly, Fig. 2(b),2(c), and 2(d)
shows projections corresponding to the nurse, controlling pharmacist, and pharmacist
assistant roles. However, if for instance the roles of the controlling pharmacist and the
pharmacist assistant are always assigned to the same persons one may instead choose
to keep all these activities together in a unit. This can be obtained by simply projecting
on all activities assigned either the CP or the PA role.

3 Nested Dynamic Condition Response Graphs
Dynamic Condition Response Graphs (DCR Graphs) [17] is both a generalization of
labelled event structures [47] and the Process Matrix workflow model developed by
Resultmaker, our industrial partner in the TrustCare research project. The DCR Graphs
were extended in [20] to Nested DCR Graphs, supporting sub graphs and a new milestone relation, motivated by a case study of cross-organizational case management [19].
Further in [21], we have considered safe distribution of DCR Graphs without milestone
relation where as in [18], we have defined projection and distribution for a restricted
nested model Condition Response Graphs, simplified by not allowing the dynamic inclusion and exclusion. In the present paper, we will consider full version of Nested DCR
Graphs with both milestone and dynamic inclusion/exclusion relations and provide distribution of nested DCR Graphs. We employ the following notations in the paper.
Notation: For a set A we write P(A) for the power set of A. For a binary relation
→⊆ A × A and a subset ξ ⊆ A of A we write → ξ and ξ → for the set {a ∈ A | (∃a0 ∈
ξ | a → a0 )} and the set {a ∈ A | (∃a0 ∈ ξ | a0 → a)} respectively. Also, we write
→−1 for the inverse relation. Finally, for a natural number k we write [k] for the set
{1, 2, . . . , k}.
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We then formally define nested dynamic condition response graph as follows.
Definition 1. A Dynamic Condition Response Graph (DCR Graph) G is a tuple (E, M, →•
, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l), where
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

E is the set of events (or activities),
M = (Ex, Re, In) ∈ M(G) is the marking, for M(G) =def P(E)×P(E)×P(E),
→•⊆ E × E is the condition relation,
•→⊆ E × E is the response relation,
→⊆ E × E is the milestone relation,
→+, →%⊆ E × E is the dynamic include relation and exclude relation, satisfying
that ∀e ∈ E.e →+ ∩e →%= ∅,
(vii) L is the set of labels,
(viii) l : E → P(L) is a labeling function mapping events to sets of labels.

A Nested Dynamic Condition Response Graph (Nested DCR Graph) G is a tuple (E, B, M, →•
, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l), where
(i) (E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l) is a DCR Graph,
(ii) B : E * E is a partial function mapping an event to its super-event (if defined),
(iii) M ∈ P(atoms(E)) × P(atoms(E)) × P(atoms(E)), where atoms(E) = E\{e ∈
E | ∃e0 ∈ E. B (e0 ) = e} is the set of atomic events.

We write e B e0 if e0 = Bk (e) for 0 < k and write e D e0 if e B e0 or e = e0 , and e E e0
if e0 B e or e = e0 . We require that the resulting relation,D ⊂ E × E, referred to as the
nesting relation, is a well founded partial order. We also require that the nesting relation
is consistent with respect to dynamic inclusion/exclusion in the following sense: If eBe0
or e0 B e then e →+ ∩e0 →%= ∅.

We already introduced the graphical notation for Nested DCR Graphs by example in
the previous section. We will not write out the complete formal specification. The events
are all boxes, e.g. E = {treatment, manage prescription, prescribe medicine, ...}, the
nesting relation captures the inclusion of boxes, e.g. B(e) = administer medicine, if e ∈
{give medicine, trust} and B(e) = trust, if e ∈ {sign nurse1, sign nurse2} and so forth.
The inital marking is the triple M = (∅, ∅, E\{manage prescription, edit, cancel}),
meaning no events have been executed, no events are initially required as responses and
all events except the events {manage prescription, edit, cancel} are included. The condition relation includes e.g. the pairs sign doctor →• don0 t trust prescription(N) and
trust →• give medicine, the response relation includes e.g. the pairs prescribe medicine •→
sign doctor and edit •→ sign doctor, the milestone relation includes e.g. the pairs
sign doctor → administer medicine and sign PA → sign CP, the dynamic inclusion
relation includes the single pair prescribe medicine →+ manage prescription and the
dynamic exclusion includes exactly the two pairs prescribe medicine →% prescribe medicine
and cancel →% treatment. We take as labels pairs of action names and roles, i.e. the
set of labels L includes e.g. the pairs (edit, D), (cancel, D), (give medicine, N), and
(sign PA, PA). Super events with no role assigned such as manage prescription are assigned the empty set of labels.
Note that the labels of events consist of the name of the event and a role which
defines who can execute that event. In our implementation every event can be assigned
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any number of roles and every user of the system can have multiple roles. A user can
then execute an event if she has at least one role that is assigned to the event.
To define the execution semantics for Nested DCR Graphs we first define how to
flatten a nested graph to the simpler DCR Graph. Essentially, all relations to and/or
from nested events are extended to sub events, and then only the atomic events are
preserved.
Definition 2. For a Nested DCR Graph G = (E, B, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l)
define the underlying flat Dynamic Condition Response Graph as
[

G[lf = (atoms(E), M, →•[ , •→[ , →[ , →+[ , →% , L, l)
where rel[ = DrelE for some relation rel ∈ {→•, •→, →, →+, →%}.

It is easy to see from the definition that the underlying DCR Graph has at most as
many events as the nested graph and that the size of the relations may increase by an
order of n2 where n is the number of atomic events.
Below we give a new presentation of the semantics of DCR Graphs stressing its
declarative nature.
First we formalize in Def. 3 that an event e of a (flat) DCR Graph is enabled when it
is included in current marking (e ∈ In), all the included events that are conditions for it
are in the set of executed events (i.e. (In∩ →• e) ⊆ Ex) and none of the included events
that are milestones for it are in the set of pending response events (i.e. (In∩ → e) ⊆
E\Re).
Definition 3. For a Dynamic Condition Response Graph G = (E, M, →•, •→, →
, →+, →%, L, l), and M = (Ex, Re, In) we define that an event e ∈ E is enabled, written
G ` e, if e ∈ In, (In∩ →• e) ⊆ Ex and (In∩ → e) ⊆ E\Re.

Def. 4 below then defines the change of the marking when an enabled event is
executed: First the event is added to the set of executed events and removed from the
set of pending responses. Then all events that are a response to the event are added to
the set of pending responses. Note that if an event is a response to itself, it will remain
in the set of pending responses after execution. Similarly, the included events set will
updated by adding all the events that are included by the event and by removing all the
events that are excluded by the event.
Definition 4. For a Dynamic Condition Response Graph G = (E, M, →•, •→, →
, →+, →%, L, l), where M = (Ex, Re, In) and an enabled event G ` e , the result of
executing e is a Dynamic Condition Response Graph G = (E, M0 , →•, •→, →, →+
0
, →%, L, l),
 where M = (Ex, Re, In)⊕G e =def Ex∪{e}, (Re\{e})∪e •→, (In∪e →+
) \ e →% .

We now define the semantics for Nested DCR Graph by using the corresponding
flat graph.
Definition 5. For a Nested Condition Response Graph G = (E, B, M, →•, •→, →
, →+, →%, L, l), where M = (Ex, Re, In) we define that e ∈ atoms(E) is enabled,
written G ` e, if G[ ` e. Similarly, the result of executing G ` e is defined as:
(Ex, Re, In) ⊕G[ e.
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As an example, in the intial marking M = (∅, ∅, E\{manage prescription, edit, cancel})
we have that G ` prescribe medicine, i.e. the event prescribe medicine is enabled.
After executing prescribe medicine the new marking M 0 = M ⊕G prescribe medicine =
({prescribe medicine}, {sign doctor, give medicine}, E\{prescribe medicine}). That is,
prescribe medicine is added to the set of executed events, and sign doctor and give medicine
are added to the set of pending responses, because prescribe medicine •→ sign doctor
and prescribe medicine •→ give medicine}. The event prescribe medicine is removed
from the set of included events because prescribe medicine →% prescribe medicine.
The events {manage prescription, edit, cancel} are included since prescribe medicine →+
manage prescription, and the inclusion relation is ”flattened” to include also prescribe medicine →+
edit and prescribe medicine →+ cancel.
From the definition of enabling and execution above we can construct a labelled
transition semantics for a nested DCR Graphs, with acceptance conditions for finite
and infinite computations.
Definition 6. For a nested DCR Graph G = (E, B, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l)
(e,a)

we write G −−−→ G0 if G0 = (E, B, M0 , →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l), G ` e, a ∈ l(e),
and M0 = M⊕G[ e. We then define the corresponding labelled transition system T S(G)
to be the tuple (GE×L , G, E × L, →⊆ GE×L × E × L × GE×L ) where GE×L is the set of
all nested DCR Graphs with events in E and labels in L.
We define a run a0 , a1 , . . . of a nested DCR Graph G to be a sequence of labels of a
(ei ,ai )

sequence of transitions Gi −−−−→ Gi+1 . starting from G0 = G. Assuming the marking
of Gi is (Exi , Rei , Ini ), define a run to be accepting if for the underlying sequence of
transitions it holds that ∀i ≥ 0, e ∈ Rei .∃j ≥ i.(e = ej ∨ e 6∈ Inj ). In words, a run
is accepting if every required response event happens at some later stage or become
excluded.

4

Projections and Distributed Execution

In Sec. 4.1 below we define the notion of projection of a nested DCR Graphs, restricting
the graph to a subset of the events, and in Sec. 4.2 we define the technique for distributing a nested DCR Graph as a set of local nested DCR Graphs obtained as projections
and communicating by notifications of event executions.
4.1

Projections

A nested DCR Graph G is projected with respect to a projection parameter δ = (δE , δL ),
where δE ⊆ E is a subset of the events of G satisfying that B(δE ) ⊆ δE , i.e. the subset is
closed under the super event relation, and δL ⊆ L is a subset of the labels. The intuition
is that the graph is restricted to only those events and relations that are relevant for the
execution of events in δE and the labeling is restricted to the set δL . The technical difficulty is to infer the events and relations not in δE , referred to as external events below,
that should be included in the projection because they influence the execution of the
workflow restricted to the events in δE .
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(c) Projection over CP
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(b) Projection over N and N1

(d) Projection over PA

Fig. 2. Oncology workflow projected with respect to different roles

Fig. 2 shows examples of projections of the oncology workflow with respect to
different roles. For instance, Fig. 2(a) shows the projection with respect to the projection parameter (δE , δL ) where δE ={manage prescription, edit, cancel, prescribe
medicine, sign doctor} and δL ={(edit, D), (cancel, D), (prescribe medicine, D),
(sign doctor, D)}. The two events don’t trust prescription (N) and don’t trust prescription (CP) shown with double line borders are external events included in the projected graph even though they don’t appear in the projection parameter. It is interesting
to note that the doctor only needs to be aware of these two activities carried out by
other participants. In comparison, the projection over the roles for nurses (N and N1)
contains all the events since they may influence (because of the milestone relations) the
execution of the events with roles N and N1. In other words, the doctors can carry out
workflows highly independent of the other activities while the nurses are dependent on
any event carried out by the other roles.
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The formal definition of projection for nested DCR Graphs is given in 7 below. It
generalizes the definition of projection introduced in [21] for DCR Graphs to support
nesting and milestones.
Definition 7. If G = (E, B, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l) then G|δ = (E|δ , B|δ , M|δ , →•|δ
, •→|δ , →|δ , →+|δ , →%|δ , δL , l|δ ) is the projection of G with respect to δ ⊆ E where:
[
[
(i) E|δ =→ δE , for →=
c, and C = {id, →•[ , •→[ , →[ , →+[ , →% , •→[ →[ ,
c∈C

[

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

(ix)

[

→+[ →•[ , →% →•[ , →+[ →[ , →% →[ }
B|δ (e) =(B(e), if e ∈ E|δ
l(e) ∩ δL if e ∈ δE
l|δ (e) =
∅
if e ∈ E|δ \δE
M|δ = (Ex|δ , Re|δ , In|δ ) where:
(a) Ex|δ = Ex ∩ E|δ
(b) Re|δ = Re ∩ (δE ∪ →[ δE )
(c) In|δ = In ∩ E|δ
→•|δ =→• ∩((→•[ δE ) × δE )
•→|δ =•→ ∩((•→[ →[ δE ) × (→[ δE )) ∪ ((•→[ δE ) × δE ))
[
→|δ =→ ∩((→
 δE ) × δE ) 

→+|δ =→+ ∩ (→+[ δE ) × δE ∪ (→+[ →•[ δE ) × (→•[ δE ∪ (→+[ →[ δE ) ×

(→[ δE



[
[
[
→%|δ =→% ∩ (→% δE )×δE ∪ (→% →•[ δE )×(→•[ δE ∪ (→% →[ δE )×


(→[ δE

(i) defines the set of events in the projection as all events that has a relation pointing
to an event in the set δE , where the relation is either the identity relation (i.e. it is an
event in δE ), one of the core relations (flattened) or the relations such as •→[ →[ which
includes all events that triggers as a response some event that is a milestone to an event
in δE or the relations that include/exclude conditions and milestones to an event in the
set δE .
Events in E|δ \δE are referred to as external events and will be included in the projection without labels, as can be seen from the definition of the labeling function in (iii).
As we will formalize below, events without labels can not be executed by a user locally.
However, when composed in a network containing other processes that can execute
these events, their execution will be communicated to the process.
(iv) defines the projection of the marking: The executed and included event sets
are simply restricted to the events in E|δ . The responses are restricted to events in δE
and events that have a milestone relation to an event in δE because these are the only
responses that will affect the local execution of the projected graph. Note that these
events will by definition be events in E|δ but may be external events.
Finally, (v) - (ix) state which relations should be included in the projection. For the
events in δE all incoming relations should be included. Additionally response relations
to events that are a milestone for an event in δE are included as well.
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To define networks of communicating nested DCR Graphs and their semantics we
use the following extension of a nested DCR Graph adding a new label to every event.
Definition 8. For an DCR Graph G = (E, B, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l) define
Gε = (E, B, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L ∪ {ε}, lε ), where lε = l(e) ∪ {ε} (assuming
that ε 6∈ L).
We are now ready to state the key correspondence between global execution of
events and the local execution of events in a projection.
Proposition 1. Let G = (E, B, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l) be a nested DCR Graph
and G|δ its projection with respect to a projection parameter δ = (δE , δL ). Then
(e,a)

(e,a)

1. for e ∈ δE and a ∈ δL it holds that G −−−→ G0 if and only if G|δ −−−→ G0|δ ,
(e,a)

2. for e 6∈ E|δ it holds that G −−−→ G0 implies G|δ = G0|δ ,
(e,a)

(e,ε)

3. for e ∈ E|δ it holds that G −−−→ G0 implies (G|δ )ε −−−→ (G0|δ )ε ,
4.2

Distributed Execution

We are now ready to define networks of nested DCR Graphs and give the main technical
theorem of the paper stating that a network of nested DCR Graphs obtained by projecting a nested DCR Graph G with respect to a covering vector of projection parameters
has the same behavior as the original graph G.
Intuitively, a vector of projection parameters is covering if every event is included
in at least one projection parameter and every label that is assigned to an event occurs
at least once together with that event.
Definition 9. We call a vector ∆ = (δ1 , . . . , δk ) of projection parameters covering for
some DCR Graph G = (E, B, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l) if:
[
1.
δEi = E and
i∈[k]

2. (∀a ∈ L.∀e ∈ E.a ∈ l(e) ⇒ (∃i ∈ [k].e ∈ δEi ∧ a ∈ δLi )

Definition 10. We define a network of DCR Graphs N by the grammar
N := G | N kN

and let NE×L be the set of all networks with events in E and labels in L.
We write Πi∈[n] Gi for G1 kG2 k . . . kGn . We define the set of events of a network
of graphs inductively by E(G) = E and E(N1 kN2 ) = E(N1 ) ∪ E(N2 ). Similarly,
we define the set of labels of a network of graphs inductively by L(G) = L and
L(N1 kN2 ) = L(N1 ) ∪ L(N2 ).
Definition 11. The transition semantics of networks of DCR Graphs are given by the
following inference rules:
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(e,ε)

Gε1 −−−→ Gε2

input

G1
sync input

local input

N1

Be

N10

N1 kN2
Ni

Be

Ni0

N0 kN1
Ni −−−→ Ni0

G2
N2

Be

Be

N20

N10 kN20

e∈
/ E(N1−i )

(e,a)

sync step

Be

Be

N00 kN1

N1−i

Be

0
N1−i

(e,a)

N0 kN1 −−−→ N00 kN10
(e,a)

local step

Ni −−−→ Ni0

e∈
/ E(Ni−1 )

(e,a)

N0 kN1 −−−→

N00 kN1

0
, i ∈ {0, 1}
N1−i = N1−i

i ∈ {0, 1}

0
N1−i = N1−i
, i ∈ {0, 1}

For a network of nested DCR Graphs N we define the corresponding transition
system T S(N ) by (NEL(N ) , N, EL(N ), →⊆ NEL(N ) × EL(N ) × NEL(N ) ) where
EL(N ) = E(N ) × L(N ) and the transition relation →⊆ NEL(N ) × EL(N ) × NEL(N )
is defined by the inference rules above.
We define a run a0 , a1 , . . . of the transition system to be a sequence of labels of a
(ei ,ai )

sequence of transitions Ni −−−−→ Ni+1 starting from the initial network. We define
a run for a network N = Πi∈[n] Gi to be accepting if for the underlying sequence of
transitions it holds that ∀j ∈ [n], ∀i ≥ 0, e ∈ Rej,i .∃k ≥ i.(e = ek ∨ e 6∈ Ink ), where
Rej,i is the set of required responses in the jth nested DCR Graph in the network in the
ith step of the run. In words, a run is accepting if every response event in a local nested
DCR Graph in the network happens at some later state or become excluded.
Thm. 1 below now states the correspondence between a nested DCR Graph and the
network of nested DCR Graphs obtained from a covering projection.
Theorem 1. For a nested DCR Graph G and a covering vector of projection parameters ∆ = (δ1 , . . . , δn ) it holds that T S(G) is bisimilar to T S(G∆ ), where G∆ =
Πi∈[n] G|δi . Moreover, a run is accepting in T S(G) if and only if the bisimilar run is
accepting in T S(G∆ ).
The generality of the distribution technique given above allows for fine tuned projections where we select only a few events for a specific role and actor, but in most
cases the parameter is likely to be chosen so that the projected graph shows the full responsibilities of a specific role or actor. A set of nested DCR Graphs can be maintained
and executed in a distributed fashion, meaning that there is a separate implementation
for every graph and that the execution of shared events is communicated between them.
Through the distributed execution of projected graphs, nested DCR Graphs can be used
as a (declarative) choreography model to the line of work (on typed imperative process
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models) in [6]: The original graph can be seen as the choreography, describing how
the system as a whole should function, from which we project multiple end-points for
individual roles or actors that can be implemented independently.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a formal technique for safe distribution of collaborative, crossorganizational workflows modeled declaratively in the model of Nested Dynamic Condition Response (Nested DCR) Graphs [17,20]. The key difference between the present
work and the related work surveyed in Sec. 1.1 is that Nested DCR Graphs is a declarative model while most previous work has focussed on imperative models. We have
argued for the use of a declarative approach for flexible workflows of knowledge workers and exemplified the techniques on a small workflow identified during a previous
field study at danish hospitals [26]. The example is not supposed to demonstrate completeness of the technique but to capture two common examples of flexibility, namely
the need to reconsider previous activities and the flexibility to distribute the execution
of a workflow across different units within or across organizations.
The distribution technique presented is an extension of a method developed recently
for flat DCR Graphs [21] to allow for nesting of events and the co-called milestone
relations. This again allows us to apply the technique to the oncology workflow which
we believe is an important new contribution in order to communicate the ideas better to
people working within the healthcare domain.
A number of interesting questions are left for future work. We have implemented a
prototype tool for design, simulation and verification (model checking via the SPIN and
ZING model checkers) of DCR Graphs as reported on in [19]. These tools should be extended to nested graphs and the distribution technique should be implemented. This then
leads to considering what can be achieved by performing verification of local components individually. We also aim to investigate how to support dynamic changes to local
components, using the underlying idea of the distribution technique to determine what
should be changed in other components when a local component is changed. Finally
we are working on extending the model to allow for data and time to be represented
and developing a prototype implementation integrated with the work on pervasive user
interfaces carried out in the other track of the TrustCare project. This would allow us
to carry out a larger demonstration project jointly with a hospital evaluating both the
workflow modeling and the pervasive user interfaces. Along the same lines, it would be
interesting to relate our work to the approach in the OpenKnowledge and Safe & Sound
projects based on the Lightweight Coordination Calculus (LCC) [37].
Acknowledgements: We are grateful to the anonymous reviewers for valuable feedback.
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Abstract
We discuss ongoing work on sessions with responses as an extension of standard session types allowing to specify liveness properties. Concretely, sessions with responses are specified by annotating branching and selection labels with a finite conjunction of
disjunctive responses. A disjunctive response is a finite disjunction of labels, and the intended meaning is that whenever a label
is selected, one of the labels in each of the disjunctive responses
is eventually selected. We illustrate the use of live sessions by a
buyer/seller example where the buyer and seller engage in a potential infinite number of deals, and for each deal negotiates about
the price but must eventually either agree or stop the negotiation.
We informally describe a typing system for guaranteeing that well
typed processes are live in this sense and discuss ongoing and future work.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
third-level

CR-number [subcategory]:

Keywords Session types, liveness

1.

Introducing Live Sessions

Session types first appeared in [7] as types for abstracting communication patterns within a session. As a benefit, besides facilitating
the design of distributed protocols, they can be used for guaranteeing in-session properties such as safety (lack of communication
errors) and progress (a session never gets stuck).
Several other works following [7] propose different extensions
of session types, including extensions to multiparty sessions [8],
exceptions [4], Object-Oriented Programming [5], and many more.
However, the current state of the art focuses on proving that
well-typed systems enjoy, at least, progress in the above meaning
that a session never gets stuck. In many places, the term progress is
used more generally in the meaning of liveness, i.e. that something
good will eventually happen, and not just something will eventually
happen.
A fundamental and very common form of liveness property is
the request-response property: ”Whenever some event a occurs,
some event b will eventually occur in the future” [2]. The requestresponse property may be specified by the LTL formula G(a =⇒
Fb), where G is read as generally, i.e. in all future steps, and F
reads future, i.e. eventually in some future step.
In the present short paper, we consider the possibility of enhancing session types to capture a generalization of the request-response
property that we will refer to as the disjunctive response property:
”Whenever some event a occurs, one event out of a given finite
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Lautrupsgade 13
2100 Copenhagen, Denmark
tslaats@itu.dk

set of response events {b1 , . . . , bn } will eventually occur in the future”. We will allow several such disjunctive responses for the same
event a, which will then correspond to formulas G(a =⇒ Fρ),
where ρ = δ0 ∧ δ1 ∧ . . . ∧ δn−1 for δi = b1 ∨ . . . ∨ bmi .
Instead of using the LTL notation, we will use the shorter notation a •→ ρ as also used in e.g. [6, 9, 10].
Before embarking, we want to remark that a liveness property is
sometimes defined as a property that can not be violated in finitely
many steps [1, 2]. This makes perfect sense for non-terminating
processes or if termination can not be detected. However, as sessions may indeed terminate, we intend also to identify violations in
finite executions. For instance, the request-response property can
be violated if the process terminates with an ”open” request, i.e. a
request that has not yet been responded to.
We illustrate our idea by giving an informal motivating example
of a session type that we extend with annotations expressing the
request-response property.
First, recall that a session type is a sequence of i/o actions
specifying the expected communication done by one of the parties
engaged in a session. For example, consider a buyer-seller scenario
where a buyer and seller engage in a potential infinite number of
deals, and for each deal negotiates about the price. In a negotiation,
the buyer can either give an offer or stop the negotiation. If the
buyer gives an offer, the seller can either ask for more or say it is
ok. In a such a scenario, the seller’s behaviour could be specified
by the following session type:


offer :?(int). ⊕ { more : t, ok : t},
µt. &
stop : t
The type above describes a non terminating session, where the
seller is offering the buyer two options, namely offer and stop.
If the first option is selected by the buyer then the seller expects to
receive an integer and then selects either more or ok. Anyhow, after
any option is chosen, such a behaviour is reiterated again.
The protocol (session) described above could be implemented
in several ways. For instance,


 offer : k?(x). if (notEnough(x)) then 
k ⊕ more. X else k ⊕ ok. X
µX. k&
 stop : X


gives an implementation where, for some values of x, the seller
could decide to infinitely ask for more, ending up in a somehow
unwanted computation. On the other hand, the following process


offer : k?(x). k ⊕ ok. X
µX. k&
stop : X
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or bool), a service channel of type hαi, or a session channel of type
α. Finally, &{li [ρi ] : αi } and ⊕{li [ρi ] : αi } denote branching
and selection types, and end is the inactive session. Branching
and selection have been enhanced with disjunctive responses (ρ) as
introduced in the previous section. The response > (true) represents
the empty response, and thus we will usually write l for l[>].

still implements the session described by our type, but satisfying
the liveness property that if an offer is made, this deal is eventually
ended.
The example illustrates, that it would be relevant to constrain
the session protocol further to require request-response liveness
properties, where the usual in-session selection of branches can be
used in the specification as request and response events.
We suggest that such properties could be intuitively expressed
by allowing branching and selection labels to be annotated with a
(conjunction of) disjunctive response requirements.
For instance, if we wanted to require that the ok or stop branch
must eventually be selected if an offer is made, we could add the
following annotation to the type above.
µt. &



offer[ok ∨ stop] :?(int). ⊕ { more : t, ok : t},
stop : t

4.



The first process above should then not be well-typed, while the
second should pass the type check.

2.

Session Calculus and the Liveness Property

As session calculus we may use a variant of the π-calculus with
sessions [7, 11] which outlaws restriction on public channels, and
allows replicated behaviour only for services. This choice is not
crucial for the definition of live-sessions.
Semantics As semantics we use the standard reduction semantics → [7] except selection reduction steps are annotated with the
selected label. This allows us to define the trace language for a process and the liveness properties our type system will enforce. Let
Tr(P) refer to the set of finite and infinite traces of labels of the
process P.
Liveness We can now define the liveness property proposed in
our introduction.
D EFINITION 1 (Liveness). Assume a disjunctive response ρ =
δ0 ∧ δ1 ∧ . . . ∧ δn−1 for δi = li,1 ∨ . . . ∨ li,mi . A trace σ ∈ Tr(P)
of a process P then satisfies the request-response liveness property
l •→ ρ if for all k < |σ|, if σk = l then for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}
there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , mi } such that there exists k0 > k for
which σk0 = li,j .
We say that a process P has the liveness property wrt a set of
response liveness properties P whenever each trace σ of P satisfies
every property in P.
The intuitive meaning of the liveness property is as stated in the
previous section, that a trace satisfy the property l •→ δ for
δ = l1 ∨ . . . lm if any occurrence of the label l is eventually
followed by a label li for some i ∈ {0, . . . , m}, and in general,
a trace satisfies the property l •→ ρ for ρ = δ0 ∧ . . . δn−1 if it
satisfies l •→ δj for all j ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}.

3.
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Abstract. We present the first session typing system guaranteeing response liveness properties for possibly non-terminating communicating
processes. The types augment the branch and select types of the standard
binary session types for the π-calculus with a set of required responses,
indicating that whenever a particular label is selected, a set of other
labels, its responses, must eventually also be selected. We prove that
these extended types are strictly more expressive than standard session
types. We provide a type system for a process calculus similar to collaborative BPMN processes and prove that this type system is sound, i.e.,
it guarantees request-response liveness for dead-lock free processes. We
exemplify the use of the calculus and type system on a concrete example
of an infinite state system.

1

Introduction

Session types were originally introduced as typing systems for particular πcalculi, modelling the interleaved execution of some number of two-party protocols. Here, a well-typed process is guaranteed freedom from race-conditions and
compatibility of communications, usually referred to as session fidelity [12,20,18].
Session types have subsequently been the subject of intense study, with much
work on applications, typically to programming languages, e.g., [8,14,11,15]. A
number of generalisations of the theory has been proposed, notably to multiparty session types [13]. Multi-party session types have a close resemblance to
choreographies as found in standards for business process modelling languages
such as Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [16] and Web-Services
Choreography Description Language (WS-CDL) and has been argued in theory
to be able to provide typed BPMN processes [5].
So far, behavioral types have focussed on safety properties, notably progress
and lock-freedom [2,1,3,7,19]. The main contribution of the paper is the first
extension of binary session types to allow specification of liveness—the property
of a process eventually getting to “do something good”.
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Liveness properties have normally been dealt with by resorting to modelchecking techniques (typically requiring a state-space exploration) or dependent
types explicitly representing bounds of iterations. In the present paper we show
that a common and fundamental class of liveness properties, so-called requestresponse properties, can be dealt with statically in the type rules, that is, without
resorting to statespace exploration or the detail (and complexity) of dependent
types. This means in particular, that we can deal with infinite state systems as
we will exemplify below. Other benefits of the session type-checking approach
are that it allows to specify properties as types that can be understood and used
as interface specifications and for compositional reasoning.
We develop the theory in the setting of a process calculus with value passing, conditional branching, external branching and selection, and bounded and
unbounded recursion. This calculus corresponds to a core subset of collaborative
BPMN processes with structured loops and bounded iteration, in which both live
and non-live infinite state space BPMN processes can be defined. As a running
example we use the collaborative shopping cart process shown in Fig. A.

Fig. A. A Potentially Non-live Shopping Cart BPMN Process

The diagram contains two pools: The Buyer and the ShoppingCart. Only the
latter contains a specified process, which consists of two parts: Ordering and
Delivery. Ordering is a loop that starts with an event-based gateway, branching according to the message (AddItem, Checkout, RemoveItem) sent by the
customer: AddItem and RemoveItem messages respectively provides an item to
be added or removed from the order after which the loop repeats. A Checkout
message provides delivery details of the order, exits the loop and proceeds to the
Delivery part. Delivery is again a loop, delivering the ordered items and then
sending the invoice.
A buyer who wants to communicate safely with the Shopping Cart, must
follow the protocol described above, and in particular be able to receive an
unbounded number of items before receiving the invoice. Writing AI, RI, CO, DI,
and SI for the actions “Add Items”, ”Remove Items”, “Checkout”, “Deliver
2
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Items” and “Send Invoice”; we can describe this protocol with a session type:
µt.&{AI.?.t, RI.?.t, CO.?.µt0 . ⊕ {DI.!.t0 , SI.!.end}}
This session type can be regarded as a behavioral interface, specifying that the
process first expects to receive either an AI (AddItem), RI (RemoveItem) or
a CO (CheckOut) event. The two first events must be followed by a message
(indicated by ?), which in the implementation provides the item to be added
or removed, after which the protocol returns to the initial state. The checkout
event is followed by a message (again indicated by a ?) after which the protocol
enters a new loop, either sending a DI (DeliverItem) event followed by a message
(indicated by a !) and repeating, or sending an SI (SendInvoice) event followed
by a message (the invoice) and ending.
However, standard session types can not specify the very relevant liveness
property, that a CheckOut event is eventually followed by an invoice event. This
is an example of a so-called response property: an action (the request) must be
followed by a particular response. Thus, we conservatively extend binary session
types to specify such response properties, and we show that this extension is
strictly more expressive than standard session types. We do so by annotating
the checkout selection in the type with the required response:
µt.&{AI.?.t, RI.?.t, CO[{SI}].?.µt0 . ⊕ {DI.!.t0 , SI.!.end}} .
Intuitively: “if CO is selected, then subsequently also SI must be selected.”
It is not possible to determine
from the flow graph alone, if this response property is guaranteed. The
second loop may not terminate, e.g.,
if the Order is not updated properly when items are sent or the ItemsToSend condition is defined wrongly.
However, we can remove this dependency on the data if we replace the
Fig. B. Live delivery with MI Sub-Process
delivery loop with a looping primitive
which is guaranteed to be finite. In BPMN this can be achieved with e.g. the
Sequential Multiple Instance Sub-process, which sequentially executes a finite
number (determined by an expression computed at run-time) of instances of a
sub-process. This allows us to re-define the Delivery as shown in Fig. B, yielding a re-defined Shopping Cart process, for which it can be inferred from the
structure of the process that it satisfies the response property. In general, we
want also to be able to check processes where responses are requested within
(potentially) infinite loops. The type system we present gives such guarantees,
essentially by collecting all requested responses in a forward analysis, exploiting that potentially infinite loops can guarantee a particular response only if
every path through the loop can; and that order (request-response vs responserequest) is in this case irrelevant. We prove that, if the system is lock free, then
3
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the typing system indeed guarantees that all requested responses are eventually
fulfilled. Lock-freedom is needed because as is well known, collaborative processes
with interleaved sessions may introduce dependency locks. Lock-freedom is wellstudied for binary session types [2,1,3,7,19], or may alternatively be achieved by
resorting to global types [13], the combination with which we leave for future
work. In summary, our contributions are as follows.
– We extend binary session types with a notion of required response. This
allows types to express that whenever a particular pattern of communication
is chosen (a label selected in branch/select), that choice must subsequently
be followed by a particular other choice, its required response.
– We prove that this extension induces a strictly more expressive language
class than standard session types.
– We give a typing system conservatively extending standard binary session
types which gives the further guarantee that a lock-free well-typed process
will, in any execution, provide all its required responses.
– We exemplify the use of these extended types to guarantee both safety and
liveness properties for a non-trivial, infinite state collaborative process, which
exhibits both possibly infinite looping and bounded iteration.
Overview of this paper. In Sec. 2 we define our calculus and introduce a shopping cart process which will serve as a running example; in Sec. 3 we give an
LTS-semantics for the calculus. In Sec. 4 extend binary session types to allow
specification of response liveness properties, give a transition semantics for the
types, and sketch a proof that these extended types induce a strictly larger class
of languages than does standard binary session types. In Sec. 5 we define exactly how our extended session types induce a notion of liveness on processes.
In Sec. 6 we give our extended typing rules for sessions with responses and state
its subject reduction result. In Sec. 7 we prove that the extended typing rules
guarantees liveness for lock-free processes. Finally, in Sec. 8 we conclude. For
want of space, this paper omits details and proofs; for these, refer to [4].

2

Process Terms

Processes communicate only via named communication (session) channels by
synchronizing send and receive actions or synchronizing select and branch events
(as in standard session typed π-calculus). The session typing rules presented in
the next session guarantees that there is always at most one active send and
receive action for a given channel. To distinguish dual ends of communication
channels, we employ polarised names [10,20]: If c is a channel name, c+ and c−
are the dual ends of the channel c. We call these polarised channel names, with
“+” and “-” polarities. If k is a polarised channel name, we write k for its dual,
e.g., c+ = c− . In general c ranges or channel names; p over polarities +, −; k, h
over polarised channel names; x over data variables; i over recursion variables
(explained below); v over data values including numbers, strings and booleans;
4
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e over data expressions; and finally X, Y over process variables.
P ::= k!hei.P | k?(x).P | k!l.P | k?{li .Pi }i∈I | 0 | P | Q

| rec X.P | (rece X(i).P ; Q) | X[k̃] | if e then P else Q

The first four process constructors are prefixes taking part in a communication. These are standard for session typed π-calculi, except we allow only data
and not channel names to be sent. The process k!hei.P sends data v over channel k when e ⇓ v, and proceeds as P . Dually, k?(x).P receives a data value over
channel k and substitutes it for the x binding in P . A branch process k?{li .Pi }i∈I
offers a choice between labels li , proceeding to Pi if the i’th label is chosen. The
process 0 is the standard inactive process (termination), and P | Q is the parallel
composition of processes P and Q.
Recursion comes in two forms: a general, potentially non-terminating recursion rec X.P , where X binds in P ; and a primitive recursion, guaranteed to
terminate, with syntax (rece X(i).P ; Q). The latter process, when e ⇓ n + 1,
executes P {n/i} and repeats, and when e ⇓ 0, evolves to Q. By convention
in (rece X(i).P ; Q) neither of 0, rec Y.Q, (recQ Y (i).R;) and P | Q occurs as
subterms of P . These conventions ensure that the process (rece X(i).P ; Q) will
eventually terminate the loop and execute Q. Process variables X[k̃] mentions
the channel names k̃ active at unfolding time for technical reasons.
We define the free polarised names fn(P ) of P as usual, with fn(X[k̃]) = k̃;
substitution of process variables from X[k̃]{P/X} = P ; and finally value substitution P {v/x} in the obvious way, e.g., k!hei.P {v/x} = k!he{v/x}i.(P {v/x}).
Variable substitution can never affect channels.
Example 2.1. We now show how to model the example BPMN process given
in the introduction. To illustrate the possibility of type checking infinite state
systems, we use a persistent data object. As our calculus does not contain such
a primitive, a data object will be represented by a process DATA(o) communicating on a session channel o.

+
+

read. o !hxi. Y [o ]
+
+
DATA(o) = rec X. o ?(x). rec Y. o ? write. X[o+ ]


quit. 0

After having received its first initial value, this process repeatedly accepts commands read and write on the session channel o for respectively reading and writing
the value of the variable, or the command quit for discarding the data object.
To make examples more readable, we employ the following shorthands. We
write init(o, v).P for o− !hvi.P , which initializes the data object; we write free o
for o− !quit. 0, the process which terminates the data object session; we write
read o(x).P for o− !read. o− ?(x).P., the process which loads the value of the data
object o into the process-local variable x; and finally, we write o := e.P for
o− !w.o− !hei.P , the process which sets the value of a data-object.
5
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The shopping cart process can then be modelled as

−

AI. k?(x). read o(y). o := add(y, x). X[ko ]
P (Q) = DATA(o) | init(o, ). rec X.k RI. k?(x). read o(y). o := rem(y, x). X[ko− ]


CO. k?(x). read o(y). o := add(y, x). Q
Here k is the session channel for communicating with the customer and o is the
session channel for communicating with the data object modelling order data.
We assume our expression language has suitable operators “add” and “rem”,
adding an removing items from the order. Finally, the process Q is a stand-in
for either the (non live) delivery part of the BPMN process in Fig. A or the live
delivery part shown in Fig. B.
The non-live delivery loop can be represented by the process

(
then k!DI. k!hnext(y)i. o := update(y). Y [ko− ]
D0 = rec Y. read o(y). if n(y) > 0
else k!SI. k!hinv(y)i. free o
where n(y) is the integer expression computing from the order y the number
of items to send, next(y), update(y) and inv(y) are, respectively, the the next
item(s) to be sent; an update of the order to mark that these items have indeed
been sent; and the invoice from the order. Note that whether or not this process
terminates is entirely dependent on the data operations.
The live delivery with the bounded iteration can be represented by a process
using the bounded recursion
D = read o(y). (recn(y) Y (i).
k!DI.read o(y). k!hpickitem(y, i)i.Y [ko− ];
k!SI. read o(y). k!hinv(y)i. free o)
(The second line is the body of the loop; the third line is the continuation.) Here
pickitem(y, i) is the expression extracting the ith item from the order y.
t
u

3

Transition Semantics

We give a labelled transition semantics in Figure C. We assume a total evaluation
relation e ⇓ v. Note the absence of a structural congruence. Transition labels are
λ ::= k!v | k?v | k⊕l | k&l | τ | τ : l. We assume τ is neither a channel nor
a polarised channel, define subj(k!v) = subj(k?v) = subj(k&l) = subj(k ⊕ l) = k
and subj(τ ) = subj(τ : l) = τ , and τ = τ . We use these rules along with
symmetric rules for [C-ParL] and [C-Com1/2]. Compared to standard CCS or
π semantics, there are two significant changes: (1) In the [C-ParL], a transition λ
of P is not preserved by parallel if the co-channel of the subject of λ is in P 0 ; and
(2) in prefix rules, the co-name of the subject cannot appear in the continuation.
We impose (1) because if the co-channel of the subject of λ is in P 0 , then P | P 0
6
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.

e⇓v

[C-Out]

k!v

k!hei.P −−→ P
[C-Sel]

k⊕l

k!l.P −−→ P

k 6∈ fn(P )

[C-In]

k 6∈ fn(P )

k?v

k?(x).P −−→ P {v/x}

k 6∈ fn(P )

[C-Bra]

k&l

i
Pi
k?{li .Pi }i∈I −−−→

k 6∈ fn(P )

λ

[C-ParL]
P |
k!v

[C-Com1]

P −
→Q

λ
P0 −
→

Q|

subj(λ) 6∈ fn(P 0 )

P0

k⊕l

k?v

P −−→ P 0

Q −−→ Q0

τ

P −−→ P 0

[C-Com2]

P |Q−
→ P 0 | Q0

P {rec X.P/X} −
→Q

[C-CondT]

λ

λ

P {n/i}{(recn X(i).P ; Q)/X} −
→R

e⇓n+1

e ⇓ true

Q−
→R

(rece X(i).P ; Q) −
→R

rec X.P −
→Q

[C-PrecN]

λ

e⇓0

[C-Prec0]

λ

τ :l

P | Q −−→ P 0 | Q0

λ

[C-Rec]

k&l

Q −−→ Q0

λ

(rece X(i).P ; Q) −
→R

λ

P −
→ P0

[C-CondF]

λ

if e then P else Q −
→ P0

e ⇓ false

λ

→ Q0
Q−
λ

if e then P else Q −
→ Q0

Fig. C. Transition semantics for terms

does not offer synchronisation on λ to its environment; the synchronisation is
offered only to P 0 . As an example, the process P = c+ !hvi.Q | c− ?(x).R does
c+ !v

not have a transition c+ !hvi.Q | c− ?(x).R −−−→ Q | c− ?(x).R. If it had such a
transition, no environment U able to receive on c− could be put in parallel with
P and form a well-typed process, since both U and c− ?(d).R would then contain
k!v

the name c− free. The reason for (2) is similar: If a process k!hei.P −−→ P , and
P contains k, again no well-typed environment for that process can contain k.

4

Session Types with Responses

In this section, we generalise binary session types to session types with responses.
In addition to providing the standard communication safety properties, these
also allow us to specify response liveness properties.
We have deliberately omitted types of values (e.g. integers, strings, booleans)
being sent, since this can be trivially added and we want to focus on the behavioural aspects of the types. Note also, that compared to standard session
types, we do not consider delegation (name passing). Firstly, as illustrated by
our example calculus, the types are already expressive enough to cover a nontrivial subset of collaborative processes. Secondly, as we show in the end of the
section, session types with responses are already in some sense strictly more
expressive than standard session types. Finally, admitting delegation introduces
7
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some non-trivial challenges and choices with respect to how to define and guarantee liveness, which we have left for future work.
We first define request/response liveness in the abstract. In general, we shall
take it to be the property that “a request is eventually followed by a response”.
Definition 4.1. A request/response structure is a tuple (A, R, req, res) where A
is a set of actions, R is a set of responses, and req : A → R and res : A → R are
maps defining the set of responses requested respectively performed by an action.
Notation. We write  for the empty string, we let φ, ψ range over finite strings,
and we let α, β, γ range over finite or infinite sequences. We write sequence
concatenation by juxtaposition, i.e., φα.
Definition 4.2. Suppose (A, R, req, res) is a request/response structure and α a
sequence over A. Then the responses res(α) of α is defined by res(α) = ∪{res(a) |
∃ϕ, β. α = ϕaβ}. Moreover, α is live iff α = φaβ =⇒ req(a) ⊆ res(β).
Definition 4.3 (LTS with requests/responses). Let (S, L, →
− ) be an LTS.
When the set of labels L is the set of actions of a request/response structure,
we say that (S, L, →
− ) is an LTS with requests/responses, and that a transition
sequence of this LTS is live when its underlying sequence of labels is.
Next, the syntax of session types with responses. Let l range over labels and L
sets of labels.
S, T ::= &{li [Li ].Ti }i∈I | ⊕{li [Li ].Ti }i∈I | !.T | ?.T | µt.T | t | end
By convention, the li in each &{li [Li ].Ti }i∈I resp. ⊕{li [Li ].Ti }i∈I are distinct.
A session type is a (possibly infinite) tree of actions permitted for one partner
of a two-party communication. The type &{li [Li ].Ti }i∈I , called branch, is the
type of offering a choice between different continuations. If the partner chooses
the label li , the session proceeds as Ti . Compared to standard session types,
making the choice li also requests a subsequent response on every label mentioned
in the set of labels Li ; we formalise this in the notion of responsive trace below.
Dual to branch is select ⊕{li [Li ].Ti }i∈I : the type of making a choice between
different continuations. Like branch, making a choice li requests every label
in Li as future responses. The type !.T and ?.T are the types of sending and
receiving data values. Note that unlike standard session types, channels cannot
be communicated. Finally, session types with responses include recursive types.
We take the equi-recursive view, identifying a type T and its unfolding into a
potentially infinite tree. We define the central notion of duality between types
as the symmetric relation induced coinductively by the following rules.
end ./ end

T ./ T 0
!.T ./ ?.T 0

Ti ./ Ti0 J ⊆ I
&{li [Li ].Ti }i∈I ./ ⊕{lj [L0j ].Tj0 }j∈J

(1)

The first rule says that the dual processes agree on when communication stops.
The second says that if a process sends a message its dual must receive. Finally,
8
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the third says that if one process offers a branch, its dual must select from the
offered choices. However, required responses do not need to match for branch
and select to be duals: the two participants in a session need not agree on the
notion of liveness for the collaborative session.
Example 4.4. Recall from Ex. 2.1 the processes DATA(o) encoding data-object
and P (D) encoding the shopping-cart process with live delivery. The former
treats the channel o as TD = µt.?.µs.&{read.!.s, write.t, quit.end }. The latter
treats its channel k to the buyer as TP = µt.&{AI.?.t, RI.?.t, CO[{SI}].?.µt0 . ⊕
{DI.!.t0 , SI.!.end}}.
t
u
Having defined the syntax of session types with responses, we proceed to
give their semantics. The meaning of a session type is the possible sequences
of communication actions it allows, requiring that pending responses eventually
be done. Formally, we equip session types with a labeled transition semantics in
Fig. D. We emphasise that under the equi-recursive view of session types, the
ρ ::= ! | ? | &l[L] | ⊕l[L]
! ./ ? and &l[L] ./ ⊕l[L0 ]

Type transition labels:
Type transition label duality:
[D-Out]

!

[D-Bra]

i∈I

[D-In]

?

!.T −
→T

?.T −
→T
i∈I

&li [Li ]

&{li [Li ].Ti }i∈I −−−−→ Ti

⊕li [Li ]

[D-Sel]

⊕{li [Li ].Ti }i∈I −−−−→ Ti

Fig. D. Transitions of types (1)

transition system of a recursive type T may in general be infinite.
Taking actions A to be the set of labels ranged over by ρ, and recalling that L
is our universe of labels for branch/select, we obtain a request/response structure
(A, P(L), req, res) with the latter two operators defined as follows.
res(!) = res(?) = ∅
req(!) = req(?) = ∅

res(&l[L]) = res(⊕l[L]) = {l}
req(&l[L]) = req(⊕l[L]) = L

Selecting a label l performs the response l; pending responses L associated with
that label are conversely requested. The LTS of Fig. D is thus one with responses,
and we may speak of its transition sequences being live or not.
Definition 4.5. Let T be a type. We define:
1. The traces tr(T ) = {(ρi )i∈I | (Ti , ρi )i∈I transition sequence of T }
2. The responsive traces trR (T ) = {α ∈ tr(T ) | α live }.
That is, in responsive traces any request is followed by a response.
Definition 4.6. A type T is a standard session type if it requests no responses,
that is, every occurrence of L in it is has L = ∅. Define sel(T ) = l by when
T = sel(&l[L]) or T = sel(⊕l[L]) = l, otherwise . We then define:
1. The selection traces str(T ) = {sel(α) | α ∈ tr(T )}
9
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2. The responsive selection traces strR (T ) = {sel(α) | α ∈ trR (T )}.
3. The language of standard session types
T = {α | α ∈ str(T ), T is a standard session type}.
4. The language of responsive session types
R = {α | α ∈ strR (T ), T is a session type with responses}.
That is, we compare standard session types and session types of responses by
considering the sequences of branch/select labels they admit. This follows recent
work on multi-party session types and automata [5,6].
Example 4.7. The type TP of Example 4.4 has (amongst others) the following
two selection traces.
t = AI CO DI DI SI
u = AI CO DI DI DI · · ·
Of these, only t is responsive; u is not, since it never selects SI as required by its
CO action. That is, u, v ∈ str(TP ) and u ∈ strR (TP ), but v 6∈ strR (TP ).
t
u
Theorem 4.8. The language of session types with responses R is strictly more
expressive than that of standard session types T ; that is, T ⊂ R.
Proof (Sketch). The non-strict inclusion is immediate by definition; it remains
to prove it strict. For this consider the session type with responses T = µt. ⊕
{a[b].t; b[a].t}, which has as responsive traces all strings that have both inifitely
many as and infinitely many bs. We can find every sequence an as a prefix of
such a trace. But, (by regularity) any standard session type that has all an as a
prefix of the traces must also have the trace aω , which is not a responsive trace
of T , and thus the responsive traces of T can not be expressed as the traces of
a standard session type.

5

Session Typing

Recall that the standard typing system [12,20] for session types has judgements
Θ `std P . ∆. We use this typing system without restating it; refer to either
[12,20] or the full version of this paper [4]. In this judgement, Θ takes process
variables to session type environments; in turn, a session typing environment ∆
is a finite partial map from channels to types. We write ∆, ∆0 for the union of
∆ and ∆0 , defined when their domains are disjoint. We say ∆ is completed if
∆(T ) = end when defined; it is balanced if k : T, k : U ∈ ∆ implies T ./ U .
We generalise transitions of types (Fig. D) to session typing environments in
Fig. E, with transitions δ ::= τ | τ : l, L | k : ρ. We define subj(k : ρ) = k and
subj(τ : l, L) = subj(τ ) = τ . We lift sel(−), req(−), and res(−) to actions δ in
the obvious way, e.g., req(τ : l, L) = L. The type environment transition is thus
an LTS with responses, and we may speak of its transition sequences being live.
10
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ρ

δ

T −
→ T0

[E-Lift]

[E-Par]

k:ρ

k : T −−→ k : T 0
[E-Com1]

τ

δ
∆, ∆00 −
→

∆0 , ∆00

k:⊕l[L]

k:?

k:!

∆1 −→ ∆01

∆−
→ ∆0

∆2 −−→ ∆02

[E-Com2]

→ ∆01 , ∆02
∆1 , ∆ 2 −

∆1 −−−−→ ∆01

k:&l[L0 ]

∆2 −−−−−→ ∆02

τ :l,L∪L0

∆1 , ∆2 −−−−−→ ∆01 , ∆02

Fig. E. Transitions of types (2)

Definition 5.1. We define a binary relation on type transition labels δ and
transition labels λ, written δ ' λ, as follows.
τ 'τ

τ : l, L ' τ : l

k : &l[L] ' k&l

k : ⊕l[L] ' k ⊕ l

k : ! ' k!v

k : ? ' k?x

λ

δ

Theorem 5.2. If Γ `std P . ∆ and P −
→ Q, then there exists δ ' λ s.t. ∆ −
→ ∆0
0
and Γ `std Q . ∆ .
Definition 5.3. The typed transition system is the transition system which has
λ,δ
states Γ `std P . ∆ and transitions Γ `std P . ∆ −−→ Γ `std P 0 . ∆0 whenever
λ
δ
there exist transitions P −
→ P 0 and ∆ −
→ ∆0 with δ ' λ.
We can now say what it means for a process to be live.
Definition 5.4 (Live process). A well-typed process Θ `std P . ∆ is live wrt.
Θ, ∆ iff for any maximal transition sequence (Pi , λi )i of P there exists a live
type transition sequence (∆i , δi )i of ∆ s.t. ((Pi , ∆i ), (λi , δi ))i is a typed transition
sequence of Θ `std P . ∆.
Example 5.5. Wrt. the standard session typing system, both of the processes
P (D0 ) and P (D) of Example 2.1 are typable wrt. the types we postulated for
them in Example 4.4. Specifically, we have · `std P (D0 ) . k : TP , o+ : TD , o− :
TD and similarly P (D). The judgement means that the process P (D) treats k
according to TP and the (two ends of) the data object according to TD and
its dual TD . The standard session typing system of course does not act on our
liveness annotations, and so does not care that P (D0 ) is not live.

6

Typing system for liveness

We now give our extended typing system for session types with responses. The
central judgement will be Γ ; L ` P . ∆, with the intended meaning that “with
process variables Γ and pending responses L, the process P conforms to ∆.”
We shall see in the next section that a well-typed lock-free P is live and will
eventually perform every response in in L. We need:
1. Session typing environments ∆ defined at the start of Section 5.
2. Response environments L are simply sets of branch/select labels.
11
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3. Process variable environments Γ are finite partial maps from process variables X to tuples (L, L, ∆) or (L, ∆). We write these (A, I, ∆) for (A)ccumulated selections and request (I)nvariant. We define (Γ +L)(X) = (A∪L, I, ∆)
when Γ (X) = (A, I, ∆) and Γ (X) otherwise, writing Γ +l instead of Γ +{l}.
The liveness-guaranteeing type systems is in Fig. F. We explain the rules; first,
[F-Out]

Γ ; L ` P . ∆, k : T
Γ ; L ` k!hei.P . ∆, k : !.T
[F-Bra]

[F-Sel]

[F-Par]

[F-Var]

Γ ; L ` P . ∆, k : T
Γ ; L ` k?(x).P . ∆, k : ?.T

∀i ∈ I : Γ + li ; (L \ li ) ∪ Li ` Pi . ∆, k : Ti
Γ ; L ` k?{li .Pi }i∈I . ∆, k : &{li [Li ].Ti }i∈I
Γ + lj ; (L \ lj ) ∪ Lj ` P . ∆, k : Tj
Γ ; L ` k!lj .P . ∆, k : ⊕{li [Li ].Ti }i∈I

Γ ; L1 ` P1 . ∆1
Γ ; L2 ` P2 . ∆2
Γ ; L1 ∪ L2 ` P1 | P2 . ∆1 , ∆2

L⊆I⊆A
dom(∆) = k̃
Γ, X : (A, I, ∆); L ` X[k̃] . ∆
[F-RecP]

[F-Rec]

[F-In]

(j ∈ I)

[F-Inact]

[F-VarP]

L ⊆ L0
dom(∆) = k̃
Γ, X : (L0 , ∆); L ` X[k̃] . ∆

Γ, X : (L0 , ∆); L0 ` P . ∆
Γ ; L0 ` Q . ∆
Γ ; L ` (rece X(i).P ; Q) . ∆

Γ, X : (∅, I, ∆); I ` P . ∆ L ⊆ I
[F-Cond]
Γ ; L ` rec X.P . ∆
Fig. F. Typing System

∆ completed
Γ;∅ ` 0 . ∆

L ⊆ L0

Γ;L ` P . ∆ Γ;L ` Q . ∆
Γ ; L ` if e then P else Q . ∆

branch/select, rules [F-Bra]/[F-Sel]. To type k!l.P wrt. k : ⊕l[L0 ].T , we must
verify that P performs every response in L0 . We maintain an environment L
of currently pending responses for this. In the hypothesis, when typing P , we
add the new pending responses L0 . But selecting l performs the response l, so
altogether, to support pending responses L in the conclusion, we must have
pending responses L \ {l} ∪ L0 in the hypothesis. Branching is similar.
For finite processes, if the inactive process must be typed with the empty
request environment, liveness is ensured. Hence in the rule 0, the pending responses environment is required to be empty. For infinite processes there is no
particular point at which we can insist there is no pending responses. Consider
rec X.k ⊕ a. k ⊕ b. X[k] typeable under k : µt. ⊕ {a[b].t; b[a].t}. This process has
k⊕a

k⊕b

k⊕a

the single transition sequence P −−−→ k ⊕ b. P −−→ P −−−→ · · ·. At each state
but the initial one, the process has a pending response: in states P it needs to
respond b; in states k ⊕ b. P it needs to respond a. Yet the process is live: any
response requested in the body of the recursion is also discharged in the body,
although not necessarily in the proper order. In general, infinite behaviour arises
12
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because of unfolding of recursion, so if the body of every recursion discharges
the requests of that body, even if not in the proper order, responses are ensured.
For general recursion, [F-Rec] and [F-Var], we need to check that there
exists an invariant, a set of responses, such that the body of a recursion requests
at most that set, and reponds with at least that set. In the process variable
environment Γ we record this response invariant for each variable, along with a
tally of the responses performed since the start of the recursion. That tally is
then updated by the rules [F-Sel]/[F-Bra] for select and branch. The rule for
process variable [F-Var] typing then check that the tally includes the invariant,
and that the invariant includes every currently pending response.
Definition 6.1. We define the standard process variable environment std(Γ )
associated with a process variable environment Γ std(Γ )(X) = ∆ when Γ (X) =
(A, I, ∆) or Γ (X) = ∆.
Theorem 6.2. If Γ ; L ` P . ∆ then also std(Γ ) `std P . ∆.
λ

Theorem 6.3 (Subject reduction). Suppose that ·; L ` P . ∆ with and P −
→
δ

Q. Then there exists a type transition ∆ −
→ ∆0 with δ ' λ, such that ·; (L \
0
res(δ)) ∪ req(δ) ` Q . ∆ . Moreover, if ∆ balanced then also ∆0 balanced.

Example 6.4. Wrt. the typing system of Figure F, the process P (D) is typable
wrt. the types we postulated for it in Example 4.4. The process P (D0 ) on the
other hand is not. That is, we have ·; ∅ ` P (D) . k : TP , o+ : TD , o− : TD , but
the same does not hold for P (D0 ).
We also exemplify a typing judgment with non-trivial guaranteed responses.
The process D, the order-fulfillment part of P (D), can in fact be typed
·; {SI} ` D . k : µt0 . ⊕{DI.!.t0 , SI.!.end}, o− : TD
The interesting bit is the left-most {SI}, indicating intuitively that this process
will eventually select SI in any execution. If you look back at the actual process
D in Example 2.1, you will see that D has this property precisely because it
implements a bounded recursion.

7

Liveness

We prove that a lock-free process well-typed under our liveness typing system
is indeed live under fair executions. For defining lock-freedom and fairness, we
must track occurrences of prefixes across transitions. This is straightforward in
the absence of a structural congruence; refer to [9] for a formal treatment.
Definition 7.1. A prefix M is a process on one of the forms k!hei.P , k?(x).P ,
k?{li .Pi }, or k!l.P . An occurence of a prefix M in a process P is a path in the
abstract syntax tree of P to a subterm on the form M (see [9] for details). An
λ

occurrence of a prefix P in M where P −
→ Q is preserved by the latter if M has
the same occurrence in Q; executed otherwise. It is enabled if it is executed by
some transition, and top-level if it is not nested in another prefix.
13
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Definition 7.2. An infinite transition sequence s = (Pi , λi )i∈N is fair iff whenλ

→ Pm+1
ever a prefix M occurs enabled in Pn then some m ≥ n has Pm −−m
executing that occurence.
Definition 7.3. A transition sequence sis terminated iff it has length n and
Pn 6−→. It is maximal iff it is finite and terminated or infinite and fair.

Definition 7.4. A maximal transition sequence (Pi , λi ) is lock-free iff whenever
there is a top-level occurence of a prefix M in Pi , then there exists some j ≥
λj

i s.t. Pj −→ Pj+1 executes that occurrence. A process is lock-free iff all its
transition sequences are.
The central liveness result hinges on the following proposition, which links
the typing judgment to the semantics of a process.
Definition 7.5. For a process transition label λ, define sel(λ) by sel(k!v) =
sel(k?v) = sel(τ ) = ∅ and sel(k&l) = sel(k ⊕ l) = sel(τ : l) = l. Given a trace α
we lift sel(−) pointwise, that is, sel(α) = {sel(λ) | α = φλα0 }.
Proposition 7.6. Suppose · ; L ` P . ∆ with P lock-free, and let s = (Pi , αi )i
be a maximal transition sequence of P . Then L ⊆ sel(α).

Example 7.7. We saw in Example 6.4 that the process D of Example 2.1 is
typable ·; {SI} ` D . · · · . By Proposition 7.6 above, noting that D is clearly
lock-free, every maximal transition sequence of D must eventually select SI.
Theorem 7.8. Suppose · ; L ` P . ∆ with P lock-free. Then P is live for · , ∆.

Example 7.9. We saw in Example 6.4 that P (D) is typable as ·; ∅ ` P (D0 ) . k :
TP , o+ : TD , o− : TD and so, according to the above Theorem, it is live, and
so must will always uphold the liveness guarantee in TP : if CO is selected, then
eventually also SI is selected. Or in the intuition of the example: If the buyer
performs “Checkout”, he is guaranteed to subsequently receive an invoice.

8

Conclusion and Future Work

We introduced a conservative generalization of binary session types to session
types with responses, which allows to specify response liveness properties as part
of the types. We showed that session types with responses are strictly more expressive (wrt. the classes of behaviours they can express) than standard binary
session types. We provided a typing system for a process calculus of processes
similar to a non-trivial subset of collaborative BPMN processes with possibly infinite loops and bounded iteration and proved that lock-free, well typed processes
are live. We have identified several interesting directions for future work: Firstly,
the present techniques could be lifted to multi-party session types, which guarantees lock-freedom outright. Second, investigate more general liveness properties.
Third, add delegation (channel passing). It seems trivial to allow delegation of
sessions, if they have no pending (unfulfilled) responses, but not otherwise. Finally, and more speculatively, we plan to investigate relations to “fair subtyping”
studied in [17].
14
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Abstract—We describe how the declarative Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) Graphs process model can be used for
trustworthy adaptive case management by leveraging the flexible execution, dynamic composition and adaptation supported
by DCR Graphs. The dynamically composed and adapted
graphs are verified for deadlock freedom and liveness in the
SPIN model checker by utilizing a mapping from DCR Graphs
to PROMELA code. We exemplify the approach by a small
workflow extracted from a field study at a danish hospital.
Keywords-Adaptive Case Management, Declarative Business
Processes, Verification

I. I NTRODUCTION
It has been recognized early [2], [29], that supporting
dynamic (i.e. run-time) changes of process descriptions is
one of the key challenges in workflow management systems. The challenge has been receiving increasing interest
recently as a consequence of the demand for efficient IT
systems supporting so-called adaptive case management
(ACM) processes [14], [23], [24], [27], characterized by
being unpredictable and individual in nature and being
carried out by knowledge workers.
Healthcare services are typical sources of case management processes that exercise the challenges of evolutionary changes and being unpredictable and individual in
nature. And the lack of support for dynamic adaptation
and composition of processes is indeed one of the limiting
factors for the usage in practice of the many standardized
treatment plans and clinical guidelines being defined around
the world [15], [16].
Changing a process description while process instances
are executing may cause side effects such as un-intentional
repetition or skipping of tasks and introduction of deadlocks
and livelocks. This situation is referred to as the dynamic
change bug. Elimination of the dynamic change bug calls
for the use of formal process models and development of
verification techniques that support dynamic changes and
analysis for deadlocks and livelocks. In particular, formal
declarative models [4], [12], [31] have been put forward
as offering more flexibility in execution than the traditional
approaches using explicit flow-graphs.

Tijs Slaats
IT University of Copenhagen and
Exformatics A/S
2100 Copenhagen, Denmark
tslaats@itu.dk

In the present paper, we propose an approach to specification and execution of trustworthy adaptive case management
processes based on Dynamic Condition Response Graphs
(DCR Graphs) [4], [6]–[8], [19]. DCR Graphs is a formal,
declarative process modeling language developed in the
Trustworthy Pervasive Healthcare Services (TrustCare.dk)
research project as part of the first author’s PhD project [17],
and currently being embedded in the Exformatics case
management tools as part of the industrial PhD project
carried out by the last author. A brief overview of the
DCR Graphs Tools implemented in Exformatics is presented
in [26] and a graphical editor for DCR Graphs can be
downloaded from [25].
A DCR Graph specifies a process as a set of labelled
events related by five different relations specifying the
constraints on the execution of events. The label of an event
typically indicates the name of an atomic activity and by
whom/which role the activity can be executed, while the
constraints declare rules for the ordering of events.
As a running example, we will consider a simple healthcare process inspired by a previous field study at a danish
hospital [15]. A fragment of the process is shown as a DCR
Graph in Fig. 1 below.

Figure 1.

Prescribe medicine process fragment

The graph consists of four events shown as boxes labelled
by the name of the activity (prescribe medicine, sign,
give medicine, and don’t trust) and the roles of whom
can perform the activities, in this example either (D)octor or
(N)urse. Intutivively, the process allows a doctor to prescribe
medicine (any number of times) and subsequently being
required to certify the prescription by a signature. The nurse
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must then give the medicine (to a patient) or alternatively
indicate that the prescription is not trusted. In the latter case
the doctor is required to sign again (possibly after making
a new prescription).
The prescribe medicine event is related to the sign
event by a condition relation (→•), which declares that the
sign event can not happen before at least one prescribe
medicine event has happened. Similarly, the sign event is
related to the give medicine and don’t trust events, meaning
that the sign event must have happened before the give
medicine and don’t trust events can happen.
Dually, the prescribe medicine event is related to the
sign and give medicine events by a response relation
(•→). The response relation declares that if the prescribe
medicine event happens during an execution, it must eventually be followed (as a response) by a sign event and
a give medicine event for the execution to be accepting (completed). But note, a single sign event and give
medicine event can fulfill the response requirement of
several preceeding prescribe medicine events. For instance,
an execution starting with two prescribe medicine events
and then a sign event is possible (because the condition for
the sign event is fullfilled) but not (yet) completed since
the give medicine event is a pending response. Now, if the
execution is continued with a give medicine event then it
is completed. It may still however continue, e.g. with a new
prescribe medicine event. In this case the execution is no
longer completed, since sign and give medicine are again
pending responses.
The give medicine and don’t trust events are related
to each other by the exclude relation (→%). The exclude
relation from give medicine to don’t trust declares that
the don’t trust event will be excluded from the process if
give medicine is executed. Similarly, the exclude relation
from don’t trust to give medicine declares that the give
medicine event will be excluded from the process if don’t
trust is executed. That is, the two events are mutually
exclusive. However, sign is related to give medicine and
don’t trust by an include relation (→+), which means that
whenever sign happens, the two events give medicine and
don’t trust are included again (if they were excluded).
Note that condition relations from an excluded event are
not considered, and if an excluded event is required to be
executed (as a response), this requirement is also ignored as
long as the event is excluded.
The intuition is that give medicine will be executed if the
nurse trusts the prescription and don’t trust if the nurse does
not trust the prescription. In the latter case, the sign event
is required to be executed again due to the response relation
from don’t trust to sign. In that case, the doctor will check
his prescription, and may make new prescriptions but must
sign again, whereafter the choice of giving the medicine or
not trusting is made possible again by the inclusion relation.
A key feature of DCR Graphs is that the operational

semantics indicated above can be formalized by representing
the state of a process by a marking of the graph. The
marking consists of three finite sets of events, (Ex, Re, In),
representing respectively the previously executed events,
the events that are required to be executed in the future
(as responses) or excluded, and the currently included
events. This information is sufficient to infer enabledness
of an event from the relations of the graph and to infer
if an execution is completed. If we again consider the
execution starting with two prescribe medicine events
and then a sign event, this execution leads to the marking
({prescribe medicine, sign}, {give medicine}, E),
where
E = {prescribe medicine, sign, give medicine, don0 t trust} is
the set of all events in the graph. Continuing the execution
by the give medicine event then leads to the marking
({prescribe medicine, sign, give medicine}, ∅, E\{don0 t trust}).
In [17], [19] it is shown that the operational semantics
of DCR Graphs can be mapped to Büchi-automata [19].
This makes it possible to formally verify temporal properties
of the processes, and in particular deadlock freedom and
liveness, using standard tools as for instance the SPIN
verification tool [10], [11], [18].
A. DCR Graphs for ACM
The new contribution of the present paper is to describe
how DCR Graphs and formal verification of such can be
used for trustworthy, adaptive case management. Due to its
emergent nature, visibility and control of an ACM process
can only be achieved in the context of the execution of a
process instance [27]. Therefore, case/knowledge workers
continuously adapt the process activities to achieve their
(sub)goals successfully [20]. At the same time, due to
frequent adaptation, a process may end up in a situation,
where it is no longer possible to achieve the overall goal of
the process. We primarily use the term trustworthy to indicate that the adapted processes represented as DCR Graphs
can be verified before execution is continued. Ideally, the
application of formal verification techniques will not only
enhance the trustworthiness of the processes, but also help
knowledge workers in making suitable adaptive changes.
We demonstrate below, that the declarative nature of
DCR Graphs makes it well suited for handling run-time
changes and thus the emergent nature of an ACM process. Declarative models are usually considered harder to
perceive than imperative process models based on explicit
flow graphs. However, the simple representation of the
run-time state by a marking on the DCR Graph and the
verification step, help to perceive the meaning (and state) of
the process and to ensure that the process execution can still
be completed, i.e. the goal of the process can be met.
Fig. 2 below illustrates the normal iteration cycle through
three phases of a trustworthy execution of a DCR Graph.
The execution starts in the phase model & adapt, where
an ACM process is modelled either from scratch or by
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Figure 2.

Execution phases of a DCR Graph for ACM

selecting one or more DCR Graphs process fragments (e.g.
provided in repositories) which are composed and adapted.
In dynamic environments, process knowledge can be local
and fragmentary, confined to a certain situation or context.
Process Fragments [1] represent a notion of partial and
local knowledge, which can be integrated or composed
dynamically at design time or run-time. Adopting the notion
of process fragments, DCR Graphs can be used as process
fragments to represent a partial perspective of a complex
process, which can be combined through dynamic composition. Formally speaking, there is no difference between a
normal DCR Graph and a DCR Graph representing a process fragment, except that the fragment DCR Graph might
represent a subgoal or partial functionality like reusable templates. Fig 3 shows two such fragments for our healthcare
example, to be explained in Sec. IV.

further adaptation is required and the execution moves to
the model & adapt phase, starting a new iteration. However,
note that (in the spirit of ACM) it should also be possible
to go back to the modelling phase after verification, to skip
verification after the modelling phase, or go back to the
verify phase after the partial execution.
In this way, an ACM process represented as DCR Graphs
can be modelled, verified and executed iteratively, where
the emergence of new knowledge can be used by the case
workers to adapt the processes at run-time.
However, one may ask why the proposed approach can not
simply prevent adoptions that will lead to dead/livelocks. We
believe that the general approach allowing to compose/adapt
and have intermediate models containing potential deadlocks/livelocks would be valuable as it gives more flexibility
in the modeling and adaptation phase. It can be seen as
analogous to be able to write a program that does not type
check, and then correct the errors, as opposed to only be
able to add code parts that lead to a well-typed program.
B. Structure of paper
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We discuss
related work in Sec. II whereas in Sec. III we further
elaborate the idea of using DCR Graphs for ACM by our
healthcare example. In Sec. IV we then formally define the
adaptation operations on DCR Graphs, after recalling the
formal definition of DCR Graphs and their execution. In
Sec. V we then formally define what it means for a DCR
Graph to be deadlocked and live, introducing new notions of
strongly deadlock free and live processes which guarantee
progress even if only events that are required as responses
are executed. This is in particular relevant if the execution
of the DCR Graphs is distributed on different peers (e.g.
according to the different roles) as considered in [7]. In
Sec. VI we then describe how to verify safety and liveness
properties on DCR Graphs (as defined in Sec. V) using
the SPIN model checking tool and based on the mapping
of DCR Graphs to Büchi-automata [19]. Finally, Sec. VII
concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK

(a) prescribe medicine
Figure 3.

(b) order tests
DCR Graph fragments

In the next phase, verify, formal verification techniques
will be applied to the process. For instance, one could verify
that the process does not allow deadlocks, always allows
progress and to achieve the overall goal, i.e. completion by
(continued) execution or exclusion of all pending response
events.
After successful verification of the process, the execution
can proceed to the next phase, partial execution, where the
process can be executed further until it reaches a point where

The issue of dynamic change [2] in workflow systems
has been investigated thoroughly for Petri net and graph
based models. In [29] Van der Aalst described an approach
to find change regions in WorkFlow nets, which represent
the parts of a model that are effected by a change. He
also proved that a change can be safely applied to a part
outside the change region, simultaneously preserving the
soundness of a workflow instance. In [22] Reichert et al.
presented a framework for the support of adaptive changes
in the graph-based workflow model ADEPT. They developed
a complete and minimal set of change operations that will
allow for modifying an ADEPT workflow at run-time, while
still preserving its consistency and correctness.
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The previous work often take as a correctness criteria
in previous approaches [2], [22], [29], that the state of the
instance after applying the change, could have been reached
from the initial state by replaying the past run. We find
that only allowing changes that are consistent with the past
history too strong for ACM. Instead we advocate recording
the change as part of the execution sequence.
Recent studies [24], [28] have indicated that BPMN-like
languages are not suitable for ACM. One reason is that the
processes are described as procedures. Procedures tend to
over-specify the processes, and also, the changes one can apply must be formulated as changes to the procedure. On the
other hand, declarative workflow models [4], [12], [23], [31],
including DCR Graphs, have been proposed as a alternative
to traditional workflow models to handle unpredictability
and emergent nature of ACM processes. Here process are
described by declaring the constraints and goals, which
usually under-specify the process and supports changes to
the constraints and goals. Declare [30] is a constraintbased declarative workflow model formalized using linear
time logic (LTL). Similar to DCR Graphs, Declare also
supports adaptive changes such as add/remove constraints
and activities, however, since they can not be interpreted in
an immediate state, it is required that the trace of the past
execution satisfies the LTL formulae corresponding to the
change. That is, as discussed above, only changes that are
consistent with the run so far are allowed.
A declarative approach using Guard-Stage-Milestone [12]
based on ECA-like rules for specification of life cycles
on Business artifacts was proposed in the recent years. To
the best of our knowledge, no work on adaptive changes
for the GSM model has been published yet. However, it
has been advocated as a model for ACM due to its rich
data-centric approach and declarative nature and forms the
basis for the recent Case Management Model And Notation
(CMMN) [21] proposed by OMG, which includes support
for dynamic changes. Also the IBM case manger [3] includes some support for dynamic changes. Furthermore,
a modeling approach based on Declarative Configurable
Process Specifications [24] is being developed for automated
support of case management processes. Using declarative
modeling, their model supports process adaptability by using
configurable data objects and context based configuration
rules, but does not support process run-time adaptation when
compared to DCR Graphs.
The use of SPIN for verification of business processes was
studied earlier. In [13], authors used SPIN to verify business
processes by translating an imperative process specification
into state machine description in Promela. In this paper, we
translated a declarative process specification in DCR Graphs
to Promela by mapping it to Buc̈hi-automata [19].
Finally, we have recently proposed a join operator [8]
for modular composition and refinement of DCR Graphs
and to use it as a formal basis for modular implementation

of context sensitive and aspect oriented processes. The
compose and change operations can be derived from the
join operator, however, in this paper we have chosen to
define the adaptation operations directly to make them more
straightforward and easier to understand.
III. DCR G RAPHS FOR ACM BY E XAMPLE
In this section, we will discuss the adaptation operations for DCR Graphs and exemplify the adaptiveness of
DCR Graphs for ACM using the healthcare example.
As adaptation operations we consider the operations of
adding/removing an event, adding/removing a constraint
between two events, changing an event, relabelling an event,
adapting the marking and forcing execution of a non-enabled
event. The operations of adding events (to the graph or
the marking) and constraints are facilitated by a general
compositition operation, which simply takes the union of
two graphs as described formally in the next section.
As an example of an ACM process, consider a healthcare
workflow where a doctor during the initial consultation
realizes that some medical tests are needed before giving
the medicine to a patient. In the initial modelling phase, the
doctor thus selects in a repository the prescribe medicine
DCR Graph fragment in Fig. 3(a) and the order tests process
fragment in Fig. 3(b) and compose them. The doctor then
proceeds to execute the order test event resulting in the
DCR Graph instance shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4.

Composed prescribe medicine example with live lock.

The tick mark in the green circle on order tests represents
that order tests has been executed, i.e. it is in the executed
events set of the marking. Additionally, due to the response
relation from order tests to the examine tests and sign
events, they have a pending response, i.e. they are in the
response events set of the marking. This is indicated by
red circle with an exclamation mark. Now, the arrow from
examine tests to prescribe medicine having a diamond at
its head is the last constraint that we have not yet explained,
called the milestone constraint. The milestone constraint
disables the target event (in this case prescribe medicine)
if the source event has a pending response and is included,
as it is the case in Fig. 4. The intuition is that the source
event must be in a completed state (the milestone reached)
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before the target event can be executed. Disabled events are
indicated with red stop signs. Note that the sign, examine
tests and give medicine events are also not enabled because
of the condition constraints from prescribe medicine, do
tests and sign respectively.
Looking carefully at the DCR Graph in Fig. 4, one may
notice that, in order to sign for ordering the tests, the
prescribe medicine event must have been done first, which
requires the examine tests has been done first (to remove
the pending response), which then requires that do tests
event has to be done first, because of the condition relation
from do tests to examine tests. Alas, the do tests event is
blocked by the sign step. In other words, we have a cycle of
events blocking each other, in which two of the events are
actually required to be executed to complete the workflow.
The DCR Graph is not deadlocked, since the order tests
event can be repeatedly executed, but this will not change
the marking and thus not allow the doctor to make further
progress. Hence, the DCR Graph is live locked as explained
in Def. 9, as it will never be able to execute or exclude the
pending response events (sign and examine tests).
The process instance can be adapted in many ways to
remove the live-lock. One way to solve the problem is to
force execution of the disabled sign event. However, in
fact, the live lock happens because of a modeling error.
The doctor should have two separate sign events, one for
prescribe medicine and one for order tests. This can again
be achieved in many ways. A simple way is to rename
the sign events to fresh event names before composing the
graphs, which would result in the DCR Graphs in 5 (again
after the execution of order tests). Verification of this graph
shows that it is deadlock and livelock free.

Figure 5.

Adapted prescribe medicine example

IV. A DAPTIVE DCR G RAPHS F ORMALLY
In this section we first recall from [17] the formal definitions of DCR Graphs and then give the formal definitions
of the new adaptation operations. We employ the following
notation: We assume infinite sets E and L for events and
labels respectively. For a set E we write P(E) for the
power set of E (i.e. set of all subsets of E). For a binary

relation →⊆ E × E and a subset ξ ⊆ E we write → ξ
and ξ → for the set {e ∈ E | (∃e0 ∈ ξ | e → e0 )} and
the set {e ∈ E | (∃e0 ∈ ξ | e0 → e)} respectively, and
abuse notation writing → e and e → for → {e} and {e} →
respectively when e ∈ E.
A. Basic Definitions
Formally, a DCR Graph is defined as follows.
Definition 1: A Dynamic Condition Response Graph
(DCR Graph) G is a tuple (E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%
, L, l), where
(i) E ⊂ E is a finite set of events,
(ii) M ∈ P(E) × P(E) × P(E) is the marking,
(iii) →•, •→, →, →+, →%⊆ E × E is the condition, response, milestone, include and exclude relation respectively.
(iv) L ⊂ L is the finite set of labels and l : E → P(L) is a
labeling function mapping events to sets of labels.
As explained in the introduction, the marking (ii) represents
the state of the DCR Graph and the five binary relations
over the events (iii) define the constraints on the events
and dynamic inclusion and exclusion. Finally, each event
is mapped to a set of labels (iv). In our running example
simply assign a singleton set containing a pair consisting of
the name of the activity and the role able to perform the
activity.
In Def. 2 we formally define when an event e of a
DCR Graph is enabled for a marking M = (Ex, Re, In),
written M `G e. To be enabled, the event e must be included,
i.e. e ∈ In, all the included events that are conditions for it
must be in the set of executed events, i.e. (In∩ →• e) ⊆ Ex,
and none of the included events that are milestones for
it can be in the set of scheduled response events, i.e.
(In∩ → e) ⊆ E\Re.
We then further define the new marking M0 =
(Ex0 , Re0 , In0 ), resulting from executing an event e in the
marking M. Firstly, the event e is added to the set of
executed events, i.e. Ex0 = (Ex ∪ {e}). Secondly, the event
e is removed from the set of scheduled responses and all
events that are a response to the event e are added, i.e.
Re0 = ((Re\{e})∪e •→). Note that if an event is a response
to itself, it will be removed and immediately added again,
and thus remain in the set of scheduled responses after its
execution. Finally, all the events that are excluded by e are
removed from the included events set, and all the events that
are included by e are added, i.e. In0 = (In \ e →%) ∪ e →+.
Definition 2: For a Dynamic Condition Response Graph
G = (E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l), and M =
(Ex, Re, In), we define that an event e ∈ E is enabled, written
M `G e, if e ∈ In ∧ (In∩ →• e) ⊆ Ex ∧ (In∩ → e) ⊆ E\Re.
The result of executing the event e in the marking M of
a DCR Graph G is the marking (Ex, Re, In) ⊕G e =def
Ex ∪ {e}, (Re \ {e}) ∪ e •→, (In \ e →%) ∪ e →+ .
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Having defined when events are enabled for execution
and the effect of executing an event we define in Def. 3 the
notion of finite and infinite executions and when they are
accepting (or completed). Intuitively, an execution is accepting if any required, included response in any intermediate
marking is eventually executed or excluded in a subsequent
marking during the execution.
We further define the subset of executions in which only
events that are required as responses are executed, which
we refer to as must executions. The reason for considering
must executions is that if a process is deadlock and livelock
free even when restricted to must executions, then we are
guaranteed progress, even if the participants in any step only
perform activities that are required as responses.
Definition 3: For a Dynamic Condition Response Graph
G = (E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l) we define an execution of G to be a (finite or infinite) sequence of pairs
of events and labels: ē = (e0 , a0 ), (e1 , a0 ), . . . such that
ai ∈ l(ei ) and Mi `G ei for M0 = M, Mi+1 = Mi ⊕G ei .
Assuming Mi = (Exi , Ini , Rei ) we say the execution ē is
a must execution if for all (ei , ai ) ∈ ē, ei ∈ Rei and an
accepting (or completed) execution if for all (ei , ai ) ∈ ē,
∀e ∈ Ini ∩ Rei .∃j ≥ i.ej = e ∨ ej →% e. Let exeM (G),
mexeM (G), accM (G)and maccM (G) denote respectively the
set of all executions, all must executions, all accepting
executions, and all accepting must executions of G starting
in marking M.
B. Adaptation Operations on DCR Graphs
In order to support adaptive changes for case management, we define three operations on DCR Graphs: compose,
change and discard.
The first operation compose is a binary composition of
two DCR Graphs, where we glue together (take the union
of) the events, constraints, labels and markings of both the
DCR Graphs as formally defined in Def. 4. Note that the
compose operation also glues the markings of DCR Graphs,
therefore it really defines composition of process instances.
Definition 4: Let Gi = (Ei , Mi , →•i , •→i , →i , →+i
, →%i , Li , li ), Mi = (Exi , Rei , Ini ) for i ∈ {1, 2}. Then
G1 ⊕ G2 = (E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l), where
(i) E = (E1 ∪ E2 )
(ii) M = (Ex1 ∪ Ex2 , Re1 ∪ Re2 , In1 ∪ In2 ),
(iii) →=→1 ∪ →2 for each →∈ {→•, •→, →, →+, →%}
(iv) l(e) = l1 (e) ∪ l2 (e) and L = L1 ∪ L2
In Def. 5 we define event substitution operation on DCR
Graphs, which is used for renaming of events. We use the
shorthand e00 [e 7→ e0 ] to refer to the event e0 if e00 = e and
e00 otherwise. First, the new event is substituted in the set
of events (i) and labeling function is updated accordingly
(ii). Further, all the constraints sets (iii) and the sets in
the marking (iv) are updated accordingly for the event
substitution. Note that there are no restrictions on the new

name for the event, therefore if the new name already
exists in the DCR Graph, then substitution operation allows
merging of events.
Definition 5: Let G = (E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%
, L, l), M = (Ex, Re, In) and e ∈ E, e0 ∈ E. The event substitution operation is defined as G[e 7→ e0 ] = (E0 , M0 , →•0
0
, •→0 , →0 , →+0 , →% , L, l0 ) where

(i) E0 = E\{e} ∪ {e0 }
(ii) (e00 [e 7→ e0 ], a) ∈ l0 if (e00 , a) ∈ l
(iii) ∀ →∈ {→•, •→, →, →+, →%}.e1 [e 7→ e0 ] →0
e2 [e 7→ e0 ] if e1 → e2
(iv) M0 = (Ex0 , Re0 , In0 ) and ∀R ∈ {Ex, Re, In}.e00 [e 7→
e0 ] ∈ R0 if e00 ∈ R

The change operation can be used for renaming labels
as formally defined in Def. 6. First, an event substitution
operation is applied (i) and then new labels are added to the
set of labels. Finally, the labeling function is updated (ii) for
the new labels.
Definition 6: Let G = (E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%
, L, l), M = (Ex, Re, In) and e ∈ E, e0 ∈ E, A ⊂ L. The
change event operation is defined as G[e 7→ (e0 , A)] =
0
(E0 , M0 , →•0 , •→0 , →0 , →+0 , →% , L ∪ A, l00 ) where
0

(i) G[e 7→ e0 ] = (E0 , M0 , →•0 , •→0 , →0 , →+0 , →% , L, l0 )

A
if e00 = e
00 00
(ii) l (e ) =
0 00
l (e )
otherwise
In the Def. 7, we introduce three overloaded versions of
the discard operation to delete: an event from a DCR Graph
(a), a constraint from a DCR Graph (b) and an event from
a marking (c). Discarding an event from a DCR Graph
will delete it from the set of events along with its label
mapping from the labeling function (ai), additionally, it will
also be removed from all the sets in the marking (aii) and
finally all the constraints from and to the event will also be
deleted from the respective constraints sets (aiii). Similarly,
discarding a constraint from a DCR Graph will delete it
from the respective constraint set (b), where as discarding an
event from a set in the marking of a DCR Graph is simply
removing that event from the set (c).
Definition 7: Let G = (E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%
, L, l) with M = (Ex, Re, In). We define three discard
operations by
0

(a) G e = (E0 , M0 , →•0 , •→0 , →0 , →+0 , →% , L, l0 ) where
(i) E0 = E \ {e}, l0 = l \ {(e, l(e))}
(ii) ∀R ∈ {Ex, Re, In}.R0 = R \ {e}
(iii) ∀ →∈ {→•, •→, →, →+, →%}.
→0 =→ \{(e, e0 ), (e0 , e), (e, e) | e0 ∈ E}
0
(b) G
(e →c e0 ) = (E, M, →•0 , •→0 , →0 , →+0 , →%
0
, L, l )where → ∈ {→•, •→, →, →+, →%}, and
0
→ \{(e, e0 )}
if → c =→
→=
→
otherwise
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(c) G (e, R) = (E, M0 , →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l) where
M0 is the obtained by removing the event from a set
R ∈ {Ex, Re, In} in M.
V. S AFETY AND L IVENESS
A deadlock state of a DCR Graph is a marking where
there is an included, required response but no enabled events.
Thus, a DCR Graph is deadlock free if and only if for any
reachable marking, there is either an enabled event or no
included required responses. It is strongly deadlock free
if and only if for any reachable marking there is either
an enabled event which is also a required response or no
included required responses. As exemplified below, strongly
deadlock freedom guarantees progress even if the execution
of the DCR Graphs is distributed (e.g. according to the
different roles) and every peer only executes events that are
required as responses.
Definition 8: Let MM→∗ (G) denotes the set of all reachable markings from M. For a dynamic condition response
graph G = (E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l) we define that G is deadlock free, if ∀M0 = (Ex0 , In0 , Re0 ) ∈
MM→∗ .(∃e ∈ E.M0 `G e ∨ (In0 ∩ Re0 = ∅)). We say
that G0 is strongly deadlock free, if ∀M0 = (Ex0 , In0 , Re0 ) ∈
MM→∗ .(∃e ∈ Re0 .M0 `G e ∨ (In0 ∩ Re0 = ∅)).
If G is the DCR Graph in Fig. 1, then G is both
deadlock free and also strongly deadlock free. However,
the adapted graph G (prescribe medicine •→ sign) in
which the response relation from prescribe medicine to
sign is discarded will only be deadlock free, but not strongly
deadlock free. If the doctor starts by prescribing medicine,
then there will be a pending response on give medicine (but
not on sign), therefore there will be no enabled event which
also is a pending response. The workflow is not deadlocked
since the sign activity may be executed, even though it
is not required as a response. The workflow is not in an
accepting state either, since there is a required response for
give medicine. However, if every participant only does what
is required, i.e. scheduled as a response, the workflow will
never progress to a completed state. This may in particular
be a problem if the execution of the workflow is distributed,
e.g. according to the roles, as supported by the algorithm
given in [7]. If the doctor only sees activities assigned to the
doctor role, she may never sign after doing a prescription
if it is not required as response. However, the nurse will be
required to perform the give medicine activity, but it is not
enabled since the sign must have been done first.
Note that deadlock freedom only guarantees that the
process can make some progress, but not that it can proceed
a long an accepting (completed) execution. A DCR Graph is
defined to be live if and only if, in every reachable marking,
it is always possible to continue along an accepting run (i.e.
eventually execute or exclude any of the pending responses).
We defined that it is strongly live if and only if, from any

reachable marking there exists an accepting must execution.
Definition 9: For a dynamic condition response graph
G = (E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l) we define that the
DCR Graph is live, if ∀M0 ∈ MM→∗ .accM0 (G) 6= ∅, and
strongly live, if ∀M0 ∈ MM→∗ .maccM0 (G) 6= ∅,
The give medicine example G in Fig. 1 is again both live
and strongly live, and G (prescribe medicine •→ sign)
will be live, but not strongly live.
VI. V ERIFICATION OF DCR G RAPHS
This sections describes how the safety and liveness properties on DCR Graphs can be verified by using the Spin [10]
model checking tool. Spin supports verification of properties
for asynchronous process models and distributed systems,
specified in the language called PROMELA.

Figure 6.

Verification of DCR Graphs using Spin tool

Fig. 6 shows the overall methodology of the verification of
DCR Graphs using Spin. The DCR verification tool accepts
a DCR Graph specification as an XML file and generates the
necessary PROMELA code, compiles it and verifies it using
Spin. The DCR Graph verification tool is available through
a web interface [18].
The properties to be verified can be expressed as a Linear
Temporal Logic (LTL) formula in the tool. The Spin LTL
compiler generates a finite automaton for the negation of
the formula, referred to as a never claim. Similarly, a finite
automaton is generated for the DCR Graph model specified
in PROMELA code. Finally, the Spin verifier searches for
an acceptance cycle in the synchronous product of the two
automata. In case the verifier finds an acceptance cycle,
it reports an error by providing a trace for the property
violation.
A. DCR Graphs to PROMELA
In the encoding of a DCR Graph to PROMELA, we
employ the mapping from DCR Graphs to Büchi automata
from [9], [19], as liveness properties are to be verified
over infinite runs. The event names of a DCR Graph are
mapped to integers, as PROMELA does not have support
for strings. The constraint sets and marking of a DCR Graph
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are encoded as arrays, as PROMELA does not support sets.
Furthermore, the language only supports fixed size arrays,
therefore we have defined an event set of a DCR Graph as a
bit array, where the index of an array represents the integer
code of an event and the value (0 or 1) at that index defines
whether the event is part of the set or not. The marking (M)
of a DCR Graph is encoded as three bit arrays.
The PROMELA language supports one-dimensional arrays only. Therefore the constraints sets of a DCR Graph are
defined by using typedef for two-dimensional arrays where
the indices of the array are the integer codes of events and
the values (0 or 1) represents whether the constraint exists
from the first to the second event as shown in Fig. 7.
The assignment included[2] = 1; defines that the event gm
(with integer code = 2) is part of the included set. Since all
data types of PROMELA are initialized to 0 by default, all
the events which are not explicitly mentioned in the initial
marking or specification are not included.
PROMELA does not have procedure/function construct to
structure the code, therefore the inline construct was used
to group a sequence of statements related to one logical
function as shown in Fig. 7.

matching to status bit of an event in the enabled set. During
verification, Spin will evaluate all the guards and choose one
of the enabled options non-deterministically, by assigning it
to the variable random event executed.

Figure 8.

PROMELA code for main process

B. Deadlock and Liveness

Figure 7.

Specification of give medicine example

The main logic for verification of safety and liveness
properties is shown in Fig. 8. The main process function
(proctype dcrs) contains one do loop in which code from
different inline blocks will be executed.
The model specification() inline block contains the specification of a DCR Graph as described previously and
the clear enabled events block clears the list of events
in the enabled set. The next inline block is Compute enabled events, which loops through the events in the
included set and verifies whether all its included condition
events have been executed. Similarly, all included milestone
events of an event are also checked to make sure that none
of them are part of the pending response set. An event
satisfying these checks will be added to the enabled events
set.
The next inline block, nondeterministic execution(), contains code for executing one of the events from the enabled
set. The tool generates options for an if block with a guard

In nondeterministic execution(), if none of the guards are
evaluated to true, then the else block will be executed.
The code in the else blocks declares a deadlock if there
are any included pending responses. In the absence of
included pending responses, the program jumps to end state
to terminate the program.
In the case of enabled events in every marking, the else
block will never get executed and thereby the do loop will
continue forever without breaking. Spin detects such kind
of cycles and terminates the program after inspecting all the
states of the automaton.
Liveness properties of a DCR Graph can be verified by
specifying a never claim in LTL. In the tool, liveness
verification is done by specifying a correctness claim as
♦ accepting state visited in LTL, from which Spin
generates a never claim based on the negation of the formula.
C. Strong Deadlock freedom and Liveness
The encoding of deadlock for must executions is very
much similar to that of the deadlock property introduced in
the previous paragraphs. In the nondeterministic execution,
an additional check for included and enabled pending responses will be made, before choosing any enabled event
for non-deterministic execution. In case of existence of a
pending response without any enabled pending response, a
violation of strongly deadlock freedom will be declared.
For verification of the strong liveness property on a
DCR Graph, we generate an encoding for every possible
reachable marking of the DCR Graph. In addition a check
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will be made in the non-deterministic execution of events,
to make sure that the enabled events are also pending
responses.
D. Evaluation of Spin Verification
Table. I shows statistics for the Spin verification of the
healthcare workflow from the previous sections. The second
and third columns represent the number of events and
constraints in the DCR Graph. The number of reachable
markings in the DCR Graph is shown in column 4. The last
three columns display the statistics from Spin verification:
the number of Spin program states, time taken in seconds
and memory usage in megabytes respectively.
DCR Graph
Model
prescribe
medicine
order tests
prescribe
+ order
adapted
prescribe
+ order
create
case [5]

Spin statistics
program
time memory
states
sec. MB.

E

→

states

3

4

13

14,741

0.04

613.04

5

7

72

231,731

0.60

759.70

6

11

116

602,289

1.67

775.20

7

11

460

3,267,596

9.37

880.70

17

28

1386 15,614,513 63.1

1432.5

Table I
S PIN VERIFICATION STATISTICS

Even though Spin verification on DCR Graphs is quite
useful, we have noticed certain drawbacks. First of all, the
number of Spin program states grows exponentially with
the number of events in a DCR Graph. For example, the
adapted prescribe medicine example from Fig. 5 contains
7 events and 11 constraints. But as shown in Table. I, the
Spin program states are more than three million, even though
there are only 460 unique reachable markings in the büchi
automaton for the DCR Graph. The automata construction is
inherently exponential, however, a further blow-up of Spin
program states is caused by the lack of good data structures
in PROMELA for encoding sets and other complex types.
This means that the event sets of a DCR Graphs have to
be encoded as fixed size arrays and these arrays have to
be iterated many times to calculate the updated markings.
Moreover, every value change of a variable (e.g. loop index)
is considered as unique program state in Spin. Additionally,
the increase of Spin memory usage (last column) is also an
alarming issue, which could be problematic in verification
of larger models.
In addition to the above limitations, the output generated
by Spin is also not user friendly. Especially, it is difficult for
modellers to figure out the counter example from the Spin
error trails. Therefore, we strongly believe that by performing the verification directly on the reachable markings of a
DCR Graph, it is possible to verify much larger models and
provide intuitive validation results.

VII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented an approach to adaptive case management based on the recently introduced declarative process
model Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) Graphs. Our
work leverages three key features of DCR Graphs: 1) Its
declarative nature with implicit definition of states allow for
simple definitions of process composition and change, 2) its
simple operational semantics based on markings of the graph
allowed us to extend the definitions of process composition
and change to running instances, and 3) the mapping of
DCR Graphs to the SPIN model checking tool allowed us
to formally verify deadlock freedom and liveness for the
dynamically changed adapted models.
The definition of deadlocks for DCR Graphs is new,
and exploited that the markings of DCR Graphs allow to
distinguish between which events may happen now (the
enabled events), and which events must eventually happen
(the required future responses). This allowed us to define
a deadlock as a state where some event must eventually
happen, but no events may happen now. Moreover, we introduced a new notion of strongly deadlock freedom, which
intuitively means that even in a situation where every actor
only perform required actions there will be no deadlocks. We
also introduced the notion of liveness and strong liveness for
DCR Graphs
We found that the PROMELA language and its ability to
verify both safety and liveness properties made SPIN easy
to use as back-end verification tool for DCR Graphs and
benchmarked the verification on a small set of examples.
However, the benchmarks also show that the resulting SPIN
models reach a quite large number of states for even small
DCR Graphs, which indicate that there may be an advantage
to implement the verification algorithms directly for DCR
Graphs. This could potentially explore the partial order
information of DCR Graphs and avoid constructing the
interleaved transition system model.
In future work we plan to investigate a native implementation of model checking for DCR Graphs. We also plan to
extend the approach to ACM presented in the present paper
to DCR Graphs extended with data and nested sub graphs
as defined in [17] and relate and compare our work to the
GSM-approach [12].
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Abstract

discuss how merging is similar to adding advices and weaving of
aspects in AOP. The examples also show how the join operator can
We propose the recently introduced declarative and event-based
be used to refine and more generally adapt behavior of a process,
Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) Graphs process model as a
i.e. by replacing an event or a complete sub process with a new
formal basis for modular implementation of context-sensitive and
process.
aspect-oriented processes. The proposal is supported by a new join
It should be stressed that the proposal in the present paper is
operator allowing modular composition and refinement of DCR
very initial work. The DCR Graph model was developed with anGraphs. We give small illustrative examples of DCR Graphs definother application area in mind as a foundation for flexible working context-sensitive processes where context-events dynamically
flow languages as part of the second author’s PhD project [12].
enable and disable the need for authentication and the join operaIt has then subsequently been continued in the (ongoing) PhD
tor is used to add authentication to a process. Finally, we discuss
projects of the third and fourth authors focussing on respectively
the use of formal verification to ensure that processes satisfy safety
developing a formal foundation for the implementation of flexiand liveness properties, and define two liveness properties (deadble, cross-organizational workflow systems [5] and developing a
lock freedom and liveness) that can be verified directly on the state
process-oriented event-based programming language (PEPL) [4]
graph for DCR Graphs.
for context-sensitive services based on DCR Graphs.
In Fig. 1 below we give a concrete example of a contextCategories and Subject Descriptors D.3.1 [Programming Lansensitive authorization process that we will use as running example.
guages]: Formal Definitions and Theory - Semantics, Syntax
The example is inspired by a concrete case study of an oncology
General Terms Design, Languages, Reliability, Verification
workflow process at a danish hospital [11].
The graph consists of five events (shown as boxes). Each event
corresponds to the (possibly repeated) execution of an activity,
1. Introduction
which is indicated by a label assigned to the event and shown inside
The terms context-sensitivity, context-awareness and context-dependency the box. The activities in the example are thus action, authorize,
are generally used to describe systems that adapt their behavior acreauthorize, normal and emergency.
cording to changes in their context. Changes in the context are naturally described as events, either provided by sensors, user inputs
or messages from other programs. This suggests the application of
event-driven programming to implement context-aware systems.
Event-driven systems are normally based on the publish-subscribe
pattern. That is, at any time the system subscribes to specific (patterns of) events. Whenever a pattern has been detected, the system
reacts by performing a block of code, possibly publishing new
events.
In the present paper we propose to use the recently introduced
event-based declarative process model, Dynamic Condition Response Graphs (DCR Graphs) [3, 6, 7, 13], as a formal basis for
modular and aspect-oriented construction of context-sensitive systems. The modular and aspect-oriented construction is facilitated
by a new, general join operator. We give small examples that illustrate how the join operator can be used to merge processes, and
Figure 1. Context-sensitive authorization process as DCR Graph.
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One way to think of a DCR Graph is as an event-driven reactive
program, where the code-blocks usually executed when an event
pattern is detected have been replaced by specifications of response
events, specifying activities that must eventually be executed (by
the process or the environment) whenever possible. That is, the
occurrence of an event schedules other events that must be executed
in the future in order for the process to progress. The response
events are specified in the graph by the response relation, indicated
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graphically by the arrow with a bullet at the source and coloured
blue to make it more easily visible. In the example we thus have a
response relation from the reauthorize to the authorize event.
Moreover, every event can have a list of condition events and
milestone events. In order for an event to be enabled, i.e. its activity
to be executable, its condition events must have been executed at
least once in the past and its milestone events must not currently be
scheduled for execution. In the example, the authorize event is a
condition for the reauthorize event and a milestone for the action
event. The condition relation means in this example that reauthorize can not be executed if authorize has not been executed at least
once in the past. The milestone relation means that the action event
is blocked if an authorize event is scheduled for execution.
Finally, in addition to the specification of response, condition
and milestone events, a novel idea of DCR Graphs is the specification of events that are excluded and included when an event happen. Exclusion and inclusion of events have a cross-cutting effect
on the system similar to turning aspects on and off in aspect oriented programming: An excluded event is ignored as condition and
milestone of events and even if it is currently scheduled it will not
be required to be executed unless it is included again.
In the example, the event emergency excludes the authorize
and reauthorize events and the event normal includes the two
events. Note we use the nested DCR Graphs notation introduced
in [6], a relation to a box around events is simply a short hand for
having the relation to all the sub events. Now, if an emergency
event happens (e.g. representing that the condition of the patient
becomes critical), then the events authorize and reauthorize are
excluded. This means that even if authorize is scheduled for execution and a milestone for action, then it is not disabling the action
event. However, if the normal event happens, then authorize and
reauthorize are again included.
The five relations (condition, response, milestone, include and
exclude) completely describe the dynamic behavior of the process.
Moreover, the state of a running process can be described by a triple
of finite sets of events, (Ex, Re, In) similar to markings of Petri
Nets [15, 16]. The set Ex records the previously executed events,
the set Re describes the events scheduled for execution, and the set
In denotes the currently included events. The set Re thus contains
events schedules as responses to events that have been executed,
but we also allow to define that some events are scheduled in the
initial marking of the graph.
We graphically visualize a marking (Ex, Re, In) by adding a
(green) checkmark to every box for events in the Ex set, a (red)
exclamation mark to every box for events in the Re set, and making
the border dashed of boxes for events which are not in the In set.
A run of a DCR Graph is then a (possibly infinite) sequence of
markings, where the (n + 1)th marking is obtained by executing
one of the enabled events in the nth marking (adding it to the set
Ex) and updating the Re and In sets according to the relations.
An example run of the process in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2. In the
initial marking (at the top), nothing has been executed, the events
action and authorize are scheduled, and every event is included.
This state is described by the marking (∅, {action, authorize}, E),
where E is the set of all five events. In this state, only the events
authorize, normal and emergency are enabled. The event action
is blocked because it has authorize as milestone and authorize
is scheduled for execution. The event reauthorize is blocked because it has authorize as condition, and this event has never been
executed.
Now, if the emergency event is executed then the state changes
to the marking ({emergency}, {action, authorize}, E\{authorize,
reauthorize}), shown at the graph in the middle of Fig. 2. That is,
emergency is recorded as executed, whereas action and authorize are still scheduled, but authorize and reauthorize are ex-

cluded. This implies that authorize is not longer considered as
milestone for action, which therefore is enabled. The marking
shown at the bottom of Fig. 2 shows the state if the event action
is executed.

Figure 2. An example run of the authorization process.
Note that action can be executed several times. However, if
normal is now executed, i.e. if the patient condition is no longer
critical, then system moves to the marking shown in Fig. 3, where
authorize and reauthorize are included again.

Figure 3. If the normal event is executed, then authorize is again
required before action can be executed.
Since authorize is still scheduled in the marking in Fig. 3,
the event action is not enabled and can not be executed unless
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authorize is executed or excluded because the event emergency
is executed again.
Runs may be finite or infinite. We say that a run is accepting
if whenever an event is scheduled, it eventually gets excluded or
executed. As shown in [12, 13], DCR Graphs can be mapped to
the standard Büchi-automata model, characterizing all runs as well
as fair runs as the accepting runs, and subsequently verified for
safety and liveness properties using the SPIN model checker [9].
However, it can also be represented directly (and more compactly)
as a so-called transition system with responses [2], which is simply
a labelled transition system where each state is annotated by a set
of labels, referred to as the response actions. The accepting runs
of a transition system with responses is then the finite or infinite
runs where whenever a label is included in the response set of an
intermediate state in the run, it will be excluded from the response
set in a subsequent state or executed.
It is worth stressing that there is no explicit sequencing of commands in the DCR Graphs process model. This makes it possible to
weave, refine and adapt processes by the general join operator introduced in Sec. 3. If a new event is joined as a milestone for some
existing events in a process, and such that this new event is scheduled whenever the existing events are scheduled as responses, then
the new event must be executed before the existing events become
enabled. Thus, the new event is similar to an advice in AOP, that
must be executed before the targetted set of existing events which
correspond to join points.
After briefly recalling the formal definition of DCR Graphs
in Sec. 2, we exemplify this aspect-oriented modularity in Sec. 3
where the DCR Graph shown in Fig. 1 is joined with a another
process describing a context-sensitive request/reply process shown
in Fig. 4
We end by briefly summarizing the techniques for formal verification and distribution of DCR Graphs developed so-far in the
above mentioned research projects and briefly touch on related
work.

2.

DCR Graphs

In this section we give the formal definitions of DCR Graphs. We
employ the following notation.
Notation: For a set E we write P(E) for the power set of E (i.e. set
of all subsets of E). For a binary relation →⊆ E × E and a subset
ξ ⊆ E we write → ξ and ξ → for the set {e ∈ E | (∃e0 ∈ ξ |
e → e0 )} and the set {e ∈ E | (∃e0 ∈ ξ | e0 → e)} respectively,
and abuse notation writing → e and e → for → {e} and {e} →
respectively when e ∈ E.
Formally, a DCR Graph is defined as follows.
D EFINITION 1. A Dynamic Condition Response Graph (DCR Graph)
G is a tuple (E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l), where
(i) E is a set of events,
(ii) M ∈ isthemarking, P(E) × P(E) × P(E),
(iii) →•, •→, →, →+, →%⊆ E × E is the condition, response,
milestone, include and exclude relation respectively.
(iv) L is the set of labels and l : E → P(L) is a labeling function
mapping events to labels.

As explained in the introduction, the marking (ii) represents the
state of the DCR Graph and the five binary relations over the events
(iii) define the constraints on the events and dynamic inclusion and
exclusion. Finally, each event is mapped to a set of labels (iv).
In Def. 2 we formally define that an event e of a DCR Graph
with marking M = (Ex, Re, In) is enabled, written G ` e, when e
is included in the current marking, i.e. e ∈ In, and all the included
events that are conditions for it are in the set of executed events,
i.e. (In∩ →• e) ⊆ Ex, and none of the included events that are

milestones for it are in the set of scheduled response events, i.e.
(In∩ → e) ⊆ E\Re. We then further define the change of the
marking when an enabled event e is executed: Firstly, the event
e is added to the set of executed events (Ex ∪ {e}). Secondly,
the event is removed from the set of scheduled responses and all
events that are a response to the event e are added to the set of
scheduled responses ((Re \ {e}) ∪ e •→). Note that if an event is
a response to itself, it will remain in the set of scheduled responses
after its execution. Finally, the included events set is updated to the
set (In\e →%)∪e →+, i.e. all the events that are excluded by e are
removed, and then all the events that are included by e are added.
D EFINITION 2. For a Dynamic Condition Response Graph G =
(E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l), and M = (Ex, Re, In) we
define that an event e ∈ E is enabled, written G ` e, if e ∈
In ∧ (In∩ →• e) ⊆ Ex and (In∩ → e) ⊆ E\Re. We further
define the result of executing the event e as (Ex, Re, In)
 ⊕G e =def
Ex ∪ {e}, (Re \ {e}) ∪ e •→, (In \ e →%) ∪ e →+ .

Having defined when events are enabled for execution and the
effect of executing an event we define in Def. 3 the notion of finite
and infinite executions and when they are accepting. Intuitively, an
execution is accepting if any event which is scheduled and included
in any intermediate marking, is eventually executed or excluded.

D EFINITION 3. For a Dynamic Condition Response Graph G =
(E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l) we define an execution of G
to be a (finite or infinite) sequence of tuples {(Mi , ei , ai , M0i )}i∈[k]
each consisting of a marking, an event, a label and another marking
(the result of executing the event) such that M = M0 and ∀i ∈
[k].ai ∈ l(ei ) ∧ Gi ` ei ∧ M0i = Mi ⊕G ei and ∀i ∈ [k − 1].M0i =
Mi+1 , where Gi = (E, Mi , →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l). We say
the execution is accepting
if ∀i ∈ [k]. ∀e ∈ Ini ∩ Rei .∃j ≥

i.ej = e ∨ e 6∈ In0j ) , where Mi = (Exi , Ini , Rei ) and M0j =
(Ex0j , In0j , Re0j ). Let exeM (G) and accM (G) denote respectively the
set of all executions and all accepting executions of G starting in
marking M. Finally we say that a marking M0 is reachable in G
(from the marking M) if there exists a finite execution ending in M0
and let MM→∗ (G) denote the set of all reachable markings from
M.
A marking in a DCR Graph is accepting, if there are no included
scheduled events that required as responses. Thus, a deadlock state
can be defined as a state where there is an included scheduled
event, but without any enabled events. We say that a DCR Graph
is deadlock free if and only if there is no reachable deadlock state.
D EFINITION 4. For a dynamic condition response graph G =
(E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l) we define that G is deadlock
free, if ∀M0 = (Ex0 , In0 , Re0 ) ∈ MM→∗ .(∃e ∈ E.G0 ` e ∨ (In0 ∩
Re0 = ∅)), for G0 = (E, M0 , →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l).
A DCR Graph is defined to be live if and only if, in every reachable marking, it is always possible to continue along an accepting
run.
D EFINITION 5. For a dynamic condition response graph G =
(E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l) we define that the DCR Graph
is live, if ∀M0 ∈ MM→∗ .accM0 (G) 6= ∅.

3.

Process Composition

In this section we define a new general join operation on DCR
Graphs which supports modular, aspect-oriented composition and
refinement of DCR Graphs. The join operation is defined relative
to two join relations C and B, which specify which events in the
left (right) graph are replaced by events in the right (left) graph.
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In particular the join operation allows in special cases for basic
union of graphs and refinement of events, that is, substituting an
event by an entire new sub graph.
Before giving the formal definition, we will give an example of
how to join a process graph with another, where one event in the
former graph is refined by two events in the latter process.
The DCR Graph Grr in Fig. 4 below shows a process for a
context-sensitive request/reply pattern.

a convinient way to represent relations to both authorize and
action.
To ease readability we may adopt a programming language
notation for the join operation, writing the above join as follows.
Listing 1. Using Join to Authorize a Reply
CSRequestReplyAuth =
j o i n C S R e q u e s t R e p l y and C S A u t h o r i z a t i o n
where r e p l y < { a u t h o r i z e , a c t i o n }

Below we give the formal definition of the join operator.
D EFINITION 6. Assume DCR Graphs Gi = (Ei , Mi , →•i , •→i
, →i , →+i , →%i , Li , li ) where Mi = (Exi , Rei , Ini ) for i ∈
{1, 2} and join relations C: E1 * P(E2 ) and B: E2 * P(E1 ).
The join of G1 and G2 relative to C and B is defined as G1 CB
G2 = (E, M, →•, •→, →, →+, →%, L, l), where

Figure 4. A context-sensitive request/reply process
If a request event happens, the reply is scheduled as response.
The reply event is excluded if it is executed, or a cancel event subsequently happens. However, it will be included (and scheduled)
again if a new request event happens. As for the example given in
the introduction, the cancel event may be triggered by some change
of conditions in the context of the process.
We can now use the join operation to define a context-sensitive
request/reply process where the reply needs (context-sensitive) authorization as defined in the DCR Graph Gauth given in Fig. 1 in
the introduction.
The intention is to merge the two process graphs, but such
that the reply event in Grr is replaced by the authorize
and action events in Gauth . The result is the graph shown in
Fig. 5 and formally defined as Grrauth = Grr CB Gauth for
C= {(reply, {authorize, action})} and B= ∅.

(i) ∀e ∈ dom(C). C (e) ∩ dom(B) = ∅ and ∀e ∈ dom(B). B
(e) ∩ dom(C) = ∅
(ii) E = E01 ∪ E02 for E01 = E1 \dom(C) and E02 = E2 \dom(B)
(iii) M = (Ex, Re, In), where: Ex = Ex1 ∩ E01 ∪ Ex2 ∩ E02 ,
In = In1 ∩ E01 ∪ In2 ∩ E02 and Re = Re1 ∩ E01 ∪ Re2 ∩ E02 ,
(iv) →=E−1 →1 ∪ →1 E ∪ D−1 →2 ∪ →2 D for each →∈ {→•
, •→, →, →+, →%} and E= {(e, e0 ) | e ∈ E1 ∧ e0 ∈C
(e) ∪ {e}} and D= {(e, e0 ) | e ∈ E2 ∧ e0 ∈B (e) ∪ {e}}
(v) L = L1 
∪ L2
l1 (e) ∪ l2 (e) if e ∈ E01 ∩ E02

(vi) l(e) = l1 (e)
if e ∈ E01 \E02

l (e)
if e ∈ E02 \E01
2

The first condition, (i), guarantees that there are no circular refinements. That is, an event in G1 can not be refined by an event in G2
which is also refined by an event in G1 and vice versa. The second condition, (ii), states that the set of events in the joined graph
consists of all the events of the two graphs, that have not been refined by events in the other graph. The third condition, (iii), defines
the join of the markings of the graphs. It simply inherits the markings from the two graphs. Note that the fact that markings are also
joined means that we can also apply the join operator on computing
processes. Condition (iv) defines the extension of the relations to
the refining events. The relation E is the reflexive closure of the left
join C relation, i.e. e E e0 if and only if e C e0 or e = e0 . Similarly,
D is the reflexive closure of B. The relation E−1 →1 is then the relational composition of E−1 (the inverse of E) and the relation →1 ,
and similarly the relation →1 E is the relational composition of →1
and E. That is, e(E−1 →1 ∪ →1 E)e0 if
• e →1 e0 , or

• e →1 e000 and e000 C e0 , or
• e00 C e and e00 →1 e0 .

Figure 5. Joining context-sensitive request/reply and authorization
processes
Informally, the two event sets have been joined, replacing the
reply event in the graph Grr with the two events authorize
and action in the Gauth graph, while inheriting all relations
between the replaced event and other events in Grr . Recall, that
relations to the box around authorize and action is merely

Considering our example in Fig. 5, this definition implies that e.g.
cancel will exclude both action and authorize. But note
that the self-exclude relation on reply, enforcing the ”linearity”
constraint that only one reply can only be carried out for each
request, is not kept. This is because relations between events that
are replaced, and thus in particular self-relations are not kept. The
rationale for not keeping these relations are that a join should
allow for removing constraints on the refined events. To keep the
property that the action can only be carried out once for each
request, the refining graph Gauth should have an exclude relation
from action to itself.
Finally, conditions (v) and (vi) define the label set as the union
of the two label sets, and the labeling of events by the original label for events that are not shared and the union of the label set
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for shared events. Since we have not used the label function in the
present paper it can safely be ignored. For the curious reader, the labeling function allows to have distinct events with the same ”external” label, which is useful for some practical applications, as well
as for proving that every Büchi-automaton can be represented by a
DCR Graph. This means in particular that the DCR Graphsmodel
is more expressive that LTL.
As indicated in the beginning of the section, we may derive
operations G\e, G[e C G0 ] and G ∪ G0 for respectively discarding
an event e, refining an event e by G0 and taking the union of two
graphs G and G0 as special cases of the join operator.
D EFINITION 7. For a DCR Graph G = (E1 , Mi , →•i , •→i , →i
, →+i , →%i , Li , li ) for i ∈ {1, 2} and e ∈ E1 define

• (Discard) G1 \e = G1 CB G∅ where C= (e, ∅) and G∅ is the

empty DCR Graph, i.e. the DCR Graph with no events,

• (Refine) G1 [e C G2 ] = G1 CB G2 where C= (e, E2 ) and

B= ∅,

• (Union) G1 ∪ G2 = G1 CB G2 where C= ∅ and B= ∅.

As an example of the discard operation, we may remove the
ability to cancel requests in the graph Grrauth in Fig. 5 by discarding the cancel event, taking the graph Grrauth \cancel.
As an example of the refine operation, we may add the ”linearity” constraint to action in Grrauth , i.e. that it can be executed
at most once for every request. This is done with a refine operation
Grrauth [action C Glinact ], where Glinact is the DCR Graph
({action}, (∅, ∅, ∅), ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, (action, action), ∅, ∅), i.e. the
graph with an empty marking and a single event action related
to itself by the exclude relation, and no other relations.
3.1

Aspect Oriented and Modular DCR Graphs

In an aspect oriented language based on DCR Graphs, we propose
using the join operator to define an operator for adding ”before”
advices for a subset of events (the joincut). This could for instance
be done by refining every event e in the joincut by a DCR Graph
that adds an advice sub process as a milestone before the event
e, ad e.g. the authorize event before the action event in
Fig. 1. Then, every time an event e in the join cut is scheduled
for execution, every event in the advice sub process will also be
scheduled for execution, and must be executed before executing e
due to the milestone relation.
Dually, an ”after” advice may be added to an event e by joining
a graph that has a response, condition and include relation from e to
the advice sub process, like for the request and reply events
in the Grr graph in Fig. 4. This ensures that the advice must be
carried out once after the event e. These two operations can then be
combined to have both ”before” and ”after” advices.
Toggling of advices, e.g. as a result of context-events, can be
achieved by joining in events that include and exclude the advice
sub processes, e.g. like the normal and emergency events in
Fig. 1. One can further constrain when an advice can be toggled as
in Fig. 4, where the reply action can be cancelled, but only after the
request has happened.
Finally, the join operator can also be considered as a general
way of allowing modular definition of DCR Graphs. However, it
should be stressed, that the join operator provide no guarantees for
preserving safety and liveness properties. Indeed, it is easy to join
graphs and achieve a circular condition dependency between events
that may lead to a deadlock state if one of the events are required
as response (and can not be excluded). Similarly, the join operator
may introduce the possibility of a life lock, i.e. a DCR Graph with
an infinite run that is not accepting and has no way of breaking out
of the loop.

It is possible to verify safety and liveness properties of the composed DCR Graphs, e.g. by mapping the DCR Graph to a Büchiautomaton and verify the properties using the SPIN model checker
as shown in [12]. This is however time consuming when the size of
the processes grow. A more efficient verification currently explored
is to carry out the verification on the corresponding transition systems with responses. Finally, an even more efficient guarantee of
well-behaved modular composition, which we are currently investigating, is to define a notion of behavioral type for DCR Graphs
based on the work on session types, which then guarantee that 1)
well-typed graphs are safe and live, and 2) if compatible, welltyped DCR Graphs are joined, then the resulting graph is again
well-typed.

4.

Conclusion

We have proposed the declarative, event-based DCR Graphs model
as a foundation for modular construction of context-sensitive,
aspect-oriented processes. Concretely, we showed how the dynamic
exclusion and inclusion primitives of DCR Graphs allow to turn the
relevance of events as conditions/milestones and responses for any
other event in the model on and off. It was exemplified by a simple
authorization process fragment, where the need for authorization
can be toggled by events signaling wether the context situation is
an emergency or normal. Another example was a request/reply process fragment, where the reply can be cancelled by a cancel event in
the context. Moreover, we presented a new join operator for DCR
Graphs, allowing both modular composition and refinement, exemplified by joining the request/reply process and the authorization
process, by which the reply was refined into two events, an action
event (i.e. representing the reply) and an authorization event, and
the remaining events and relations for authorization were inherited.
A key point is that aspects are not turned on and off when
processes are initiated, but asynchronously at any point during
the execution of the process. Another key point is that the formal
semantics allows us to verify if the defined process, e.g. obtained
by joining processes, have safety or liveness problems. As shown
in [12, 13], DCR Graphs can be mapped to Büchi-automata. In [12]
an implementation of this mapping and its application to verify
safety and liveness properties of DCR Graphs using the SPIN
model-checker are described. Recently we have developed a model
checker that allows to verify properties directly on DCR Graphs. It
avoids the translation to Büchi-automata and seems more efficient,
however this is still work in progress. In [7] we have developed a
technique for distributing DCR Graphs, which is somehow reverse
to the composition operator. It allows to divide a DCR Graph in a
collection of (not necessarily disjoint) sub graphs, which can then
be executed at different locations. Finally, the fourth author has
developed a prototype implemenation of PEPL [4] where events
are extended with data, and the third author has implemented a
workflow engine at Exformatics A/S based on DCR Graphs with
data.
Related work: It goes beyond the scope of the present paper to
give a comprehensive overview of related work. Context-oriented
programming (e.g. [8, 18]) introduces the notion of layers in normal object-oriented, block structured programming languages such
as Java, allowing features (aspects) to be activated or deactivated
depending on the current context. The selection of active layers
are typically done using the with primitive when methods are invoked. In [10], the event-driven and context-oriented approaches
are combined, allowing events triggered in other threads to activate
and de-activate layers somewhat similar to the include and exclude
primitives of DCR Graphs.
The use of declarative primitives for the description of processes, and workflow processes in particular, is also treated in the
work on Declare [19, 20]. Declare is similar to DCR Graphs in
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that processes are specified by temporal relations between events,
indeed, the condition and responses relations are specified using
the same graphical notation. Another related approac would be
to specify processes using a temporal logic like LTL [14, 17]
or CTL [1]. In [14] is shown that primitives similar to those
used in DCR Graphs can indeed be represented in LTL. However, neither Declare, LTL nor CTL have explicit operators for
the inclusion and exclusion of events as in DCR Graphs. Consequently, toggling of aspects can not simply be added by joining additional constraints. It is instead necessary to rewrite the
logical formula (or Declare process) in a non trivial way. As an
example, consider the request-reply-cancel pattern in Fig. 4. The
request-reply pattern alone would typically be expressed in LTL by
a formula like G(request =⇒ F reply) ∧ (F reply =⇒
¬replyU request) ∧ G(reply
=⇒
N (F reply
=⇒
¬replyU request)), where G reads Generally, F reads Future,
U reads Until and N is the Next operator. That is, 1) it is generally the case that if a request happens, then a reply happens
in the future, 2) if a reply happens, then that reply can not happen before at least one request has happened, and 3) if a reply
happens, then if another reply happens some time in the future,
it will not happen before a new request has happened. Now, to
add the cancel option, it is ncecessary to rewrite the formula, it is
not possible simply to add new constraints e.g. as a conjunction.
This is because 1) a reply is not required if a cancel event happens, i.e. one must change the first conjunct to G(request =⇒
F (reply ∨ cancel)), 2) after a cancel event, a reply should
not occur until we have seen a new request, i.e. the third conjunct becomes G(reply ∨ cancel =⇒ N (F reply =⇒
¬replyU request)) and 3) a cancel event should not occur before the first request has happened, i.e. we should add an additional
conjunct (F cancel =⇒ ¬cancelU request). In general, if
the LTL formula does not have this specific form as given by DCR
Graphs, we claim that it would be non-trivial to define how formulas should be changed to toggle aspects on and off, and at least
not as simple as the join operator of DCR Graphs proposed in the
present paper.
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Abstract. We present the DCR∗ process language as a first step towards
a foundation for modular process-aware information systems allowing
dynamic creation of sub-processes with independent life-cycles and safe,
run-time adaptation. The DCR∗ process language is a constraint-based
process language generalising event structures. As the first main technical
result we formalise when an adaptation is conservative, i.e. preserves the
constraints of the adapted process and provide a decidable approximation to conservative adaptation referred to as non-intrusive adaptations.
Such approximation is crucial, since we as the second main technical
contribution prove that the DCR∗ language is Turing complete. This
is in contrast to the sub-language of DCR processes, without dynamic
sub-processes. This language corresponds to the model of DCR graphs
introduced in previous work and known to charatise exactly languages
that are the union of a regular and an ω-regular language. The developments throughout the paper is exemplified with a running example
inspired by a process-aware information system for handling grant applications, for which our industrial partner has recently provided a DCR
graph based implementation. Also, an online prototype implementation
of the DCR∗ language can be found at http://tiger.itu.dk:8018/.

1

Introduction

Software systems today control increasingly complex processes operating in unpredictable contexts. At the same time, it is becoming more and more critical
that the software behaves correctly, e.g. that it is compliant with safety, security
and legal regulations. The combination of complexity, unpredictability and need
for compliancy has lead to a general understanding that a foundation for the
implementation of modular, run-time adaptable and formally verifiable software
systems is needed. This is not least the case in the fields of Process-Aware Information Systems (PAIS) [34] and Business Process Management (BPM) [3],
which constitute the context of the present work. The fields deal with systems
driven by explicit process designs for the enactment and management of business processes and human workflows, and the study of formalisms for describing
?
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processes has always been central in these fields: As a vehicle for communication, it is vital that a business process model is unambiguous; as a vehicle for
understanding, it is vital that it is analysable; and as a foundation for practical
systems, it is vital that it can be made executable. Popular models include in
particular models which specify explicit sequencing of business activities as flow
graphs, such as Petri Nets and Workflow Nets [2] which are the closest formal
counterpart to the industrial standard Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) [32].
However, an approach to process implementation based on flow graphs implicitly assumes the initial design of a pre-specified process graph, that implements the believed best practice given the initial required set of business rules
and legal constraints. This is problematic in several ways: Firstly, the explicit
flow graph often imposes more constraints than necessary. Secondly, procedures,
rules and regulations change or the process graph turns out not to be the desired practice anyway. For long running processes, such as control software in
hardware systems that can not be stopped or mortgages of credit institutions,
the changes need to be reflected in running processes. And while the graph may
be initially verified to implement the given business rules and legal constraints,
it does typically not represent the rules explicitly. Thus, it is very difficult if at
all possible to identify the required changes to the flow graph.
Declarative process languages [4,18] address this deficiency by leaving the
exact sequencing of activities undefined, yet specifying the constraints processes
must respect. This gives a workflow system the maximum flexibility available
under the rules and regulations of the process. In practice, the caseworker or
process engine is empowered to take what is considered the appropriate steps
(e.g. considering resource usage) for the process and situation at hand, subject
only to the constraints expressed in the process model. If the constraint language
is well designed, the constraints can directly represent the business and legal
regulations, making it easy to add or update constraints if the regulations change.
As a running example, we consider a grant application process of a funding
agency that our industry partner, Exformatics, has recently implemented in a
commercial solution [14].3 The high-level requirements are: 1) applications can
be received after a round is opened and until the deadline, 2) if a round is opened,
the board must eventually meet, and 3) a board meeting can only happen when
a round is open (i.e. before the deadline), if at least one application was received.
A BPMN process implementing the requirements may be defined as shown in
Fig. 1 below.
The process is initiated by an event Round
indicating the start of a
round, followed by a loop
for receiving applications
until the deadline, after
Fig. 1. Grant Application BPMN Process
which a board meeting is
3

We deviate from the implemented solution when it makes our examples clearer.
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held. However, the requirements are not explicitly represented in the process
diagram, and moreover, the process introduces unnecessary, or at least unspecified constraints. For instance, no board meeting can be held before the deadline,
even if applications are received, and it is not possible to reopen the round, e.g. if
insufficiently many good applications were received. Of course, these possibilities
may be modelled, but with the cost of making the process graph more complex.
Our industry partner Exformatics employs a declarative, graphical process
notation, Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) Graphs, introduced in [18,30] and
developed further in [19,7,31,20,12]. As exemplified in Fig. 2 below (produced
with the tool at http://tiger.itu.dk:8018/), the DCR Graphs notation allows to specify the process by the four events (Receive, Deadline, Round, Board
Meeting) and four relations between the events.
The Receive event is dashed, representing that
it is initially excluded from the process. The line
from Round to Receive with a + sign at the end
is an include relation, meaning that Receive is dynamically included if the event Round (the start of
a round) happens. Dually, the line from Deadline to
Receive with a % sign is an exclude relation, meaning that Receive is dynamically excluded if the event
Deadline happens. Together, these two relations represent the first requirement. The arrow from Round
to Board Meeting with a bullet at the start represents that Board Meeting is a response to (i.e. must
happen eventually after) the Round event, as stated Fig. 2. Grant Application
in the second requirement. Dually, the arrow from DCR Graph Process
Receive to Board Meeting with a bullet at the end
represents that Receive is a condition for Board Meeting, meaning that if Receive
is included, i.e. a round is open, it must have happened before Board Meeting
can happen, as stated in the third requirement.
The operational semantics of a DCR Graph is defined in terms of a marking
assigning a triple of booleans (h, i, r) to each event, indicating whether or not
the event previously (h)appened, is currently (i)ncluded, and/or is (r)estless.
An event may be excluded in the initial marking and be dynamically included
and excluded if it is related to other events by include and exclude relations,
as illustrated by the Receive event above. Similarly, an event may be restless in
the initial marking or become restless because it is a response to an event that
happened as for the Board Meeting event above. Finite or infinite executions are
then defined to be accepting only if every restless event is executed or excluded
at a later point in the execution. As described in [18,30], (labelled) DCR Graphs
is a conservative generalisation of (labelled) prime event structures, allowing
finite representations of infinite behaviour and to express liveness properties.
The former is achieved by allowing an event to happen more than once and
change dynamically between being in conflict (excluded) and being consistent
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(included) with the current state. The latter is achieved via the notion of restless
events and the acceptance criteria described above.
Recently, an extension of DCR Graphs to so-called hierarchical DCR Graphs,
supporting dynamic creation of sub-processes with (local) events and independent life cycles has been presented [12]. This extension was motivated in practice
by the funding agency process above, e.g. to allow each received application to
have its own approval events and decision life cycle, and thereby recording the
decision made for each application. However, although the graphical notation
of DCR Graphs has been adopted by industry, it does not scale well to larger
and more complex processes due to lack of compositionality. Also, the expressive
power of hierarchical DCR Graphs was left open by [12].
The central contribution of the present paper is to provide the DCR∗ process
language, a core constraint-based process language for modular process-aware
information systems with dynamic creation of sub-processes with independent
life-cycles, based on the primitives introduced in (hierarchical) DCR Graphs,
but equipped with a compositional operational semantics. The compositional
semantics provides means for modular definition of and reasoning for DCR∗ processes. As an application, we show that the DCR∗ language supports run-time
adaptation by composition. We formalise when an adaptation is conservative,
i.e. preserve requirements of the adapted process and provide as our first technical contribution a syntactic, and thus decidable, approximation to conservative
adaptation referred to as non-intrusive adaptations. Such approximation is crucial, since we as a second technical contribution prove by an encoding of Minsky
machines, that the DCR∗ language is in fact Turing complete. This is in contrast to the sub-language of DCR processes corresponding to DCR Graphs, i.e.
without dynamic sub-processes and local events, that can be shown to charatise
exactly languages that are the union of a regular and an ω-regular language
(sketched in [30] and proven in the full version of the paper).
Overview of the paper: In Sec. 2 we provide the DCR process language and
its compositional semantics. We then extend the language in Sec. 3 to DCR∗ supporting dynamic creation of interacting sub-processes with fresh (local) events.
We address run-time adaptation by composition in Sec. 4, formalise when and
adaptation is conservative and provide the syntactic, non-invasiveness approximation to conservative adaptation. In Sec. 5 we prove that the DCR∗ language is
Turing complete. Finally, we conclude and outline in Sec. 6 related, current and
future directions of work exploiting the results in the present paper. An online, research prototype implementation of the process languages presented in the paper,
with a mapping to DCR Graphs, can be found at http://tiger.itu.dk:8018/.

2

Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) Processes

Below we introduce the Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) process language.
As already informally described in the introduction, it is based on the notions
of dynamic inclusion and exclusion of labelled events, related by conditions and
response relations introduced in DCR Graphs [30,18].
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We assume fixed universes of events E and labels L; each event e ∈ E has an
associated label `(e) ∈ L. A DCR process [M ] T comprises a marking M and a
term T . The syntax of both are given in Fig. 3 below.
T, U ::= f →• e

condition

| f ←• e

response

| f %← e

exclusion

|0

unit

| f +← e

inclusion

|T |U

parallel

φ ::= t | f

Φ ::= (φ, φ, φ)

boolean value
event state

M, N ::= M, e : Φ

marking

P, Q ::= [M ] T

process

Fig. 3. DCR Processes Syntax.

A term is a parallel composition of relations between events. We recall from
the introduction how the relations regulate what behaviour the term may exhibit:
1. A condition f →• e imposes the constraint that for event e to happen, the
event f must either previously have happened or currently be excluded.
2. A response f ←• e imposes the effect that when e happens, f becomes
restless and must eventually happen or be excluded.
3. An exclusion f %← e imposes the effect that when e happens, it excludes f .
An excluded event cannot happen; it is ignored as a condition; and it need
not happen if restless, unless it is re-included by the final relation:
4. An inclusion f +← e imposes the effect that when the event e happens, it
re-includes the event f .
All four relations refer to a marking M , a finite map from events to triples of
booleans (h, i, r), referred to as the event state and indicating whether or not
the event previously (h)appened, is currently (i)ncluded, and/or is (r)estless. A
restless event represents an unfulfilled obligation: once it happens, it ceases to
be restless. As commonly done for environments, we write markings as finite
lists of pairs of events and event states, e.g. e1 : Φ1 , . . . , ek : Φk but treat them
as maps, writing dom(M ) and M (e), and understand M, e : Φ to be undefined
when e ∈ dom(M ). The free events fe(T ) of a term T is (for now) simply the set
of events appearing in it. (This changes when we introduce local events in Sec. 3
below.) We require of a process P = [M ] T that fe(T ) ⊆ dom(M ), and so define
fe(P ) = dom(M ). The alphabet alph(P ) is the set of labels of its free events.
Example 1 (Grant process term). The example of fig. 2 can be mapped to the
following term:
T0 = recv %← deadline | recv +← round | bm ←• round | recv →• bm
Initially, no event has happened, no event is restless, and every event but recv is
included, giving us the marking:
M0 = round : (f, t, f), deadline : (f, t, f), recv : (f, f, f), bm : (f, t, f) .
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t
u
Example 2 (Event structures). A labelled prime event structure [38] can be defined as a tuple E = (E, ≤, #, `, L) where E is a set of events, ≤ is a partial order
on events defining the causal dependency relation (satisfying an axiom of finite
cause), # is the binary, symmetric and irreflexive conflict relation (satisfying an
axiom of hereditary conflict) and ` is a labelling function assigning every event
to a label. A finite event structure E can be represented as the DCR term
Y
Y
e %← e0
e →• e0 |
TE =
e<e0

e#e0 ∨e=e0

A state of an event structures is referred to as a configuration, defined as a finite,
downwards closed and conflict free set C ⊆ E of events. Define C # = {e | ∃e0 ∈
C.e#e0 }. A configuration for finite event structures can then be represented by
the marking ME defined by ME (e) = (t, f, f) for e ∈ C, ME (e) = (f, f, f) for
e ∈ C # and ME (e) = (f, t, f) for e 6∈ C ∪ C # . The DCR process [ME ] TE then
represent a pair of a configuration and an event structure, which indeed will
have the same behaviour as the event structure. An event structure with a set
R ⊆ E of restless events as considered in [37] is then defined in the same way,
except that the events in R will initially be restless in the marking representing
the configuration, i.e. the third component of the event state will be t.
t
u
We give semantics to DCR processes incrementally. First, the notion of an
event being enabled and what effects it has. The judgement [M ] T ` e : E, I, R,
defined in Fig. 4, should be read: “in the marking M , the term T allows the
event e to happen, with the effects of excluding events E, including events I,
and making events R restless.”
[M, f : (h, i, ), e : ( , t, )] f →• e ` e : ∅, ∅, ∅

[M, e : ( , t, )] f ←• e ` e : ∅, ∅, {f }

(when i ⇒ h)

[M, e : ( , t, )] f +← e ` e : ∅, {f }, ∅

[M, e : ( , t, )] f %← e ` e : {f }, ∅, ∅
[M, e : ( , t, )] 0 ` e : ∅, ∅, ∅

[M, e : ( , t, )] f 0 R f ` e : ∅, ∅, ∅

(when e 6= f )

Fig. 4. Enabling & effects. We write “ ” for “don’t care”, i.e., either true t or false f,
and write R for any of the relations →•,←•, +←,%←.

The first rule says that if f is a condition for e, then e can happen only if (1)
it is itself included, and (2) if f is included, then f previously happened. The
second rule says that if f is a response to e and e is included, then e can happen
with the effect of making f restless. The third (fourth) rule says that if f is
included (excluded) by e and e is included, then e can happen with the effect of
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including (excluding) f . The fifth rule says that the completely unconstrained
process 0, an event e can happen if it is currently included. The last rule says
that a relation allows any included event e to happen without effects when e is
not the relation’s right-hand–side event.
Given enabling and effects of events, we define the action of respectively an
event e and an effect δ = (E, I, R) on a marking M pointwise by the action on
individual event states f : (h, i, r) as follows.

 def
(Event action) e · f : (h, i, r)) = f : h ∨ (f = e), i, r∧(f 6= e)
| {z }
| {z }
happened?

(Effect action)

 def
δ · f : (h, i, r) = f :

restless?

h, (i ∧ f 6∈ E) ∨ f ∈ I , r ∨ f ∈ R
|
{z
} | {z }
restless?

included?



That is, for the event action, if f = e, the event is marked “happened” (first
component becomes t) and it ceases to be restless (last component becomes f).
For the effect action, the event only stays included (second component) if f 6∈ E
(it is not excluded) or f ∈ I (it is included). This also means that if an event is
both excluded and included by the effect, inclusion takes precedence. Finally, f
is marked restless (third component) if either it was already restless or it became
restless (f ∈ R). We then define the combined action of an event and effect by
(e : δ) · M = δ · (e · M ).
In defining the compositional semantics, we need to merge parallel markings
and effects. Merge on markings is partial, since it is only defined on markings
that agree on their overlap:
(M1 , e : m) ⊕ (M2 , e : m) = (M1 ⊕ M2 ), e : m

(M1 , e : m) ⊕ M2 = (M1 ⊕ M2 ), e : m

when e 6∈ dom(M2 )

The merge of effects δ is always defined; it is simply the pointwise union:
(E1 , I1 , R1 ) ⊕ (E2 , I2 , R2 ) = (E1 ∪ E2 , I1 ∪ I2 , R1 ∪ R2 )
With these mechanics in place, we give transition semantics of processes in Fig. 5.

[M ] T ` e : δ
e:δ

e:δ

1
[M ] T1 −−→
T10

[intro]

e:δ

2
[M ] T2 −−→
T20

e:δ ⊕δ

1
2
[M ] T1 | T2 −−−
−−→
T10 | T20

[M ] T −−→ T

[par]

e:δ

[M ] T −−→ T 0
e

[M ] T −
→ [e : δ · M ] T 0

[effect]

Fig. 5. Basic transition semantics.
e:δ

We use two form of transitions: the effect transition [M ] T −−→ T 0 says that
[M ] T may exhibit event e with effect δ, in the process updating the term T
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to become T 0 . (At this stage we will always have T = T 0 ; we will need updates
only when we extend the calculus in Section 3 below.) The process transition
e
[M ] T −
→ [N ] U takes a process to another process, applying the effect of e to
the marking M , and thus only exhibiting the event e. The [intro] rule elevates
an enabled event with an effect to an effect transition. The [par] rule combines
effect transitions from the two sides of a parallel when they have compatible
markings. The [effect] rule lifts an effect transition to a process transition by
applying the effect to the marking. Process transitions gives rise to an LTS, which
we equip with a notion of acceptance defined formally below, corresponding to
that for DCR Graphs [10]: a run is accepting if every restless event eventually
either happens or is excluded.
Definition 1. A DCR process defines an LTS with states [M ] T and (process)
e
transitions [M ] T −
→ [N ] U . A run of [M ] T is a finite or infinite sequence of
e0
transitions [M ] T = [M0 ] T0 −→
· · · . A run is accepting iff for every state
[Mi ] Ti , when Mi (e) = ( , t, t) then there exists j ≥ i s.t. either Mj (e) = ( , f, )
e:δ

or [Mj ] Tj −−→ [Mj+1 ] Tj+1 . A trace of a process [M ] T is a possibly infinite
ei
string s = (si )i∈I s.t. [M ] T has an accepting run [Mi ] Ti −→
[Mi+1 ] Ti+1 with
si = `(ei ).

Example 3 (Grant process transitions). As transitions change only marking, not
terms, we show a run by showing changes in the marking. In the table below, rows
indicate changes to the marking as the event on the left happens. Columns “h,i,r”
indicate whether an event is marked (h)appened, (i)ncluded, and/or (r)estless.
The column “Accepts?” indicates whether the current marking is accepting or
not and the final column “Enabled” indicates which events are enabled after
executing the event on the left.
Event
happening
(none)
round
deadline
bm
round
recv
bm

round deadline recv bm Accepts?
Enabled
hi r hi r hirhir
f t f f t f f ff f tf
t
{round, deadline, bm}
t
t
t
f
{round, deadline, recv}
t
f
f
{round, deadline, bm}
t f
t
{round, deadline, bm}
t t t
f
{round, deadline, recv}
t
f
{round, deadline, recv, bm}
f
t
{round, deadline, recv, bm}

After the first round event, bm cannot happen because of recv →• bm. When
deadline happens, it excludes recv because of bm %← recv, and exclusion of recv
voids the condition recv →• bm; so after deadline, bm may again happen. When
round subsequently re-includes recv, bm is again disabled. Acceptance of the processes changes throughout. Because of bm ←• round, whenever round executes it
makes bm restless, preventing the process from accepting until bm later happens,
ceasing to be restless. In our examples, we identify events and labels, so the above
table indicates an accepting trace hround, deadline, bm, round, recv, bmi.
t
u
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We conclude by noting that DCR processes as presented here correspond
exactly to DCR graphs [30,36,12].
Theorem 1. There exists a language-preserving map from DCR processes to
DCR graphs; and vice versa.

3

DCR∗ Processes: Local events and Reproduction

As stated in the introduction, through our cooperation with industrial partners
we identified a need for instantiating sub-processes dynamically [12]. We therefore extend the DCR process language by adding local events and reproductive
events, giving rise to the DCR∗ process language.
The extended syntax is given
T, U ::= . . .
in Fig. 6 to the right. We as| (νe : Φ) T
local event
sume that for each label l ∈
| e{T }
reproductive event
L, there exists infinitely many
Fig. 6. DCR∗ syntax.
events e with that label, that
is, with `(e) = l.
The local event (νe : Φ) T asserts that e is local to the term T . This construct is binding, and we take terms up to label preserving α-conversion, i.e.,
(νe : Φ) T = (νf : Φ) T [f /e] iff `(e) = `(f ) and f not free in T . As usual, we
assume the Barendrecht-convention and may thus assume binders are distinct.
A reproductive event e{T } unfolds a copy of T whenever it happens.
We define free events and alphabet for DCR∗ processes.
Definition 2. The free events fe(T ) of a term T is defined recursively as follows.
fe(e R f ) = {e, f }

fe(T | U ) = fe(T ) ∪ fe(U )
fe(0) = ∅

fe((νe : Φ) T ) = fe(T ) \ {e}

fe(e{T }) = {e} ∪ fe(T )

The free events of a process fe([M ] T ) is simply fe([M ] T ) = dom(M ); we maintain the requirement that a process [M ] T has fe(T ) ⊆ dom(M ). The alphabet
alph(P ) of a process is the set of labels associated with its events, defined recursively as follows.
alph(e R f ) = {`(e), `(f )}

alph(T | U ) = alph(T ) ∪ alph(U )
alph(0) = ∅

alph((νe : Φ) T ) = {`(e)} ∪ alph(T )

alph(e{T }) = {`(e)} ∪ alph(T )

The following Lemma states that transitions preserve free events and alphabet.
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γ

λ

Lemma 1. Transitions [M ] T −
→ T 0 and [M ] T −
→ [M 0 ] T 0 preserve free events
0
and alphabet, that is fe(M ) = fe(M ), fe(T ) = fe(T 0 ), alph(T ) = alph(T 0 ), and
alph(M ) = alph(M 0 ).
Proof. Preservation of free events and alphabet of terms for effect transitions
follows by easy induction on the derivation of the transition. For preservation
for process transitions, observe that by cases on the rules admitting a transition
γ
[M ] T −
→ [M 0 ] T 0 , we must have dom(M ) = dom(M 0 ) by definition of the action
operator − · M ; the desiderata now follows.
The transition rules for the new constructs are given in Fig. 7. Only terms
and transition rules are extended; markings are the same.

e:δ

[M, f : Φ] T −−→ T 0

f : Φ0 = (e : δ) · (f : Φ)

γ = νe if e = f , o.w. γ = e

γ:(δ\f )

[local]

[M ] (νf : Φ) T −
−−−−
→ (νf : Φ0 ) T 0
e:δ

νe:δ

[M ] T −−→ T 0
νe:δ

[M ] T | U −−→ T 0 | U

[par-2]

[M ] T −−→ T 0
e:δ

[M ] e{T } −−→ e{T } | T 0

[rep]

νe:δ

[M ] T −−→ T 0
νe

[M ] T −→ [δ · M ] T 0

[effect-2]

Here δ\f = (E\{f }, I\{f }, R\{f }). We omit the obvious rule symmetric to [Par-2].
Fig. 7. Transition semantics for local and reproductive events.

Rule [local] gives semantics to events happening in the scope of a local
event binder. An effect on the local event is recorded in the marking in the
binder of that event. The event might have effects on non-local events, e.g., in
(νf : M ) e +← f , the local f has effects on the non-local e. Thus the effects
are preserved in the conclusion, except that part of the effect which pertain
only to f . Rule [par-2] propagates a local effect through a parallel composition.
It’s possible that the effect δ mentions events in U ; however, it cannot mention
events local to U . So the effects of δ on U are fully expressed in the (eventual)
effect of δ on M . Rule [effect-2] lifts effect transitions with local events to
process transitions. Finally, the rule [rep] implements reproductive events: If
the guarding event e happening would update the body T to become T 0 , then e
can unfold to such a T 0 .
To define accepting runs we need to track local restless events across transitions. Fortunately, DCR∗ is simple enough that we can simply assume that
α-conversion happens only during replication (i.e., local events duplicated by
[rep] are chosen globally fresh).
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Definition 3. A run of a DCR∗ process [M ] T is a finite or infinite sequence
λ

i
[Mi+1 ] Ni+1 with λ = ei or λ = νei . The trace of a run is the
[Mi ] Ni −→

def

sequence of labels of its events, i.e., the string given by `(λi ) where `(νe) = `(e).
A run is accepting if whenever an event e is marked as restless in Mi respectively
a local event νe is marked as restless by its binder in Ti , then there exists some
λi
j ≥ i s.t. either [Mj ] Tj −→
[Mj+1 ] Tj+1 with λi = e respectively λi = νe; or the
event state of e in Mj respectively Tj has e excluded.
Example 4 (Grant process with reproductive and local events). We now consider
the requirement that when an application is received, a committee recommends
either approval or rejection to the board. The committee might rescind an approval, but cannot reverse a rejection. Moreover, when applications are competing for resources, the board cannot make a final decision until it has a recommendation for every received application. We again use events recv and bm for
receiving an application and convening a board meeting. We use local events
νapprove and νreject to model the per-application evaluation process replicated
by recv. We first give a term A modelling a single recommendation sub-process.

A = (νapprove : (f,t, t)) (νreject : (f,t, f)) approve %← reject | approve →• bm
Note that approve and reject are local and can thus not be constrained further
outside the scope, yet approve has a condition relation to the non-local bm. We
make the approve event initially restless, which will mean that in order for the
process to be accepting either approve must happen or be excluded (because
reject happens).
We can now model a process [M1 ] T1 reproducing the per-application sub-process
A every time recv happens
T1 = recv{A} | recv →• bm

M1 = recv : (f, t, f), bm : (f, t, f)

(To keep the process simple, we only retained from the previous example the
constraint that a board meeting requires receiving an application). In DCR∗ ,
the term does change as the process evolves. Let’s see [M1 ] T1 evolve:
recv

[M1 ] T1 −−→ [M2 ] T1 | A1
recv

−−→ [M2 ] T1 | A1 | A2

(1)

νapprove1

−−−−−−→ [M2 ] T1 | (νapprove1 : ( t , t, f )) (νreject1 : (f, t, f))

(2)

approve1 %← reject1 | approve1 →• bm | A2

νreject2

−−−−→ [M2 ] T1 | (νapprove1 : (t, t, f)) (νreject1 : (f, t, f))

approve1 %← reject1 | approve1 →• bm

(νapprove2 : (f, f , t)) (νreject2 : ( t , t, f))
bm



−−→ [M3 ] T1 | · · ·

approve2 %← reject2 | approve2 →• bm





(3)

(4)
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Here M2 = recv : ( t , t, f), bm : (f, t, f) and M3 = recv : (t, t, f), bm : ( t , t, f).
At (1), the processes A1 and A2 are copies of A where the local events approve
and reject have been α-converted to approve1 , approve2 and reject1 , reject2 respectively, following the convention of unique local names. Moreover, because they
have not happened in the local markings under the binders, bm cannot happen.
To see this, observe that by the [par]-rule, for the whole process to exhibit bm,
every part of it must also exhibit bm. But (νapprove1 : (f, t, t)) . . . approve1 →•
bm cannot: the hypothesis of rule [Local], that bm could happen if approve1 is
considered global with marking (f, t, t), cannot be established.
When a local approvei event happens, its local marking changes to reflect that
the event happened and is no longer restless, as indicated with grey background
in (2). However, approve1 happening is not enough to enable bm; it is still disabled
by the other copy. Also, the entire process is not in an accepting state, since
approve2 is still restless and included. Once reject happens in the second copy
(3), excluding approve in that copy, bm is enabled and the process is in an
accepting state: of the two local approve events bm is conditional upon, one has
happened (and thus also no longer restless), and the other is excluded (and thus
also no longer required for acceptance).
t
u

4

Run-time adaptation by composition

In this section, we consider run-time adaptation by dynamic composition. The
section ends with the first main technical result of the paper (Theorem 2), that
we can find a (practically useful and) decidable approximation to adaptations
that preserve compliancy with existing requirements.
Definition 4. Given DCR∗ processes [M ] T and [N ] S their merge is defined
when M ⊕ N is, in which case it is [M ] T ⊕ [N ] S = [M ⊕ N ] T | S. When the
merge of two processes is defined, we say that they are marking compatible.
Example 5. Suppose now as the grant process runs, a new requirement comes
up: For regulatory reasons, a board meeting must eventually be followed by an
audition. We easily model this constraint using restlessness and a new event,
audit. However, as we are introducing a new event, we must also introduce additional marking. The following process R1 embodies the adaptation we wish to
achieve.
R1 = [bm : (f, t, f), audit(f, t, f)] audit ←• bm
We can now adapt the process P = [M1 ] T1 of Example 4 with respect to R1 :
P1 = P ⊕ R1 = [M1 , audit : (f, t, f)] T1 | audit ←• bm
Note that adaptation is not restricted to apply only to the initial process. As a
second example, suppose further that it is also decreed that during an audit, no
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further applications can be received. We adapt P1 with R2 as follows:
R2 = [recv : (f, t, f), audit : (f, t, f), pass : (f, t, f)] recv %← audit | recv +← pass
P2 = P1 ⊕ R2

= [M1 , audit : (f, t, f), pass : (f, t, f)] T1 | audit ←• bm
| recv %← audit | recv +← pass

t
u
However, when we extend the set of requirements, the run-time adaptation
of P to P 0 should ideally not allow traces that were not allowed by the old set
of requirements. We may try to formulate this property by language inclusion
lang(P 0 ) ⊆ lang(P ). But as we have seen, run-time adaptation might entail
adding new events (audit), so we cannot in general expect language inclusion.
Hence, we consider language inclusion only w.r.t. the alphabet of P . In doing so
we employ the following notation.
Notation. Given a sequence s, write s|Σ for the largest sub-sequence s0 of s s.t.
s0i ∈ Σ; e.g, if s = AABC then s|A,C = AAC. We lift projection to sets of
sequences point-wise.
Definition 5. Given marking compatible DCR∗ processes P and Q, we say that
Q is conservative for P iff lang(P ⊕ Q)|alph(P ) ⊆ lang(P ).
Example 6. Continuing the above example, we now see a distinction between the
adaptation by R1 and R2 : the former is conservative for P , whereas the latter
is not for P1 . To see that R1 is conservative, observe that it only makes P2 less
accepting (because of the potential restlessness of the new event audit). To see
that R2 is not conservative, observe that P1 ⊕ R2 has the following accepting
execution:
audit

bm

audit

P1 ⊕ R2 −−−→ −−→ −−−→
Here audit excludes recv, and so enables bm to execute; bm in turn makes audit
restless, so after a second audit, we have an accepting trace t = haudit, bm, auditi.
However, bm cannot not be the first event of a trace of P1 because it is conditional
on the non-executed recv. Formally, we found a counter-example to conservation:
t|alph(P1 ) = haudit, bm, auditi|{bm,recv,approve,reject} = hbmi 6∈ lang(P1 )
Inspecting the adaptation R2 more closely, one see that the problem comes
from the dynamic exclusion of the recv event, since it does not only makes the
reception of applications impossible, but also enables events such as bm that
are conditioned on recv. A better way is to block recv by introducing a new
condition:
R20 = [recv : (f, t, f), audit : (f, t, f)] audit{(νpass : (f, t, f)) pass →• recv}
Here, once audit happens, recv is barred from executing until the local event pass
has happened. The corresponding adaptation is conservative.
t
u
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4.1

A Decidable Approximation of Conservative Adaptations

We shall see in the next section that it is unfortunately undecidable to identify
the language of a DCR∗ process, so we will need an approximation of whether
some P is conservative for some Q. The key problem is that new exclusions
might remove conditions preventing events from firing, as we saw above, and
that new inclusions might enable events to fire. This leads us to the following
approximation:
Definition 6 (Non-invasive adaptation). Let P1 = [M1 ] T1 and P2 = [M2 ] T2
be processes. We say that P1 non-invasive for P2 iff
1. For every context C(−), such that T1 = C(e →% f ) or T1 = C(e →+ f ),
either f is bound in C(−) or f 6∈ fe(P2 ); and
2. For every label l ∈ alph(P1 ) ∩ alph(P2 ), no bound event of T1 is labelled l,
and if e ∈ fe(P1 ) is labelled l, then e ∈ fe(P2 ).
It’s straightforward to verify that non-invasiveness is decidable and that R1
is non-invasive for P , whereas R2 is not for P2 (because of the exclusion of bm).
It takes more to prove that non-invasiveness guarantees conservative adaptations. We first observe that transitions do not introduce new constraints or
effects on free events.
λ

Lemma 2 (Transitions reflect relational sub-terms). If [M ] T −
→ T 0 and
0
0
T = C (e R f ), then there exists a context C(−, −) s.t. T = C(e R f ) with f
free in C 0 iff it is in C.
Proof. Easy induction on the derivation of the transition.
Next we prove that for processes that are composed of two processes, the marking can be canonically separated in the three disjoint parts: The events only
occurring in the first process, the events that are shared, and the events only
occurring in the second process.
Definition 7 (Separation of Processes). Let P = [M ] T1 | T2 . A separation
of P comprises disjoint markings M1 , M2 , S such that M = M1 ⊕ S ⊕ M2 ,
that fe(T1 ) ∩ fe(T2 ) ⊆ dom(S), and that fe(Ti ) \ fe(T3−i ) ⊆ dom(Mi ). A process
[M1 ⊕ S ⊕ M2 ] T1 | T2 is separated iff M1 , M2 , S is a separation.
Lemma 3 (Canonical Separation). Let P1 = [M1 ] T1 and P2 = [M2 ] T2
with P1 ⊕ P2 defined. Then there exists a unique separation N1 , N2 , S of P1 ⊕ P2
satisfying dom(Ni ) = dom(Mi )\dom(M3−i ) and dom(S) = dom(M1 )∩dom(M2 ).
We call this separation the canonical separation of P1 ⊕ P2 .
Lemma 4. If a process [M ] T1 | T2 with canonical separation M1 ⊕ S ⊕ M2 has
a transition
γ
λ
[M ] T1 | T2 −
→ T 0 or [M ] T1 | T2 −
→ [M 0 ] T 0
then the following holds:
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1. For some T10 , T20 we have T 0 = T10 | T20 .
2. There exists a unique separation M10 , M20 , S 0 of M 0 with dom(Mi ) = dom(Mi0 )
and dom(S) = dom(S 0 ).
3. This separation satisfies alph([Mi ⊕ S] Ti ) = alph([Mi0 ⊕ S 0 ] Ti0 )
4. If the original separation was canonical for P1 = [M1 ⊕ S] T1 and P2 =
[S ⊕ M2 ] T2 , then so is M10 , M20 , S 0 for P10 = [M10 ⊕ S 0 ] T10 and P20 = [S 0 ⊕ M20 ] T20 .
5. If P non-invasive for Q, then also P 0 non-invasive for Q0 .
Proof. Note that only the rules [par] and [par-2] allows term transitions for a
term on the form T1 | T2 ; part 1 is then immediate by inspection of these rules;
and part 2 and 3 follows from Lemma 1. Part 4 is then immediate from parts 2
and 3. Part 5 follows (1) by Lemma 2 and (2) by parts (2–4) and Lemma 1.
We will need the following auxiliary ordering on markings with identical
domains: Smaller markings have more restless events.
Definition 8. We order states (h, i, r) v (h0 , i0 , r0 ) iff h = h0 , i = i0 and r0 = t
implies r = t. We order markings M v N point-wise when dom(M ) = dom(N ).
Lemma 5. If M v N and both [M ] T and [N ] T are processes, then:
1. [M ] T ` e : δ iff [N ] T ` e : δ;
λ
λ
2. [M ] T −
→ T 0 iff [N ] T −
→ T 0 ; and
γ
3. For every process transition [M ] T −
→ [M 0 ] T 0 , there exists a unique N 0
γ
s.t. [N ] T −
→ [N 0 ] T 0 . This N 0 satisfies M 0 v N 0 .
Proof. Part 1 is immediate by Definition of “`”. Part 2 then follows by induction
on the derivation of the term transition, using part 1 in the base case [Intro].
Part 3 follows by cases on the process transition rules [Effect] and [Effect-2],
observing that for any M v N and any event or effect x, x · M v x · N .
Lemma 6. Both term and process transitions are unique in the following sense:
γ:δ 0

γ:δ

1. If [M ] T −−→ T 0 and [M ] T −−→ T 00 then δ = δ 0 and T 0 = T 00 .
γ
γ
2. If P −
→ Q and P −
→ Q0 then Q = Q0 .
Proof. (1) By induction on the derivation of the transition. For the base case,
[intro], by assumption we have
e:δ

[M ⊕ N ] T −−→ T

and

e:δ 0

[M 0 ⊕ N 0 ] T −−→ T ,

with M ⊕ N = M 0 ⊕ N 0 and [M ] T ` e : δ and [M 0 ] T ` e : δ 0 . We now find by
cases on T and inspection of the rules in Figure 4 that M = M 0 and δ = δ 0 .
The cases [par], [par-2], and [rep] cases are straightforward; we exemplify
νe:δ

νe:δ

1
2
with [par-2]. Suppose [M ] T | U −−−→
T1 and [M ] T | U −−−→
T2 . By [par-2]

νe:δ

1
T10 and
we must have T1 = T10 | U and T2 = T20 | U , and moreover [M ] T −−−→

νe:δ

2
[M ] T −−−→
T20 . But then by IH δ1 = δ2 and T10 = T20 whence T1 = T2 .
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Finally, [local]. Suppose
γ:δ1

[M ] (νf : Φ) T −−→ T1

γ:δ2

and

[M ] (νf : Φ) T −−→ T2 .

and

2
T20 ,
[M, f : Φ] T −−→

By [local] we must have
e:δ

1
T10
[M, f : Φ] T −−→

e:δ

with T1 = (νf : Φ1 ) T10 and T2 = (νf : Φ2 ) T20 . By IH δ1 = δ2 and T10 = T20 . It
remains to prove that also Φ1 = Φ2 . But again by [local] we have f : Φ1 =
(e : δ1 ) · (f : Φ) = (e : δ2 ) · (f : Φ) = f : Φ2 .
(2) Straightforward by inspection of the rules [effect] and [effect-2] using
part (1) of this Lemma.
λ

Lemma 7 (Weakening). Suppose [M ⊕ N ] T −
→ T 0 . If λ = e : δ and fe(T ) ∪
{e} is disjoint from dom(N ), or λ = νe : δ and fe(T ) is disjoint from dom(N ),
λ

then also [M ] T −
→ T 0.

Proof. By induction on the derivation of the transition.
For [intro], note that we must have λ = e : δ and for some M 0 , N 0 with
M 0 ⊕ N 0 = M ⊕ N that
e:δ

[M ⊕ N ] T −−→ T 0

and

[M 0 ] T ` e : δ

By inspection of the rules for the enabling relation in Figure 4 we find that
dom(M 0 ) ⊆ fe(T ) ∪ {e} and so dom(M 0 ) disjoint from dom(N ) and so M =
λ

M 0 ⊕ M 00 for some M 00 , whence [M ] T −
→ T 0.
For [par] we have for some δ1 , δ2 that λ = e : δ1 ⊕ δ2 with
e:δ

1
[M ⊕ N ] T1 −−→
T10

and

e:δ

2
[M ⊕ N ] T2 −−→
T20

and fe(T1 | T2 ) ∪ {e} disjoint from dom(N ), so also fe(T1 ) ∪ {e} and fe(T2 ) ∪ {e}
disjoint from dom(N ). By IH we find then transitions
e:δ

1
[M ] T1 −−→
T10

and

e:δ

2
[M ] T2 −−→
T20

e:δ ⊕δ

2
establishing by [par] a transition [M ] T1 | T2 −−−1−−→
T10 | T20 .
For [local] we are given a transition

γ(δ\f )

[M ⊕ N ] (νf : Φ) T −−−−→ (νf : Φ0 ) T 0 .
such that for some e
e:δ

[M ⊕ N, f : Φ] T −−→ T 0

and

f : Φ0 = (e : δ) · f : Φ

and either e = f and γ = νe or γ = e. In the former case, we have by assumption fe(T ) = fe((νf : Φ) T ) disjoint from dom(N ) and by the bound variable
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convention we may assume e = f also not in the domain of dom(N ). Hence
e:δ

fe(T ) ∪ {e = f } also disjoint from N and by IH we have [M, f : Φ] T −−→ T 0
which by [local] yields the requisite transition. In the latter case, we have because γ = e that fe(T ) ∪ {e} = fe(f {Φ}T ) ∪ {e} disjoint from N and again by
IH we find the requisite transition.
Finally, the cases [rep] and [par-2] are straightforward applications of IH,
noting for the former that fe(T ) = fe(e{T }) and for the latter that fe(T ) ⊆
fe(T | U ) and so in both cases disjointness with N is preserved as we move to
the hypothesis.
γ:δ

Lemma 8. If [M ] T −−→ T 0 with δ = (X, I, R) then e ∈ X resp. e ∈ I implies
T = C(f →% e) resp. T = C(f →+ e) with e not bound in C(−).
Proof. Easy induction on the derivation of the transition.
Lemma 9. Let P be non-invasive for Q, and suppose M1 , S, M2 is the canonical
γ:δ
separation of P ⊕ Q = [M1 ⊕ S ⊕ M2 ] T1 | T2 . If also [M1 ⊕ S ⊕ M2 ] T1 −−→ T10
with δ = (X, I, R), then X, I are both disjoint from fe(Q).
Proof. Immediate from the Definition of non-invasiveness and Lemma 8.
Lemma 10. Let P be non-invasive for Q, and suppose M1 , S, M2 is the canoniγ:δ
cal separation of P ⊕Q = [M1 ⊕ S ⊕ M2 ] T1 | T2 . If also [M1 ⊕ S ⊕ M2 ] T1 | T2 −−→
T10 | T20 then the following are true.
γ:δ 0

1. If `(γ) ∈ alph(Q) then for some δ 0 we have [S ⊕ M2 ] T2 −−→ T20 and (γ : δ) ·
(S ⊕ M2 ) v (γ : δ 0 ) · (S ⊕ M2 ).
2. If `(γ) 6∈ alph(Q) then (γ : δ) · (S ⊕ M2 ) v S ⊕ M2 .
Proof. We proceed by cases on γ; suppose first γ = νe. If νe is a binder of
T2 , we must have `(γ) ∈ alph(Q) and the transition must arise by (the rule
symmetric to) [par-2]. By definition of canonical separation we have fe(T2 ) disνe:δ

joint from dom(M1 ) and so by Lemma 7 we find a transition [S ⊕ M2 ] T2 −−→
T20 , altogether establishing (1). If instead νe is a binder of T1 , we must have
`(γ) 6∈ alph(Q) lest non-invasiveness be contradicted. In that case we must have
a transition
νe:δ
[M1 ⊕ S ⊕ M2 ] T1 −−→ T10
by Lemma 9 we find (γ : δ) · (S ⊕ M2 ) v S ⊕ M2 .
Suppose instead γ = e. In this case the transition must be derived by [par],
and so by Lemma 6 there exists unique δ1 , δ2 such that
e:δ

1
[M1 ⊕ S ⊕ M2 ] T1 −−→
T10

e:δ

2
[M1 ⊕ S ⊕ M2 ] T2 −−→
T20

and

Suppose for (1) that `(e) ∈ alph(Q). By non-invasiveness and canonicity of separation we then have that e 6∈ dom(M1 ) and that fe(T2 ) is disjoint from dom(M1 ),
and so by Lemma 7 we have a transition
e:δ

2
[S ⊕ M2 ] T2 −−→
T20
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By Lemma 9 it now follows that (e : δ1 ⊕ δ2 ) · (S ⊕ M2 ) v (e : δ2 ) · (S ⊕ M2 ).
Suppose instead for (2) that `(e) 6∈ alph(Q). It follows that e 6∈ fe(T2 ), and so
δ2 = (∅, ∅, ∅). We now find (γ : δ) · (S ⊕ M2 ) v S ⊕ M2 by Lemmas 7 and 9.
Lemma 11. Let P be non-invasive for Q, and suppose M1 , S, M2 is the canoniγ
cal separation for P ⊕Q = [M1 ⊕ S ⊕ M2 ] T1 | T2 . If also [M1 ⊕ S ⊕ M2 ] T1 | T2 −
→
[M10 ⊕ S 0 ⊕ M20 ] T10 | T20 = R where the latter is also a canonical separated then
the following are true.
γ

1. If `(γ) ∈ alph(Q) then [S ⊕ M2 ] T2 −
→ [N ] T20 where S 0 ⊕ M20 v N .
0
0
2. If `(γ) 6∈ alph(Q) then S ⊕ M2 v S ⊕ M2 .
Proof. Immediate from the preceding Lemma and rules [effect] and [effect-2].
We are now finally ready for the first main technical result of the paper: That
the syntactically decidable non-invasiveness property implies conservation.
Theorem 2. If P is non-invasive for Q then P is conservative for Q.
Proof. Let M = M1 ⊕ S ⊕ M2 be the canonical separation of P ⊕ Q, and consider
a finite or infinite run of R0 = P ⊕ Q = [M ] T1 | T2 :
γ0

γ1

R0 −→ R1 −→ . . .
By induction on i using Lemma 4, we can write each Ri as a canonically separated
process
Ri = [M1i ⊕ S i ⊕ M2i ] T1i | T2i = ([M1i ⊕ S i ] T1i ) ⊕ ([M2i ⊕ S i ] T2i )
where alph([M1i ⊕ S i ] T1i ) = alph(P ) and alph([S i ⊕ M2i ] T2i ) = alph(Q), and
[M1i ] T1i is non-invasive for [M2i ] T2i . We prove by induction that there exists
a sequence N i satisfying (a) N 0 = S 0 ⊕ M20 , (b) S i ⊕ M2i v N i , and (c)
N i+1 = N i
γi
[N i ] T2i −→

[N i+1 ] T2i+1

when `(γi ) 6∈ alph(Q)
when `(γi ) ∈ alph(Q)

The Theorem then follows. We have immediately N 0 , obtaining (a). For (b) and
(c), consider some i > 0, and assume first `(γi ) 6∈ alph(Q). By Lemma 11, Part
2, we then have S i+1 ⊕ Mi+1 v S i ⊕ Mi v Ni = Ni+1 , obtaining (b) and (c).
Assume instead `(γi ) ∈ alph(Q). Then take N i+1 = N where N is given by
Lemma 11, Part 1, immediately obtaining (b) and (c).

5

Turing completeness of DCR∗

In this section we show that DCR∗ has the full power of Turing machines by
reduction from the Halting Problem for Minsky machines [28]. This is in contrast
to the fact that the DCR process language of Section 2 can be shown (essentially
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via encoding to and from Büchi-automata) to characterise exactly languages that
are the union of a regular and an ω-regular language.4
A Minsky machine m = (R1 , R2 , P, c) comprises two unbounded registers
R1 , R2 ; a program P , which is a list of pairs of addresses and instructions; and
a program counter c, giving the address of the current instruction. It has the
following instruction set.
inc(i, a)
decjz(i, a, b)

Add 1 to the contents of register i. Proceed to a.
If register i is zero, proceed to a. Otherwise subtract 1 from
register i and proceed to b.
Halt execution (wlog assumed to appear exactly once).

halt

We construct, given a Minsky machine m, a term t(m) and a marking m(m).
We model machine instructions as events. To maintain execution order, we model
program addresses explicitly as events a. These events serve only to constrain
the execution of other events; they should not themselves happen, and we prevent them from doing so with a condition a →• a for each a. By making each
instruction event e conditional on its program point a, a →• e, we ensure that
only if a is excluded may e happen. To move the program counter from a to b, we
re-include a and exclude b. We define a shorthand insn(e, a, b) for an instruction
event e at program point a proceeding to program point b as follows:
insn(e, a, b) = a →• e | a +← e | b %← e
Now, registers. We model each a : decjz(i, b, c) by two events: one, decjza ,
which can happen only when the register is zero, and a second, decjna , which
can happen only when it is not. Then we model increments by making each
increment reproductive, replicating a new copy of decjna for every decrement
instruction a : decjz(i, b, c) in P . The copies produced by a single increment
represents the opportunity for exactly one of these instructions to decrement.
Thus, we make the copies in a single increment exclude each other. To make
sure that decjza cannot happen if the register is non-zero, that is, if no decjna
is present, we make the latter a condition of the former: decjna →• decjza .
Altogether, the term for one increment is constructed by the following function.
(We write (Ni∈I xi : M ) for (νxi1 : M ) . . . (νxin : M ) when I = {i1 , . . . , in }.)

one(i) =

N

decjna : (f,t, f)

a:decjz(i,c,d)
a



Y



a:decjz(i,c,d)
Y
a

decjn →• decjz |

insn(decjna , a, d) |
0

decjna %← decjna

a0 :decjz(i,b0 ,c0 )



Adding one to a register i is accomplished by making a new copy of one(i).
inc(a, i, b) = insn(inca , a, b) | inca {one(i)}
4

This result is similar to the expressiveness result for DCR Graphs sketched in [30],
and can be found in the full version [11].
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We put it all together and define t(m) for a Minsky machine m = (R1 , R2 , P, c).
Y

t(m) =

a:inc(i,b)∈P

|

inc(a, i, b) |
Y

a:halt∈P

Y

insn(decjza , a, b)

a:decjz(i,b,c)∈P

a →• halt |

Y

a:I∈P

a →• a |

Y

i<R1

one(1) |

Y

one(2)

i<R2

Finally, the marking m(m) is given below. (Recall that c is the program counter.)
c a when a 6= c decjza inca halt
Happened f
f
f
f
f
t
t
t
t
Included f
Restless f
f
f
f
t
Example 7. As an example, let us consider a Minsky machine adding the contents of register 2 to register 1. We’ll consider the machine (0, 1, P, 1), where P
is the program:
1 : decjz(2, 3, 2)
2 : inc(1, 1)
3 : halt
Applying the above construction, we get the following term (split out in a
table for readability).
Y

inc(a, i, b)

Y

a:decjz(i,b,c)∈P

a:inc(i,b)∈P
2

2 →• inc
2 %← inc2
1 +← inc2
inc2 {0}
Y

a:halt∈P

a →• halt

3 →• halt

insn(decjza , a, b)

Y

a:I∈P

a →• a

1 →• 1
2 →• 2
3 →• 3

Y

1 →• decjz1
1 +← decjz1
3 %← decjz1

one(1)

i<R1

Y

one(2)

i<R2

0

(νdecjn1 : (f,t, f))
1 →• decjn1
1 +← decjn1
2 %← decjn1
decjn1 →• decjz1
decjn1 %← decjn1

We emphasise that in the column Πi<R2 one(2), all instances of decjn1 are within
the scope of the binder and thus local.
t
u
Theorem 3. A Minsky machine m halts iff [m(m)] t(m) has an accepting run.
Proof. (Sketch) The proof is based on a bisimulation relation between finite execution traces of the Minsky machine m and reachable markings of the encoding
[m(m)] t(m). First we observe that in every reachable marking of [m(m)] t(m)
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exactly one of the program address events will be included and exactly one event
is enabled. The bisimulation relation will relate an execution trace of the Minsky
machine ending in address j to a marking in which that event is excluded. Next
we prove that for every pair, the machine can perform an instruction iff the
encoding can execute the corresponding event, and that the form of the process
t(m) is preserved as well as the global marking m(m), except that instruction
events are being recorded as executed (and excluded in the case of decjn) is
preserved by steps. It follows that the restless halt event can be eventually
executed if and only if the machine can execute the halt command.

6

Conclusion, Related and Future Work

We first presented the constraint-based Dynamic Condition Response (DCR)
language, which generalises event structures using the notions of dynamic inclusion and exclusion of events, and conditions and responses introduced in our
work on DCR Graphs. We provided a compositional semantics for the DCR
language and noted that it provides a term language for (modular definition
of) DCR Graphs. We then extended the DCR language to the DCR∗ language,
allowing dynamic creation of sub processes with (fresh) local events. This extension was inspired by the recent extension of DCR Graphs to hierarchical DCR
Graphs [12], which is motivated in practice and exemplified in the paper by a
grant application process, in which each grant application needs an independent
decision of accept or reject. As the next contribution we introduced a notion
of run-time adaptation by composition for DCR∗ and formalised when an adaptation is conservative, i.e. preserves the constraints of the adapted process. As
a key technical result, we provided a decidable approximation to conservative
adaptation referred to as non-intrusive adaptations. We illustrated that nonintrusive adaptation is useful in practice by showing examples, and also showing
how an intrusive adaptation could be replaced by a non-intrusive one. As the
final technical contribution we proved that the DCR∗ language is Turing complete. This also means that the notion of conservative adaptation is undecidable,
and thus establish the importance of the decidable approximation. The Turing
completeness result should be seen in contrast to the fact that the DCR process
language corresponds to the DCR graphs model, which is known to characterise
exactly languages that are the union of a regular and an ω-regular language.
Related Work. As the DCR language is essentially a term language for DCR
Graphs [30,36,18]; which in turn is a descendant of event structures that are
closely related to Petri Nets, DCR processes are also naturally related to Petri
Nets. Petri Nets have been extended to allow modular definition (e.g. via shared
transitions [27]) and to represent infinite computations and ω-regular languages
(e.g. Büchi Net [15]). However, as mentioned in the introduction, Petri net introduces the intentional construct of places marked with tokens, as opposed to
event structures and DCR∗ processes only relying on causal and conflict relations
between events. A number of variants of event structures with asymmetric conflict relation related to the asymmetric exclude relation of DCR processes have
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been proposed, including extended bundle event structures [25,17], dual event
structures [24,26], asymmetric event structures [6], and precursor event structures [16]. Automata based models like Event automata [33] and local event
structures [21] also allows for asymmetric conflicts, but they introduce the notion of states explicitly and do not express the notion of causality and conflicts
as relations between events. Besides the early work on restless events in [37], we
are not aware of other published work generalising event-structures to be able to
express liveness properties or to distinguish between events that may and events
that must eventually be executed. Reproductive events of the DCR∗ process language relate to replication in process calculi and higher-order Petri nets [23]. We
are not aware of other work combining such higher-order features and liveness.
Run-time adaptation is emerging as an important topic in many branches of
computer science. Much previous work dealt with imperative process notations
such as Petri nets [35] and process calculi [5,8,9] requiring predefined adaptation points and often dealing with adaptations via higher-order primitives. In
contrast, adaptation in DCR∗ is dealt with by composition, which due to the
declarative nature allow for cross-cutting adaptations without the need for prespecified adaptation points.
Within the BPM community, interest in declarative languages arose with the
work on Declare [4,1]. Declare is in essence a template language, consisting of
typical constraints encountered in business processes which are given a formal
semantics by mapping them to LTL formulae. In contrast to DCR Graphs, where
there is a close connection between the design-time and run-time of a model, the
execution and analysis of Declare models relies on a mapping to LTL and then to
automata (in fact, Declare semantics only consider finite executions). Additionally Declare has a relatively large set of basic constraints, for which the formal
expressiveness is still an open question, but is clearly limited to at most that
of LTL, while DCR Graphs with only 4 basic constraints offers the full expressiveness of regular and ω-regular languages. As another alternative [29] provides
a mapping from Declare constraints to the CLIMB Computational Logic-based
language, which allows the use of its reasoning techniques for support and verification of Declare processes at design- and run-time.
More recently the Guard-Stage-Milestone (GSM) approach [22] has been developed at IBM Research, which offers a data-centric business process modelling
notation. The notation consists of stages, which have guards controlling when
the stage may start, and milestones controlling when and how a stage may close.
While the guards and milestones give a declarative flavour to the notation, it
is still mainly data-centric, whereas DCR is mainly focussed on describing the
events (or activities) of the system and the relations between them.
While imperative process models such as BPMN [32] have supported dynamic sub-processes for some time now, they are only recently being studied
for declarative languages [39]. In most cases, there is a tendency to emphasise
sub-processes that do not have independent life cycles, that is, a sub processes
is spawned, and must run to completion before the super process may resume;
this includes [39]. Interestingly, it is noted in ibid. that extending the model with
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sub-processes seems to increase its expressive power; we formally confirm that
supposition here, finding DCR graphs with sub-processes to be Turing complete.
Future work. The work opens several interesting paths for future work. Firstly,
the DCR∗ processes as defined only interact via shared events. We are currently
working on adding interaction between concurrent events, labelled with send
and receive labels as found e.g. in the π-calculus, thereby lifting the results of
the present paper to π-like languages. In relation to that, we also work on exploring independence model (also referred to as true-concurrency) semantics of
DCR∗ processes, which benefits from the explicit definition of events in DCR∗
processes. An independence model semantics could support partial order verification techniques and refinement of events. We have also initiated work on
exploiting the idea of responses and restless events in the domain of behavioural
types [13] and run-time monitoring [30], which provides an avenue for analysing
infinite-state systems. Along another path, we have in [10] initiated an exploration of branching simulations between transition systems with responses, a
generalisation of the LTS-with-acceptance of Def. 1, which we believe will generalise modal transition systems and refinement to models expressing more general
liveness properties. The next step from that exploration will be to investigate
branching bisimulation congruences. The DCR∗ process language should also
be formally related to the hierarchical DCR Graphs introduced in [12] and the
relation to modular [27] and higher-order Petri Nets [23] should be investigated.
We conjecture that DCR∗ and hierarchical DCR Graphs are equivalent, but
the mapping is not as straightforward as the one between basic DCR processes
and Graphs. Finally, time constraints and more general adaptations as initiated in [20,31], e.g. allowing to remove constraints and events should be further
investigated.
Acknowledgments. We thank the anonymous reviewers for helpful comments.
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Abstract. Declarative modeling has attracted much attention over the
last years, resulting in the development of several academic declarative
modeling techniques and tools. The absence of empirical evaluations on
their use and usefulness, however, raises the question whether practitioners are attracted to using those techniques. In this paper, we present
a study on what practitioners think of declarative modeling. We show
that the practitioners we involved in this study are receptive to the idea
of a hybrid approach combining imperative and declarative techniques,
rather than making a full shift from the imperative to the declarative
paradigm. Moreover, we report on requirements, use cases, limitations,
and tool support of such a hybrid approach. Based on the gained insight,
we propose a research agenda for the development of this novel modeling
approach.

1

Introduction

Imperative modeling is currently the most prominent modeling paradigm in
BPM. Imperative modeling techniques are implemented in almost every modeling tool, and many imperative modeling languages have been developed, most
prominently, Event-Driven Process Chains (EPCs) and Business Process Modeling Notation. Imperative models take an “inside-out” approach; that is, every
possible execution sequence must be modeled explicitly. As a consequence, imperative modeling may lead to over-specification and lack of flexibility, making
it difficult to defer decisions at runtime and to change existing process models [21,2].
To overcome these shortcomings, declarative modeling approaches have been
proposed [3]. In contrast to imperative approaches, declarative models take an
“outside-in” approach. Instead of describing how the process has to work exactly, only the essential characteristics are described. To this end, constraints
are specified that restrict the possible execution of activities.
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Research on declarative modeling has gained increasing interest over the last
years. Declarative languages, such as Declare [3] (formerly known as DecSerFlow), DCR Graphs [12] and SCIFF [14], have been developed. These languages
have been integrated in academic and industrial modeling tools [24].
Beside the development of declarative techniques, also empirical research
has been conducted to study the relation between imperative and declarative
approaches [8,9,22,20]. It is well understood how to specify properties of a business process, but it is still not clear how to define a business process modeling
languages that is understandable [8] on the one hand, and enables maintainability [9], expressiveness and modeling comfort, on the other hand.
To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist any studies that reflect
on the question whether declarative techniques can be used in practise from a
practitioner’s standpoint. This raises a question, which has not been answered
yet: Do practitioners see opportunities to use declarative techniques?
The contribution of this paper is to present what practitioners think of declarative modeling. In that way, we close the gap between research on declarative
techniques and empirical investigations on declarative modeling. Our results are
based on a workshop on declarative modeling with ten professionals from industry, including both consultants involved in modeling projects and developers
of industrial modeling tools. During the workshop, we introduced declarative
modeling techniques, performed two modeling assignments, and discussed the
prospects of a declarative approach. The evaluation, both qualitative and quantitative, shows that practitioners see good opportunities for a hybrid approach
combining imperative and declarative techniques while they are skeptical regarding a purely declarative approach. With the gained insight from the discussion, we present requirements on such a hybrid approach, use cases, limitations,
and requirements concerning tool support. Shifting the focus from imperative
and declarative modeling to a hybrid approach raises many research questions.
Therefore, we propose a research agenda for the BPM community to make the
hybrid approach work.
We continue with a brief introduction to Declare and DCR Graphs, two
declarative approaches we used throughout the workshop. In Sect. 3, we describe the outline of the workshop and our evaluation method. The quantitative
evaluation is described in Sect. 4, and Sect. 5 reports on the qualitative evaluation. In Sect. 6, we present our research agenda. We close with a conclusion and
directions for future work.

2

Declare and DCR Graphs by Example

In this section, we briefly introduce two declarative modeling approaches, Declare [3,24] and DCR Graphs [12], using the following example of a document
management system. To simplify the presentation, we restrict ourselves to the
control flow dimension and do not consider data or resources.
Example 1. Every case of the document management system is initially created
and eventually closed. For a created case, an arbitrary number of documents can
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Fig. 1. Declare model of the document management system

be uploaded. An uploaded document can be downloaded or searched. At any time,
a case can be locked. After locking a case, it is not possible to upload a document;
still, uploaded documents can be downloaded and searched. Furthermore, in
every case, meetings can be held. To hold a meeting, it has to be (re-)scheduled.
Meetings can be rescheduled arbitrarily often, but it is not possible to schedule
more than one meeting in advance.
2.1

Declare

A Declare model consists of activities and constraints. An activity is depicted
as a rectangle and a constraint as a hyper-arc (i.e., a constraint connects one
or more activities). From the specification, we identify eight activities which are
highlighted in the description. Figure 1 shows the Declare model of the example.
The init symbol on top of activity Create Case specifies that every case of the
document management system starts with activity Create Case. Likewise, the
last symbol on top of activity Close Case specifies that the final activity of every
case of the document management system is Close Case.
There are three types of arcs in Fig. 1. Each arc type specifies one type of
constraint. The precedence constraint, modeled as an arc from Upload Document
to Download Document specifies that a document has to be uploaded before
it can be downloaded. Likewise, we can only search a document once it has
been uploaded (arc from Upload Document to Search Document). The second
type of constraint is the not-succession constraint, which is modeled by an arc
from Lock Case to Upload Document. It specifies that after a case has been
locked, we cannot upload new documents. The third type of constraint, alternate
precedence, is the arc from Schedule Meeting to Hold Meeting. It means that a
meeting can only be held after it has been (re-)scheduled at least once. Moreover,
after a meeting has been held, the next meeting has to be (re-)scheduled before
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Fig. 2. DCR Graph model of the document management system

it can be held (i.e., activity Hold Meeting has to be followed by Schedule Meeting
before Hold Meeting can be executed again).
As mentioned in the introduction, a declarative model only describes the
essential characteristics of a process rather than how the process has to work
exactly. For example, holding and (re-)scheduling meetings is independent from
handling documents. Therefore the respective activities are not connected by
arcs; that is, no constraint restricts their interplay. To execute the model in Fig. 1,
one has to determine which activities are enabled by evaluating all constraints.
Initially, it is the start activity, Create Case. After this activity is executed,
any of the activities Schedule Meeting, Upload Document, Lock Case and Close
Case can occur. A Declare model can be enacted and executed. The tool then
computes the enabled transitions for every state [24].
2.2

DCR Graphs

A DCR Graph model consists of activities, relations, and a runtime marking.
Activities are depicted as rectangles with an “ear” that can contain the roles
which can execute the activity. Activities can be nested under super-activities,
depicted by drawing an activity inside the rectangle of another activity, in which
case any relation that applies to the super-activity, applies to all its sub-activities.
Only the atomic activities (that do not contain any sub-activities of their own)
are executable. The relations are drawn as arrows between activities.
Figure 2 shows the DCR model of the example. The first activity is Create
Case, which should occur before all other activities can occur. We model this
behaviour by the yellow condition relation from Create Case to the super-activity
Manage Case, containing all other activities. The condition relation states that
the second activity (in this case any sub-activity of Manage Case) can not occur
before the first activity (in this case Create Case). We also require that Create
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Case happens only once, which we model through the dynamic exclusion relation
drawn as a red arrow with a percentage sign at the end. Through this relation
Create Case excludes itself from the workflow when it is executed, meaning that
it can not be executed anymore afterward. The next two activities are Schedule
Meeting and Hold Meeting. We should always schedule a meeting before we can
hold a meeting, but it might be the case that a meeting is rescheduled before it
is held. We model this in the following way: Hold Meeting is initially excluded,
meaning that at the start of the workflow it can not be executed before it is
included. Hold Meeting is included by doing Schedule Meeting, modelled by the
dynamic inclusion relation, drawn as a green arrow with a plus sign in the end.
Hold Meeting excludes itself meaning that it can not be executed again before
there has been a new occurrence of Schedule Meeting. The next three activities
are Upload Document, Download Document, and Search Documents. We can not
download or search documents before at least one document has been uploaded,
therefore those activities are initially excluded and will be included by Upload
Document. The case can also be locked through the activity Lock Case, which
makes it impossible to upload further documents, therefore Lock Case excludes
Upload Document. Finally we can close the case by executing the activity Close
Case. We model this by having Close Case exclude the super-activity Manage
Case. Because all activities are nested under Manage Case, Close Case will
exclude all activities from the workflow.
The final two relations of DCR Graphs are not used in the example. First
there is the response relation which states that one activity requires another
activity to happen in the future, when this occurs we say that the second activity
is a pending response and annotate it with an exclamation mark. A workflow is in
an accepting state while there are no included pending responses, in case there
are included pending responses these should be executed before the workflow
can be closed. The second relation that is not shown is the milestone relation, it
captures this accepting condition on the level of activities by stating that while
some activity is a pending response, some other activity can not be executed.
We represent the runtime of a DCR Graph by showing which activities have
been executed at least once before by drawing them with a green check-mark,
showing which activities are pending responses by drawing them with a red
exclamation mark and showing which activities are currently excluded by drawing them with a dashed line instead of a solid line. We call these three sets of
activities the marking of the DCR Graph. Based on the marking we can determine which activities are enabled: Activities which are excluded (drawn with
a dashed line) are not enabled and activities that are blocked by a condition
and/or milestone relation are also not enabled. In the latter case, we show this
by drawing a red stop-mark on the activity. In Fig. 2, one can see that the only
initially enabled activity is Create Case. All other activities are either excluded
(drawn with dashed lines) or blocked through the condition relation (drawn with
a red stop-mark). We distinguish between being excluded and blocked by a condition/milestone relation because we consider these two as essentially different
states of the activity: When it is blocked it is still a part of the workflow, but
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being stopped from executing. When it is excluded it is not considered as a part
of the workflow at that time. This is also why only included pending responses
will block the workflow from being closed.
2.3

Comparison

Figures 1 and 2 clearly illustrate the idea behind declarative modeling. The main
difference between DCR Graphs and Declare is that the DCR Graph approach
allows to define any constraint using the five basic relations, while one has to
define many more constraint for Declare (some of them are logical combinations
of simpler constraints). Also, Declare represents the runtime of a workflow by
showing the state of the individual constraints—that is, which constraints are
(possibly) satisfied, and which constraints are (possibly) violated. DCR Graphs,
by contrast, represents the runtime of a workflow by showing which tasks have
been executed at least once before, which tasks are pending as a response and
should be done some time in the future, and which tasks are currently included in
the workflow. While on infinite traces DCR Graphs are strictly more expressive
than Declare, this has no impact on practical business process modeling: The
processes under consideration typically produce finite traces.

3

Method

For our evaluation, we worked together with Perceptive Software, a provider of
enterprise content management and BPM technologies. We invited both consultants, who engage with clients to model their processes and implement BPM
suites using such models, and professionals who contribute to the development
of the toolsets. We planned a single workshop that went through the four phases,
as depicted in Fig. 3.
In the first phase (Introduction), we provided the participants with the motivation for organizing the workshop and gave them a generic introduction to
declarative principles. After this phase, we split the groups into two sub-groups
of equal size. We first randomly assigned half of the consultants to group 1 and
the other half to group 2. We did the same for the developers after that. In
this way, we ensured an even distribution of consultants and developers over the
groups.
The second phase was specific for each group and consisted of a tutorial on
the techniques under consideration (Explanation). In other words, one group
received the tutorial on DCR Graphs and the other on Declare. The tutorials
were provided by separate moderators for each group. Each moderator had deep
expertise in the technique that he explained. The tutorials were synchronized
beforehand between the moderators to guarantee a similar level of depth and
the same duration.
Following up on the tutorials, each group received two assignments. These
assignments were the same for both groups and required the participants to
translate the assignment material into process models (Modeling). Clearly, the
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Modeling
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Discussion
Participant 1

DCR Graphs
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Assignment 2

Participant n/2

Participant n/2

Participant n/2+1

Participant n/2+1

Declare

Assignment 1
Assignment 2

Participant n

Participant n

Workshop

Fig. 3. Organization of the workshop

sub-group who received the tutorial on DCR Graphs used this technique; the
other sub-group used Declare. The assignments can be found back at http://
www.win.tue.nl/ais/doku.php?id=research:declare:bpm2013. As we were
not so much interested in checking the correctness of the solutions but in transferring knowledge on the techniques to the participants, we encouraged them to
work in pairs within each sub-group.
The final phase re-united the sub-groups (Discussion). During this phase,
we first had the participants fill out a questionnaire on usefulness, ease of use,
and intent to use as proposed by Moody [17]. The questionnaire can be used
to get a broad-brush insight into the perceived quality of an IS design method,
building on the concepts known from the Technology Acceptance Model as proposed by Davis [6]. We extended the questions with some more to gather demographic data on the group. The used questions can also be found at http:
//www.win.tue.nl/ais/doku.php?id=research:declare:bpm2013. After the
questionnaire, we engaged in a semi-structured discussion with the group. This
discussion was moderated by one of the authors, while the other authors took
notes. The independently taken notes were used to reach consensus on how the
participants reflected on the questions.
The insights that we gathered during the last phase of the evaluation with
the questionnaire will be referred to as the quantitative evaluation, because the
design of Davis’ list allows for measuring the strength of the perceptions on ease
of use, usefulness, and intent to use. Our insights on the modeling phase and the
open part of the discussion phase will be dealt with as the qualitative evaluation,
as they add a qualifying lens on the results. These respective evaluations will be
discussed next.
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4
4.1

Quantitative Evaluation
Demographics

Overall, ten professionals participated in the workshop. Of these, five are active as consultants, modeling processes at client sites and implementing process
management software, while the other five are involved in different roles associated to the development of process modeling and workflow tools (product manager/architect/developer). For the entire group, the average number of years of
experience in the BPM domain was more than 11 years. Of the ten participants,
on a scale of 1 to 5, three considered themselves to have an intermediate expertise in process modeling (level=3), three to have an advanced level of expertise
(level=4), and the remaining four people considered themselves to be experts
(level=5). Finally, the participants indicated that on average they had each read
close to 15 different process models in the preceding 12 months, while each had
created or updated nearly four models on average in the same period. We are
aware that the number of professionals is rather low. However, within a given
time frame, we were choosing the day for which most professionals indicated
their availability.
4.2

Validity and Reliability

Prior to performing an in-depth analysis of the data that had been gathered
through the questionnaire, the validity and reliability of the empirical indicators
were checked. We determined all correlations between the responses for questions that were used to measure to same construct (inter-item correlations) and
identified no item that displayed a low convergent validity. In other words, the
questions and their grouping to measure the constructs appeared valid. Next, we
used Cronbach’s alpha to test the reliability of the items to measure the various
constructs. This is a test to check internal consistency of the questions. While
there is no authoritative level for Cronbach’s alpha, it is generally assumed that
levels above 0.7 point at a good reliability of the items [18]. Adequate levels were
established for Perceived Usefulness (0.743) and Perceived Ease of Use (0.826).
However, Intention to Use scored too low (0.600). For this reason, we removed
the latter construct from our main analysis and will only report on the mean
scores of the items. Note that it was the only construct measured using just two
items—an approach to be reconsidered in future applications of the questionnaire.
4.3

Results

Our main analysis then focused on this question: Are the considered techniques,
DCR Graphs vs. Declare, perceived differently by the groups? To select the
appropriate technique, we established with the Shapiro-Wilk test that the respondent answers were normally distributed. We could, therefore, proceed with
applying a one-way ANOVA test with Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease
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Fig. 4. Histograms for Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Use

of Use as dependent variables and the technique employed as factor. The test
generated p-values of 0.116 and 0.939 for Perceived Usefulness and Perceived
Ease of Use, respectively. By maintaining a confidence level of 95%, both of
these values exceed the 0.05 threshold. In other words, any differences in perception between the used techniques are not statistically significant. Therefore,
we must reject the idea that people perceive the techniques as different in either
their usefulness or their ease of use.
This first important insight allows us to aggregate the responses received from
both groups to determine a view on the usefulness and ease of use of declarative
techniques on a more general level. Figure 4 shows the histograms for the two
constructs under consideration, Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Use,
aggregating the responses from all ten respondents. Also displayed is the fitted
normal distribution for both constructs.
The histograms display the frequencies of the scores on a scale of -2.0 (very
negative) to +2.0 (very positive). The 0 value indicates the neutral stance (not
negative, not positive). What can be seen is that the averages of the distributions for both constructs are positive, hinting at a receptive mood toward
declarative techniques in terms of both constructs. Note that the mean values
for the two items under consideration for Intention to Use are 0.00 and 1.00. Second, Perceived Ease of Use seems to be more positively evaluated than Perceived
Usefulness, with respective mean values of 0.62 and 0.29.
To determine whether the optically favorable outcomes are indeed statistically significant, we applied one sample t-tests. Like in our previous test, we used
a confidence level of 95%, which means that we will only treat p-values below 0.05
as statistically significant. The outcomes of the t-tests are that the positive mean
score for Perceived Ease of Use is significantly different from zero (p=0.013),
but that this is—just—not the case for Perceived Usefulness (p=0.076). In other
words, one can trust that the positive stance toward the ease of use is not a
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matter of chance. However, this cannot be ruled out for usefulness, despite its
closeness to the cut-off value. Apparently, the involved respondents can easily
use the method, despite the limited amount of training received. They were
not similarly outspoken about the usefulness of a declarative technique, albeit
certainly not negative either.
We finally checked whether the years of experience, the level of expertise, the
type of role (consultant vs. non-consultant), or the modeling intensity in terms
of models read or created had any relation to the outcomes. Interestingly, we
could see that the most negative responses on Perceived Usefulness came from
those respondents who assessed their own level of process modeling expertise
as relatively low. While on average the three respondents with an intermediate
expertise assessed the usefulness of the declarative techniques as negative (0.208), the advanced modelers and the experts were positive (0.417 and 0.563,
respectively). Tukey’s HSD (Honestly Significant Difference) confirmed that the
self-assessed level of expertise was a significant factor to explain differences in
scores on Perceived Usefulness (p=0.042). In other words, the higher the level of
expertise, the more merit a participant saw in the declarative techniques. The
other factors had no noticeable effects on the scores.

5

Qualitative Evaluation

In this section, we present the qualitative evaluation of the workshop. In particular, we report on the results of the modeling assignment and of the discussion
with the professionals.
5.1

Modeling Assignment

As reported in Sect. 3, we split the ten professionals into two groups of five. One
group got an introduction to Declare and the other group to DCR Graphs. After
this introduction of about 30 minutes, each group was asked to work on two small
modeling assignments. One assignment was the document management system,
which we used to illustrate Declare and DCR Graphs in Sect. 2. The second
assignment was a hospital process of similar size and level of difficulty. The
professionals worked in groups of two and three on the two assignments. Each
assignment took less than 15 minutes, after which we presented and discussed
our solution. All four groups came up with a correct solution for each of the two
assignments.
The way we organized the assignment does not allow us to derive overly
strong conclusions. Still, we gained two interesting insights. First, the result
of the assignment shows that it is possible to teach declarative modeling to
practitioners. Although it was difficult for the professionals to get used to the
declarative way of modeling and to the graphical notations of the techniques,
they came up with correct models in reasonable time. Second, we were told
that the graphical notation of Declare and DCR Graphs are too academic and
for practitioners neither convincing nor intuitive. Moreover, also the informal
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description, which we provided for each introduced constraint, did not help them
to easily identify the constraint they needed. These comments hold for both
techniques, DCR Graphs and Declare. This comes, indeed, not as a surprise
as both formalisms have an academic background. However, we expected DCR
Graphs to be more comprehensible and easier to use than Declare because DCR
Graphs only consist of five relations, whereas Declare requires to learn a larger
set of constraints.
5.2

Opportunities for a Declarative Approach

In the subsequent discussion with the professionals, we tried to figure out whether
they see opportunities for a declarative modeling approach. Clearly, such a question is difficult to answer given the the short tutorials and only taking two assignments. The participants did indicate that there are probably processes that can
be modeled most naturally using the imperative approach, while others would
fit better with the declarative approach. For example, a clearly well-structured
process of registering a newborn at a townhall can be modeled most naturally
in an imperative way whereas the document management system of Sect. 2 is
an example of a process that can be modeled most natural in a declarative way.
In addition, in almost all processes the professionals came across, there were
always at least parts or subprocesses where an imperative approach seems most
natural. So, the conclusion to this question is that a purely declarative approach
seems less attractive than a hybrid approach, which combines imperative and
declarative modeling aspects.
5.3

Requirements Concerning a Declarative/Hybrid Approach

In the previous section, we showed that practitioners see opportunities for a
hybrid approach. Next, we report on the practitioners’ requirements concerning
the specification, the constraints, the process, and tool support.
The consensus was that the efficient design of a declarative model (or of
the declarative part of a hybrid model) will require a declarative specification.
The reason is that it can be nontrivial to derive constraints from an imperative specification. We received one comment that it might be difficult to get a
declarative specification at all, but we are not that pessimistic. Based on our
experience, it depends on how one formulates questions to domain experts; that
is, asking about the relationship between two activities (i.e., declarative) rather
than which steps can be performed in a certain state (i.e., imperative) will allow
one to come up with a declarative specification.
Other requirements concern the constraints. The involved professionals
brought forward that too many constraints may negatively influence the quality
of a declarative model. For example, many constraints affecting few activities
may result in an unreadable model. Furthermore, they assumed the completeness of the constraints to be crucial, although that is similar to the completeness
of the branching conditions in an imperative model.
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Looking at the process model or the specification to identify “candidate”
parts that may benefit from a declarative modeling approach, the professionals suggested to identify parts that have many dependencies (e.g., spaghettilike parts). Although such parts seem good candidates, it is unclear whether
a declarative way of modeling results in a better model. Another suggestion
was to identify those parts where much modeling freedom is; for example, a set
of concurrent activities (that preferably occur more than once) with only few
dependencies may result in a simpler declarative model than their imperative
counterpart.
Finally, also proper tool support is a hard requirement. Here, in particular,
the professionals saw deficits in the usability of the academic techniques when
used in a pen-and-paper fashion. We shall discuss tool support in Sect. 5.6 in
more detail.
5.4

Use Cases for a Declarative/Hybrid Approach

In this section, we list use cases for the declarative approach as identified during
the discussion.
Process evolution [21] was mentioned as the main use case by the involved
professionals—that is, manage processes along the various changes it encounters.
Having a set of constraints rather than a graph-based model seems to be beneficial to visualize changes over time, on the one hand and to actually change a
process model, on the other hand. This is, in fact, one of the claimed advantages
of declarative modeling [3,15]. The “outside-in” approach of declarative models
allows for a higher level of abstraction than an imperative process model. Therefore, it is often simpler to add or remove constraints than changing a BPMN
model, for instance.
The discussion also suggested that the use case for declarative models is tied
to model purpose. Process models serve different purposes—for example, as a
medium to communicate with stakeholders (i.e., communication model) or to
execute a process (i.e., executable model). Especially with respect to the communication aspect, the professionals saw good opportunities for using declarative
techniques. Communication models are rather imprecise (e.g., exceptions may
be left out), and business analysts do not tend to stick to model conventions.
Instead, they may prefer to use short hands to illustrate behavior in a simplified way, for instance. Here, a hybrid approach looks promising as the business
analyst is provided with a lot of different ways to present the model. Again,
this follows from the higher level of abstraction of declarative models. In contrast, there was no common agreement on a declarative approach being useful
for specifying executable models. As an executable model contains all behavior,
a hybrid approach will only be beneficial if it allows for designing more readable
or simpler models.
Another interesting aspect mentioned was that a hybrid approach may result
in fewer errors in the model than using a purely imperative approach. This may
lead to shorter development cycles. We think that this is also a consequence
of the higher level of abstraction in declarative modeling. A modeler has to
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identify the constraints rather than encode it in terms of control flow. However,
no experience report or empirical results exist that confirm this assumption.
5.5

Limitations of a Declarative/Hybrid Approach

In this section, we report on limitations of a declarative/hybrid approach concerning the specification, the modeling paradigm, and the usability.
The main concern regarding the specification is that currently all specifications are imperative (e.g., “we first do this, then that”), and it seems to be very
difficult to produce a declarative model for such a specification. As discussed in
Sect. 5.3, we think that it is possible to receive declarative specifications.
There has been a paradigm shift in system development from monolithic
systems to component-based systems that are distributed within and across organizational boundaries. One prominent computing paradigm that implements
this trend is service-oriented computing (SOC) [19]. We received concerns that
in this setting declarative modeling techniques may be less applicable compared
to imperative techniques. The reason for this concern lies in the fact that certain constraints affect activities of an individual component, whereas other constraints affect activities of different components. Declarative techniques have,
however, been successfully applied in the service-oriented setting [14,15], and
it has been studied how a declarative cross-organizational workflow containing
global constraints can be projected to its individual localized components [11],
so we are convinced that this concern is unsubstantiated.
Another limitation concerns the usability of existing techniques and tools.
Current tool support is mainly academic by nature and seems, therefore, not
overly concerned with usability issues. Moreover, the declarative paradigm also
requires a different way of thinking, making it perhaps difficult for practitioners to understand declarative models. Here, more research is required to make
declarative techniques more comprehensible.
5.6

Requirements Concerning Tool Support

In this section, we report on feedback we received concerning Declare and DCR
Graphs and general requirements concerning tool support.
Several requirements on tools that were discussed deal with the specification
and visualization of constraints. As mentioned earlier in Sect. 5.1, the professionals mentioned that working with constraints was relatively difficult for them.
The graphical notations used in Declare and DCR Graphs were not always that
intuitive. Moreover, specifying constraints in plain English is not always helpful either, because it is often nontrivial to identify the differences between two
constraints. Therefore, the professionals proposed that constraints should be automatically derived from an informal textual specification. This problem has
indeed been investigated in the field of computer-aided verification, for instance.
Different approaches have been proposed, for example [7,5], but none of them
could solve the problem entirely.
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A given set of constraints makes it necessary to check for conflicting constraints. This is a feature which has been implemented in most declarative modeling tools [24], but has also been investigated in the context of compliance
rules [4], for instance. Another important feature is to generate a model from a
given set of constraints and to identify missing features. This problems is related
to scenario-based programming [10]. In case an implementation and recorded
event logs exist, process mining techniques to automatically derive missing constraints from the logs are required. First attempts at dealing with this topic
exist, see [13].
Besides modeling support, tools should preferably also provide operational
support. For example, event logs may be exploited to provide at runtime the best
possible next step. Such features are implemented in recommender systems.
Finally, usability plays an important role. Specification of constraints, their
graphical representation and the complete interplay between the tool and an end
user must be on an abstraction level that is adequate to the task at hand.

6

Research Agenda

In this section, we pick up the results from the discussion with the professionals
as presented in the previous section. We propose a research agenda for the development of a hybrid modeling approach that combines imperative and declarative
techniques. The aim is thereby to point out necessary steps for developing and
actually using a hybrid technique rather than a complete research agenda.
Model guidelines In order to apply the hybrid approach, a modeler has to know
when to model in an imperative and when in a declarative way. In other words,
we need to identify modeling guidelines to guide modelers through the modeling
process. This requires rules for identifying imperative and declarative “candidate” parts on the level of an existing (imperative) process model (e.g., for
process redesign), on the level of event logs (e.g., for process discovery), and on
the level of (informal) specifications (e.g., for designing a new model).
Identify the hybrid technique Modeling in a hybrid way requires a well-suited
modeling language. It needs to be investigated whether we can combine existing
imperative and declarative languages or whether a new language has to be designed. For instance, we can integrate a declarative part as a subprocess into an
imperative model (e.g., as a hierarchical transition in a Petri net or subprocess
task in BPMN) or we can allow declarative and imperative constructs to coexist
within a single subprocess. The modeling language must in any case support
hierarchy. In the latest version of CPN Tools [23], Westergaard integrated DCR
Graphs and Declare into Colored Petri nets. It turned out that defining the
semantics of such models is nontrivial.
Beside that, it needs to be settled which constraints are relevant for practise
and, thus, what the expressiveness of the declarative part of the language is.
Empirical research has shown [8,9] that certain declarative constructs may be
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more difficult to understand. Thus, we think the language should not contain
too many declarative constructs, but this needs further empirical investigation.
Also, the graphical representation of hybrid models must be investigated. Different graphical notations exist, for example, compare DCR Graphs and Declare.
Insights from [16] may aid the design of a hybrid notation.
Analysis of hybrid models The novel modeling approach needs analysis techniques including the verification of models, performance analysis, and propertypreserving abstraction and refinement techniques. Also, process mining techniques [1] are needed—for example, checking the conformance of an event log
and a hybrid model and discovering a hybrid model from a given event log.
Tool support To show the applicability of the hybrid modeling technique, tool
support is a sine qua no. As reported in Sect. 5.6, research has to be performed
to simplify the use of declarative techniques, for example, finding a way to derive
constraints from informal specifications that can be used by business analysts
without requiring knowledge about temporal logics.

7

Conclusion

We reported on a workshop on declarative modeling given to professionals from
industry. The goal of this workshop was to gain insight into what practitioners
think about declarative modeling and what opportunities they see to use this
technique. Our quantitative evaluation showed that they were mostly positive
and open to this modeling paradigm. In particular, the techniques were rather
easy to learn. The qualitative evaluation showed that the practitioners did single
out the use of declarative techniques in the context of a hybrid approach, which
combines imperative and declarative modeling. Although our study is only based
on a small group of practitioners, we are convinced that practise can benefit from
such a hybrid modeling approach. To arrive at such an approach, we proposed
a research agenda for the development of a hybrid approach.
In our ongoing research, we plan to work on the development of modeling guidelines. We will investigate techniques to identify “candidate” parts of
a model for which a declarative way of modeling seems most natural. Also, we
plan to study event logs and process models and try to use the results to identify constraints that frequently occur. In a second branch of research, we will
investigate what a hybrid technique may look like, thereby using Declare, DCR
Graphs and CPN Tools as starting points for our studies.
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4

Petri nets eciently model both data- and control-ow.
Control-ow is either modeled explicitly as ow of a specic kind of data,
or implicit based on the data-ow. Explicit modeling of control-ow is
useful for well-known and highly structured processes, but may make
modeling of abstract features of models, or processes which are highly
dynamic, overly complex. Declarative modeling, such as is supported by
Declare and DCR graphs, focus on control-ow, but does not specify it
explicitly; instead specications come in the form of constraints on the
order or appearance of tasks. In this paper we propose a combination of
the two, using colored Petri nets instead of plain Petri nets to provide
full data support. The combined approach makes it possible to add a
focus on data to declarative languages, and to remove focus from the
explicit control-ow from Petri nets for dynamic or abstract processes.
In addition to enriching both procedural processes in the form of Petri
nets and declarative processes, we also support a ow from modeling
only abstract data- and control-ow of a model towards a more explicit
control-ow model if so desired. We dene our combined approach, and
provide considerations necessary for enactment. Our approach has been
implemented in CPN Tools 4.
Abstract.

1

Introduction

Petri nets provide a powerful formalism for specifying many real-life systems,
including business processes. Petri nets excel by having a duality between data
and events, yielding a very powerful tool for specifying how data ows though a
system. Control-ow of a Petri net model is often modeled explicitly as ow of a
specic kind of data, similar to a program counter in traditional programming.
Alternatively, the control-ow is not modeled at all, and just manifests as a consequence of the data-ow. As such, we call a Petri net model a procedural model
?
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as the control-ow when disregarding data is close to procedural programming
languages: modelers specify how to solve a problem. An example where such
a language is useful, is classical lling of forms, such as a patient registration
process at a hospital.
Declarative specication of processes is an emerging trend for specifying especially business processes, but it has not seen massive use in practice. Declarative
models often focus primarily on ow of control, but instead of explicitly modeling
control-ow as a program counter, constraints between the dierent events are
described. Declarative languages resemble declarative programming languages:
modelers specify what the intention of the control-ow is, but not how to achieve
that. An example where such languages are useful, is a patient treatment process
at a hospital; here, many tests need to be run and many treatments are possible. There is no strict order of tests and treatments, but some treatments are
incompatible with each other, and some treatments need follow-up treatments.
Declarative processes are typically better at describing highly dynamic environments, where actions can take place in many dierent orders, or early in
the design, where the exact order of events is unknown. On the other hand,
Petri nets are far better at modeling data-ow, and the strict control-ow model
makes it easier to model processes with a strict and well-understood controlow, which also makes it much easier to extract experiences from the model to
an eventual implementation [10]. In this paper, we propose to merge two declarative approaches, Declare [15,19] and DCR graphs [7,13], with a high-level Petri
nets formalism, colored Petri nets [9], to obtain a formalism that oers the best
of both worlds. We aim to do so in a manner that makes it possible to use all
three formalisms completely independently of each other or to mix all three formalisms in a single model. This makes it also possible to initially construct a
purely declarative model, optionally with data, and during renement make it
more procedural as applicable. If we consider a hospital, this allows us to make
a single model comprising both patient registration, diagnosis, and treatment.
The reason for using both DCR graphs and Declare for the declarative parts
is that the languages have dierent focus areas: Declare provides higher level
primitives, often resulting in more comprehensible models, but DCR graphs do
not suer from the computational overhead of detecting conicts necessary to
ensure correct execution of Declare models.
We introduce our combined approach in Sect. 2, including pointers on how to
allow analysis of combined models and our implementation in CPN Tools 4 [17].
In Sect. 3, we sum up our conclusions and compare with related work.

2

Combined Models

In this section we informally introduce our hybrid model and its semantics, and
provide analysis considerations important for implementation. Actual implementation details are deferred to the next section.
The idea behind the hybrid approach is to identify transitions of CP-nets
with tasks of Declare models and events of DCR graphs and then allow places
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and arcs (with annotations) from CP-nets, constraints from Declare models,
and the relations from DCR graphs to be added to the model to constrain the
possible executions.
The reason for including these three languages is that CP-nets is a widely
used procedural formalism with a strong theoretical background. It provides
great support for data ow, both theoretically and practically in the form of
tool support. We also prefer to use both Declare and DCR graphs for specifying
the declarative parts of the model. We choose these two languages because they
are on the surface very similar, yet they have dierent focus areas.
Declare oers a large set of contraints which have been identied as commonly used in business processes, making it well-suited to the BPM domain.
DCR Graphs on the other hand aim to provide a formal language for describing
processes in general, containing only 4 basic constrains while still being formally
more expressive than LTL.
By providing both languages, we can use pre-existing tools and techniques to
analyze our combined models, automatically switching from one kind of analysis
to the other as needed.
An execution is considered accepting if it is accepting for all three underlying
models. In other words, the execution should be accepting for the CP-net that
one gets when removing all Declare constraints and DCR Graph relations, it
should be accepting for the Declare model one gets by removing all places, arcs
and DCR Graph relations and it should also be accepting for the DCR Graph
model that one gets by removing all places, arcs and Declare constraints. Formally, we can dene the semantics of all three languages in terms of transition
systems, and the semantics of the combined language is just the synchronization of the three transition systems we get from the individual semantics by
projecting the combined model onto each of the three languages.
2.1

Analysis

We would like to provide a step-wise semantics for combined models. This is
necessary for ecient simulation. For CP-nets isolated, this is easy because every
state is accepting, so if a binding element sequence is enabled, the execution will
inevitably end in an accepting state. For Declare models and DCR graphs, this
is possible using a preprocessing step: we simply compute the prex automaton,
which is possible as they both have a semantics yielding nite automata, and
only allow a transition if it leads to an accepting state in the prex automaton.
For the combined models, however, this is not in general decidable. While we
can construct the transition system product of the 3 automata on the y, we
cannot employ any of the techniques to ensure we can end up in an accepting
state: as not all states of Declare models and DCR graphs are accepting, not all
states of the product are necessarily accepting, so we cannot just execute any
enabled binding element sequence and be sure to end in an accepting state. As
the transition system we get from a CP-net is not necessarily nite, neither is
the product, so we cannot compute the prex automaton. If either the CP-net
model is bounded (yielding a nite state space), or the Declare model automaton
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and the DCR graph automaton only have accepting states, we can use the fact
that these properties are preserved by transition system product and use the
appropriate technique. Otherwise, we must settle for weaker guarantees.
When talking about runtime verication of Declare models [12], each constraint can be in not just the two states satised and violated , but also in two
weaker states, where a constraint is only temporarily satised or violated, but
future execution may violate or satisfy it. Only when the execution is terminated, is it possible to collapse possible satised/violated constraints into their
(permanently) satised/violated counterparts.
For DCR Graphs we do not keep track of the state of individual constraints,
instead we have a current marking and on execution check that the executed
event is enabled and calculate the new marking. If a marking contains no pending
included responses, the DCR Graph is in an accepting state and the process can
terminate. Feedback to the user consists of showing which events have occured
before, are enabled and need to occcur.
As demonstrated in [18], even if Declare is decidable,
constructing the automaton for the full system can be very time and memory
consuming  it is exponential in the number of constraints. To avoid this overhead, we can instead create an automaton for each individual constraint. If we
do so, we can avoid ever violating individual constraints, while retaining fast
simulation (we can update the model in the initial state in constant time). CPN
Tools oers a mixed mode, where simulation and editing are interleaved. This
is useful for testing and debugging, but requires that the simulation can resume
very quickly, so performing an operation that is exponential in the size of the
model may be undesirable (at least for large models). By constructing the individual automata, we can avoid ever (permanently) violating constraints, and for
some constraints, e.g., init, this is sucient. For other constraints, this provides a
best-eort but fast simulation mode (we can update the model in constant time
in the initial state). We call this the simple simulation approach. The simple
simulation approach for DCR Graphs comes down to doing basic runtime verication as described previously: checking that an event is enabled in the current
marking and calculating a new marking can be done in constant time.
Simple simulation.

As shown in [11] some Declare constraints can be in a
conicted state: they are not violated, but also cannot all be (possibly) satised
at the same time. We can only catch this if we construct the automaton for the
full Declare model. By making the product explicit, we can compute the prex
automaton. Unfortunately, the product of the prex automata is not sucient.
As demonstrated in [18], this can still be fairly fast for moderately-sized models
(in the order of seconds for models with 30-50 constraints). We call this smart
simulation : we avoid executing any transition that would lead to a conicted
state. We can also do smart simulation of the DCR Graph constraints by building the nite automaton that corresponds to the graph and only allowing the
execution of events that can lead to an accepting state (i.e., the DCR Graph
Smart simulation.
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does not contain any deadlocks). The eciency of this approach has not been
investigated structurally yet, but for the models that we have considered to date
the state space tends to be modest. We can compute the product of the automata
from the underlying Declare model and the underlying DCR Graph model to
ensure that the two kinds of declarative constraints cannot conict with other
as well.
When combining declarative models with CP-nets,
we get an additional type of conicts: a declarative constraint might require some
task to be executed, while the the CP-net model blocks its execution (f.e. because
of a missing token). Smart simulation cannot catch this on its own as it only
looks at the declarative (and computable) parts of the model. To handle such
situations we need constraints that yield automata which only have accepting
states, which severely limits the usability, or that the state-space is nite. Thus,
data-aware simulation is as hard as state space analysis.
For simple examples with small domains, we can just generate the state-space
and perform the synchronization, typically in minutes or hours. If the state-space
is larger but still nite, we can perform many simulations using smart simulation
and discard any not ending in an accepting state, similar to how simulation is
used for bug-nding until a nal verication often is used. After computing the
synchronization, it can be stored eciently (often only few states are conicted).
If we deal with large domains, it is sucient if we can generate an equivalencereduced state-space. This is for example the case if all types are integers or
reals, and we only compare all tokens with integers, similarly to region or zone
reduction for timed automata.
Data-aware simulation.

2.2

Implementation

We have implemented our combined models in CPN Tools 4 [5,17]. CPN Tools 4
adds support for simulator extensions [17], a mechanism which makes it possible
to extend CPN Tools using Java code. Each extension can add operations to
CPN Tools and also modify existing operations. The integration comprises 4
parts: GUI extension, syntax check extension, enabling restriction, and analysis.
In Fig. 1, we see how combined models look and are constructed in CPN Tools.

3

Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced a new approach to modelling workows combining the procedural formalism colored Petri nets, and the two declarative formalisms, Declare and DCR graphs. The combined formalism can be seen as
adding declarative control-ow to CP-nets or as adding data-ow to declarative
formalisms. Declarative approaches are typically better for abstract descriptions
or highly dynamic processes, where procedural approaches are better for wellknown and structured processes. Combining the two allows us the best of both
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Fig. 1: Declare and DCR graphs in CPN Tools 4.
worlds and allows declarative processes to also deal with data. We have considered what is needed to provide simulation that avoids future conicts in ecient
ways, and introduce three modes of simulation: simple, smart, and data-aware,
where the simple mode only avoids individual conicts, smart avoids conicts
not related to data, and data-aware makes sure that even in the presence of
data, all executions can terminate successfully. We have briey introduced our
implementation in CPN Tools.
3.1

Related Work

The Guard-Stage-Milestone (GSM) model [8] by Hull et al, which originated
from the work on artifact-centric business processes [3], takes an approach to
modelling business processes where a process consists of a number of (possibly
nested) stages, which in turn contain a number of tasks. A stage also has guards
and milestones; it is activated by satisfying its guards and through performing the tasks in the stage its milestones can become enabled, which can then
in turn satisfy the guards of other stages. We see the GSM model as a hybrid
model combining procedural and declarative structures in a single language,
whereas our approach is based on combining existing procedural and declarative
languages. In [14] the authors introduce a declarative version of the ComputerInterpretable Guidelines (CIG) language for modelling clinical guidelines, they
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conclude that because both the procedural and declarative languages have their
disadvantages it would be best to combine them into a single model, but leave
this for future work. In [16] the authors have examined the understanding of
procedural and declarative process models by users. In their conclusions they
note that while it appears that procedural models are more comprehensible, it
remains uncertain to what extent this is caused by participants being skewed
towards procedural models because of their general acceptance and availability.
They do not consider a hybrid approach using both procedural and declarative
concepts. In [6] Fahland bridges the gap between declarative and procedural
workow approaches by proposing a general compositional mechanism for translating declarative workow models to procedural workow models. He exemplies the general approach by giving a translation from Declare to Petri nets.
The main dierence to our approach is that while in [6] a declarative model is
translated to a procedural version to facilitate using existing modeling, analysis
and management techniques, we aim to combine the declarative and procedural
approaches and provide tools and techniques for the hybrid approach.

3.2

Future Work

Here we have assumed that a user creates and renes a model. Another approach
is to have the tool do that. For example, a precedence(A, B) constraint is trivially
modeled using a single place of type boolean, initially marked by false. Then
A changes the value indiscriminately to true and B checks that the value on
the place is true. not co-existence(A, B) can be implemented using a place with
three possible values: {A,B,UNDECIDED}. init(A) is less elegant, but can be
implemented using, e.g., inhibitor arcs. This will not catch conicts, but we can
do that (and translate all constraints in a uniform way) by constructing the nite
automaton either just equate the states of the automaton with new places or
use a (not data-aware) process mining algorithm [1] or the theory of regions [4]
to construct a Petri net for the control ow. Future work includes investigating
the best way to make such a translation (semi-)automatically.
The current approach works as long as we describe a single run of a single
process. That is, our example in the gures handles one treatment of one patient.
It would be interesting to investigate multiple instances, which would essentially
be a folding of the current model. We could also have multiple processes communicate, e.g., like Proclets [2], resulting in a more artifact-driven result. Using
a translation from declarative constraints would essentially result in processpartitioned CP-nets in the sense of [10], which means it would be possible to
automatically derive code from the resulting model. It would also be interesting to look into making a proper notion of a process in CP-net models, where
instances cannot just terminate in any state. This would also include adding a
notion of instances to the declarative languages.
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Abstract. The declarative-procedural dichotomy is highly relevant when choosing the most suitable process modeling language to represent a discovered process. Less-structured processes with a high level of variability can be described in
a more compact way using a declarative language. By contrast, procedural process modeling languages seem more suitable to describe structured and stable
processes. However, in various cases, a process may incorporate parts that are
better captured in a declarative fashion, while other parts are more suitable to
be described procedurally. In this paper, we present a technique for discovering
from an event log a so-called hybrid process model. A hybrid process model is
hierarchical, where each of its sub-processes may be specified in a declarative
or procedural fashion. We have implemented the proposed approach as a plug-in
of the ProM platform. To evaluate the approach, we used our plug-in to mine a
real-life log from a financial context.

1 Introduction
Process models are an important aid to capture how business operations are organized.
One direction to simplify the tasks of creating, maintaining, and reading such models involves the use of declarative techniques for process modeling. In contrast to the
procedural approach, which is dominant for modeling business processes, a declarative
approach leaves implicit in what exact sequences activities must be carried out. Instead,
the emphasis is on the constraints that must be respected in carrying out the process –
any behavior that respects these goes. In contexts where activities can be executed in
highly different combinations, a declarative approach arguably produces simpler representations of the involved process logic. Examples of concrete declarative modeling
techniques are Declare, DCR Graphs [3], and SCIFF.
In [10], we reported that a hybrid process modeling technique was considered by
practitioners as more attractive than a completely declarative or procedural one. Hybrid, in this context, refers to the potential use of both procedural and declarative model
elements in the same model. The rationale is that the two types of modeling paradigms
allow for a natural fit with different types of process behavior. In places where the process is highly flexible, a declarative modeling approach leads to a compact and simple
description of such a “pocket of flexibility” [11]. Instead of describing all the different types of feasible behavior, the focus is then on ruling out what is not allowed (if
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anything). By contrast, for parts of the process that are highly structured, a procedural
description may be the way to go: It is then simpler to describe what is allowed than
what is to be ruled out. For processes that both incorporate structured and unstructured
pockets, a hybrid model delivers a compact and simple description.
This paper should be seen as a direct follow-up to our earlier work. Specifically, we
developed a technique to automatically generate a hybrid model from an event log. This
is a novel contribution, since existing techniques can only generate a process model
that is either procedural or declarative. By contrast, our technique flexibly alternates
between employing a procedural or declarative mining approach in accordance with the
nature of the traces it processes. By doing so we are able to avoid the “spaghetti”-like
process models that are commonly generated by traditional process mining techniques.
Against this background, the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we will
outline the notion of a hybrid model and pinpoint its semantics. Section 3 describes
our core contribution, the discovery approach. We will will evaluate this approach in
Section 4 on a real-life log. After a discussion of related work, we conclude this paper
with a reflection on the presented work and future steps in Section 6.

2 Semantics of a Hybrid Model
Our interest in this paper is with hybrid models where the procedural and declarative
parts are contained in separate sub-processes. In this sense, there is a resemblance with
the pockets of flexibility concept [11]. A hybrid process consists of a procedural or
declarative top-level process, which may contain a number of atomic activities as well
as sub-processes. Each sub-process can be either procedural or declarative and may
contain sub-processes of its own. Our approach is applicable to any combination of
procedural and declarative languages, but in this paper we will apply Petri nets for
our procedural models and Declare [9] for our declarative models. Sub-processes are
considered atomic, meaning that once a sub-processes is started the control is passed
from the parent process to that sub-process. No other activities can be executed until
the sub-process has completed. A sub-process can only complete while it is accepting.
When exactly it is accepting depends on the language used. In the case of a Petri net
this means reaching a final marking, while for a Declare model it means having no
violated constraints. For the language of a hybrid model we consider the start and completion of sub-processes as silent transitions, which means that there will be no startand complete-events for the sub-processes in the log. This underlines the fact that the
sub-processes are really just a tool for improving the understanding of the process and
not a part of the actual enactment of the process.

3 Discovering Hybrid Process Models
Fig. 1 gives an overview of our approach. In the following paragraphs we describe our
approach step by step.
Distinguishing Structured and Unstructured Events. We start by separating the events
of the log into two distinct sets: one containing those events that occur in a structured
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Fig. 1. Overview of our approach

context and one containing those events that occur in an unstructured context. To distinguish structured from unstructured events we use a novel technique, which we refer
to as context analysis. Our first step is to determine for each event the number of unique
predecessors and successors to that event. We then consider an event with a large number of both predecessors and successors to be unstructured (according to a user-defined
threshold, in our experimentation we used 4), while an event with a small number of
predecessors or a small number of successors is considered to be structured. The reasoning behind these cases is as follows: if an event has a high number of predecessors
and a high number of successors, then there are few rules constraining when exactly the
event can occur. We then consider it likely to fit well into a declarative model. Similarly,
if an event has only a small number of predecessors and a small number of successors,
then it is probably more easily modeled procedurally, for example, as a sequence or a
choice from a low number of options. In the case that an event has a small number of
predecessors, but a large number of successors, we consider it likely that the event is
either the last element in a structured sequence, which is followed by an unstructured
sequence, or that the event is followed by a choice from a large number of options. In
both cases it makes sense to consider this as a structured event and model it procedurally. Similarly, in the case that an event has a small number of successors, but a large
number of predecessors we consider it likely that the event is either the first element in
an structured sequence, which was preceded by an unstructured sequence, or that the
event joins a choice from a large number of options. In both cases it seems fitting to
consider this as a structured event and model it procedurally.
Dividing the Log into Structured and Unstructured Sequences. The context analysis
gives us two sets: one that contains structured events and one that contains unstructured
events. In the following step, we use these events to identify structured and unstructured
sequences by parsing the log and starting a new sequence whenever an event does not
belong to the same set as its preceding event. After this step, our approach splits into two
branches, one handling the structured sub-logs and the other handling the unstructured
sub-logs.
Finding and Mining procedural Sub-processes. By grouping together each structured
event with all the direct successors and all the direct predecessors, we obtain a set of
disjoint clusters of the structured sequences. We then mine procedural sub-processes for
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each of these clusters. Finally, we abstract the main log by replacing each sequence with
the identifier of the sub-process that it belongs to. It should be noted that the clusters
of procedural sequences that are discovered could be further split up using existing
clustering techniques. This did not seem necessary on basis of the examples we used in
our experimentation with the technique.
Finding and Mining Declarative Sub-processes. For finding declarative sub-processes,
we first use an indirect association rule mining algorithm on the set of unstructured
sequences to find declarative patterns. Recall that an indirect association rule can be
used to find events that rarely occur together, yet there are other “mediator events” with
which they appear relatively frequently. We use this type of algorithms since it gives us
the opportunity to not only discover Declare constraints that express positive relations,
but also constraints like, for example, not coexistence constraints, which are more likely
to be satisfied when the events involved do not occur together in the same trace. In a
second stage, we use a mining algorithm for standard association rules on the remaining
sequences. These rules reflect relationships that exist between events that often co-occur
in common transactions. For this reason, these rules allow us to group together events
that are very likely connected with each other through positive relations in Declare. The
patterns are abstracted in the main log, and any remaining event that is at this point not
identified as belonging to a declarative pattern is left as an atomic event.
Mining the Top-level Process. When we are done finding (but not necessarily mining)
procedural and declarative sub-processes and have all sub-processes abstracted in the
main log, we can then either choose to apply the approach iteratively on the abstracted
log, starting from the first step where we distinguish structured and unstructured activities based on their context, or we can choose to finalize the approach by mining the
main log. In the latter case, we compute the average string edit distance for all traces in
the abstract main log and in case of a high similarity among the traces (>50%) we mine
the log procedurally using a procedural miner. In case of a lower similarity, we mine it
using a declarative miner. The use of the string edit distance is a simple way to distinguish between structured and unstructured logs. We validated this approach based on
experiments on synthetic logs. The results of these experiments have shown that traces
in structured logs are more similar to each other with respect to traces in an unstructured
log. Of course, more sophisticated techniques can be used for discriminating between
them.
Creating a Hybrid Process Model. When all mining tasks have finished, we can combine the resulting process models into a single hybrid model, based on which abstract
activities in the top-level model correspond to which sub-process. The exact method
will depend on the miners used and the languages that they use to generate models.
In our implementation, we simply generated separate Petri nets and Declare models.
However, to improve usability, a tool that supports the visualization and management
of such hybrid models would be needed (for example, to graphically represent a Declare sub-process within a top-level Petri net model). At this point, this is left for future
work.
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Fig. 2. Procedural Models

4 Evaluation
To evaluate our approach, we have implemented it as a plug-in of the process mining
tool ProM.1 For the evaluation, we turned to the real-life event log, which was made
available as part of the BPI Challenge 2012.2 The process represented in the event log
is an application process for a personal loan within a global financing organization. The
log itself contains some 262.200 events in 13.087 cases.
Our evaluation took on the following form. We set out to compare a model that
would result from a traditional mining approach on the selected log with a hybrid model
that is generated as proposed in this paper. We will refer to these as the procedural and
the hybrid models. The aim then is to compare these models specifically with respect
to the understandability of the generated models. We decided to create three procedural
models of the event log by using the Alpha, Heuristic, and ILP miner, respectively. The
resulting procedural models are shown in Fig. 2.
We created the hybrid model by using the Declare miner on the clusters of unstructured sequences, while using the Heuristic miner on the clusters of structured sequences.
Since the root model in this case also could be classified as structured, it was mined with
the Heuristic miner as well. The hybrid model can be seen in Fig. 3. In this figure, the
procedural root net is shown, as well as links to its sub-nets. Note that two sub-nets are
of a declarative nature (D1.1 and D2.1); the other sub-nets are procedural.
To make sure that a comparison with respect to the simplicity of the various models
is fair, we first reflect on their fitness [13]. This expresses how well the model is able
to “replay” the observed behavior in the log. The values are provided in Table 1. As
can be seen, the fitness values for the procedural models range from 0.01 for the ILP
1
2

http://www.promtools.org/prom6/HybridMiner
http://dx.doi.org/10.4121/uuid:3926db30-f712-4394-aebc-75976070e91f
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Fig. 3. Hybrid Model

miner to 0.58 for the Alpha miner. For the hybrid model, the fitness values are provided
for each of the sub-nets. These values vary from 0.69 to 1.00 (perfect fitness). Without
an integrated fitness measure available for hierarchical nets, we propose to take the
minimum value as a conservative approximation for the fitness of the hybrid net. On
this basis, the replay fitness of the hybrid net can be seen to be at least as good as
that of the procedural models. Also, it is not particularly “flower-like", which can be a
drawback of aiming at a well-fitting model [13].
A visual inspection of the models seems to indicate that the hybrid model is vastly
simpler than the procedural models. All procedural models can be characterized as
“spaghetti-like”. The hybrid model, by contrast, is composed of 9 different sub-nets,
each of which having a fairly simple structure. Arguably the most difficult of these
sub-nets are P1.2 and D1.1, which are the largest procedural and declarative sub-nets,
respectively. While the modularity of the hybrid model to some extent seems to help the
understanding of the process, the overall lack of visual clutter is apparent. The proposed

Procedural
Alpha Heuristic ILP
0.58

Hybrid

Root P1.1 P1.2 P1.3 P1.4 P2.1 P2.2 D1.1 D1.2
0.40 0.01 1.00 0.84 0.73 0.69 0.81 1.00 0.86 1.00 1.00
Table 1. Fitness values for the generated models
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approach, therefore, seems to have the potential to automatically generate behaviorally
accurate process models that are simple to read.

5 Related Work
Several approaches in the literature focus on the discovery of declarative process models [1,4,2,5,6,7,8]. The algorithms proposed in [4,2,6,8] are tailored to discover Declare
specifications. In particular, the technique proposed in [4,2] is based on a two-step approach. First, the input event log is parsed to generate a knowledge base containing information useful to discover a Declare model. Then, in a second phase, the knowledge
base is queried to find the set of constraints that hold on the input log. The work proposed in [6] is based on an Apriori algorithm for association rule mining and has been
used in this paper for the discovery of the declarative sub-processes of a hybrid model.
The approaches proposed in [1,5] are more general and allow for the specification of
rules that go beyond the traditional Declare templates. However, these approaches can
be hardly used in real-life settings since they are based on supervised learning techniques thus requiring negative examples that are difficult to be derived from real data.
In the work proposed in [7], a first-order variant of LTL is used to specify a set of dataaware patterns. Such extended patterns are used as the target language for a process
discovery algorithm to produce data-aware Declare constraints from raw event logs.
A recent implementation of a hybrid process modeling technique is made available
in CPN Tools 4.0 [15]. Different than what is proposed in the paper at hand, a hybrid
CPN net allows for the use of procedural and declarative modeling elements within the
same sub-process. Already at an earlier stage, modeling approaches have been proposed
that embrace “pockets of flexibility”. Specifically, in [11] it is proposed to define at
build-time in a workflow process pockets in a way that is highly similar to a declarative
style to match their highly flexible behavior; at runtime one has to pick a specific procedural instantiation of the workflow that fits the definition. Two other approaches that
combine procedural and declarative elements worth noting are Flexibility-as-a-Service
(FAAS) [14] and the Guard-Stage-Milestone model [12]. It should be noted that for
none of these approaches automated discovery techniques exist.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an automated discovery technique for hybrid process models. By analyzing the traces that are available in an event log and clustering them together according to their structure (or lack thereof), we are able to mine the structured
and less structured pockets within a process with procedural and declarative mining algorithms, respectively. The result is a hierarchical process model with both procedural
and declarative sub-processes. Our evaluation on a real-life event log suggests that the
proposed technique is indeed capable of producing a much simpler representation of a
process than traditional, purely procedural approaches can.
The proposed approach could be improved along theoretical, technical, and empirical angles. On a theoretical side, there is a need to establish proper metrics that tie to the
established quality dimensions of fitness, precision, generalization and simplicity [13]
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for hybrid, hierarchical process models. At this point, it is not entirely clear how a quality measure for a subprocess propagates to the quality of the overall model. Establishing
this will pave the way for a more thorough insight into the strengths and weaknesses
of the proposed discovery technique. Technically, a step ahead would be to allow for
duplicate events, i.e. the same event can be part of a procedural as well as a declarative
sub-process. We did not allow for this at this point, but this could be done by identifying
“recurrent" predecessors/successors even if these appear only in a certain percentage of
cases. From an empirical angle, end users need to be confronted with hybrid models for
a thorough evaluation of their usefulness and ease of use.
As to stimulate the uptake of hybrid process models, a number of other developments are called for as well. As we pointed out in our earlier work [10], modeling
guidelines and tool support will be essential to allow for the manual creation and maintenance of hybrid process models. We are currently experimenting with such guidelines
and our initial insights are that modelers with an intermediate experience with procedural modeling approaches do not find the composition of hybrid models all that difficult.
We hope to report on more substantial insights in the near future.
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